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CONCEPTUAL MEMORY 

ABSTRACT 

Humans perform vast quantities of spontaneous, subconscious computation in order to 

understand even the simplest natural language utterances. The computation is ptincipally 

meaning-based, with syntax and traditional semantics playing insignificant roles. This thesis 

supports this conjecture by synthesis of a theory and computer program which account for many 

aspects of language behavior in humans. It is a theory of language and memory. 

Smce the theory and program deal with language in the domain of conceptual meaning, they 

are independent of language form and of any specific language. Input to the memory has the 

form of analyzed conceptual dependency graphs which represent the underlying meaning of 

language utterances. Output from the memory is also in the form of meaning graphs which have 

been produced by the active (inferential) memory processes which dissect, transform, extend and 

recombine the input graphs in ways which are dependent upon the meaning context in which 

they were perceived. 

A memory formalism for the computer model is first developed as a basis for examining the 

inferential processes by which comprehension occurs. Then, the notion of inference space is 

presented, and sixteen classes of conceptual inference and their implementation in the 

computer model are examined, emphasizing the contribution of each class to the total problem of 

understanding.   Among the sixteen inference classes are: causative/resultative inferences (those 

which explain and predict cause and effect relationsh.ps relative to the memory's model of the 

world), motivational inferences (those which infer the probable intentirns of actors), enabling 

inferences (those which predicti.ely fill out the circumstances which were likely to have obtained 

at the time of an action), action prediction inferences (those which make guesses about what a 

person might be expected to do in some situation), knowledge propagation inferences (those 

which predict what Knowledge is available to a person, based on what the memory already 

knows or can infer he knows), normative inferences (those which assess the "normality" of a 

given piece of information), and state duration inferences (those which predict the probable 

duration of specific states in the world). All inferences are probabilistic, and "backup" is 

deemphasized as a programming tool. 
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The idea of points of contact of information structures in inference space is explored.   A 

point of contact occurs when an inferred unit of meaning from one starting point within one 

utterance's meaning graph either confirms (mjtches) or contradicts an inferred unit of meaning 

from another point within the 6raDh, or from within the graph of another utterance. The quantity 

and quality of points of contact serve as the primary definition of unders.andmg, since such 

points provide an effective measure of the memory's ability to relate and fill in information. 

lnferact,o-, between the inference processes and (1) -word sense promotion (how meaning 

context influences the language analyzer's choice of lexical senses of words during the parse;, 

and (2) the processes of reference (how memory pointers to tokens of real world entit'os are 

established) are examined. In particular, an important inference-reference "relaxation cycle" is 

identified and solved. 

The theory forms a basis for a computationally effective and comprehensive theory of 

language understanding by conceptual inference. Numerous computer examples are included to 

illustrate key points.   Most issues are approached from both psychological and computational 

points of view, and the thesis is intended to be comprehensible to people with a limited 

background m computers and symbolic computation. 

(Thesis committee: Profs. Roger Schänk (advisor), Ksn Colby, and Jerry Feldman, Computer 

Science Dept., Stanford University) 
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"I KNOU YOU BELIEVE YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU THINK I SAIO BUT I 
AM NOT SURE YOU REALIZE THAT UHAT YOU HEARD IS NOT* WHAT I 
MEANT," 

t3 < t2 < ti 

c.tl |—- 
vou <=-=> neuiLD —--i 

/ \       u-- x 

ti 

part 
LTM YOU 

I 
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riLoc 
/ \ o 
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III     I 
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I LTM 
part \ / 
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t | 

i   par t « 
LTM  YOU   |           part 

I       LTM  
YOU |        | 
A tl i        | 

ti 11 <>' E>a> riLoc 
\/ 
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t3 0 
I <===> CONC  

/ \ 

part 
CP * I 

0 
I <—= > SPEAK <-— "U" 

/ \ 

Y  ^  Z ^ ^ |M 
* III 

I t2       0 
| I <—> SPEAK *■-— "U" 
i 
t2        0 

YOU <—> IITRANS ♦■—- Y 
t t part 
| |D  |--— CP YOU 

YOU <---> flTRANS ——  Z 
t t part 

jD  |—^ CP ♦■ YOU 
I I 

YOU <—> LISTEN-TO *-— "Z" 

t2 0 
YOU <---> LISTEN-TO»-— "U" 

If you are baffled by this modest conceptual graph, read on, 
read on. But do not despair... for now there is a computer 
program which is also baffled by it! 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 ESSENCE 

This thesis describes a computer program which exhibits a primitive capacity to think. 

The baiic unit of input to the program is the conceptual graph. A conceptual graph is a 

cluster of computer symbols linked together in structured patterns to represent the thoughts 

underlying natural language sentences. The natures of the symbols and connecting links allow the 

graph to capture the underlying meaning of the sentence in a way which is not dependent upon 

the way the thought was phrased in language, or even upon which language was used to 

communicate it. The program is therefore designed to function in a purt .neanmg environment. It 

assumes the existence of two other programs: a conceptual analyzer [R2], which can transform 

sentences of a language into these language-free conceptual patterns, and a conceptual 

generator [Gl], which can transform conceptual patterns into sentences of a language. Both 

these programs interact with the memory during their tasks. Although both companion programs 

must deal with the specifics of a particular language, all mter-program communication occurs 

through meaning patterns. 

The program has one central reflex response, conceptual inference, which is activated by 

incoming conceptual patterns. From each pattern, this reflex generates many new, meaning- 

related patterns which represent predictions about facets of the larger situation of which the 

input pattern might he been a part. That is, the program assume-., that what it perceives is 

always only a very small part of a much larger pattern, and it is motivated to discover as much 

of the larger pattern as possible, and to relate what it discovers to other patterns it already 

knows. To determine points at which one pattern joins with another pattern is its single most 

important goal. 

As subgoals of this task, the program tries to determine why actions wer» performed, whjt 

an action might have caused, what must have been true in order for the action to have occurred 

in the first place. If a person is in state X, what might he desire as a result of being in that state7 
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If a person desires Y, what might he do to achieve Y? The program will make predictions about 

what is likely to happen next, and can resize when its predictions match subsequent incoming 

patterns.   It makes assumptions about what other people know, based on what it already knows 

they know. It can detect when one pattern of meaning conflicts with another one, and it can 

combine similar patterns which have come from two different sources. By combining them, it 

opens new pathways between other information patterns. If there are gaps in the incoming 

meaning patterns, it tries to fill them in. Based on the larger patterns in which they occur, it can 

make decisions about who and what the smaller patterns are referencing, even ♦hough these 

things might be undecidable from examining the smaller patterns separately. 

The program can get along with less than perfect oata. When it cannot locate information it 

needs, it can make assumptions about that information, based on patterns of what is normal and 

expectable. It can guess how long certain states and actions in the world last, and use those 

guesses in its predictions. It is sensitive to time factors m all patterns. 

Taken all together, the processes in the program define a theory of understanding which is 

related to language, yet independent from it. This theory will be called Conceptual Memory. 

. 

1.2 CHALLENGE 

In recent years, the stored-program computer has posed some of the greatest challenges 

ever to man's ingenuity to synthesize and analyze. One such challenge is to discover a starting 

combination of ones and zeroes in a computer's memory, and a set of stored programs which 

manipulate them, which will allow the computer to use and comprehend natural language in the 

same way humans do. 

I have therefore posed the following general question as the starting point for this 

research: 

What does the brain of a human language user do with the 
information communicated to it via natural language? How can a 
computer be made to do the same things? 
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13 PERSPECTIVE 

Most of us take for granted our ability to use and understand the lanßuage of 0ur culture 

Because of this, it i, quite natural to assume that language comes equally readily to computers. 

Th.s assumption was eagerly made by natural language researchers in the early 50's. But their 

enthusiasm was quickly dampened: their efforts were stymied on two fronts. 

First, computer hardware was in its infancy. It .as so new, slow and unpredictable in fact, 

that even ,1 someone had discovered some computationally effective general principle of 

language and intelligence, he might never have had the opportunity to confirm it! Also, there was 

» certain diverting fascination with getting anything to work on the new equ.pment.   Th,s 

instilled a kind of euphoria known only to those who have written a computer program and 

watched ,t automatically carry cut their own thoughts right in front of their eyes. Perhaps 

because of this it was though, that the mam step had been taken in just getting the computer to 

do something - that the rest would follow easily. That proved to be incorrect, 

Second, even though the field of Linguistics had been around for quite some time, when 

researchers attempted to encode language in the ones and zeroes of the hulking watt-eaters   a 

new crop of problems - a new level of unanticipated detail and intricacy - arose. For the first 

time, everything had to be made totally explicit. Whereas corners could easily be cut in a "paper- 

theory of language in order to get at some of the deeper ,ssues, in a computationally effective 

theory, the burden of proof ultimately rests upon the computer's performance.   Any cut corners 

were reflected, to the chagrin of many a researcher, as direct idiocy in his mechanical prodigy 

And it was more than engineering details; it was an absence of theory. In short, it was quickly 

discovered how little was actually known about language. 

At the crest of this first wave of excitement was the vis.on of automatic machine translation 

of one language into another. It initially looked as though translation could be achieved by 

extremely simple and local transformat.ons on words. Because of this, mos» of the mam issues 

which came into focus were related to the ma.ntenance and use of dictionaries in the computer- 

storing words and word senses, Organizing large vocabularies, devising faster and faster lookup 

techniques, cross-referencing entries (synonymy, antonymy), and so on.   Just off the mam stream 

of automatic translation were endeavors in word frequency analysis, automatic keyword 
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compilation, and the like.   It was the era of a new form of computation: symbolic transformation 

and manipulation of natural language vocabulary words. 

Notably m.ssmg in these first sfforts were any serious attempts to revamp and incorporate 

traditional ideas about grammar and syntax.   Then in the GO's, perhaps revitalized by Noam 

Chomsky's new approach to syntax which appeared in 1957, the field experienced a rush on 

syntax. It was the next logical step to take, and interest in it was all the more heightened and 

sustained by the emerging need for more sophisticated artificial (programming) languages. The 

new issues became those of how to represent a grammar as precise syntactic structures within a 

computer, how to make them flexible and extendable, and above all, how to use them to analyze 

(parse) sentences of the language into syntactic structures. This latter issue gave rise to 

innumerable theories of syntax, and to theories of how best to parse.   Better and better 

syntactic analyzers were written, and a precious wealth of discovery was made. But computers 

sti.l could not understand language, even though they could now babble prolifically in 

meaningless -- but grammatically impeccable -- sentences, and could chastise with flashing lights 

and ringing bells all those who spoke to them ungrammatically.   Basically, researchers had beaten 

the dead horse, and he still would not rise. 

Relative to the goal of getting a computer to understand natural language, the shortcomings 

of syntactic parsing were threefold. First, it was far too precise: although it would work in the 

laboratory on carefully selected sentences, the smallest deviation (something a human would 

scarcely notice) from what the grammar prescribed would invariably cause the system to fail. 

Second -- and it is surprising that so many researchers deluded themselves so long on this - 

correct syntactic analysis is inseparable from the individual meanings of each word in the 

language. To classify one word as a noun, another as a verb, indeed led to a parse capability, but 

the parse which resulted was at best just an analysis of form rather than meaning.   At its worst, 

the parse was even an incorrect analysis of form, because of "peculiar meanings" of certain 

words. Third, and most important, even if a correct syntactic analysis could be guaranteed, what 

was it good for, relative to understanding?  It is not at all taxing to find very ordinary sentences 

whose syntactic/orm is not of much use in predicting their meaning: 
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ohii's refrigerator was running. 
_ ohn's horse was running, 
ohn's candidate was running 
ohn's nylon shirt was running, 
ohn's specialty was running, 
ohn's nose was running. 

(concentrate on the picture each elicits in each case). Because of this, and because the goal of 

syntact.c parsing was to render an analysis o\ form, understandably little thought was given to 

this question of the utility of syntactic analysis to understanding. It finally came to be generally 

accepted that, no natter how clever one was, syntax was simply the wrong way to begin an 

understanding system. 

Researchers had at that point come to grips with one of the key realizations about 

language: that syntax and meaning are thoroughly intertwined, and that syntax - regardless of 

how elaborate a role it plays - should serve only as a means to an end: to discover the 

underlying meaning of each sentence. This realization marked the beginning of the third 

generation of language researchers, the "good guys"   The new issues became how to represent 

meaning (Schänk [S4] was among the first good guys here), and how to be diplomatic and 

charitable in the merger of s/ntax and semantics in the programs designed to extract meaning 

from sentences (Wmograd [W5] was among the first here). At last, the veneer of pure syntax 

was being sanded away, and the underlying issues of language and cognition were beginning to 

be recognized as one and the same 

In 1971 Terry Winograd's Procedures as a Representation for Data in a Computer Program 

for understanding Natural Language served to coalesce and further th,: undercurrent which 

ha; been around for several years prior to his program.   Wmograd showed ho// syntax, 

s »mantles, and a model of the world all fit together In a way which permitted a computer to 

converse with a human in a limited domain, and to perform simple manipulations of the world 

model. The system exhibited a noteworthy use of information/rom all three levels - syntax, 

meaning, world model -- in its task. 

The broad sigmf.cance of Winograd's program was in the way 14 arrived at the underlying 

meaning of each sentence. It was chiefly a theory of how knowledge from several independent 

sources can be applied to predict meaning horn form.   Less attention was paid to the problem of 
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What to do with the meaning once it had been obtained. (In particular, the goals were to answer 

questions about the model, to manipulate the model, and to explain and justify its actions in this 

regard). In this theory of Conceptual Memory, the emphasis is reversed: I have been less 

interested in how the underlying meaning of each sentence is extracted, and more interested in 

the problem of what to do with the meaning after it has been extracted. I am interested in the 

effects of each sentence's underlying meaning within a memory: how the information in each 

sentence logically flows through various cognitive processes, and how it interacts with the 

meanings of other sentences and with a model of the world. In short, how does the content of 

language utterances interface with our ability to think? 

1.4 GENERAL GOALS 

What does a person do with the information content of natural language, anyway?   -- what 

does it mean to understand, beyond the stage of syntactic or even meaning analysis of 

sentences? These are tough questions -- things we cannot answer by direct analysis of our 

brains because they concern abstractions whose relation to the brain's physical properties are 

extremely complex. One of the goals has been just to identify some of the questions! 

We can all explain the how and why of our ability to comprehend language on a case-by- 

case basis: "Oh yes, I understood that because I knew that ...", or "You musi be talking about 

John, because...". Because of this, everything I will discuss is "what everyone already knows 

anyway" - to study language is to study everything, because everything can be described and 

assigned meaning by language; it is the most powerful means of representing knowledge that 

exists. Language and knowledge simply cannot be separated.  In this sense, any theory developed 

will address issues which are second nature to us all. Unlike a theory of high-energy physics, it 

will be a "theory of the familiar." 

But I am not interested per se in the case-by-case analyses at which we are all so facile. 

Rather, the real challenge lies in discovering - either by synthesis of an artificial system, or by 

analysis of a natural one - the underlying logical (a. opposed to physical) organization which 

account for in this case-by-case ability to comprehend. The moment one makes a conjecture 

about the nature of the underlying organization, the character of the theory abruptly changes 

from familiar to esoteric: although we are certain of why we concluded X in situation Y, we can 

. 
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only guess at the general mechanism in our brain which underlied the ability to conclude X in 

situation Y, W in a similar situation Z, and so on. It is both difficult to discover these general 

mechanism- hy introspection, and difficult to comprehend their scope once they have been 

discovered. 

The general goal of this theory is to make many guesses about underlying higher-level 

logical functions of the brain, to synthesize them into a unified theory of understanding, then to 

implement them in computationally effective algorithms which can be carried out by a computer 

program. 

The go.ü .s to develop a computationally effective model of the 
logical fluw of information in the brain of a natural language 
user. This mndel should predict and explain the ways in which 
information communicated to him by language is dissected, 
'.anstormed. rearranged, extended, and recombined in novel 
patterns which are influenced by the situation in which he 
perceives that information. 

I will not be concerned so much with a model of the physics of the brain -- neurons, 

charges, electrical wavefronts, and the like, or with a model of the physical organization of the 

brain -- short term memory, long term memory, engrams, recall, forgetting, and the like -- as 

with the abstract flow of information and with the information structures which mi'S» exist to 

realize aspects of the processing. 

1.5 TENETS 

I want to ask questions about some of the deeper cognitive processes in humans.   One tenet 

is that these processes arc independent from language and culture.   It is of course important to 

distinguish the processes from the data the processes manipulate. The data will obviously be 

highly language and culture-specific. 

In order to deal at this language and culture-free level, (a) there must exist an effective 

method of representing information in a form which is language- and culture-free, and (b) care 

must be taken that the processes defined and synthesized are truly language- and culture-free; 

any process must be able to function entirely in this pure meaning environment which is 

buffered from language form, and independent of specific knowledge. 
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To illustrate what it means to buffer the memory processes from the/om of the language 

from which they derive their data, return to the examples of "runnir.g"   All of these have the 

same syntactic form, which might be analyzed as follows in a phrase-structure grammar: 

<sentence> 

<noun phrase> 

<niodi f i er> <noun> 

I I 
JOHN'S X 

<verb phrase> 

<prog> 

I 
UAS 

<verb> 

I 
RUNNING 

However, each has a thoroughly different underlying meaning -- each produces a completely 

different picture when we hear it. To capture the meaning is, in a sense, to represent the 

structure of the picture. If we view language this way, these sentences about running come out 

as follows: 

John's refrigerator was running, an appliance was functioning nort, ally 

John's horse was running, an animal was propelling itself rapidly by moving its legs 

John's candidate was running, another person who lies in an unspeci'ied relation to 
John was performing actions intended to result in his attaining some office 

John'ö nylon shirt was running, an article of clothing was falling apjrt 

John's specialty was running. John's ability to propel himself rapidly by moving his 
legs was more highly developed than most of his other athletic abilities 

John's nose was running, fluid was being unintentionally expelled from a body organ 

And not only can similar language forms convey completely different meanings, completely 

different forms can communicate similar meanings. Instead of saying John's specialty was running, 

we might say "John was a specialist at running." The comprehender gets the same message from 

both. And this phenomenon is limited only jy our ability to obfuscate and distort the issue in 

tedious language forms: 

1. Indeed, the quantity of faith held by myself in 
the structural integrity of my motorcycle is as 
abundant as the number of T's in that honorable 
couthern state in which my great Aunt Jessica was 
>. mceived. 

2. I trust my bike. 
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So I assume that what the memory receives as input is as independent from language as the 

:tate of the art of language analysis will allow.  There will of course be much interaction 

between a good analyzer and the memory which I will not cover.   These assumptions afford a 

starting point from which to examine some language-related cognitive processes independently 

of any particular language. We will also examine, to a lesser extent, how these processes relate 

(in language-free ways) back to the processes which perform meaning analyses of sentences in a 

langrage. 

1.6 SPECIFIC GOALS 

The use of language presupposes that both speaker and comprehender have access to 

roughly the same storehouse of knowledge. There must be some common frame of reference. 

Because of this, no language utterance is ever any more than a very lean allusion to the very 

rich situation it describes. My specific goal has been to identify how a person who hears a lean 

utterance expands it in his mind into the rich underlying circumstances surrounding it, and then 

how he discovers how aspects in this expanded situation relate to aspects of other expanded 

situations. To discover these interrelationships between the situation described by one utterance 

and the situation described by another utterance will serve as my general definition of 

comprehension. 

The specific goal is to identify classes of conceptual inferences which contribute to this 

autcm,-tic expansion. Sub-goals are to define memory structures which are the medium for these 

expansions, and to determine how information gets into these structures so that expansion can 

occur. Also, I want to examine how memory structures knit together when regions of one larger 

pattern abut with those of another. 

To do these things, the memory will be making gjesses about things of which it isn't certain, 

modeling other people's knowledge, making predictions about people's motivations and possible 

future actions, guessing how long certain situations in the world last, imagining what must have 

been true for someone to perform an action he is said to have performed, making guesses about 

missing information, inferring what caused what and why, predicting who is being talked about if 

it could be more than one person, and so on. 
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In addition fo conceptual inferences and their control structure in the program, problems of 

reference, and an important reference-inference relaxation cycle will be identified and solved. 

1.6.1 THEMES 

The following unordered list of themes is presented here as a montage of what is to come. 

It is intended only to communicate the general flavor of the research by keywords. 

Inference molecules and spontaneous expansion in inference space 

The inference evaluator, confirmation, contradiction, and structure merging 

Knowledge propagation inferences, motivational inferences, action 
prediction inferences 

Occurrence sets, conceptual bonds, reasons and offspring 

Implicit concept and token activation, word sense promotions 

The Conceptual Dependency representation formalism 

Internalization. identification and extraction of subpropositions for 
inference 

Causative and resultative inferences, and causal chain expansion 

Descriptive sets and identification of referents 

Enablement inferences, function inferences, intervention inferences and 
enablement prediction inferences 

Time atoms, fuzzy durations, state duration inferences, and time 
maintenance 

Assumptions about normality in the world, normality molecules and 
normative inferences 

Inference multiplexing by theoretical type 

Feature inferences, situation inferences, utterance-intention inferences 

Reference-inference relaxation processing 

Specifier molecules, and the filling-in of missing conceptual information 

10 
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1.7 THE PROGRAM AND SOME ASSUMPTIONS IT MAKES 

The program which implements this theory of Conctptual Memory is called MEMORY, it is 

written in the programming language MLISP, which was developed by David Smitn [S13] it the 

Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory for the PDP10 computer. The program occupies 

approximately 50,000 36-bit computer words when it is run with its starting data file of world 

knowledge (approximately 300 memory structures and 50-60 program modules which contain 

specific world knowledge in program form). It assumes the existence of two other programs 

which implement a theory of conceptual analysis and a theory of conceptual generation. The 

three programs, when run together, occupy approximately 90,000 36-bit computer words. 

1.7 I THE CONCEPTUAL ANALYZER, BRIEFLY 

The conceptual analyzer (for English) was designed and is under current development by 

Chris Riesbeck [R2]. It relies as much as possible upon meaning. Syntax, where essential, is 

incorporated in the same feature I request control structure as all other information about words 

and their meanings. Because of this emphasis on meaning, the input language string need not be 

syntactically well-formed; the only requirement is that it be conceptually meaningful. 

"Feature / request" means the following: each new word which is encountered in the 

analyzer's left-right scan of the utterance is treated as a unit of meaning which exerts an 

influence in two ways. First, it can contribute its conceptual/fa/uw to a queue. Second, it can 

cause requests — skeleton conceptual graphs which underlie the word — to be set up. Requests 

represent the active, goal-directed processes which attempt to combine the features on the 

queue. At any given time, each unfilled slot in a request constitutes a goal to be satisfied. In this 

sense, the analysis can be called top-down.   But since the requests are initiated in the first place 

by the words of the sentence, the process can also be called bottom-up. 

The dictionary entries for word senses which reference simple concepts, like John, cake, 

bic/cle are simple sets of conceptual features which characterize the concept,  For words which 

are underlied by entire complex structures (most verbs, for instance), the dictionary entries are 

the skeleton conceptual templates which become the requests during the parse. The dictionary 

currently consists of 300-400 words, of which perhaps 100 are verbs. 

11 
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In chapter 3. we will see the computer form of a conceptual graph which is the output from 

the analyzer, and the input to MEMORY. 

1.7.2 THE CONCEPTUAL GENERATOR, BRIEFLY 

The conceptual generator (also for English) was designed and is under current development 

by Neil Goldman [Gl]. It is logically a two-step process. The first step carries a deep conceptual 

graph into a semantic network of English words. The second step carries this network into a 

grammatical English string by means of an Augmented Finite State Transition Network approach 

described by Simmons [Sll], The program which implements the second step is in fact an 

adaptation and extension of Simmon's program. 

In order to construct the net, the generator examines the conceptual graph's general 

structure, and on this basis selects one of 20-30 binary discrimination nets. The conceptual 

graph is then filtered through this net, which performs tests, lying in three general categories, 

on the graph's structure and contents. Tests in the first category inquire about the identity and 

conceptual features of objects in the graph. Tests in the second category ask whether an entire 

substructure could be expressed by some particular language construction. The third category 

involves general queries to the memory to ascertain time relations, and the existence of 

particular contexts which would allow the generator to select more compact or appropriate 

words than would be possible outside that context. 

At the terminal nodes of the network are lexical verb senses with which are associated case 

frameworks. The filtering process therefore serves to select the central verb for the mam graph, 

and nested subgraphs. A case framework specifies what cases are required for the verb, where 

they may be found in the conceptual graph, and what the correspondence between the verb's 

conceptual and syntactic cases is.  This correspondence is then used to construct the semantic 

net. 

1 7.3 WHERE THE MEMORY FITS, ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 

The following block diagram is intended to help put the memory in perspective, as a 

component of a larger picture. 

12 
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LANGUAGE 
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HIGHER LEVEL GOALS 
(MUDEL OF CONVERSATION.  ETC.) 

A -- analyzed conceptual graphs which the analyzer "hears" 

B -• answers to analyzer-initiated questions such as: 

"Who is this John I'm hearing about likely to be, 
and does he have an unusual occupation?" 

Clarify the relationship mderlying 'John's yard"' 
Is there an animate concept which the word 'dog' could reference'" 
What is the most likely meaning of 'bank' m the current context?"' 

C -- memory structures to be expressed in language 

D -- answers to generator-initiated questions such as: 

"Was time C0082 before time C1178?" 
"Could John's doing X cause Mary harm'", 

E -- goal-specific directions and queries to memory such as: 

"We might have a guilt pattern emerging; 
start emphasizing John Smith's reasons for acting" 
Could John's saying X to Bill have hurt Bill' feelines?" 
Believe what John says implicitly." 

F - suggestions and tips about interesting events in the memory such as: 

Ä h8'" ^St Said t0 ^lry Probab|y hurt her feelings. Want to intervene'" 
John has done several Ihmgs which might mdi^te he no longer loves Rita 

Call up a special program to analyze further." 
Bill might be getting ready to go to the store. 

^Want to ask him to get anything?" 
I've inferred that Mary wants the chair moved; want to respond?" 

Figure 1-1. The inevitable block diagram. 

The nature of the information whim flows over paths E and F is merely conjecture. 
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Furthermore, as chapters 5 and 6 will illustrate, there is anything but a well-defined boundary 

between the memory and "higher level" and goal-oriented processes, such as dialog and 

bargaining models, or the model which might drive an information-seeking robot.   The existence 

of the "higher-level-goal" box in Fig. 1-1 serves only to emphasize that the processing I will 

propose is not all-emcompassmg, and that any specific application of my theory must be driven 

by a set of goals which function "on top of" (or, more precisely, "within") the memory. 

We will be exploring the "lower-upper class" of cognition. 

1.7.4 OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM'S OPERATION 

To give you a large-seal^ idea of things, I will describe here the overall behavior of the 

program as it runs in response to one utterance. 

The language analyzer (Resbeck [R2]) is requested by MEMORY to "listen" for an utterance 

(it does not have to be either complete or syntactically correct) to be typed at its keyboard. An 

sxample of an utterance is: 

(HARY KISSED JOHN BECAUSE HE HIT BILL) 

When an utterance is sensed, it is analyzed by the conceptual analyzer into a conceptual 

graph which is the meaning representation for that utterance (don't analyze it yet, just enjoy): 

JOHN <-• 
/ 
-> PROPEL 
\    t 

D 

-—- X? 
MARY <-. 

—♦ BILL              / 
.-> DO 
\ 

— ̂
— JOHN              1 

P 
Kummmmmmumumsmasaammmmummmaamms 

X? <■! 

1 
val 

II> PHYSCONT ♦■ BILL      L PS <■• !■> PHYSCONT 

part 

MAf w 

val 
JOHN 
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During and after the construction of the meaning graph, all references in the graph to 

objects and concepts in the world are established as best as possible by the memory. This 

process will, for instance, replace the symbol "JOHN" with a pointer to an entity in the memory 

which represents some particular John, about whom much may be known. Also, as this 

referencing occurs, the graph is dissected into its components and these components are linked 

m to the memory's network of other knowledge. Interesting facets of the graph are identified, 

and become the starting points for expanding (by making conceptual inferences) the situation to 

which the utterance alludes. 

Next, MEMORY assumes that the thought was communicated for a reason, and that it conveys 

interesting information which it does not directly contain, and which depends on the context in 

which the utterance has occurred. It begins generating conceptual inferences as a routine 

response in order to see how the information conveyed by the utterance relates to other 

knowledge m its memory.   This is spontaneous - a reaction to each new input, rather than upon 

external demand; in a sense, then, the memory generates its own goals. 

As each new inference is generated, an evaluation function is applied to it. The evaluator 

attempts to relate the new inference to existing knowledge in the hope of discovering interectmg 

relations with other information structures in the memory. One important result of this is the 

merging of two structures into one, thereby establishing a new patnway between previously 

unrelated information. 

After interesting interactions of the new conceptual inferences from each utterance have 

been discovered, the memory makes numerous responses. This theory does not extend into the 

domain of deciding what is appropriate to say. MEMORY therefore proposes everything of 

interest which results from the utterance, forming a list of conceptual graphs to be expressed by 

the conceptual generator. 

The generator (Goldman [Gl]) is capable of transforming a meaning graph into natural 

language utterances in some target language.   In this process, MEMORY is consulted often to 

determine if suitable conceptual information exists to allow the jse of a particular word of the 

language to express some part of the meaning graph, and to assist the generator in constructing 

the appropriate tense framework from conceptual time structures in the memory. 
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The memory is therefore not yet a conversationalist; what you get by running the program 

is a rambling, sfream-of-consciousness monologue.  The analyzer and generator with which it 

works both are designed for English. 

1.7.5 COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES 

The current program simulates several dozen rather mvo'ved processes. When it is turned 

loose in full gear, it requires annoying amounts of computer time (5 minutes is typical) for 

responses to each utterance. This is partly because of blatant programming inefficiencies! but it 

is mostly because of the theory. Thus, the memory has rarely been run in "all-at-once" mode. 

Instead, features can be turned on and off for purposci of demonstrating their effectiveness, and 

how they interrelate. I am convinced that all processes are consistent, cooperative, and 

coordmatable, even Ihough the all-at-once mode more often than not blows up because o5 one or 

more program bugs! To find one can take the better part of a day, and I have not recently had 

the luxury of such quantities of time. 

These things neither disappoint nor discourage me. If they disappoint you, consider what we 

are trying to model: a highly parallel associative network of billions of active nodes, where each 

node itself might realize a function which would take many seconds to model on today's 

computers! 

If we can identify what is useful, and sketch out how to do it, we can then worry about 

time, parallelism, and programming oversights. We must pass our theories through finer and finer 

sieves. While the boulders still intimidate us, we must preserve our vanity by this attitude long 

enough to get to the sand! (Whew!) 

1.7.6 EXAMPLES 

The following examples are actual computer output, and illustrate th current level of the 

program's ability. By "actual computer output" I mean that the memory can accept and generate 

the underlying meaning graphs associated with each example (and others which follow similar 

patterns). Since the conceptual analyzer and generator were developed independently, they had 

slißhtly different vocabularies and abilities. In cases where they were not adequate, I have 
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docfured the input and output. That is, sometimes ! gave the memory a hand-analyzed meaning 

graph which would normally be constructed from un English utterance by the analyzer, and 

sometimes I either expressed by hand the meaning gr.phs which were produced by the memory, 

or touched up the generator's output. 

Also, as will be seen in chapters 5 and 5, the memory will generally produce many more 

responses than would normally be seen externally if a more sophisticated model of conversation 

were coordinating things.   This abundance of potential responses is a crucial aspect of the 

theory, but until there is a model of conversation, it means that I have to select the responses 

for illustration manually. 

(SIMPLE EXPANSION BY INFERENCE) 

INPUT:      John told Mary that Bill wants a book. 

RESPONSES: John believes that Bill wants a book. 
Mary now knows that Bill wants a book. 
Bill wants a bonk. 
Bill wants to come to possess a book. 
Bill probably wants to read a book. 
Bill might want to know the concepts contained 

in the book. 
A book about what? 
Bill might get himself a book. 
John might give Bill a book. 
Mary might give Bill a book. 
John may want Mary to give Bill a book. 
John and Mary may have been together recently. 

(DIALOGUE) 

INPUT:      John went to the drugstore. 
RESPONSE:  What did he want to buy? 
INPUT:      He wants some aspirin. 
RESPONSE:   Is he sick? 
INPUT:      No. His wife is sick. 
RESPONSE:  I thought John was single. Oh, wait a minute. 

You must mean John Smith, not John Jones. 

(STORY) 

INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 

John hit Mary. 
Mary's mother took Mary to the hospital. 
Mary's mother called John's mother. 
John's mother spanked John. 

INPUT:      Why did John's mother spank John? 
RESPONSE:  Because she was angry at him. 
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She was angry at him because he hit Mary. 

INPUT:      Why did Mary go to the hospital? 
RESPONSE:  Because she was hurt. 

John hit her. 

INPUT:      Why did John hit Mary? 
RESPONSE:  He was probably mad at her because 

she did something to him. 

(REFERENCE-INFERENCE INTERACTION) 

INPUT:      Whose diaper is wet? 
RESPONSE:  Andy Rieger's diaper is wet. 

(FEATURE. NORMATIVE, AND ENABLING INFERENCES) 

(a) INPUT:      Phighdough barked at a policeman. 

INPUT:      What is Phighdough? 
RESPONSE:   Phighdough is probably a dog. 

(b) INPUT:      Mary was sunbathing yesterday. 

INPUT:      Where was Mary yesterday. 
RESPONSE:  Mary was probably at the beach yesterday. 

(c) INPUT:      I saw John yesterday. 
RESPONSE:  I thought John was in France. 

(CONTRADICTION DETECTION) 

INPUT:      John said he killed himself. 
RESPONSE:  Dead people can't talk. 

(INFERENCE USING NORMALITY INFORMATION) 

INPUT:      Does Mary own a book? 
RESPONSE:  Probably, people normally own books. 

(CONTEXT EFFECTS ON INTERPRETATION) 
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(a) INPUT: John was mad at Bill. 
INPUT: He kicked him. 
INPUT: Who kicked who? 

RESPONSE: John kicked Bill. 

(b) INPUT: Andy Rieger isa baby. 
INPUT: Andy Jones is an adult. 
INPUT: Andy's diaper is wet. 
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(a) /SDM?       ^fry WaS feeli"& e*tr*m*iy dcspondant. 
INPliT;      John saw she had a knife. 
INPUT:       He asked her for the knife. 

INPUT:       Why did John want the knife? 
RESPONSE:   Probably so Mary can't use it to hurt herself. 

(b) INPUT:      John wanted to eat a steak. 
INPUT:      John asked Mary for the knife. 

INPUT:       Why did John want the knife. 
RESPONSE:   He probably wants to cut the steak with it. 

(c) INPUT:      John was furious at Bill. 
INPUT:      John asked Mary for a kni«"e. 

INPUT:      Why did John want the knife' 
RESPONSE:   Perhaps to hurt Bill. 

(CAUSAL CHAIN EXPANSION) 

iKSJil      w" ,00l< Marv'$ bonk away fro'n her. 
IINfUli       Mary kissed John because he hit Bill. 

RESPONSE:  John h t Bill. 
This caused Bill to become hurt. 
This caused Mary to be pleased because she felt 

a negative emotion toward Bill at the time 
Mary's pleasure was caused by John's action. 
This caused Mary to feel a positive emotion 

toward John. 
This caused Mary to kiss John. 

1.7.7 ABOUT THE COMPUTER EXAMPLES 

I have tned to illustrate by computer example many of the theoretical points The examples 

were generated over a penod of several months as the program was still developing (as I hope it 

Will continue to develop).   For this reason, .ou may notice differences in trace format, or in small 

details of lie processing from example to example. Also, ,1 more often than not happened that, to 

illustrate one smaller point, ,1 was necessary to shut off other features of the system which 

were not relevant to the demonstration, or to edit the. traces out of the example after it had 

been generated. This was the only sPace-w,se practical thing to do, but it makes it hard to 

absorb the gestalt of the system's operation.   I have made efforts not to isolate any one example 

too severely from the rest of the system. 
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All examples are unretouched computer trace output, modulo shuffling the output around so 

that it would fit readably in the left column of the page. I have tried to indicate by ellipses those 

points at which trace output was edited out, but make no claims as to the thoroughness of this 

convention. The documentation in the right column was added by hand after the tracing. 

1.8 WHAT THIS IS: COMMENTS 

Part of the task in synthesizing a theory of cognition and language is to define problems 

whose solution will be theoretically meaningful. This is not the case in many other language- 

related endeavors. For example, the problem of transforming (parsing) sentences of a particular 

language into some underlying structure is "well-defined" in the sense that at least the general 

goal can be concisely described.   The inverse process of transforming underlying structures into 

acceptable language strings is a similarly well-defined task Indeed, there are many ill-defined 

subgoals m the solution of such problems, and the problems are no less difficult because there is 

a general goal. Nevertheless, the goal provides a standard by which the relative success of the 

solution can be measured, and it is fairly straightforward to realize failures and deficiencies, 

pinpoint their cause, then patch them up or extend the deficient processes. 

There is no one identifiable goal for a language-independent model of cognition.   What does 

it mean "to understand", and how do we know when we have a program which does it? How do 

we know when to be happy and when to be disaopointed with our understanding program's 

behavior. What do we do to make it better when we're disappointed?  This thesis is the result of 

asking these sorts of questions. 

I have come to believe that all research involving language and human memory must of 

necessity he on the "lunatic fringe" of many established disciplines: linguistics, computer science, 

cognitive psychology, ana philosophy foremost among them. And each issue in a comprehensive 

theory of language and intelligence will require justification, or at least reconciliation, with the 

existing, generally insightful dogma of each discipline. 

If we look far enough back, there seems to be no aspect of language or intelligence which 

has not been explored or pondered at some time or another by more capable men than ourselves 

-   experts in their fields. But their discoveries and insights are only the pieces of the puzzle 

which must be fit together. 
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Today's ideas about language and inteliigenre must be measured 
by how well they re-partition, connect and extend things which 
have been known a long time. 

And they must do so at a very explicit level so that a computer can learn them, 

So in this thesis I have tritd to identify and coordinate many ideas about language ana 

■ntelligence in a computationally effective way. I do not pretend to be a master o; any of the 

four areas above; I do claim to be a craftsman with some fresh ideas about what underlies 

language, and how to put it into a computer.  To cover any one of the issues I have chosen to 

address in the thoroughness any particular discipline would demand would subvert my immediate 

goals.   We can sweep up the shop later. Let's build something first! 

1.9 RELATED WORK 

In writing this thesis, my goal was to start out fresh, developing a theory of language 

understanding as I saw it, and Conceptual Memory is the result.   The research here ha.: by no 

means been conducted in a vacuum. One is influenced in many subtle and no', so subtle way. by 

reading the literature 5f his field, and this certainly applies to me as much as to anyone. In 

particular, I am indebted to the following people: Roger E.v.ank [84,35], Terry Wmograd [W5], 

Ross Quillian [Q2], Gordon Bower [B4,A5], John Anderson [A5], Ken Colby [C3], David Rumelhart 

[R4], Peter Lindsay [R3], Don Norman [N5,R33, Robert Abelson [Al], Joe Becker [Bl], L A. Zadeh 

[Zl], Yorick Wilks [W3], and (to a lesser degree since much of my research occurred concurrently 

with his), Eugene Charniak [Cl].   The works of each of these people stand out in my mind as 

important influences on my thinking. 

However, the issues with which we are all dealing are so broad, and the goals so ill-defined 

at this stage, that there is little ground for direct comparison of what I have done with what they 

have done. In my view, this thesis represents a raw approach to language processing and 

understanding.   Thus, rather than review individual works, I will assume the reader has a 

"cultural" knowledge of previous work in the field of language understanding by computer. Those 

completely unfamiliar with the field are directed to the reference list at the end of the thesis. I 

believe, however, that most will find the thesis fairly well self-contained. 
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1.10 READING THIS MONSTER 

This thesis is longer than I wanted it to oe. In many places it is overwritten, and there is for 

the most part too much cross-referentmg. For these things, I apologize.   In retrospect, I suppose 

they happened because of my enthusiasm for discovering and demonstrating how one process 

interrelated to all the rest. As I discovered something, it tended tc become immortalized far too 

quickly in writing, and this made for a non-compact expression of the ideas. And perhaps I tried 

to point out too many relationships which are either too obvious, or too obscure, to make them 

worthwhile.   Therefore, as you read things for the first time, you are likely to be better off 

simply ignoring all cross-references.   If you stick it out, the story unfolds in my conception cf a 

logical order. 

You can read at several levels of generality. If you have a couple of hours and just want to 

develop a general feeling for what I'm getting at, look in the table of contents and read those 

sections marked with two asterisks. If you want to absorb enough to argue with my ideas, read 

everything with one or two asterisks. If you are a masochist, read it all. My advisors and I did, 

and it didn't kill us. 

Chapters 5 and 6 are important -- they are the heart of the thesis -- but they are long and 

tiring to read if you try to take them all d once. My suggestion is to read sections 5.1 - 5.3, look 

at the brief description of the classes of conceptual inference given in section 5.3, them jump 

right into the ono which looks most interesting. Because they were basically written 

independently over a period of time (and not in the order presented), they should perhaps be 

read with with the same abandonment of organization.  Don't forget to read chapter 8; it ties 

many ideas together. 

The chapters are broken down as follows; 

Chapter 1, Introduction 

Chapter 2. Representation: The Approach to Meaning The representation of meaning is 

discussed. The chapter is mainly an overview of Schänk et al.'s theory of Conceptual 

Dependency, which !s the theoretical formalism which allows us to get at issues of 

meaning comprehension. 

Cnapter 3. Representation: The Conceptual Memory Another level of representation issues 

. 

. 

: 
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arises when the relatively passive meaning graphs described in Chapter 2 must 

represented in the more active networks of ? conceptual memory. The data structures 

which represent concepts, tokens, idions, states, times, strengths of belief, and so forth 

are developed. 

Chapter 4, Getting Conceptual Graphs into the Memory: Reference. Word Sense 

Promotion, Internaiization The orocessmg which transforms the meaning graphs given 

the memory by the language analyzer into structures in the memory network is 

described. This includes how tokens of things in the world are identified from their 

language references, how the memory might interact with the language analyzer 

(affecting how it perceives incoming language), and how memory structures representing 

the information in an utterance come into existence. This chapter leads up to the point of 

conceptual inference. 

Chapters 5, 6: Conceptual Inferenciiig: A Subconscious Stratum of Cognition These two 

chapters present the core of this theory of language comprehension.   The notions of 

conceptual inferences and a multi-dimensional inference space are presented. 16 classes 

of inference are described. How they fit into the theory and how they have been 

implemented in the program are described. 

Chapter 7, The Inference Control Structure. The Structure Merger, and Other Aspects of 

the Program The program processes which coordinate the functioning of the various 

kinds of conceptual inferences are described. How the program relates newly-inferred 

information to existing information, and what it does when relations are discovered, are 

described. 

Chapter 8, Inferences Applied to Reference Establishment and Time Relations How the 

program realizes a very important theoretical interaction between the processes which 

identify tokens from language descriptions and the processes which gensrate new 

information from old by conceptual n 'erences is described. This chapter ties together 

many of the ideas of the previous chapters. 

Chapter 9. Conclusions. Future Work 
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CHAPTER 2 

REPRESENTATION: THE APPROACH TO MEANING 

This theory of conceptual memory involves information representation issues at four distinct 

levels; a theory and formalism for representing the meaning content of a natural language 

utterance in context, and a theory and formalism for representing (and processing) information in 

a conceptual memory.   These four levels are highly interrelated. This chapter and the next 

describe and relate them. 

2.1     CONCERNING REPRESENTATIONAL FORMALISMS 

Many of the ideas of conceptual processing to be presented in chapters 4-8, particularly 

those Of chapters 5 and 6 concerning inference, can be viewed, at some level of abstraction, as 

existing independently from any particular scheme for representing knowledge  That is, much of 

this theory of conceptual memory describes and predicts the/Zcw of informal ion - what needs 

to  ^e done, and when -- and the reasons for this flow independently from details of substance 

and form of the information itself.   Since they could exist independently from an effective 

formalism (one for which there is hope of implementation on a computer), we might call these 

ideas about memory and reasonmg "meta" ideas. They will map out the crucial features of the 

theory.   However, the realization of those features is left to a particular formalism which 

implements the theory, and the interaction between theory and formalism can be crucial: the 

formalism can determine the "tone" of the theory and influence its substance hy uncovering new 

problems as it solves the ones already prescribed by the theory.   Casting the ideas of the 

theory in an explicit formalism also helps delimit what is and is not possible, and what is and is 

not desirable in the theory. 

Examples of these platitudes occurred frequently during the evolution of the memory. 

Looking back, it is difficult to sort out and reconstruct the subtle interplay between ideas and 

implementation. One good example concerns the development of function inferences (section 6.1). 

There, we will see a point at which the theory prescribes selecting between two alternate 

courses based on a very ephemeral test: "is there some unusual reiatic ^ between person X and 

physical object Y?" Framing this question in the formalism of a particular theory forces us to 
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address the question: "what are effective test procedures which will discover such a relation?" 

The solution of this problem in the memcry fvimalism pointed out a fairly general, ef'active 

notion of what it means for a relation to be "unusual", and this augments the theory of 

conceptual memory by uncovering a set of more specific and affective tests. These tests, now 

part of the theory, have become generalizable to other formalisms. 

The moral is that, although a theory and a representational formalism can exist 

independently, their relationship can and should be a developmentally symbiotic one. 

2.2 CONCEPTUAL DEPENDENCY: AN OVERVIEW 

The representational theory and formalism adopted for this theory of conceptual memory is 

called Conceptual Dependency. Conceptual Dependency (CD), developed by Roger Schänk et al. 

[54,56,57,58,02], is a theory for representing the underlying meaning of natural language 

utterances, and is based upon two general precepts: 

1. It is independent from language form; utterances in two languages which 
communicate the same thought are represented by the same structure in CD. 
Likewise, within a given language, utterances which communicate the same 
thought are represented by a unique meaning structure (a graph) in CD, 
regardless of differences in their form (what particular words and syntax were 
used). 

2. It is a reductionist theory. If defines a small set of primitives, which, connected in 
various graph configurations by a small set of links, have the potential for 
representing any thought a human might have or communicate. The notions of 
actions, states and causality constitute the central core of CD's expressive power. 
The primitives and links are intended to bear psychological reality, and the intent 
of the theory is to extract the meaning content of utterances in the same ways 
and to the same units as we might expect humans do. There are many possibilities 
for experimental verification of the individual primitives and links, and of the 
theory in general. 

The description of CD which follows is a description of that theory as it has been adapted 

and extended for the purposes of this thesis. There are no large differences between the goals 

and premises of "standard" Conceptual Dependency and those about to be described. Many of 

the variances concern small issues and the rest are extensions or elaborations of the basic 

theory. [S4,S6] give an overview of the "standard" theory. 

The description will not cover the processes by which a language is effectively mapped 

onto this formalism. There is a computer program which can analyze English sentences at the 
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level of complexity of most of the examples I will use. The theory of analysis and a description of 

this program can be found in [R2]. 

Conceptual Dependency consists of six components: a set of action primitives, a set of 

primitive states, a number of psychological and physical scales, an open-eided set of primitive 

concepts, a set of conceptual links, and a set of rules which speedy the well-formedness of 

combinations these entities. Rather than state the rules formally, I will instead develop an 

intuitive feeling for the well-formedness of combinations cf the other five types of objects. A 

well-formed combination of these objects is called a conceptual graph. 

2.2 1 ACTION PRIMITIVES 

The memory uses 11 action primitives (ACTs). What is an action primitive, and where do 

they come from9 The ACTs arose by collective introspection, with an eye kept to (1) their 

psychological reality, (2) their descriptive efficacy in the conceptut-i domain, and (3) their 

viability as the atomic units for effective computer procedures. Never in the development of the 

primitives, was one of these three considerations allowed to overshadow the others completely. 

In addition, since the goal was to be able to represent a broad spectrum of common daily 

discourse - to talk about people, what they do and talk about daily - rather than some esoteric 

or more technical discipline, the primitive ACTs are actions that people do. In fact, one of the 

rules of primitive ACTs is that only humans (or their personification by machines and natural 

forces) can serve as actors. Books don't "fly" across rooms; they are propelled by a person, 

machine or natural force. 

2.2.1.1 CONCEPTUAI CASES 

Each ACT governs a conceptual case framework, which consists of from 2 to 4 nuclear cases 

and several incidental cases. A conceptual case may be thought of as a slot, a placeholder, into 

which some concept or other conceptual graph fits. All conceptual cases, whether nuclear or 

incidental, are obligatory; that is, a conceptual graph involving an ACT is not well-formed unless 

the contents of all its slots have been filled as well as possible. This frequently amounts to filling 

some cases with "dummies" because, at the-time the conceptual graph is constructed, the identity 

of a case filler may be unknown and not predictable. Specifying such "missing cases" as best it 
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cjn in the contextual environment in which it occurs is one task of a conceptual memory. 

Although I will frequently write conceptual actions without specifying all the cases, this is for 

convenience only. 

Nuclear and Incidental cases are distinguished on the basis of their "intimacy" with the ACT 

which governs them. Cases without which the ACT could not exist even as an abstracted or 

idealized event in the world are nuclear. For instance, the ACT GRASP simply cannot stand for an 

event without its nuclear ACTOR and OBJECT cases.  Someone must grasp something The ACT, 

together wit»- its nuclear cases, is in some sense thai which is "imagmeable in the mind's eye" 

independently from its other features of lime, location, instrumentality, and so on, even though 

we know that for a real action to exist, it must also have these attributes. These attributes which 

are nonessential to the "inherent mechanics" of the ACT are the incidental cases.   It should be 

emphasized that the term "incidental" does not imply that these cases bear only incidental 

significance in subsequent analysis by the memory.   We will see in fact that the inforrrv'.ion 

communicated by incidental cases is sometimes more significant than the nuclear ^ iion itself. 

This distinction between nuclear and incidental case' is not made r   standard" CD. However 

it is quite useful here, since it Dears directly on the data struct';--,, which store actions in the 

memory. Fig. 2-1 defines the conceptual cases and indicate'- their CD graph notation. In the table, 

"A" stands for an ACT, "X" indicates where the c^se filler is attached. Case links are members of 

the larger set of dependency links, soon to be described. 
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NAME SYHBOL 

ACTOR X <- • ■> A 

OBJECT 
0 

A X 

RECIPIENT 
(to-from) 

R 
A -— 

—. Xt 

— -  Xf 

DIRECTIVE 
(to-from) 

D 
A --- 

—♦ xt 

— - Xf 

INSTRUMENT 
I 

A X 

TIME 
X 

<" = > A 

LOCATION 
L 

A »•— X 

DESCRIPTION 

The  "main   link",   denoting   the  actor- 
relation.   The  actor  case   filler   must   be 
animate. 

The  conceptual   object   of   an   action.   A! 
primitive ACTs  except  MBUILD  govern  a 
conceptual   object. 

The donor   (Xf)   and recipient   (Xt)   of   an 
action   involving   the  abstract   transfer 
of  an ent i ty. 

The beginning (Xf) and end (Xt) points 
of an action which changes an entity's 
mental   or  physical   location. 

The action (X) by which another action 
(A) occurs. X further specifies A, and 
must always be an action. 

All   time aspects   (X)   are  noted  above   the 
main actor-action   link.   Section  2.2.10 
describes  the varicis  aspects   in  CD. 

The  physical    location  of   an   action. 
Any physical   object  can  be  a   lotation 
in   this  context. 

Figure 2-1. The conceptual cases. 

2.2.1.2 SCOPE OF THE ACTION PRIMITIVES 

Before describing the ACTs, a short aside is in order. The action primitives about to be 

described are not intended to account for all of language. This does not mean that, when 

pressed, an expert could not render some approximation to just about anything by using only 

these action primitives; judging from experience, he probably could. But that is not the issue. 

The real issue concerns not the primitives themselves, but rather what they mean to the system, 

how they are combined, and what they predict and explain concerning language processing in 

humans. We must again take care to distinguish the specifics of the CD formalism from its theory. 
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The choice of particular action primitives and IN} - resulting , 9scriptive potential constitute the 

formalism. Their adequacy, saliency, or even correctness is always subject L nuestion; hence, 

they are always subject to revision, This is not disturbing, since the real eubstancs of the theory 

as an approach to language understanding transcends the particular choices of primitives, and, 

although there has certainly been the same kind of developmental relation between the formalism 

and theory of CD as between the formalism and theory of memory, the particulars of the 

formalism, as with the memory, are malleable. 

This is merely a caveat, not an-apology for the specific primitives posited by CD theory. In 

fact, after a while, one gams an intuitive feeling of their adequacy, correctness and tremendous 

descriptive power in the domain of humans' day to day interactions and discourse. This domain is 

small enough to explore in depth ana work with; yet it is large enough to be interesting, because 

it touches most of the real issues of language. These primitives constitute a powerful core from 

which we might expand. 

2.2.2 THE PRIMITIVE ACTS 

In this description of the 11 primitive ACTs, the following "typed" objects will be used: 

P 
CON 

X 
L 
n 
B 

a person (something capable of acting, possibly personified) 
cny non-atomic conceptual graph (a complete conceptualisation 
ds opposed to a simple concept) *axion, 
a physical object (a person can be a physica 
a locat on (any person or physical object ca 
a mental  location (explained later) 

I object) 
an be a   locat ion) 

a bodypart 

(?) will denote that, although the case is present, its content is unknowm (??) will denote a query. 

Each ACT will be defined by (a) describing in English its conceptual meaning, (b) specifying 

its "skeleton" conceptual template of nuclear cases, and (c) illustrating a typical usage. Recall that 

the incidental cases «.Ist for every ACTj they are simply not shown here.  Although the 

representation of time will be described later, we will need the symbol for "past time" in some of 

the following examples. This is simply a "p" s.tuated over the actor-action main dependency link. 

. 
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ATRANS 

P <—> ATRANS -— X 
t 
|R  I—• P 

The 
from 
verbs  of   "giving"   and 
al I verbs which have as 

for 
abstract"   transfer   of  possession  of   an   obiect 

one person   to another.   This  ACT  accounts 
takIng",   and  under I ies 

nnoiio?h
o: Ä

c&ce of-poise
a
s;?^r?-thi9dbstract 

note that ATRARS qenerallu Ipar,^ ,„,     
to 

properly a 
generally   leads'by ' fnÄft 

a change of  possession,   but   this  change   ii  not 
,,    ■       . _ part  of   the ACT   itself   tea 
Mary a book,   but   she  —x.—-"?"'..» " refused   it.") 

'John gave 

EXAMPLE:   "John gave Mary a book. P o 
JOHN <=-=> ATRANS —- 

t 
IR 

-  BOOK 

--. MARY 

— JOHN 

PTRANS 

P  <- — > PTRANS —°- X 
f 

—- L 

-— L 

I^H^8'03'"   transfer  °f  an object   from  on» 
location   in space  to another.   PTRANS undor I i * = 

instrumental   AC?'"?? an ATRSNS. 'NO    c^PTRA^*'6 

aoverns   the  d rn^+luo  «=-»     , .ul_L . ^ ' f f^T'."ANb 

ns 
...»k, Mmoi.vai «ui Tor an AIHANS. Notice PTRARQ 
governs the directive case uhareas ATBAWC ~ 
the recipient case. Just « uifh ATR!NSA^T§AMqr 
does not guarantee that X ends UD at thi lIS»*i 
specified in the directive case 7ea  " iShi.0^*!0? 
the store, but he got B det?a"ed fii  Th=? yent.t0 

at the location touard uhich the PTRAWQ     enris up 
houever. a highly probabVe ?n erence   0CCUrred '». 

EXAMPLE; "John went to the st ore" JOHN •> PTRANS 
t 
ID 

-- JOHN 

STORE 

—- L(?) 
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MTRANS The movement  of   "mental 

.-> MTRANS 
t 
ID 

CON 

--- n 
— n 

objects   from  one   "mental 
location"   to  another.   MTRANS  underlies  many   verbs 
Fx^pfn/009.'*'^   functio^)   and  communication. 
Examp es of   verbs whose  central    idea   is  MTRANS   are 
tell       "remember",   "recall",   etc.   MTRANS  actinnC 

involving more   than  one  person   frequentYy  have 
SPEAK as  the   instrumental   ACT.   MTRANS  actions  which 
involvr  onlu  mental    location;   Mithin  one     nSividual 
have nc   instrumental i tu   in Conceptual   Dauand.neu 
Although  the ACT of MTRANSmcj does  s  ron^lC  Tm^y 
hat   the menta    ob ect   starts  existing   in   the   mental 
?CMlD?Mct0 wh,ch  the  fansfer  occurs:  the ACT 

("lnhnA»S|HgMd0eSKn0t  guarantee   this    n   itself I  John   told Mary  he  uias  goinq   to 
wasn   t   Iistening.") the   store,   but   she 

EXAMPLE:   "John   told Pete he went   to  the  store. 

JOHN <—> MTRANS —-- C 

—. CP 

— CP 

part 

part 
PETE 

JOHN 

(where C 
anHrrP      SJhe graPh .in  the PTRANS example and CP   is a person  s   "conscious  processor" processor") 

MBUILD 

P <-.-> MBUILD 

—. CON 

-— CON 

—- CÖN 

The  synthesis  o 
more old ones, 
thinking,   prob. 
The recipient   c 
topmost  one)   "r 
represented ben 
played a part 
unspeci f ied by 
Although riBUICO 
uninteresting   i 
either a CONC o 
CP   (conscious p 

f a new men 
This ACT un 
em-soIv i ng, 
ase symboli 
ece i ves" i t 
eath it. Th 
n the synth 
language an 
instrument 

n the CD fr 
r some form 
rocessor). 

tal   object   from  one  or 
der Iies many  verbs  of 
deciding,   reasoning,   etc. 

zes   that   the  new CON   (the 
s  existence   from   the  CONs 
ese  are   the   thoughts   which 
esis,   and  are   frequently 
d not   surmlseable. 
ality   is generallu 
amework,   his always 
of MTRANS,   usually   to P's 

EXAMPLE:   "How did Mary  figure out   that John went   to  the  store?" 

P Rl- 
MARY <—> MBUILD •-- 

I*— CON (??) 

(where C is the graph in the PTRANS example) 

. 

. 
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CONC 

P <—> CONC *■— CuN 

The "conceptualizing"  of  a mental   obiect.   CDNC 
!"dlcf)es  that CON   Is  the  focus of   the  active 
thought process   in P.   and underlies  verbs   like 
„not ce  r|    be conscious of",   "be aware  of". 
fn™ rnlfi  ,■et?•   i*   ■is distinguished   theoreticallu from CON simply having mental   location >-="iy 
of rnw  iS pl*   ""P'ies   the  spontaneous  existence 
or  LbiN   in r  s  conscious  processor,   whereas  Ml DPfTP) 
implies  that  an HTRANS caused CON'S  exilflnce   in 

P s conscious processor   (hence   that  CON did  not 
arise spontaneously). 

EXAHPLE:   "Bill   was aware of John's going  to  the  store." 

P o 
BILL <—> CONC —— C 

(where C is the graph in the PTRANS example) 

ATTEND 

ATTENO 
o 

-— S 

The attending of a person to one o ■ his sense 
organs. ATTEND underlies verbs of perceivinci 
sensing etc.. and normally does not stand alone 
but rather Is the instrumental ACT by which 
occurs. The sense organs are: EYE (look at) 

is en to). NOSE ( lell). SKIN (feel) 
(taste), and are implicitly part of P. 

a CONC 
EAR 

TONGUE 

EXAMPLE: "John saw Mary giving Bill a coat. 

P        o 
JOHN <-—> CONC »■— 

T 
II 

JOHN <—«> ATTEND ---- EYE 

(where C is the graph for Mary ATRANSing a 
coat from herseTf to Bill) 
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SPEAK 

SPEAK 
o 

— - U 

The uttering of   sounds.   U   is   the  sound string 
(uord sequence).   SPEAK  underlies verbs of   speaking 
saying,   conversing,   yelling,   etc.,   and rarviy   stands 
a I one.   '      '              ■ V Irnl?.?0,    1*   is  normally   the   instrumental   ACT 
for  an niRANS between P  and  another   individual 

ante 

EXAflPLE; "John verbally informed Bill of his departure. 

INGEST 

INGEST .- 
t 
ID —. B 

.-— B 

P o 
JOHN <---> flTRANS .---- 

t t 
—. CP — 

.-— CP 

part 

part 
BILL 

JOHN 

JOHN <---> SPEAK ——  U(?) 

(where C is JOHN's PTRANSing from wherever 
he and Bill are to somewhere else, and 
where it can be predicted that U is 
something like "I am going", or "Bye") 

The act  of  moving an object,   X,   into or  out   of   an 
internal   bodupart.   INGEST   is  distinguished   from 
forms of  PTRANS  because   the  movement   is  effected   bu 
natural   and   internal   bodily   functions  rather   than 
explicit    external"  actions   in  the world.   INGEST 
underlies a very diverse class of  verbs,   examples 
which are:   "breathe",   "eat",   "cry",    "sweat" 
"swallow",   "belch",   etc.   The directional itu*of   the 
ALI   determines whether   the  action   is   inherently   an 

ingest  ,    'expel"  or   internal   movement  of 
or   fluid.   Bodyparts  commonly  referenced 
are STOMACH,   CUNG,   flOUTH.   NOSE,   EYE. 

by 

of 

an object 
by  INGEST 

EXAMPLE:   "John expectorated on the sideualk. 

JOHN <—>  INGEST —-- FLUID 
t 

—♦ SIDEUALK 

— MOUTH 
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PROPEL 

P <—> PROPEL -— X 
t 
ID    —> L 

The application of a mechanical   force   (in  a 

EXAHPLE:   "John pushed  the box   into  the bathroom.1 

JOHN ■> PROPEL 
t 
10 

-- BOX 

—» BATHROOH 

-— L(?) 

MOVE 

> MOVE 
T 

D 

4  

—. L 
— —- L 

The movement of a bodypart. As with INGEST, this 
«LI is distinguished from forms of PTRANS bPraiiBo 

such as "hand  to",   "touch",   "kick",   "nod" 
It has no 
analysi s. 

worId. 
act i on 

verbs 
etc. 

instrumental   case  for   the purposes  of CD 

EXAMPLE:   "John punted  the  footoall." 

P o 
JOHN <=.-=> PROPEL —- FOOTBALL 

t    t 
■-- L(?) 

part 
FOOT JOHN 

P o 
JOHN <---> riOVE <-—. FOOT 

t 
ID —• FOOTBALL 

*-— L(?) 

GRASP 

P <.—> GRASP ••--- X 

The grasping of an object  by  the hand.   GRASP 
underlies  verbs  such as  "pick  up",   "clutch"      "crah" 
.le    go of",   and  frequently appears as  an     '     9 * 
PROPFL^Thp'J0-10"  Iln c°ni^tion with HOVE)   of 
ceases' 0    ungrasping   is a GRASP  which 

EXAMPLE;   "John   let go of   the apple. 

tf-p o 
JOHN <—> GRASP ♦.— APPLE 
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adequate and desirable to stop at the "picture" stage. That is, if conceptual representation were 

the final goal, it would suffice to represent, say, the concept "John" as the PP "JOHNl" (a male 

human ..'hose name is John), without knowing whicft John in the real world is the target of the 

reference.   However, this determination of real references is a very important task for a 

conceptual memory, and can sometimes be crucial to a conceptual analyzer's ability to construct 

the best possible conceptual graph in context. (For example, "John's pitch was foul" should come 

out one way if the analyzer knows the John being referenced is a roofer, whereas a completely 

different conceptual graph should result if John is a door-to-door salesman!) This task cf 

determining the referent of PPs in context is discussed principally in chapters 4 and 8. 

2.2.4 MENTAL LOCATIONS 

Certain of the primitive ACTs and states make reference to "mental location-,". CD's 

expressive power regarding verbs of thought and communication is couched (together with the 

primitive mental ACTs) upon three abstract mental locations in humans: the "conscious processor" 

'CP), "immediate memory" (IM), and "long-term memory" (LTM). In addition, any information- 

bearing entitity may be personified as a mental location. (This includes books, computers, meters, 

etc. Thus, for instance, to read a book, one MTRANSes the information whose mental location is 

the book to his CP.) 

The notions of CP, IM and LTM drag along with them such an entourage of psychological 

overtones that I will not attempt to justify them as psychological realities.  In fact, this is not 

their purpose in CD; in CD they exist simply as intuitive abstractions which provide expressive 

power and latitude when used with the primitive mental actions.  The CP is where ideation takes 

place-- the focus of thought, the locale of one's conscious awareness. IM is what "surrounds" the 

CP, representing knowledge which has recently been active or which has been associatively 

"drawn in to peripheral consciousness" by the activity in the CP. (Section 4.3 will suggest how an 

effective definition of this idea can be framed.) The LTM is the inactive storehouse of knowledge 

which may be drawn into the CP or IM. By convention, existence of a conceptualization in LTM 

means that that conceptualization is believed; existence in the CP implies that the 

conceptualization is being "thought about". 

The following two examples suggest the potential expressiveness of these mental 

abstractions: 
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. 

"John can't remember." 

(John is unable to transfer 
something, C, from his LTM 
to his CP) 

JOHN <—> flTRANS *•--- C(?) 
' part 

CP 

LTH 
part 

JOHN 

JOHN 

"John believes that Bill has a ball BALL 
/ \ 

val    part 
<■■■> nLOC •- LTfl < JOHN 

\ / 
POSS 

val 

LL 

. 

(where the two-headed, three-barred arrow is the attributive link, about to be described). 

2.2.5 STATES AND ATTRIBUTION 

In opening, I mentioned that the three notions most fundamental to the Conceptual 

Dependency theory are actions, states and causality. The primitive ACTs have been discussed, 

and the CD notion of causality will be examined shortly. We are interested here in the notions of 

states, statechanges and statechange scales. 

A state (sometimes called an attribution or conceptual feature, depending on what is being 

focused upon) is represented in CD by the attributive link, <BBB>. The interpretation of X <HRS> 

Y is that "X ha- the property, or is in the state of Y". Since states frequently are relations 

involving at least two PPs, the conceptual value link, 

val 
X    <E5E>    P    ♦- Y 

frequently occurs to denote the "value" of X along the "dimension" P -- X's value with respect to 

relation P. For instance, to represent "John has a red book" (or "A red book is possessed by 

John"), we write 
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val 
BOOK <■■«> POSS  JOHN 
t 

i                   val 
BOOK <««E> COLOR RED 

that is, "a book (such that the book has color, and that color is red) is possessed by someone, 

and that someone is John". (The two-headed, single-barred arrow is the "REL" link, defined in 

section 2.2.7.1.) To say that John is at the store, we write 

val 
JOHN <■■»> LOG  STORE 

and to say that John is depressed, we write 

val 
JOHN <■■»> JOY N 

which is "John is at some negative value on his JOY scale". To say that John is angry at Mary, 

guilty with respect to Bill, we write 

val 
JOHN  <=.«> MFEEL *■ ANGER 

t 
--» MARY 

-- JOHN 

JOHN <SBE> MFEEL 
val 

GUILT 

—. BILL 

—- JOHN 

respectively.   That is, "John is feeling an emotion, this emotion is (anger/guilt), and it is directed 

toward (Mary/Bill)." The recipient link is the same one used as a case for ATRANS, but here it is 

not properly called a case.  The last two examples relate to emotional scales which will be 

described shortly. 

These few examples characterize the notions of states and attributions in CD.   Although the 

number of states required to describe the world is quite large, the following handful of state 

predicates listed below (in their memory format) are, empirically, the workhorses of CD. This list 

does not include scale-relrted states, since these are discussed in the next section. 
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some state, statechange or action, X, is desired by P 
an object, X, is in the possession of person P 
an object, X, has some physical location, L 

(UANT P X) 
(POSS X P) 
(LOC  X L) 
mbcn^Wc om g.c°ncfPtual Ration,   X,   has  some mental   location,   L 
(nFEEL PI  E P2J PI   feels emotion.   E.   toward P2 
*BE  X) an obiect  exists   in   the world 
(INVOLV X  Y) concept X   is  involved in  some way   m conceptualization  Y 

It should be pointed out that the use of the state predicate WANT represents a deviation 

from "standard" CD theory. In CD, "P wants X" is represented by a structure of the form "P 

believes that X's occurrence or existence would cause P to increase in joy." Since, as we will 

see, the notion of WANT is so fundameria! to conceptual memory orocesses, this state has been 

made primitive. For communication with the language analyzer and generator (which use the 

strict CD pattern), the memory intercepts and re-synthesizes this WANT patten at the interfaces 

with these programs. 

Time and duration are obligatorily associated with all states, although these associations are 

not called cases, since this term refers to actions. Locations are never associated directly with 

states; in order to express a thought such as "John was sick in Peoria", we write the state of 

being sick with starting and ending times tl and \2, such that the interval tl-t2 overlaps with the 

interval durin6 which John was located in Peoria. That is, what this really means is "John was 

sick white he was in Peoria"; one state (sickness) existed during the time of another state's 

(location) existence. Although it is possible to represent the location of actions in the same way, 

it is more convenient to use the notion of a location case for actions.  (Since actions can usually 

be viewed as instantaneous, there are no ambiguous overlappings of intervals.) 

2.2.6 STATE SCALES AND STATECHANGES 

Some actions in the world cause new, discrete states to come into existence; an example of 

this is the new location achieveo by an object which has been PTRANSed away from its former 

location. These are the states I have just discussed.  However, there are many other states which 

are in some sense continuous. Two examples of reference to continuous states are seen In the 

sentences; 

1. Bob heated  the stick by putting   it   into  the  fire. 

2. Mary cheered John up. 
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(1) involves the notion of statechange along the temperature continuum, or scale, (2) along a 

psychological continuum, the "joy" scale. In CD, such a change along a continuous state scale is 

denoted by the statechange link, which relates a PP, X, to values on the scale, S: 

—. Vt 
S 
--  Vf 

(STATECHANGE X S Vf Vt) 

In the memory this construction is represented by the STATECHANGE predicate illustrated to the 

right. By use of this conceptual link, and the notion of state scales, the two sentences above can 

be represented, respectively, by the graphs: 

BOB  < = = = > PTRAN5 —-- STICK 
/   \ t 

ID 

STICK  < ssssam TEMP 

■— FIRE 

— L(?) 

--. x+a 

■-  X 

and 

MARY < —n> DO 
/  \ 

JOHN <■■■■ JOY 
x+a 

respectively. (Again, the smgle-headed, triple-barred link denotes the CD causal relation — 

section 2.2.8). 

The interrelationship between points on psychological and physical scales and statechanges 

along those scales should be clear: to say that John is happy is to predicate that John lies at 

some positive point on the JOY scale; to say that John became happy is to say that he underwent 

a statechange to some positive value on the JOY scale. Points along psychological scales, and 

other scales for which there is no obvious metric (absolute temperature, for example, has an 

obvious metric) are defined as integers lying between -10 and 10. Roughly speaking, negative 

values are "undesirable", positive ones "desirable"; positive changes are good, negative ones bad. 

Thus, some scales have a negative orientation: to become more angry is to undergo a negative 

change on the ANGER scale. Some of the more common CD scales (shown with their orientations) 

are: 
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JOY 
ANGER 
FEAR 
GUILT 
PSTATE 
HEALTH 
AUARE 
BENEFIT 
RELSIZE 

posi t i ve 
negat i ve 
negat ive 
negat i ve 
posi t i ve 
posi t i ve 
posi t i ve 
posi t ive 
pos i t i ve 

Much research concerning the exact interdependencies among scales, remains to be done, 

particularly for the psychological ones. Clearly, they are not independent, but the nature of their 

interdependence remains to be made explicit. 

In order to relate conceptual state scales to language, the conceptual analyzer has 

"standard" mappings from words and constructions in the onto points along the scales. For 

instance, "John is happy" becomes "John is at point +2 on the JOY scale"; "John infuriated Pete" 

involves "Pete changed state to -A on the ANGER scale", and so on. This kind of 

oversimplification makes possible the efficient and effective analysis into, and generation out of 

CD, and it is adequate for these purposes. However, the assignment of a specific point on a scale 

to some language construction is more often than not ludicrous, and somewhat arbitrary for 

capturing the real meaning of an utterance in context. To avoid these problems, the memory 

acknowledges scales' inherent fuzzmess by transforming statechanges into one of four 

"statechange" predicates: POSCHANGE, NEGCHANGE, BIGPOSCHANGE, BIGNEGCHANGE, based or. 

the absolute numbers predicted by the analyzer. As with WANT, these forms are transformed at 

the interfaces with the analyzer and generator to mar>e the memory compatible with these 

processess. Occasionally, fuzziness is not an issue, as in 

John was euphoric.    —--*      (JOY JOHN +10) 

Pete died.     —^       (STATECHANGE PETE HEALTH X?  -10) 

so that absolute points are sometimes useful. 

In summary, the statechange- and scale-related notions to which the memory is sensitive 

(expressed in memory notation) are: 
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(STATECHANGE PP SCALE V-FROM V-TO) 
(POSCHANGE PP SCALE) 
(NEGCHANGE PP SCALE) 
(BIGPOSCHANGE PP SCALE) 
(B1GNEGCHANGE PP SCALE) 
(<scale> PP VALUE) (a point on a scale) 

2.2.7 ADJECTIVES AND RELATIVE CLAUSES 

The underlying conceptual representations for "true adjectives" and most relative clause,, in 

surface language are the same: both make use of the CD REL link (♦—♦), which denotes 

additional conceptual attribution: conceptual features when are peripherally communicated about 

objects m an utterance. By "true adjective" I mean that the adjective really predicates a 

conceptual feature about the objert, rather than simply having adjectival form in the sentencR. 

Often, sentential sdjectives have no relation with conceptual adjectives, as in the sentence "Mary 

gave John a bad beating." Here, although "bad" is sententially an adjective modifying "beating", it 

conceptually predicates the intensity of a hitting action, and hence is conceptually adverbial 

rather than adjectival. 

2.2.7.1 THE REL LINK 

The REL link associates a PP with a complete conceptualization in which that PP occurs. 

The interpretation of this association is that the PP has the additional conceptual feature denoted 

by the conceptualization. Thus, to represent "John ate a yellow apple.", we write 

APPLE 
/   \ 

JOHN  o •>  INGEST 
t 
10 

- APPLE 

STOMACH 

MOUTH 

\  / 
COLOR 

t 
I   val 

YELLOU 

And to represent a relative clause attribution such as "I took the book from the man who was at 

the store.", we write 
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P o 
I   <- —> ATRANS ---- BOOK 

t ONE 
IR I 

val 

/ \ 

- ONE -. 
t 

I \ / 
i LOG 

ONE <■.!> SEX t 
val 

flALE 
STÖRE 

Notice that, in general, more than one additional attribute can be associated with a PP. 

2.2.8 CAUSALITY 

Causality is a deep and many-faceted notion. This section will simply describe the types of 

causality used in CD, and show how they are used to achieve broad expressibility, without 

arguing for their correctness or adequacy. 

In representing causality as it is used in language, we are not concerned with "correctness". 

That is, causality, as a language user employs it, is not necessarily the "real" causality in the 

world. For instance, we may assert that two physical events are causally related, even though, 

within a particular model of the world, there may by no explicable causal relation between them. 

Hence, language assertions of causality can exist independently from their reality within a world 

model. This difference defines one interesting task for a memory; one subprocess of 

understanding is ',o reconcile causal relations communicated by language with causal relations in 

the memory's world model.  This issue is addressed in section 5.5. 

There is, in addition, the deeper issue oi whether or not the notion of causality expressed 

in language should be represented in the same way as the notion of causality which explains 

cause and effect relations in the world model which deals with language. Hopefully, from the 

standpoint of a language-understanding program, these two uses of causality can be thought of 

as referencing the same underlying notion: what may be "real world" causality in one person's 

model may either be reduceable to smaller units, or inexplicable in another's. That is, if we view 

the causality expressed in language as directly reflecting some alien model of the world, then we 
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can view language causality and model causality as one and the same. Still, some record of what 

is internal to the model and what enters via language must be kept, for the memory must be 

capable of distinguishing what it holds to be true from what it has perceived via language. 

2 2 8.1 THE CONCEPTUAL CAUSAL LINK 

Causality in CD is denoted by the causal link, <■■■. To assert that "X caused Y", we write 

X 

/  \ 

the interpretation being: X and Y both occurred, and Y occurred because X occurred. Thus, to 

represent "Mary made John happy by giving him a present.", and "Bill's drinking angered Jill", we 

write, respectively: 

MARY < = - = > ATRANS .---- PRESENT 
/  \ t 

IR JOHN 

flARY 

JOHN JOY 
x+a 

BILL <== = >  INGEST  *---- LIQUOR 

ID 

JILL <HE== ANGER 

-— STOriACH 

-- MOUTH 

--. x-a 

In addition to serving in this explicit capacity, the causal relation is frequently implicit in the 

underlying CD representation of individual words. Examples of this are with the verb "buy", as in 

"Bill bought a car from John", and "dislike", as in "Mary disliked the candy", which are 

represented, .'esoectively, as: 
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. 

P 0 
BILL <mmmmmm.>   ATRANS <--— HONEY 

/ \ 

\ / 

|R |—. JOHN 
— I— BILL 

P o 
JOHN <. — = = = = > ATRANS •-—- CAR 

t 
— BILL 

--  JOHN 

P o 
nARY <—>  INGEST *■— CANDY 

/ \        t 
ID    —. STOMACH 

flARY JOY 

-- MOUTH 

x-a 
X 

(double, or mutual, causality underlies many two-party verbs like "buy" and "sell"). 

2.2.8.2 CONDITIONAL CAUSALITY 

The simple causal link expresses the causal relation between events which actually 

occurred. But language makes frequent use of probable or conditional causality for expressing 

the potential for causal relationship between two events.  In CD, conditional causality is denoted 

by a causal link with a V beside it. Thus, to represent "Mary likes to read newspapers", and 

"John could please Mary by killing the snail.", we write 

co o 
MARY  <-- = > nTRANS <-—- CONCEPTS 

/   \ i part 
.- CP «- MARY 

-- NEUSPAPER 

X+d 

X 
MARY  <msBB JOY 

JOHN 
A 

f |   |      <a«EEH = B5 

\/ /      \ 
DO 

-18 \ 
t 
IPSTATE 

(?) 

\ / 
SNAIL 

MARY <EE = E JOY 
- X+d 

X 

(the "infinity" mark over the MTRANS mam link denotes timelessness, "f" marks future time.) 

Simple and conditional causality form the central core of CD's ability to represent causality. 

However, there are many potential combinations of these two forms with negation and capability 

markers on the events they relate, and on the causal links themselves. Although it is possible to 

enumerate all such forms, many issues concerning their exact meanings and effective mapping 

procedures from language onto them remain to be researched. 
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The notions of simple and conditional causality are represented in the memory by the 

structures: 

(CAUSE X Y) 

(CANCAUSE X Y) 

meaning "X causes Y" and "X could cause Y", respectively. Much more will be said about the uses 

to which these predicates are put in chapters 5 and 6. Much of the memory's knowledge of 

causality in the world is stored in the form of programs -ather than in passive structures which 

maKe explicit use of these predicates. The relationship between these predicates and the 

programs which implicitly store causal knowledge will become clearer in subsequent chapters. 

2.2.9 INSTRUMENTALITY 

The conceptual instrumentality of an action is the specific means by which the action 

occurs.   Although it is difficult to define and often hard to distinguish from causality, conceptual 

instrumentality is nevertheless quite different from the more common notion of linguistic 

instrumentality.   Whereas linguistic Instrumentals are syntax forms, frequently signalled by "by", 

and usually associated with some surface verb, conceptual instrumentality can be communicated 

in countless ways, and always serves to further the description of an underlying action, X, by 

making explicit (via another action, Y) the means by whuch X occurred. In a sense, then, the 

instrumental ACT, Y, makes the main ACT, X, more specific, even though there is no intrinsic 

heirarchy of specificity among the primitive ACTs. 

At a very abstract level, one could argue that conceptual instrumentality is only a fiction. 

Indeed, if a representation were "utterly primitive", that is, it described the world solely in terms 

Of the "real" physical primitives of atomic particles and their laws of causality, perhaps there 

would be no need for instrumentality. Everything would be described "as it was", and this 

description would be devoid of any bias or interpretation. However, the moment we impose an 

interpretation on some combination or sequence of these utterly primitive events, such as "that 

sequence of sound-production was an act of communication" (MTRANS), we abstract the situation 

out of the domain of utter primitives to a higher-level interpretation of what happened. It is 

higher-level because it then characterizes a very complex event by an "off-the-shelf" higher- 
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level pattern, and tantamount to this pattern classification is the loss of information.   There must 

therefore be some means in this higher-level system for selectively adding back some of the 

information that was lost in the process of interpreting.   This is the job of an instrumental. 

This information loss occurs in the CD representation, since its "primitives" are actually very 

high-level abstractions. The instrumental case allows us to replace lost information in the 

abstracted interpretation by saying, for example, "that was an MTRANS action, and furthermore, 

it occurred by acoustic means, namely, a SPEAK". Here, the SPEAK puts back information which 

was lost in the process of classifying the action as an MTRANS. 

Conceptual instrumentality is usually distir\guish„ble from causality on the basis of 

"microtimes". An instrumental action is always contemporaneous with its main action, whereas 

two actions which are causally-related usually occur sequentially.   This is not a universal truth, 

but rather a rule of thumb. If the actions occur at the same time, and one further describes the 

other, there is probably an instrumental relationship. Otherwise, the relation is probably causal In 

nature. 

To illustrate, contrast "John communicated his hunger to Bill by eating a lizard" with "John 

drove Bill away by eating a lizard". The first is underlied by a true instrumental relation, 

whereas the second illustrates a causal relation: 

P o 
JOHN <-"> MTRANS - — H 

part 
..♦ CP *■ BILL 

part 
.. CP .- JOHN 

JOHN <—> INGEST -—- LIZARD 
t 
ID —> STOflACH 

»■— nOUTH 

JOHN <—> INGEST 
/ \   t 

0 

BILL <»-> PTRANS 
t 
ID 

— LIZARD 

» STOtlACH 

■ HOUTH 

o 
— BILL 

» L(?) 

■ JOHN 

(where H stands for the graph "John is hungry") 

Also, within any framework of specific actions and states, there is another obvious rule for 

distinguishing causality from instrumentality.  For verbs which are underlied in the theory by a 

state or statechange (rather than an action), actions which might appear to carry instrumental 

: 
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modification are in reality carrying causal information about the underlying state: states and 

statechanges simply have no instrumentality! They occur by causality.   For example, "John 

pleased Mary by singing" relates "sing" with "please" causally, because conceptually, "to please 

someone" is not an action at all, but rather is underlied by a "do-cause-statochange" on a 

psychological scale. Since "to please" is not underlied by a primitive action, it cannot have 

instrumental specification. 

In CD, the linK 

is used to denote that X occurs by instrumentality Y. In the memory, this is stored as (INST X Y). 

Instrumental actions, viewed as information-bearing subpropositions, constitute an important 

source of information from which to generate inferences.  Also, by predicting (filling in) 

unspecified instrumentality, important lines of inferencing can result which would not otherwise 

occur from an input. 

2.2.10 TIME 

The time aspects of a conceptualization are noted above its "main link".   Although, strictly 

speaking, only actions and states can have time aspects, the time of an entire causal structure is 

commonly associated with the causal relation itself, rather than the events it relates. The 

interpretation of this notation is that the causing action occurred at the specified time, and the 

caused conceptualization occurred immediately thereafter. 

It is possible to represent the following time aspects in CD: ("NOW" refers to the time of 

utterance, CON refers to the conceptualization to which the time modifications are attached) 

NULL (no time marking) CON is occurring NOW 

p CON occurred or was in progress at some (indeterminate) time before NOW 

f CON will occur or be in progress at some (indeterminate) time after HOW 

t-x CON occurred or was in progress at time x 

ts-x CON started at time x 

tf=x CON finished at time x 

«> (timeless) CON is a time-independent statement of fact 
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Expl'dt relations among the times in a graph are noted separately from the graph. Notice 

that durations are specifiable by their endpoints, which can be represented by TS and TF. Thus, 

for example, to represent "X occurred white Y", WB assign X a time, t, such that t is greater than 

Y's starting time and less than Y's ending time. 

Neither CD nor the memory deal with more complicated time considerations such as 

frequency; this and other more complex time aspects require more research.   However, the time 

aspects listed above seem (empirically) to account for a fairly large portion of time predications 

in ordinary language, and permit us to do interesting things.   Furthermore, the feeling is that 

there is a very small number of these higher level time relations like frequency, pseudo- 

continuous states de. where a state is continuous, except for several "discontinuities"), and so on. 

If this is the case, the mam burden is not on the representation, but rather lies in what an 

intelligent program does with that representation. 

Section 3.6 describes how time information Is stored in memory, pursuing some of the 

details of how time concepts are created and stored, and how deictic time references like 

"yesterday" and "last year" are handled. 

. 

2.2,11 INTERROGATIVES 

Interrogatives are denoted by a question mark (a) associated with some conceptual link, or 

(b) in the place where a PP would normally occur. The first form denotes a yes-no question 

about the validity of the conceptual link, whereas the second form denotes a request for some 

unknown information. Thus, to represent "Does John love Mary?" and "Who does John love?", we 

write, respectively, 

? val 
JOHN  <mum> flFEEL -—- LOVE 

—♦ MARY 

— JOHN 

val 
JOHN <■■■> flFEEL «-—- LOVE 

R 

«-— JOHN 
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2.2.12 CAPABILITY AND NEGATION 

The ability of an actor to perform an action is denoted in CD by a "c" situated over the main 

actor-action link of a conceptualization. The lack of ability is denoted by a "-•c" symbol. In the 

memory, these modifications assume the role of "mam conceptualization" by the forms (CAN X) 

and (CANNOT X), X being some action. The respective interpretations are that the actor does or 

does not have the ability to perform the action, X. The reasons for his ability or inability are 

represented as the causes of the CAN or CANNOT proposition. 

S 
/ \ 

P  <•-«> A 

that is, state S enables actor P to perform action A. 

Negation is denoted in CD by a "slash" through a state, action or causal link. The 

interpretation of d negated causal is that two events occurred, but they bore no causal relation 

to each other. A negated conditional causal indicates that one event is incapable of directly 

causing another event. 

It should again be pointed out thai the CD coverage of capability and negation, taken in 

various combinations with causation, is in need of considerable elaboration. However, what there 

is of these notions enables us to get on with some interesting issues of language: 

CAPABILITY PRiniTIVES 
CAUSAL PRiniTIVES      <===> BE 

NEGATION PRIMITIVES      /  \ 

c, ts 
UE  <-=-> IIBUILD 

CONCLUSION (?) 

*-— P 
(the problems  of   language) 
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2.3 CONCLUSION 

Conceptual Dependency is a modest but solid foundation upon which to develop a 

comprehensive, language-free theory of language. It allows us to represent the underlying 

meaning of utterances in a way which is independent from the form of the language string which 

communicates those utterances. This has a very appealing practical value because if allows 

cognition to be framed in a theory which is independent from ar.y particular language: the 

memory will function equa"y well in Chinese and Swahili, assuming suitable conceptual analyzers 

and generators exist. 

remove 

But more important, by employing a conceptuali/ primitive meaning representation, we 

one very tenacious level of complexity from each utterance before the memory begins its 

analyses. This leaves the theory and program of conceptual memory free to get more directly to 

the deeper issues of cognition. 
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CHAPTER 3 

REPRESENTATION: THE CONCEPTUAL MEMORY 

The storage in a memory of conceptual graphs and the objects they reference ,ntroduces 

theoret,cal dimensions of representaHon which are not addressed by CD theory. Most of the new 

issues concern effective organization, referenceability, the ability to distinguish tokens of 

concepts, and inferenceability - in short, all those things wh,ch integrate the ■'passive- 

conceptual graphs into a more "dynamic" format. These considerations constitute part of the 

interface oetween language and memory, a„d comprise a separate theory of their own.   This 

chapter addresses ,ssues of representation which arise at and beyond this language-memory 

juncture, and the next chapter describes the interface more from the standpoint of how the 

information is processed. 

3.1 WHAT NEEDS REPRESENTING IN MEMORY 

In order to discover how to represent world Knowledge in a conceptual memory, we first 

ask tuhat needs to be represented. There is a clear need for being able to represent conceptual 

dependency graphs in conceptual memory. But there are other many other requirements which 

are logical extensions from CD into the domain of memory. The principal ones are the following: 

L "ÄSa^terso^0"^^ "" "JOhn" "JOhn,S ^" "l°-" ^e man who was here 

2. events (actions and states), like "John gave Mary a book" and "BUI is depressed" 

3. features of concepts and tokens, like "John is a person", "the hat is red" anW "fh 
by Mary", "a butcher is a person who cuts meat for a livme" ^ ,S 0Wned 

ivmg 

A. features (conceptual modifiers) of actions and states, like "John 
John was here YESTERDAY AT 5PM" saw Mary AT THE BEACH" and 

5. conceptual patterns, like "books üre normally used for reariino" anH " i«i, 
on Tues/ay morning" and "Mary likes Ved book." Thl!!8 John IS ^ener^y at work 
normal in the world y d b00ks ' These COf"Pnse a knowledge of what is 

6-" ™ÄÄKrr^„a''^r10^,w ,h- ^ •«" -^ ^ - while Mary 
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7. dynamic processes, (or example inferences such as "if a person hits another, then he was 
probably mad at him" and "if a person wants an object, he is likely to go somewhere to 
acquire that object" 

The first six categories are represented by "passive" data structures and will be discussed 

m this chapter. The last category represents an extremely large and important class of data 

structures which can be executed as LISP programs. These constitute the ^.ain core of the theory 

of information processing within the memory, and are the subjects of chapters 5, 6, and 7. 

3.2 DESIGN CRITERIA 

The first six categories suggest the need for two distinct types of entities to represent 

"passive" (non-procedural) knowledge of the world: (1) objects, and (2) relations among objects. 

Before we try to define data structures for these entities, it will be useful to put into focus some 

desirable attributes of any memory.  There are six important principles to which we would like 

the conceptual memory to conform: 

.eferenceability It should be possible to distinguish abstract concepts from instances of those 

concepts, and it should be possible to accomodate arbitrarily many instances of any 

concept. Every concept and instance of a concept which could conceivably be referenced 

from language (either by name, or by a description of its conceptual features) should be 

directly referenceable in the memory. Identical objects and notions in the w jrld should be 

represented by the same entity m the memory. 

flexibility It should be possible to store arbitrarily many conceptual features of an entity. 

There should be as few structural constraints as possible, and the conceptual features 

themselves should be separable, discrete and individually referenceable. It should be 

possible to store features of relations as well as features of simple objects. The 

introduction or learning of new features should be easy and should not upset the existing 

feature structure of an entity. It should be simple to create and link new entities into the 

memory, and to merge two entities together when the need arises. 

homogeneity There should be as few "local" structural anomalies in the data structures as 

possible. Everything should in tl.^ory be representable within the same paradigm, even if 

some things are, in practice, stored in other ways for computational efficiency on a 
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computer. It should be easy to add to entities new fields, tags, etc. which would extend or 

improve the control structure of the memory as the theory evolves. 

retrievability The memory should be a connected and fully inverted structure. We must first 

learn how to retrieve ^nd manipulate information to which there is perfect access before 

attempting to model a less perfect memory. The memory should accomodate associative 

searches through propositional information, as well as associative retrieval of that 

information.   It should be possible and convenient to locate an entity from a description of 

its conceptual features, and, conversely, to locate the entire feature set of an entity from 

the entity itself. All associations (links) should be referenceable and accessible entities 

which can eventually accomodate "degrading" functions associated with imperfect retrieval 

and forgetting. Information should not be "distributed", but rather centralized around the 

entities it describes. 

independence from language There should be no reliance upon the words of any particular 

language. The names (if any) of an object should simply be conceptual features. 

psychological validity The memory should conform to at least introspectively available evidence 

about how people seem to store and use information as it relates to language. There 

should be no strict requirement at first that the memory be an accurate analytical model of 

experimental psychological data, however. 

The memory I will describe fulfills all these criteria for the most part. How it meets the last 

four criteria will become evident. However, the notion of referenceabihty is one of considerable 

theoretical importance, and deserves elaboration. 

3.2.1 REPRESENTING KNOWLEDGE: PROBLEMS OF TOTAL REFERENCEABILITY 

lr devising data structures for storing conceptualizations in memory, one criterion seems to 

be far more significant than others. This one concerns referenceability; that every component 

detail of information associated with each conceptualization should be identifiable and 

referenceable as a discrete unit. That is, if people can talk a jout some part or aspect of a 

conceptualization, then that part must in some sense be separable from the conceptualization. 

What this seems to indicate is that all information must be reduced to very basic units, which can 

then be stored discretely and interrelated to form the larger thoughts. A very useful test for 
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discovering what is psychologically a basic unit of information is what I will call the "fact that" 

test. 

Consider the sentence "Yesterday, Farmer John surrepticiOLsly gave Mary a turkey for tax 

writeoff purposes." Among others, it is certainly possible to reference all the following 

information units within this conceptualization: 

1. The tact that   it  uas  JOHN who gave Mary   the   turkey   ... 
2. The fact that   it  was a TURKEY  that  John gave Mary  ... 
3. The fact that John gav«  the   turkey SURREPT1C10USLY  ... 
4. The fact that   it  was MARY  to whom John gave  the  turkey... 
5. The fact that   it  was YESTERDAY  that  John gave Mary   the  turkey... 
G. The fact that   it  was  TAX CONSIDERATIONS which CAUSED John  ... 

Each restatement causes an important shift in emphasis which we should be able to capture.   If 

we were to store the larger composite information units (actions and states) in some large, rigid 

vector notation such as 

(<action>  <actor>  <object>  <time>  <location>  <cause>  <niar1ner>  <i nstrunient>   ...   ) 

ma-iy of these smaller units would not be referenceable independently from the rest in the same 

way the entire vector is externally referenceable as a unit. They would Is "buried"; their 

relation to the composite information-bearer would be implicit in their position in the vector, 

rather than explicit.   Aside from the undesirable local anomaly in representation which would be 

required to reference "the fact that X is in position Y of vector Z", to store relations in long, 

comprehensive positional vectors presupposes we have decided upon all the slots.   How could 

we ever be certain that, say, £7 slots could account for every aspect of any conceivable event, 

relative to varying contexts! 

In addition, we will see in the next chapters how all the various aspects of a conceptually 

complex sentence must be able to stand alone in order to contribute independently to the 

processes of inferencing. For example, in suitable contexts, the fact that it was yesterday that 

farmer John gave Mary the turkey could overshadow all the other information conveyed by that 

sentence. 

I conclude that a fixed vector representation lacks generality and is undesirable: (1) it is 
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unrealistic to believe that any one fixed vector notation would be flexible enough to account for 

a!i possible conceptual forms, (2) that information in the vector becomes isolated and not directly 

accessible for references. 

It should be clear that using even "typed" associative links aruund a certral event or stMe 

node as in Fig. 3-1 does not fully solve the problem of independent referen.eability, although it 

exhibits the desirable looseness and flexibility of attaching features and aspects to an entity in 

the memory. 

(tax wr1teoff) 

flARY 

rec ipi ent 

donor 

FARMER  JOHN 

'cause 

5bJect 
TURKEY 

i*)—;      obji 

t i me' 

manner/ rr^rRfiAY 

SURREPTICIOUSLV 

Figure 3-1. 

The problem with referenceability still exists here because the links themselves are not 

referenceable as objects in the system: they serve in a higher capacity as relations. That is, a 

link is both an association and an implicit information-bearing relation: it predicates not only the 

existence of a relationship between two entities, it also specifies the substance of that 

relationship.   It would be better to separate the notion of a link as a simple, untyped association 

(which is truly unreferenceable) from the notion of a link as an information-bearing relation 

(which can be referenced). This distinction is shown in Fig. 3-2 (the more desirable scheme is 

shown to the right). Although this distinction may seem quite esoteric, and have the appearance 

of splitting hairs, it is in fact a very important distinction. 
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duaI-purpose 
(typeless .and 
substant i ve) 

John's book 

BOOK 

poss 

JOHN 

John's book 

BOOK 
f - typeless I ink 

(POSS * *)----substantive link 

] -'-~u 
JOHN 

typeless   I ink 

Figure 3-2. Separating typeless links from substantive links. 

Thus, rather than represent all actions by some closed vector notat on sucn as or even in 

some more general link scheme in which links serve the double purpose o' denoting both an 

untyped association and an implicit relationship, i have tended to store all referenceable relations 

as separate units which are then associated with the units they rblate, and with the larger 

information unit of which they are a part, by typeless associative links. Fig. 3-3 illustrates this 

technique for the Farmer John example. In the diagram, pound signs stand for referenceable units 

in the memory. 

: 

'" 
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"Farmer John surrepticiousIy gave Mary 
a turkey yesterday for tax writeoff purposes." 

|_| (ISA * EVENT) 

(OBJECT * *) 

(ACTOR * JOHN) 

(ACTION * ATRANS) 

|J (CAUSE * *) 

(the turkey) 

(the structure representing Farmer 
Farmer John's desire that 
others not know of this event) 

(RFROH * JOHN) 

(the  structure representing Farmer  John's 
lack   of   desire   to  ATRANS  money   to   IRS) 

F.gure 3-3. 

In Fig. 3-3, Cl is some time token representing a point during "yesterday", RTQ and RFROM 

representing the donor and recipient cases for ATRANS, respectively. 

This results in a system which contains two basic types of objects: concept objects (this 

includes events and states), and information-bearing objects (those objects which relate concept 

objects and other information-bearing objects). That the information-bearing objects in the 

diagram are in fact "psychologically primitive" (in the sense we desire) can be verified by trying 

to apply (he "the fact that" test to a few them. 

While this characterizes the general philosophy (or storing conceptual links in referenceable 

ways, as might be expected, reducing everything to this level is both cumbersome and inefficient 

in the realities of today's programming techniques. Furthermore, such "purity" is not necessary 

for the solution of many interesting problems of conceptual processing. As I describe the data 
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structures, deviations from the prescriptions of this section in the implemented program will be 

evident. Section 3.4.4 will summarize them. 

3.3 CONCEPTS AND TOKENS 

The smallest units in a conceptual mtmory are CONCEPTS and 
TOKENS. What are these notions, how should they be represented, 
and how should they be organized? 

"Simple" objects were discussed as components of the Conceptual Dependency system of 

representation.   There, the simple objects are "picture-producers" (PPs). A PP like "John" can 

produce a mental picture of a person named John, a PP "book" can cause the hearer to imagine a 

bound pile of paper which bears information, and so on. Recall, however, that there is no simple 

one-one correspondence between the words of a language and the PR's the language is capable 

of referencing. 

In the memory, simple objects are concepts and tokens. These entities symbolically represent 

real objects and ideas in the world. What is their relation to PP's?  Just as there is a lack of one- 

one correspondence between words and PPs, there is in general no one-one correspondence 

between PP's and objects in conceptual memory. A PP is an abstraction which stands for an 

entity with a certain set of features. But a potentially infinite number of real objects in the world 

can be categorized as instances of each PP. 

For instance, the PP "JOHN" stands for any entity, X, which satisf es the abstract conceptual 

topology; 

X   is a person 
X's name   i s  "John" 
X   i s of  sex  type male 

. 

However, there are many entities in the world which satisfy this topology; John Smith (the guy 

who lives down the road), John Smith (the butcher across town), John ("Ding Dong") Jones, the 

guy who ran for mayor last year, f>pd so on.   There must therefore be the potential for 

representing all these different Johns in the memory. There, any X which stands for the person 

John Smith in the real world is an example of a token of the class concept, "person".   I will often 

refer to class concepts as simply concepts. 
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What should the X which represents, say John Smith, the guy who lives down the road, look 

like in the memory? Since it stands for a single entity about which many unique facts may be 

known, and which is unique itself, we want a unique entity in the memory to represent it.   I have 

called thi» LISP construction which embodies this entity a mperatom. A superatom is a discrete 

object to which we may point when ref'.rencing the entity for which it stands. But, in the 

absence of any defining conceptual information, a superatom is no more than a place-holder. That 

is, a superatom to which no information is attached is simply "something" if we must reference it 

by language. In the program, superatoms are just LISP atoms which arise via the LISP sequential 

symbol generator.   Because of this, a superatom will often appear externally in the examples as 

something like "C3749". 

All conceptual information about an entity is associated with that entity's superatom in the 

memory. This association is via the property called the occurrence set ("ASET" for historical 

reasons) of the entity. The occurrence set is a set of pointers to all conceptual information in the 

memory in which the superatom is involved. (The form of conceptual information in the memory is 

the topic of the next section. Suffice it to say here that every piece of information in the 

memory is also identifiable by a unique superatom.) This entity/occurrence set association can be 

viewed from two perspectives: it can be thought of either as the defining set of features for the 

entity ("feature" here meaning any conceptual information known about the entity), or as a set of 

pointers to all other points in the memory where the entity occurs. There is of course no 

material difference between these characterizations. 

• 

The occurrence set for a concept is therefore a catalog of 
everything known about that concept; it is a bundle of conceptual 
features. The superatom IS the concept, but the occurrence set 
defines its essence. 
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(ATRANS # * * *) 

(LOC * «) 

(POSS * *) 

Figure 3-4. The relationship of a superatom, SA, to its occurrence 
set. OS, and to its conceptual features. 

Fig. 3-4 schematically illustrates this data structure for simple objects in the memory. 

Stored in this Kind of structure, our friend John Smith, the butcher who lives down the street, 

and who, among other things, possesses a car, loves Mary Jones, and was at the grocery at 5pm 

yesterday, is represented by the superatom, say C0431, and occurrence set illustrated in Fig. 3- 

5. The specific superatoms there were of course arbitrarily chosen for the purposes of 

illustration. 

C0431 

ÄSET: C3726 
C8213 
C3771 
C7823 
C3254 
C8083 
CG541 
C2188 
C7437 

C372B: (ISA C9431 «PERSON) 
C8213i (NAHE C8431 JOHN) 
C3771: (SEX C8431 «HALE) 
r7823! (SURNAtlE C8431  SMITH) 
C3254! (RESIDENCE C9431 C5G13)       (L5813 
C8883: (POSS C8823 C3431) (C8823 
CBB41: (HFEEL C9431 #L0VE 08817)   (08817 
02188: (LOO C8431 01732) (01732 
07437: (PROFEZSION 08431  #BUT0HER) 

is  where  he 
i s a car) 
i s Mary) 
i s   the  grocery) 

i ves) 

Figure 3-5. Part of the occurrence set for some John Smith 
the memory might know. 
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Not shown in Fig. 3-5, the t.me of C2188 was furthermore 5pm yesterday; 

(TIME C2188 C3214) 

wher.; C3214 is a time token representing this time. Also, C5613 is at a location which is "down 

the street": 

(LOC C5G13 C2819) 

where C2819 is whatever this location actually happens to be.   ("Down the street" is not a 

conceptual relation, but rather is simply one way of expressing John's location relative to our 

own.) 

It should be clear that this superatom-occurrence set structure is fully-inverted.   That is, it 

is possible both to locate an entity from any conceptual information which involves that entity, 

and to retrieve all conceptual information about an entity starting from the entity itself. 

Furthermore, all "links" are (a) untyped and (b) explicit. They are untyped because links merely 

serve to tie together an entity with its defining conceptual information. The substance of that 

information does not exist in the link, but in the conceptual information it points to.   Links are 

explicit because each link is an identifiable object in an occurrence set. 

3.3.1 COMMENTS ON NOTATION 

have been using, and will make further use of the notation: 

# < letter>+ <digi t>* 

that is, a "pound sign", followed by a word, possibly followed by some digits.  («JOHNS, »LOVE, 

«PERSON). This notation stands for a superatom in MEMORY, and is no different from superatoms 

looking like "C1373". As we have seen, a superatom does nothing more than give us a way to 

point at collection of conceptual features. This notation just allows us to identify some concept 

or token when we need to talk about it without enumerating ils feature set every time. Thus, the 

form of the symbol «J0HN1 is not a concern of any memory process, and might just as well be 

stored and accessed in the memory as, say, C4893, a concept among whose feaiures might be 

found: 
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(NAHE C4893 "JOHN") 
(SURNAME C4893 "StllTH") 
(ISA C4893 «PERSON) 
(POSS C3825 C48ä5) 

(where C3825 is, say  a token of a car). Often, when illustrating memory structures graphically, I 

will write a pound sign to stand for some superatom, then enumerate a set of features which 

describes it. But bear in mind that, although I am listing the defining conceptual information 

explicitly, all that is stored with the concept in memory is a set of pointers to other superatoms 

at whicT such information about the entity is stored. 

3.3.2 THE LOGICAL ORGANIZATION: TWO IMPORTANT RELATIONS 

The previous chapter characterized the nature of useful predicates .n the conceptual 

domain.   However, two relations are more important than most because they bear directly (a) on 

the logical orga  ;zation of the memory, and (b) on a significant aspect of the memory-language 

interface. These are NAME and ISA, which relate an entity to language, and to the rest of the 

memory's internal taxonomy of concepts, respectively. 

3.3.2.1 "NAME" 

Any concept or token can have a NAME feature. NAME is the principal means of interface 

between internal concepts and tokens and the words of one (or more) language, and a concept 

or token need not have any NAME, or it may have one, or many.   Conversely, objects in the 

memory which are NAMEs of concepts and tokens may serve to name more than one concept or 

token (senses of a word, instances of class concepts). 

In a "pure" system, names would be «WORD concepts whose conceptual values are the 

strings of letters (or more correctly, morphemes) which comprise the word. We have no use for 

this level of detail of information, so the structure has been "cauterized" at a slightly higher 

level; the second argument of the NAME predicate simply points to an "ordinary" atom, which is 

like a superatom except that its LISP print name is significant.   Had names been specified "to the 

edge of the model", the type of construction shown in Fig. 3-6 would have arisen. 
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(NAHE * *) 

'.VALUE U    JOHN) 
V (ISA tt    *) ' 
»JOHN / 

(the token represent,ng    f 
a person named John) '    f 

,'m   (NAME    U    *) 

(the concept  of  a word) 

(ISA      U      *) 
(VALUE    U    U 0 R 0) 

Figure 3-6. 

To illustrate how a word concept in the memory relates to its senses (concepts) and, 

further, to tokens of concepts, consider the NAME structures which night surround the atom 

"BILL".   Fig. 3-7 depicts how word concept "BILLYS occurrence set might look in memory. 

(ISA # »PERSON) 
(SURNAflE U JONES) 

(ISA    U    »PERSON) 
(SURNAME    »    "SMITH") 

(ISA    U    »BODVPART) 
(PART    »    »BIRD) 

(ISA    »    »nONEYCONCEPT) 

Figure 3-7. 

A very fundamental reliance on some sort of recency criterion (as well as the p oct s of 

mferen. ), is required to keep track of the most likely senses of words at any given time. IR2] 

discusses the notion of word sense promotion in considerably more detail. 
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"IC- A " 3.3.2.2 "ISA 

The conceptual predicate ISA relates tokens to the abstract concepts (which are in turn just 

superatoms with bundles of conceptual features) of which they are instances, and also relates 

abstract concepts (like "person", "guilt") hdrarchically.   A concept or token can have no more 

than one ISA feature. The interpretation of (ISA X Y) is that, in addition to all the features on X's 

occurrence set (besides the ISA relation), X also has all the features of on Y's occurrence set. In 

•^g. 3-5 for instance, this means that C0431 has, in addition to those features explicitly on its 

occurrence set (C3726 ...), the multitude of implicit conceptual features associated with the 

superatom «PERSON, since 00431 is ar instance of a person. Likewise, «PERSON has in addition 

to its occurrence set all features of «ANIMAL, which is its superset, and so on. (A common, but 

fairly trivial example of this concerns NAMEs of tokens. More often than not, there will be no 

NAME associated with a token: its NAME is normally stored as a feature of the idealized concept 

of which it is an instance. Hence, in order to express a given token in language, the memory must 

frequently ascend one or more levels until a name is found. Then it must locate some distinctive 

features of the token tj distinguish it from other tokens of the same conceri. It can then jse 

those features, expressed by relative clauses and adjectives in the senter,! al expression. An 

example would be: "the red ball which John had ...".) in general, all processes in the memory 

which ask "does X have conceptual feature Y?" must be prepared to ascend X's ISA set sequence 

m search for feature Y. 

When X is "almost a Y", except for feature Z ("an ostrich is a a bird, except that it can't 

fly"), we write (ISA X Y) and (LACKS X Z), Z being a pointer to the conceptual feature of Y which 

is not a feature of X. Thus, the "total feature set" for an entity, X, consists of everything on X's 

occurrence set, everything on Y's occurrence set, where (ISA X Y), and so on, except for those 

features for which a LACKS relation exists. 

I should say more about intent of the ISA relation in this theory. We want to take special 

care not to "overspecify" one concept by heirarchically (ISA) associating it with too-specific 

another concept. The ISA relation should be reserved for associations between a token and its 

"least biased" classification. For instance, to characterize John, the butcher, by (ISA «JOHN 

«BUTCHER) would be an overspeohcation, since it places a special focus, or interpretation, on 

John which is not of generr! utility or interest. Rather, John always ISA «PERSON, and if he 
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happens to cut meat for a living, we should write something like (PROFESSION «JOHN X), wherp 

the X points to the bundle of features which define the essence of a butcher. The point Is, John's 

profession is only a very small characterization of a man who might also happen to be a father, a 

good golfer, a rabid political right-winger, and so on. To characterize him as any one of these is 

to 'ntroduce a bias which could make it hard to interpret him differently in different 

circumstances. 

Also, classifications which overspecify tend to oversimplify. That is, we call John a rabid 

right-winger because of the things he does and says; but we might also call our friend Bill a 

right-winger, even though he does and says completely deferent things from John. To say that 

(ISA «JOHN «RIGHT-WINGER) and (ISA «BILL «RIGHT-WINGER) is to predicate that they both have 

the features of this abstract class. Yet there may be have nothing at all in common in the details 

of what they do. On the other hand, they are both «PERSONS whose individual actions and beliefs 

can be contrasted on a one-one basis. Although the same label might evolve for both in our 

model, they are still complex people who can be interpreted quite differently outside the political 

.domain. 

3.3.3 STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF CONCEPTS AND TOKENS 

It would seem that there are certain aspects of concepts, tokens and information-bearing 

units in a human language user's memory over which he has no direct control. These are things 

which are more closely related to the mechanisms of the brain than to the data the brain stores. 

By attaching to a superaton other properties besides its occurrence set, it is possible to 

associate anbitrarily much information (of other types than conceptual) with each entity in the 

memor/. Although the occurrence set dtfmes all of an entity's conceptual features in the 

memory, other properties are useful for associating certain other information with superatoms 

for other memory functions "above" the conceptual data structures. 

The "recency of activation" of an entity (reference to it, either by language directly or by 

some internal thought process) is an example of a property which would seem to be more 

related to a mechanism than to the substance of the entity itself.   It would seem proper to view 

aspects such as this as p^rt of the brain's "wetware": they are part of its unconscious control 

structure rather than part of the information this structure stores and operates upon. 
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Of course, no one yet know, exactly what the processes of the control structure are, much 

less which of them can be though of as involving "tags" on entities m memory. Nevertheless, use 

has been found for three structural propert.es which are related to language understanding: 

1. RECENCY 
2. TOUCHED 
3. SEARCHTAG 

These are stored as LISP properties of superatoms. 

RECENCY keeps a record of the time each concept or token was last legitimately accessed 

by the reference mechanism. "Legitimate" means that an explicit decision was made that the 

concept or token was the referent of some language construction ("John Smith", "the dog with 

three legs", "love", "the second time we were in the meadow", etc.), rather than simply "passing 

over" the entity while searching for another one. By use of this tag, many potential problems of 

ambiguous reference can be avoided or solved. As we will see, the reference mechanism prefers 

the most recently accessed candidate for a reference in cases where there is a significant 

difference in recencies among the candidates, or where inference fails to solve the problem. 

RECENCY plays the same role for references to events ("the time we were in King City"). 

TOUCHED is also a recency tag, but records the time an object was last "touched" or drawn 

into, the processing by internal processes (mferencmg), as opposed to having been referenced 

directly from language. We will see later how implicit references of this sort can be vital to 

understanding. As that section will illustrate, the set of objects in MEMORY with recent RECENCY 

and TOUCHED tags captures the Conceptual Dependency notion of immediate memory. 

SEARCHTAG is of less theoretical utility than the other two tags. It simply provides a 

foothold for associative searches through MEMORY. 

3.3.3.1 TWO STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES RELATED TO THE CONCEPTUAL ANALYZER AND GENERATOR 

Two additional properties, XFORM and CASES, are associated with concepts which are 

conceptual predicates (for example, ATRANS, MFEEL, POSCHANGE, ISA, NAME) in memory. 

For a predicate concept, P, XFORM stores the Conceptual Dependency structural template 

which will express (in CD, not language!) memory structures .vhich USF r». This is purely a 
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transformation oi form; it is the beginning of the memory-generator interface which allows any 

nformation-bearing structure in the merrory to be assembled into a Conceptual Dependency 

graph for expression in language. Several examples of the XFORM property are shown in Fig. 3- 

8 

♦ATRANS* 

ISA 

CAUSE 

BIGPOSCHANGE 

UANT 

»HEALTH* 

((ACTOR XI <-> (*ATRANS*) OBJECT X2 FROM X3 TO X4)) 

((ACTOR XI <s> (»CLASS* VAL X2))) 

((CON XI <»  X2P 

((ACTOR XI <i>F X2 <»>T X2) INC (4)) 

■ EXPRESS UANT 
J^nCÖ^X^^^J (ACTOR XI <,>F (*J0Y*) <.>T (*J0Y*)) 

<-> (*nL0C* VAL (*LTn* PART XI REF (*THE*))))) 

((ACTOR XI <=> (*HEALTH* VAL X2))) 

Figure 3-8. XFORM templates. 

In the templates of Fig. 3-8, Xi is interpreted as argument i in the memory bond notation, a 

indicates that a special function is to be applied to the template after it has been instantiated to 

perform special details of the transformation which are not conveniently notated in the passive 

template. (In the WANT template, for instance, this amounts to correct location of the times which 

are internal to the template.) 

CASES stores a similar, structural »rar sformation template at the analyzer-memory interface, 

and is a property only of pnmiticve ACTs. For ACT A, CASES stores the list of the nuclear 

conceptual cases for A, in the order in which they appear in memory bonds. For example, the 

ATRAN5 CASES property is (ACTQR OBJECT FROM TO), and the CASES property for GRASP is 

(ACTOR OBJECT). Section 45 describes how this information is used by the process which 

converts analyzed conceptual graphs into internal memory structures. 

3.3.3.2 THREE OTHER INFERENCE-RELATED PROPERTIES OF CONCEPTUAL PREDICATES 

There has been no discussion yet of the inference mechanism and other active processes in 

the memory. However, it should be noted here that the organization of inferences hinges about 

conceptual predicates, and this involves the potential association of three LISP program modules 
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with each conceptual p-edicate. These associations occur via three structural properties of 

predicates' superatoms: "IPROG" for inference molecules, "SPROG" for specifier molecules, and 

"NPROG" for normality molecules. These will be defined later. 

3.4 STORING CONCEPTUAL INFORMATION 

How should conceptual propositions be stored and organized?  How 
should they interface with concerts and tokens? 

The story is, of course, not yet comolete: I have yet to describe how relations among 

objects (conceptual information) are stored. Not much more than the structure for concepts ond 

tokens is required, for we can v^w a unit of conceptual information as an object in the system in 

much the same way as we view a concept or token. That is, any information (a feature, action, 

state, ate.) can itself have an arbitrary number of conceptual "features": time aspects, who Knows 

about it, what caused it, what it caused, what its location was and so forth. Viewing units of 

information as objects is convenient also from the standpoint of language, since ail but the 

s,mplest utterances involve nested conceptualizations: one or more "sub"-conceptuall2ations can 

be referenced by the main one. From this standpoint, a 'eature of each sub-conceptualization is 

that it occurred in the content of the mam conceptualization. 

The mam difference between information-bearing objects and simple obi »cts concerning 

storage requirements is the Obv.ous one: in addition to serving as a place-holder, with which 

arbitrarily many conceptual features can be associated via its occurrence set, an information- 

bearing entity must carry some intrinsic information. 

3.4,1 BONDS 

Conceptualizations are therefore stored as superatoms, replete with occurrence set and the 

RECENCY, TOUCHED and SEARCHTAG properties described for concepts and tokens.   Their 

information content, a bond, is associated with their superatom under the LISP property 

"BONDVALUE". 

Bonds are positional lists which relate other conceptualizations, concepts and tokens.   The 

first member of a bond list is always the conceptual predicate (action, state, causal, etc.). 
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Predicates are simply concepts which bear special meaning to the processes which operate on 

tnem, and are stored just as any other concept. In the current implementation their occurrence 

set typically consists of just an ISA relation such as (ISA *MTRANS* «ACTIONPRED). Bonds which 

represent actions consist of the nuclear cases of the action, always in the order ACTOR, OBJECT, 

FROM, TO. State and causal relations are stored in the obvious ways as illustrated throughout the 

previous chapter. 

As an illustration of bonds, consider the utterance "John believes that Bill sold his car".   The 

left of fig. 3-9 shows the internal memory structure which would result from this utterance, the 

right illustrates the structure graphically. Time aspects have been omitted, and the superatom 

numbers were of course chosen arbitrarily. 

C3764 
BONDVALUE:    (MLOC C37B5 08818) 
ASET:   nulI 

C37B5 
BÜNDVALUE:    (DUALCAUSE C37GG C37G7) 
ASET:    (C3764) 

C37GG 
BONDVALUE:   (ATRANS C8821  C7G41  C8821  C9P27) 
ASET:    (C37G5) 

C37G7 
BONDVALUE:   (ATRANS 08827 C5321 C8e27 C8021) 
ASET:   (C37B5) 

Figure 3-9. 

(DUALCAUSE * *) 

(ISA ft ffLim 
(PART  # *) 

(ISA # «PERSON) 
(NAME  ft JOHN) 

(ATRANS  * * * *) 
, ^L_.''—^v   (ATRANS  *  *  *  *) 

tf #CAR)   ^N!  ' ^X* 
# *)        ^» # «  

(ISA # «PERSON) 
(NAHE # BILL) 

In Fig. 3-9, C0021 is the token which represents the LTM (long-term memory) of the John 

who believes this, C0021 is Bill, C0027 is the (unspecified) person to whom Bill sold his car, 

C7641 is the car and C5321 is the mone> which was exchanged for it. 

Information-bearing superatoms (those which store bonds) also have the structural 

properties RECENCY, TOUCHED and SEARCHTAG. But in addition to these, they require some 

additional structural properties. For instance, does the memory believe C3765 in Fig. 3-9? This 

leads us to two notions about bonds which do not exist for concepts and tokens. 
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3,4.2 STRUCTURAL INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH BONDS: CONTEXTUAL TRUTH 

What information tne memory is capable of representing and what it actually believes at any 

given time are quite different issues.   There must an effective and efficient means of 

distinguishing them.   Otherwise, for example, we could tell it that John believes Bill sold his car, 

then ask it whether Bill sold his car and receive an unmitigated affirmative response, even 

though the car may not in fact have been sold. (Of course, the memory could decide to believe 

this also, as well it might, but this is not the issue here.) Even more absurdly, we could tell it 

"John couldn't go home", then ask it whether John went home. Finding the structure (PTRANS 

JOHN JOHN L HOME), a simple-minded memory would blithely reply "Yes", doing so simply because 

it had not paid attention to the surrounding structure, in this case, (CANNOT (PTRANS ...))! 

"Surrounding structure" here means the conceptualization's occurrence set. 

The problem, then, is Keeping a record (or at least being able to reconstruct one) of what 

the memory holds to be true. It would clearly be possible for the memory, by applying special 

heuristics to enough surrounding structure, to decide of a unit, X, whether or not X is held to be 

true. For instance, even though it is possible to find a (PTRANS JOHN JOHN L HOME) bond, if it 

occurs in some mitigating environment such as (CANNOT (PTRANS ...)) then it is certainly not to 

be believed, except in that environment.   This Is an obvious, but important observation, and I will 

call if the principle of contextual truth. This principle says that the information in the bond of an 

information-bearing superatom cannot be assumed to bear truth of its own. Rather, is true only 

tn the context of its entire occurrence set. Furthermore, there exist effective procedures which 

can decide whether an information unit is believed on the basis of its occurrence set. 

In practice, to have to m?ke such decisions too frequently A/ould be timewise-unwieldy. One 

of the lowest level functions of the memory is to locate units of information which are true in the 

memory's model. There would be no time for higher level functions if, each time MEMORY located 

information, it had to decide again whether or not it was believed.   More important, this would 

seem to be totally counterintuitive to the way people seem to store information. Some level of 

automatic assessment of the believabiiity of each new information unit as it is stored would seem 

to be the rule rather than the exception in human language users. Even information whose truth 

has not yet beer, decided is at least "tagged1' as such. (There is one important exception to this, 

and it concerns time. In particular, the temporal truth of an uncompleted state or protracted 
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action IG subject to reevaluation each time its truth is important to an inference or other process. 

This is necessary since many states come to an end after "fuzzy", but predictable, periods of 

time, and is discussed in section 6.8 as a form of inference.) 

3.4.2.1 THE PROPERTIES "TRUTH" AND "STRENGTH" 

To give this principle of contextual truth some tangible and efficient realization in MEMORY, 

two additional properties are associated with eac;, superatom which stores a bond; TRUTH and 

STRENGTH. The former stores the value TRUE or FALSE and indicates whether the bond (in the 

context of its Occurrence set) bears any truth in the model, or whether it is simply a non-truth- 

beanng part of a larger structure. At any time then, only those bonds bearing a TRUTH-TRUE 

constitute what the memory itself believes (to some degree or another). As we will see, one 

byproduct of mferencmg is to change TRUTH and STRENGTH markers, so that, if John says he 

believes something and the memory's characterization of John is that he is trustworthy and not 

g.ven to hallucinations, the memory can start believing John's belief too simply by tagging it as 

true. 

STRENGTH indicates the approximate degree to which a bond which is believed; hence, 

TRUTH and STRENGTH are not independent. The strength is a real number in the interval 0 to 1. 

By convention, a strength of X below 0.5 means that there is reason to believe that X is possioie, 

but not likely. (For some predicates, this can often be interpreted t.   mean that XV. negation is 

believed to be likely.) Inference molecules propagate strengths from tntecedants to the inference 

they generate by individual heuristics within each inference in the molecule,   'n the current 

model, the propagation occurs by simple multiplicative factors. 

The whole notion of strength is a fuzzy one; the numbers themselves mean very little. 

Instead, their significance manifests itself in the effects the numbers have on the inference 

process; as long as their effects are appropriate, the numbers themselves are inconsequential. 

This is a point where representation and the process which operates on it are truly inseparable. 

The two conceptualizations, Cl and C2, below illustrate this quite poignantly; even though Cl and 

C2 below may both have the same low strength of 0.10, the interpretation of the strength 

relative to the substance of each conceptualization makes one quite significant, the other much 

less so: 
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Cl:   Mary's  husband   is  cheating on her. 

C2:   John  wants   to buy   the car. 

Although its likelihood is the same as CZ's, in Cl, even the suspicion of such dastardly behaviour 

is quite significant.  C2 has much less flare: it's just not very likely that John wants to buy the 

car, and that's that. 

It should be reiterated here that, beyond this convention of low strengths, problems of 

negation have not been explored in any depth m the memory. 

3.4.3 PRESERVING CONNECTIVITY IN INFERENCE SPACE: "REASONS" AND "OFFSPRING" 

People not only can solve problems, they are aware of, and can describe how they solve 

them.   A restatement of this phenomenon is to say that a person is (subconsciously) capable of 

preserving information about why he believes each piece of information in his memory. By doing 

this, everthing has an explicit internal justification: an implicit dependence relation with the 

antecedants from which it arose. This information can be used not only to answer questions like 

"What makes you believe that?", but it also provides a means of predicting and propagating the 

effects of altering the truth or strength of some information in the memory: if information X 

played a part in generating Y, and X's credibility falls under serious doubt, then so might Y's.   In 

addition, in sections 5.6 and 6.6, it will be shown how REASONS and OFFSPRING are essential to 

at least two very vital classes of conceptual inference. 

In the memory this means that, in addition to conceptual connectivity among information 

through bonds and occurrence sets, some sort of connectivity in inference space is essential. 

That is, whenever X is inferred from Vl,...,Yn, we should make this dependence explicit. To 

implement this, two other structural properties are associated with every information-bearing 

superatom in MEMORY: "REASON"s and "OFFSPRING". 

These two properties are inverses of each another. The REASONS property for information- 

bearing superatom, X, is a list of other information-bearing superatoms in the memory which 

some inference molecule used in order to generate X, its inference.   A null reason list for X 

means simply that X is believed: there are no reasons for the belief. In a more formal system, we 

might call this an axium. 
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The property OFFSPRING for X is a list of other information-bearing superatoms in memory 

whose existence in some way relies on X,   It is in a sense the inverse of REASONS. While every 

bond with TRUTH-TRUE must, by convention, have a REASONS list, the OFFSPRING property is of 

course not a requirement. 

Inference molecules, which are the fairly complex LISP programs which make inferences, are 

responsible for supplying a REASONS list to the inference monitor along with each inference as it 

is generated. The following scenerios illustrate typical usages of the REASON list: 

John has just asked Bill for the New York Times on the table. MEMORY infers that it is 

likely that John wants to read it. This inference is generated, and the reason list 

consists of the following three units of information: (1) the NY Times is a newspaper, 

(2) a newspaper is printed material, and (3) the normal function of printed material is 

that it be read. Section 6.1 illustrates a similar example and includes a computer 

example 

Mary hated John. Bill hit John. The memory infers that it could be likely at that point 

that Mary feels a liking for Bill. This inference is generated, and its raasons are (1) 

Mary feels a negative emotion toward John, (2) John suffered a negative change, (3) it 

was by Bill's action that John's negative change occurred. 

3,4,3.1 REASONS AND OFFSPRING VS. CONCEPTUAL CAUSALITY 

REASONS and OFFSPRING should not be confused with the CAUSE relation. The CAUSE 

relation is part of the data which the memory stores, has access to, manipulates, and uses to 

generate inferences. A CAUSE relation is stored in a bond, and hence can have REASONS and 

OFFSPRING. Section 5.5 discusses how and why causal relations are maintained by CAUSE bonds 

in bond-occurrence set framework. REASONS and OFFSPRING relate to the supervisory 

functioning of the memory, 

3.4.4 DEVIATIONS FROM THE "PURE" REPRESENTATION 

It should be clear that the theory of representation as proposed in section 3.2 has served 
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as the guiding doctrine, if not dogma, of the implemented program. That is, with only a few 

exceptions (motivated by the pragmatics of implementing a large system), every information- 

bearer which is potentially referenceable from language is indeed referenceable iis a discrete 

object in the memory. The noteworthy exceptions are threefold, and we have ^.een two of them: 

First, conceptualizations are stored in the form of positional lists which only implicitly 

specify the case relation of the concepts to the action or state predicate. Hence, it is not 

possible to reference information units like "the fact that X is the actor of action Y" or "the fact 

that X is the recipient in action Y". This type of unreferenceability is, however, restricted to a 

very small, well-defined, domain: namely the nuclear case relations for actions and the "nuclear" 

arguments of states relations. 

Second, there are certain counts, tags and relationships maintained for conceptualizations 

which are unreferenceable as units in the system. The rationale for such a auxiliary constructs 

should be clear. Although these features could be framed in the main data structure, it is more 

intuitively correct to keep them separate. 

The third main exception will become evident when we discuss the nature of inference 

specifier, and normality molecules and atoms in chapters 5-7 (these store the active inference 

processes in memory); vhile these objects are discrete entities, referenceable as entire units, 

their internal components (their conceptual contents) are not individually referenceable.   Section 

7.3,4 discusses this problem and a potential solution to it. 

Each of these exceptions could have a direct representation in a "pure" system in which we 

had the luxury of unlimited amounts of storage. The fact is, the amount of space consumed to 

make these units of information referenceable is simply not justifiable in terms of the number of 

new capabilities they enable. Although certain basic processing assumptions have been based on 

these "impure" forms, their conversion to operate on pure forms is easi'y imagmeable. 
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3.5 SUMMARY OF MEMORY DATA STRUCTURES 

We are now in a position to formulate concise structural definitions for the memory 

structures I have been describing. 

DEF: A "concept", C, is a LISP atom which has the property ASET (occurrence set) and 

which does not have the property BONDVALUE   A "token" is a concept, X, such 

that there is no relation (ISA Y X) in the memory. 

The value associated with the property ASET of C is a list of superatoms which store bonds 

,^1 ^nl such f*18* c occurs In ^i. i-l.....n, and only in those bonds in the memory. 

DEF; An information bearing unit, U, is a LISP atom which lias the properties ASET and 

BONDVALUE. 

The ASET is the same as for concepts. The value associated with the property BONDVALUE of U 

is a list of atoms (other concepts and bonds) of the form (P XI  X2 ...   Xn), where P is some 

predicate and XI Xn are its conceptual arguments (nuclear ca  >s for primitive a;tion 

predicates). 

In addition, information-bearing superatoms in the memory have the following auxiliary 

properties: RECENCY, TOUCHED, SEARCHTAG, TRUTH, STRENGTH, REASONS and OFFSPRING. 

Concept and token superatoms have only the first three.   Also, e?ch concept which is a 

conceptual predicate in the memory has five additional properties: CASES (ACTs only) which 

specifies the case mapping from graph slots internal bond positions XFORM which is a template 

specifying the Conceptual Dependency structure which will express in CD format any memory 

structure which involves that predicate, and IPROG, SPROG, NPROG, which store inference-related 

LISP program  nodules associated with that conceptual predicate. 

3-6 REPRESENTING AND STORING TIME 

How should time information be represented in conceptual 
memory? What time entities and relations are needed? 

There are three general approaches to the problem of how to represent and manipulate 
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time in a model: (1) ignore it, (2) make it an implicit part of the control structure (say, by 

partitioning memory on the basis of time, or by carrying along "states of the world"), or (3) make 

time an explicit aspect of all data, reprsse ttitig it in the same general structures as everything 

else.   I have chosen the third approach because it appears to be potentially the most general. 

Any model whose mam goal is to cope with natural language and what that language 

communicates must be prepared to deal in considerable detail with time. This includes keeping 

track of times of events and states, maintaining relationships between the times of events and 

states, and supplying proof procedures to interrelate the various time predicates of the model, 

and sensitizing to time aspects all conceptual inferences for which time is a critical dimension. 

Furthermore, it is an important realization that much of what we would term our "knowledge of 

normality in the world" bears heavily on the maintenance of time relations in the system.   We will 

later see a type of conceptual inference which is wholly concerned with the maintenance of time 

relations in the memory. It is the purpose of this section to describe the philosophy of the 

memory's sensitivity to time from the standpoint of representation. This involves describing what 

time predicates and relations there are, and how they are used in the model. 

While the memory is not strictly an analytical psychological model, I have emphasized that a 

reflection of psychological intuition in the model is highly desirab'e. For some limited tasks, it 

might be adequate to maintain a "state of the world" type dat.i base where every unit of 

information in the memory, and only those units, is viewed as true at the present time. But this is 

simply not the total picture of the way people (successfully) deal with time. The major 

inadequacy in a model which handles tine this way is that once information about the modeled 

wc:ld becomes false or is superceded by a newer piece of information, the old information is 

forever lost. In a model for which there is a well-defined task to be accomplished, and this task is 

sensitive only \o the current state of the world (say, « (actual question-answering system, or a 

model of traffic flow) this approach works nicely. The problem of understaniing the conceptual 

content of natural language utterances is not such a simple domain. There must be ways to 

dir»inguish past, present and future not only because they are commonly refulected in language, 

but because most inferences are sensitive, in varying degrees, to time. Also, when the memory 

needs to communicate with the outside world via the conceptual generator, it must be able to 

express detailed tense information. This information must somehow be denveable from time 

structures in the memory. 
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At the other end of the spectrum from "state of the world" models is the approach whose 

tenet is the following: remember everything.  That is, propositions should not be thrown away 

simply because they become out of date or irrelevant. This is not to say that a real (human) 

memory does, or should remember everything. There are important psychological, and above all 

practical, arguments against such a claim. However, the criteria for removing a proposition from 

memory are quite a bit more complex than simple truth or falsity at a given time of the woik1- 

is not my intent to discuss in any depth the problem of forgetting. Becker [81] has some 

interesting ideas on this subject. 

I have taken this alternative approach by having the model remember everything.  A 

forgetting function is viewed simply as an addition to the system at a higher level. To claim that 

the lack of forgetting or retrieval-degrading functions has any bearing on the algorithms which 

maintain time is ludicrous: there must still be processes which are capable of working on 

whatever information is available: in particular, perfect information. 

'   3.6.1 TIME TOKENS AND RELATIONS: THE REQUIREMENTS 

So much for the philosophy; What do we need to do the job?  There must clearly be time 

tokens and time relations. A time token represents either a point on the model's absolute time 

scale, or a duration on this scale.   (In the current model, this scale is the number of milliseconds 

the LISP core image has run. It would more appropriately be the number of seconds since some 

starting date.) A time point is simply a token, X, whose occurrence set contains an (ISA X «TIME), 

and probably some other time relations which I will describe. A time duration is a concept, X, 

whose occurrence set contains an (ISA X «DURATION) and a specification of its length, N, in scale 

units: (TVAL X N). 

To illustrate what kinds of time relations the memory must record, let's examine an 

extremely simple story. Consider the following two-liner: 

John had a book. 

He gave  the book to Ellen. 

Assume the time of utterance of the first line is «NOW, that is, the present.   For the purposes of 
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illustration, I will use «NOW as though it were a point in time -- a time token. In reality, each time 

the conceptual analyzer completes a conceptual graph and sends it to MEMORY, a special function 

is evaluated which creates a new time token with which it then associates the current numerical 

value of the model's clock. For LISP reasons, this number is stored as a structural feature of the 

token under the property TVAL instead of simply adding another conceptual property (VALUE X 

<number>) to the time token, X's, occurrence set. By creating a time token which uniquely 

identifies the time of utterance, all other time references in the utterance have a concrete and 

unique pivot. 

In this story, the first sentence predicates that it was true at some point in the past of 

«NOW that John possessed a book. The conceptual graph MEMORY receives from the analyzer 

has the form shown in Fig. 3-10. 

((ACTOR   (BOOK)   <s>   (POSS)   VAL   (JOHN))   TINE   (Tin81)) 

TIf108:   NOU 
TIM01:   (BEFORE  TII188 NIL) 

Figure 3-10. "John had a book. 

The memory will create a ROSS bond to stand for the state, a token to represent the point 

m time at which the state is being predicated to be true, then will add all known relations about 

this time point to its token's occurrence set. In this case, the only known relation is that it was 

bejore another time token - the one ceated to represent «NOW, the time of utterance. Since 

time is a conceptual requirement for any event or state which occurs in the world, by 

convention, any proposition in MEMORY stored with no time predications is a timeUss statement 

— a belief about the world which is invariant with time. 

3-11. 
The internal structure which results from the analyzed descriptive form is depicted in Fig. 
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(POSS « *) 

(TIME » ») \ (ISA # #PERSON) 

( 
(NAHE U JOHN) 

ft 
ff (ISA # «BOOK) 
(ISA ft ÄfTlME) 
(BEFORE # *) 

^——^*   (ISA # «TIME) 
(TVAL tt N) 

N   is  the numerical   "now"  on nENORY's  internal   time  scale. 

Figure 3-11. "John had a book", internally. 

The second line of the story is analyzed into the following descriptive unit: 

(jfCTGR^UOHN)   <->   (ATRANS)  OBJECT   (BOOK REF   (THE))  FROM   (JOHN)   TO   (ELLEN)) 

Tinea: NOUI 
Tinei:   (BEFORE Tin80 NIL) 

Assume the references to the correct book and John are found, and that this information 

has been processed into internal form in the same way the first line was. Also assume that, 

among others, three inferences subsequently made are (1) that John in fact had the book at the 

time he gave it, (2) that after he gave it, he no longer had it, but rather (3) Mary started having 

it. These three new facts (the second sentence, and two inferences which arise from it) augment 

the existing structure as shown in Fig. 3-12. Notice that the information communicated by the 

first sentence remains. 
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(TIME * *) 

(ISA tf #TinE) 
(BEFORE tt «) 

Figure 3-12 

3.6.1.1 RELATIONS BETWEEN EVENT STRUCTURES AND TIME TOKENS 

With this simple example m mind, we can make explicit what the conceptual time relations 

look like in the memory. There are three predicates which specify aspects of action and Mate 

times: 

(TS x t) the point in time, t, at which an action or state, x, begins, or at which the 
existence of some token of a concept begins 

(TF x t) the point in time, t, at which an action or state, x, ends, or at which the 
existence of some token of a concept ceases 

(TIME x t) a point in time, t, at which an action or state, x, is known to be true, 
or at which a token of a concept is known to exist 

All states fand protracted actions) which actually occur in the world obligatorily require a 

TS and a TF. These may or may not be stored explicitly, and if they are, they still may not be 

completely specified or specifiable in relation to other known times. TIME, on the other hand, is 

not a requirement of states but rather a means by which the truth of a proposition at a point in 

time can be specified without knowing TS and TF. The two examples in the story of Fig. 3-12 

illustrate the necessity of this predicate: regarding the first line of our simple story, John may 

have acquired the book two years ago or five minutes ago. There is simply no way of knowing 

what either the TS or TF of possession are. Nevertheless, the memory certainly should be able 

to record that the state of possession was in progress at some point in the past. 
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3.6.1.2 RELATIONS BETWEEN TIME TOKENS 

In addition, to these relations between events and time tokens, we need the following two 

relations between time points: 

(BEFORE tl t2 d), tl is strictly before 12 (by duration, d, if d is not NIL) 

(NOTAFTER tl 12), tl is either strictly BEFORE \2, or the seme as 12 

These five time predicates and point and duration tokens are adequate for expressing time 

points, time durations, points during durations, and durations during durations. They do not 

express more complex time notions such as frequency. 

3 6.2 DEICTIC TIME REFERENCES 

It should be clear that not only "now", but all deictic time references such as "Friday", 

"yesterday", and "in a moment", are not stored directly, but instead, are evaluated by lime 

functions into time tokens which store concrete time units.  Thus, if th? utterance is "I will see 

you tomorrow.", the time associated with the "seeing" will not be the atom "tomorrow", but 

rather a (TIME A C7824), where A is the seeing action and C7824 is a time token with the 

relations, say, (NOTAFTER C1275 07824) and (BEFORE C7824 06411), 01275 and 06411 being, 

respectively, the time tokens which stand for the beginning and end of "tomorrow" on the 

absolute time scale.  They are created by the lime function which computes the absolute bounds 

for "tomorrow" using the current value of «NOW. 

3.6.3 FUZZY DURATION CONCEPTS 

In addition, the memory makes limited use of "fuzzy" time concepts to represent 

approximate durations. Associated with each fuzzy duration is a probability curve which predicts 

the STRENGTH with which information involving the fuzzy concept should be believed, as a 

function of time. The idea of fuzziness of durations is intimately bound up with the normal 

durations of all kinds of states in the world, from how long a person might continue to hold a 

object he is handed, to how long people normally sleep at night, to the typical life span of a 

celestial body.   Examples of these concepts are things like «ORDERMINUTES and «ORDERDECADES. 
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364 TIME EXAMPLE 

The following example will serve to tie together these simple ideas about time; "Ethel had a 

Knife for several hours yesterday before she gave it to John." This sentence results in the 

structure shown in Fig. 3-13. Again, only rnough occurrence set to distinguish each token is 

shown there. 

(TS * *) (ISA U  «TIME) 
(BEFORE #* WDRDERHOURS) 

EFT* #) 

(ISA ft  «TlflE) 
(TVAL U  M) 

(ISA n #TinE) 
(TVAL U  N) 

(ISA # «PERSON) 
(NAHE U  JOHN) 

n, N are the absolute times delimiting yesterday, a duration. 

Figure 3-13. 

3.7 COMMENTS AEiOUT THE MEMORY 

It is probably accurate to say that this memory is a paltry fraction of what will ultimately be 

required comprehend and use language.  And, although it satisfies the six criteria laid out in 

section 3.2, these criteria are merely the ones which seem important today, relative to specific 

tasks of understanding language, especially with regard to conceptual inference. I have had to 

ignore many important issues, and to idealize and simplify many others just to get started.   But 

the memory structures I have defined appear to be simple enough to accomodate most any 

future extensions: some sort of homogeneity indeed has been achieved.   All that would seem to 

be required for new information forms are the conventions for their storage. 
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For instance, t^.ere are well-defmed places to store structural information and "real" 

mformation.   If, a! an example, the notion of negation is found to be more fundamental than most 

notions, it can be «Jevated to the structural level, where its presence can exert more direct 

influence on the memor/s control structure.  If direct word-word or concept-concept free- 

associations (as contrasted with only associations through conceptual information) are found to 

be vital to understanding (as undoubtedly they will), there are obvious ways of implementing 

them m the memory. If "reasoning by analogy" is to be pursued, there are also some obvious 

ways to approach it in a graph ;Tiemi.'y such as this. 

It has not been a primary objective of this research to implement efficient associative 

retrieval algorithms. Rather, the emphasis has been more on issues of logical organization ar,d 

flow of information in response to language.   All these lofty goals are assumed to be underlied 

by efficient retrieval algorithms. Of course, the problem has not been ignored completely, since 

the program does function (if somewhat inefficiently), and the data structures described were 

designed with timewise-efficient associative retrieval in mind (ar the expense of storage 

requirements).   Furthermore, some retrieval functions are discussed as part of the theory. 

Section 4.3 discusses some uses of associative searches through conceptual information, and 

chapter 7 covers a few more points about retrieval. 

3.7.1 PARTITIONING THE MEMORY 

It should bo made clear that I have chosen not to partition the memory artificially into 

functionally separate units (say, CP, IM, LTM). Again, I am not primarily concerned with modeling 

the hardware of the brain, but rathor its topology from the standpoint of the logical flow of 

information within it.   This is not to say that to discover the physical flow as well would not be 

interesting and useful. But to do so would, for instance, draw us into issues of what enters and 

leaves CP, why and when. Answers to questions of this type would certainly augment the theory 

nicely, and would give insights about how to limit searches.   But much can be done without 

partitions, and as we will see in the next chapter. RECENCY and TOUCHED provide a rudimentary 

form of logical partitioning. 
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3.8 HOW IT ALL HANGS TOGETHER: 
AN EXAMPLE OF AN INTERNALIZED CONCEPTUALIZATION 

I will conclude this chapter with an example of an utterance which is relatively complex with 

respect to this theory. I will show (1) how CD represents it, (2) what the resulting memory 

structure will look like (in schematic graph form), (3) what the LISP representation of the CD 

graph which MEMORY receives from a conceptual analyzer looks like, and (4) «he final memory 

structure in a "virgin" memory. 

The example is; 

Mary didn't give Bill the red book which Pete had given her 
because Bill had aggravated her by choking her friend John." 

The conceptual dependency graph which reprnsents this utterance is shown in Fig. 3-14. 
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BILL 
A 

JOHN f—■ 

tl 

GRASP 
t 

o 

<■■■■•>■■>■•■■■■■■■■ 
/  \ 

JOHN 

1° part 
 -.NECIC 

C/ 
t2 

t3 
MARY     <EBiH 

/ \ 

t4 

\/ D 
INGEST *— 

t 
o 

-•• ANGER (X+2) 

■- ANGER(X) 

JOHN 

\ /        val 
FRIEND MARY 

part 
-— INSIDE •- JOHN 

— - NOSE <- JOHN 
part 

—. BILL 

--- MARY 

MARY  <-.=/= = = > ATRANS —-- BOOK .-- 
t 

t5 

BOOK 
/  \ 

\ /      val 
COLOR —-- RED 

tB  <   tl   <   t2 <   t3  <   t4 <  "NOU" 

PETE <==...==> ATRANS —-- BOOK 
t 

—. MARY 

^-- PETE 

Figure 3-14. 

(The REL link in Fig. 3-14 specifmg that John ?nd Mary are friends ,5 in fact repeated at 

each occurrence of "JOHN" in the graph. However, the analyzer creates just one object for this 

John who is Mary's friend, then uses pointers to this object in the LISP version so that anywhere 

the PP "JOHN" appears above, ,t is in fact just a pointer to this one object. Similar remarks apply 

to all PPs which occur at more than one point in the graph: PPs which have the same name in 

this graph are guaranteed to have EQ LISP pointers in the computer analysis.) 

Tt s analyzed meaning graph will ultimately map onto the memory structure whose pictorial 

graph representation is shown below. In general, only small portions of each token's occurrence 

set are evident in the graph. 
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(TIME * *) 

(ISA C2 «TIME) 
(BEFORE C2 C8) 

#AIR) 

(ISA C3 «INSIDE) 
(PART C3 *) 

(TIME * «) 

C8 
(ISA C8 #TinE) 
(BEFORE C8 Cll) 

(CAUSE * *) 

I 
(NOT *) 

(TIME * *) I 
^ (ATRANS » * «' *) 

(ISA Cll »TIME) 
(BEFORE Cll mOU) 

(TIME * *) 
C12 
ISA C12 «BOOK) 

._,,„ _.     ..  (COLOR C12 ÄRED) 
CIS*'      ^^ (ATRANS * C12 * *) 
(ISA C13 «TIME) 
(BEFORE C13 CG) 

'014' 
(ISA CIA «PERSON) 
(NAME C14 "PETE") 

Here, the BEFORE time relations have been specified by atom names rather thai pointers 

simply because connecting them would render the illustration illegible. Recall that each 

proposition as well as e.ch concept Is stored as a superatom and, as such, can be referenced by 

arbitrarily many other propositions.  Also recall that all links are two-way: they have been 
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drawn one-way for clarity in the graph. It is important to remember also that the i«<'NAME> 

entities in the graph are also pointers to other concepts which are no more than sets of 

conceptual features. The names used n erely serve to identify those sets for the sake of 

illustration. 

How this graph is internalized, and how all the information it contains is extracted are the 

essence of the next chapter. The following is the actual computer structure m which this example 

results. 

The following sequence shows the LISP form of the meaning graph which the memory 

recpives from a conceptual analyzer. Section 5.5 describes the syntax conventions for 

representing CD graphs in LISP S-expressions. This particular input to MEMORY is a retouched 

and augmented output of Riesbeck's conceptual analyzer. 

nARY DIDNT GIVE BILL  THE RED BOOK This  is  the   input  sentence  as  the conceptual 
WHICH PETE HAD GIVEN MARY BECAUSE analyzer receives   it.   Below   is   the  conceDtual 
BILL  HAD AGGRAVATED MARY BY CHOKING analysis which  the analyzer   sends MEMDRY; 
MARYS  FRIEND  JOHN a 

LEGEND OF ROLES 

CON 
ACTOR 

OBJECT 
PART 
VAL 
<H> 
<■ 

REF 
TO 
FROM 
TIME 
MCÜE 

INC 

takes an entir 
the actor of a 
the ACT of the 
the conceptual 
a modi f ier ass 
the value of s 
the attributiv 
the causal rel 
the REL depend 
the nature of 
the directive 
the directive 
a modi f i er for 
a modi f ier for 
modes. Example 
the incrementa 
the  conjnction 

e conceptualiration 
n act ion 
conceptualizat ion 
object 

erting  a  part-of  relationship 
ome concept with respect   to  the predicate which VAL modifies 
e relation,   taking  as roleflller   some relation 
ationship.   Causal   forms are represented as   (CON X  <s  Y). 
ency,   used   to  specify concepts  further   (takes  a  complete  CON) 
the  determiner  used with a concept 
or  recipient   "to"   case   for  certain actions 
or  recipient   from case  for  certain actions 
complete conceptualizations 
complete conceptualizations,   taking as rollfiller  a   list  of 

s of  modes are »CANNOT«,  *NEG#,  *CAN*. 
I   amount  by which a statechange occurred. 
of   two complete conceptualizations 

((CON 
((CON 

((CON 
((ACTOR   (BILL) 

(*GRASP*) 
OBJECT 
(NECK PART 
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(JOHN - 
((ACTOR (JOHN) 

(FRIEND VAL (MARY))))))) 
ntiE 
tTinei)i 

(IACTOR (JOHN H ((ACTOR (JOHN) <■> (FRIEND VAL (MARY))))) 

(«INGEST«) 
OBJECT 
(«AIR« REF («A«)) 
FROH 
(NOSE PART 

(JOHN H 
((ACTOR (JOHN) 

^FRIEND VAL (MARY)))))) 
TO 
(«INSIDE« PART 

(JOHN H 
((ACTOR (JOHN) 

(FRIEND VAL (MARY))))))) 
TIME 
(TIH02) 
MODE 
((«CANNOT«))))) 

<s 
((ACTOR (MARY) <.>F («ANGER«) <3>T («ANGER«)) 
TIME 
(Tines) 
INC 
(-2)))) 

((CON 
((ACTOR (MARY) <«>F («ANGER«) <B>T («ANGER«)) 
TIME 
(TIM03) 
INC 
(-2)) 

((ACTOR (MARY) 

(«ATRANS«) 
OBJECT 
(BOOK * 

((ACTOR (BOOK REF («THE«)) 

(COLOR VAL (RED)))) 

"(ACTOR (PETE) 

(«ATRANS«) 
OBJECT 
(BOOK RC" («THE«)) 
FROM 
(PETE) 
TO 
(MARY)) 

TIME 
(TIM85))) 

FROM 
(MARY) 
TO 
(BILL)) 89 
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Tinee 
Tinei 
Tin82 
Tines 
TIM8A 
Tines 

TIME 
(Tin04) 
nODE 
(UNEG*); 

((VAL T- 
((BEFORE 
((BEFORE 
((BEFORE 
((BEFORE 
((BEFORE 

))))) 

8)' 
Tinez 
Tines 
Tina^ 
Tinee 
TIM01 

X)) 
X)) 
X)) 
X)) 
X)) 

Having received this as input, MEMORY integrates it into its data structures. Below is an 

intermediate structure which has undergone some transformations of form and which contains 

references to real world tokens in MEMORY. 

((ANDX 
((CAUSE 

((CAUSE   ((*GRASP*  (»BILL!)   (C8884)) 
(TIME _  (C0087))) 

((CANNOT   ((«INGEST*   (C8881)   (C801G)   (C8018)   (C8021)) 
(TIME       (C8808))))))) 

((NEGCHANGE   (miARYl)   (tfANGERD 
(TIME      0883))))) 

((CAUSE   ((NEGCHANGE   (W1ARY1)   («ANGER)) 
(TinE      (C8889))) 

((NOT  ((»ATR^NS*  («MARYD   (C882G)   (ÄMARYl)   (/SfBILLD) 
(TIME _  (C8818))))))))) 

MEMORY then completes the "internaliza'ion" of this input structure by creating bonds and 

superatoms to represent its various components. At the end of this internaiization, the structure 

is represented by superatom C0CW4. We ask MEMORY to dump itself at this point. 

C08A4 

C8881: NIL 

ASET: 
C0033 
C0823 
C0020 
C8806 
C8803 
C8882 

(»INGEST* ft 
(PART C8021 
(PART C0018 #) 
(PART C888A H) 
(FRIEND H  MiARYl) 
(NAME tt  JOHN) 

C881G C8818 C0821) 
tf) 

C8844 is the superatom under which the 
entire input structure has been stored. 
Having internalized the input, uie now 
request MEMORY to dump its contents. 
The input was received with nEnORV in a 
virgin state, so only this structure 
is present in MEMORY (along, of course, 
with the approximately 288 virgin structures. 

C0001 is the concept which represents 
the person named "John" in the input. 
MEMORY was purposefully initialized with 
two people named John to force the creation 
SrMnSi5 n?V token' Chapter 8 describes how 
MEMORY will return to this token after 
mferencing in an attempt to decide which 
of the two candidate "John" concepts C0881 
references. 
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RECENCY: 836G 

C8802: (NAHE r8001 JOHN) 

C8803: (FRIEND C8881 W1ARY1) 

C8884: NIL 

ÄSET: 
C0931i (*GRASP* «BILLl U) 
C88eB: (PART 0 C8881) 
C8805: (ISA # »NECK) 

RECENCY: 8916 

C8085: (ISA C8884 »NECK) 

C088B:    (PART C8804 C8081) 

C8887:   NIL 

ÄSET: 
C0032 
C8025 
C8015 

RECENCY: 

(TIME C0031 H) 
(BEFORE C0024 #) 
(BEFORE It  C0008) 

8933 

C0008: NIL 

ÄSET: 
C8834: (TIME C8033 #) 
C0015: (BEFORE C0007 ft) 
C8814: (BEFORE ft  C0309) 

RECENCY: 8983 

C0089; NIL 

ASET: 
08838 
C8014 
C8813 

RECENCY: 311G 

(TIME C0037 tt) 
(BEFORE C0008 H) 
(BEFORE tt  C0810) 

C0818: NIL 

ASET: 
C8841: (TIME C0040 ft) 
C0013: (BEFORE C0009 ft) 
00012: (BEFORE ft  C0811) 

RECENCY: 9183 

raaf? is ^e   '^iorm3t\on   that the namt of 
Cüüül is John . 

C8883 is the information that C8801 is a 
friend of Hary. nEflORY was initialized to 
know of only one tlary, Pete and Bi I I to 
demonstrate how unambiguous references are 
processed. 

08004 is 00001'a (John's) neck which Bill 
grasped. 

C0005 is the information that 00085 is a 
neck. 

C00?G iSr^S, informatiorl that C0006 is a part of C0001. 

C8807 is the time at which action C0031 
occurred. C0831 is Bill's grasping of John'i 
neck. Notice that its relative position 

C8815e t"ne SCale iS recorded in C0025 and 

C0008 is the time of John's inabilitu to 
ingest air, C0033. a 

afBiiif C0037.i,ne 0f f1ary'9 t3ecom',n9  «ngry 

C0010 is the time at which Mary's givinq 
the book to Bi I I did not occurf This 
non-event is structure C0040. 

90811 is the time of utterance of the input 
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C8811:  NIL 

ASET: 
03012:   (BEFORE 09818 tt) 

RECENCY:   73GG.   TVAL:   G833 

C8812: (BEFORE C8818 C8011' 

C8813: (BEFÜRE C8889 C8018) 

C8814: (BEFORE C8888 08889) 

C8815: (BEFü^E C8887 C08Ö8) 

C081G:   NIL 

ASET: 
C8033:   (*INGEST* C8881 0 C8018 C0021) 
C0017:    (ISA # »AIR) 

RECENCY:   89GG 

C0017:    (ISA C881G #AIR) 

C8018:   NIL 

ASET: 
C0033:   (*INGEST* C0801 C801E « C8021) 
00026:    (PART # 08881) 
08819:   (ISA # ÄNDSE) 

RECENCY:   8983 

00019:    (ISA 08818 «NOSE) 

08828:    (PART 08018 00881) 

08021: NIL 

structure. Notice that the system clock has 
been recorded as its TVAL. 

08812. 08013, 08014 and 08815 are the 
relational information among the various 
times alluded to by this input. 

04816 is the air uhich John could not 
ingest. It makes sense to create this 
non-entity: MEMORY might encounter an 
input like "John couldn't breathe, but 
the air was poisonous anyway." 

00817 is the information that O001G is a 
token of some air. 

08818 is 08081's nose. 

ASET: 
00033 
C0023 
00022 

RECENCY: 8983 

(»INGEST* 00081 C801G 08818 ff) 
(PART a  08001) 
(ISA ft  «INSIDE) 

08819 is the information that 00018 Is 
a nose. 

08828 is the information that 08818 is 
part of 08801 (John). 

08821 is 08001's ins ides. 

00022: (ISA 08021 «INSIDE) 

00023: (PART 08821 08081) 

C0022 is the information that 08021 is 
an inside . 

08823 is the information that 00021 is 
38rt of 08881 (John). 
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caezu: NIL 

ÄSET: 
08329: (TIME C8028 H) 
C0825: (BEFORE tt  C8887) 

RECENCYi 8288 

L:0025: (BEFORE C0024 C0007) 

C0026: NIL 

ÄSET: 
C0040:    (»ATRANS* tfflARYl  # «riARYl 

»BILLD 
C0030:    (COLOR ff #RED) 
C0028:    (*ATRAN5* «PETEl  ft ÄPETE1 

W1ARY1) 
L0827:    (ISA t) «BOOK) 

RECENCY:   9183 

08827:    (ISA C882G »BOOK) 

C8828:    UATRANS* «PETEl 00926 «PETEl 
ÄMARY1) 

ÄSET: 
C0029:    (TIME « C0C24) 

08029:   (TIME C8028 C0024) 

08838:   (COLOR O002G «RED) 

00031:    (*GRA5P* »B1LL1  00004) 

ÄSET: 
C003G:    (CAUSE ft 08035) 
08032:   (TIME ft C8887) 

08832:    (TIME 00031  00887) 

00033:   (»INGEST* 00001 O001G 08018 
00021) 

ASETi 
00035: (CANNOT H) 
00034: (TIME ft  00008) 

00024 is the time at which Pete gave the 
book to Mary. 

00025 is the information that the time 
2,Lonte's giving ^ary the book was before 
00007, the time of Bill's grasping John's 
neck. 

O002G is the red book which Pete gave to 
Mary, and which Mary did not give to Bill. 
(00040 is modified by a NOT). 

00027 is the information that C002G is 
token of a book. 

C0028 is Pete's giving of the book to Mary 
at time 00024. v 

00029 is the information that Pete's giving 
the book to Mary occurred at time C0024. 

00030 is the information that the book is 
red. 

00031 is Bill s grasping of John's neck (in 
the choke action). Notice that it caused 
00035, John's inability to ingest air. 

C0032 is the information that Bill's 
grasping action occurred at time C0007. 

C0033 is the ingesting action which John 
(00001) was unable to perform at time C0008. 
Notice its CANNOT modification, C0035. 

08034 is the information that the t me 
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C8034:    (TIME C8833 C8888) 

00835:    (CANNOT C8833) 

A5ET: 
C8036:    (CAUSE 00831  tt) 

C803B:    (CAUSE C0031  C0035) 

ASET: 
C0039:    (CAUSE U C0037) 

C0037:   (NEGCHANGE «riARYl «ANGER) 

ASET: 
C0043 
C8039 
C8038 

(CAUSE tt C0042) 
(CAUSE C003G tt) 
(TIME  tt C0009) 

C0C38:    (TIME C0037 C0009) 

CC039:    (CAUSE C003G C0037) 

ASET: 
C0044:    (ANDX  tt C0043) 

C0040:    (*ATRANS* «MARY1 C002G «HARYl 
#BILL1) 

ASET: 
C0042:    (NOT ft) 
C0041:    (TIME  tt C0010) 

C0841:   (TIHE 00048 C8810) 

08042:    (NOT 00840) 

ASET: 
C0043:    (CAUSE 00837 tt) 

00043:    (CAUSE 00837 08842) 

ASET: 
08044: (ANDX 00039 tt) 

00044: (ANDX 00839 08843) 

«BILL1: NIL 

of John's inability to ingest air was 08008, 

00035 is the information that John's 
inaesting action was unable to occur. 
Notice that it was caused by 00031, Bill's 
grasping action. 

C003G is the information that Bill's grasping 
caused John's inability to ingest air. 
Notice that C883G in turn caused 08037, 
flary's incipient anger (aggravation). 

00837 is tlary's increase in anger which 
was caused by C003G, and which in turn 
caused 00042, Mary's not giving Bill the 
book. 

C8033 is the ■nformation that (lary's 
increase In anger occurred at time C0009. 

00039 is the information that Mary's 
increase In anger was caused by Bill' 
choking of John. 

00040 is the giving of the book to Bill 
which Mary didn't perform at time 08818. 

00841 is the infomation that the time of 
Mary's unwillingness to give Bill the book 
was 08010. 

00042 is the information that Mary's giving 
action did not occur. 

00043 
caused 

is the 'nformation that Mary's anger 
he no* to give Bill the book. 

00844 is the information that two events 
occurred. 00044 constitutes the complete 
input structure. 

Finally, we have a look at Mary, Bill and 
B4te as they exist after this input. Innnn 

<* 
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A5ET: 
C8040: 

CO031 
10908 
10007 

RECENCY: 

(»ATRANS« W1ARY1  C0026 
»hARYl  m 

(♦GRASP* U C0004) 
(ISA # «PERSON) 
(NAME tt BILL) 

9183 

MIARYli   1 MIL 

ÄSET: 
C0040 (♦ATRANS* tt C002G tt ttBllLl) 
C0037 (NEGCHANGE tt »ANGER) 
C0028 (♦ATRANS* »PETEl  C0825 

ÄPETE1  tt) 
C0003 (FRIEND C0001   tt) 
10004 (ISA  « «PERSON) 
10003 (NAME  « MARY) 

RECENCY: 9183 

«PETEl: NIL 

ÄSET: 
C002S 
10202 
10201 

RECENCY: 

(♦ATRANS* U  C002G M  W1ARY1) 
(ISA « «PERSON) 
(NAME « PETE) 

6833 

structures are in general these which were 
present in the virgin system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

GETTING CONCEPTUAL GRAPHS INTO THE MEMORY: 
REFERENCE, WORD SENSE PROMOTICNS, INTERNALI2ATI0N 

In the last chapter, I discussed the main issues of representation for a conceptual memory. 

We turn now to more process-oriented issues: how does the meaning graph become a memory 

structure, and what effects does this have on the memory. There is again a multitude of issues 

here, and I have addressed those which seem to be most typical of the kinds of processing at 

this language-memory interface. The general issue is how the analyzed conceptual graph is 

transformed into internal memory structures. Within this main topic, WP will cover the following 

five areas: 

1. the identification of concepts and tokens from sets of conceptual features 

2. the creation of temporary tokens for those tokens and concepts whi'-h cannot be 
identified 

3. the activation of concepts and tokens, and the memory's interaction with the 
conceptual analyzer in this regard 

4. the creation of bonds to store all the sub-conceptualizations contained in the 
conceptual graph. This includes the mapping of time references and deictic time 
concepts onto concrete time tokens. 

5. the extraction of subpropositions from the graph to form the initial set of structures 
from which conceptual mferencmg will begin 

4.1    REFERENCING CONCEPTS AND TOKENS FROM LANGUAGE: 
DESCRIPTIVE SETS 

The words which appear in an utterance are gone by the time the 
inemory begins processing. Ail that remains is conceptual 
information.  What does the conceptual information which 
identifies a concept or token look like? 

Since most of the original words of an utterance are gone from the conceptual graph which 

is the product of the conceptual analyzer, it is a meaningful question to ask what becomes of the 

words, and how the memory uses what it gets to identify or create concepts and their tokens 

before other other processing begins. This section describes this interface. 
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For words in the sentence which might reference concepts or their tokens, the analyzer's 

job is first to choose the correct lexical sense of the word, or make a best guess based on its 

conceptual context.   This identifies a conceptual PP ("picture producer"). This mapping of a word 

onto a PP (sense choice) makes available all conceptual knowledge about that PP.   For example, 

when the word "John" is mapped onto the PP which is a male human with name "John", the 

conceptual features: 

(ISA # ^PERSON) 
(SEX U «MALE) 
(NAflE  tt JOHN) 

stored with this PP become available. The "poundsign" is used to denote the object being 

described. These conceptual features become the kernel of the language-referenced concept's 

descriptive set. 

A descriptive set is an unordered list of conceptual ferures which 
describe some concept or token (or perhaps many con spts or 
tokens. J r 

Any other conceptual information about this object the analyzer can glean from the 

sentence augments this kernel. Such information typically comes from sentential adjectives and 

relative clauses which correspond to individual pieces of conceptual information. 

For the PP, "the big red dog who ate the bird", the descriptive set shown In Fig. 4-1 would 

arise. Note there that I have written some internal memory concepts («DOG for instance). The 

process of reference identification is recursive, so that they too have previously been 

referenced by other descriptive sets. Had these been shown in Fig. 4-1, «DOG, for instance, 

would be replaced by the descriptive set { (ISA « «ANIMAL) (NAME » DOG) ). 
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K: { (ISA K #DOG) 
(COLOR X «RED) 
(RELSIZE K «LARGE) 
( Y: (INGEST X 

I (ISA « «BIRD) (REF « *THE*) I 
( (ISA « «tlOUTH) 1 
1 (ISA « «STOMACH) I 

(TIME Y I (ISA « «TIME) (BEFORE « «NOW I ) 

(REF X *THE*) 

Figure 4-1. Descriptive set for "The big rad dog who ate the bird". 

Notice m Fig. 4-1 that the fourth member of X's descriptive set (the INGEST feature) has a 

time modification. In general, any descriptive set element can have its own additional modification. 

This is the general form of a descriptive set member; the first members (ISA, COLOR, RELSIZE) are 

simple cases (they have no nested modifiers). Since, empirically, language rarely ventures beyond 

these two levels of nesting in this respect, the program is equipped to deal with only this 

secondary level of modification. 

Fig. 4-2 shows the general form of a descriptive set which can be processed by the 

memory. 

I   (  <feature> <modifier>  ...   <modifier> ) 

« 
(  <feature>  <inodifier>  ...   <modifier>  ) 

Figure 4-2. Syntax of a descriptive set. 

4.1.1 MULTIPLE OCCURRENCES OF A CONCEPT IN A GRAPH 

The conceptual analyzer guarantees that, for two PPs or conceptualizations which (based on 

the analyzer's linguistic knowledge) reference the same real world concept or event, not only 

will their descriptive sets be identical, but they will be LISP "EQ" in the graph. That is, all 

occurrences of them in the graph will point to the same physical descriptive set. Thus, in the 
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concep.ualization "John gave Bill the apple" (Fig. 4-3, left), although "John" occurs in the 

conceptual graph twice, in reality, each occurrence is a pointer which references the same 

descriptive set (Fig. 4-3, right). This equality is also preserved for entire subconceptualizations 

which reference the same state or action. 

JOHN  <.-->  ATRANS -—-  APPLE 
t 
ID    —• BILL 

— JOHN 

0/ 
« <..=> ATRANS  ---- « 

t 
0   I---» *' 

\i— * 

(the  apple's 
descriptive   set) 

(the descriptive 
set   for Bill) 

{(ISA ft «PERSON) 
(NAHE ft #JOHN) I 

J 
Figure 4-3. "EQ" LISP pointers to identical references within a graph. 

During the mternalization process, the memory maintains a list, !REFLIST, of pointers to all 

descriptive sets and subconceptualizations which have been processed (identified with internal 

memory units) up to that point in the mternalization process. Before each new descriptive set or 

subconceptuahzation is processed, its membership on IREFLIST is first checked, and if it is found, 

the associated memory structure which resulted from previous references to it is used with no 

further processing. 

4.1.2 WHEN REFERENT IDENTIFICATION IS PERFORMED 

The descriptive set is the unit which memory receives from the analyzer for each concept 

and toKen referenced in an utterance.  In theory, the memory may be called either during or 

after the conceptual analysis to attempt an identification of the token or concept referenced by 

some descriptive set. The former case typically will occur when the analyzer can predict that it 

would be useful to the analysis to have more sptcific knowledge about the concept.   If the 

referent can be identified at that time, its entire occurrence set (everything known about it) will 

become available to the analyzer, and this newly accessible knowledge can subsequently 

influence the interpretation of the utterance or of future utterances. "John's pilch was foul" is 

such an example. In this utterance knowing more about John could solve the ambiguity of "pitch". 
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Although this form of analyzer-memory interaction remains to be evploited in the current 

implemenlation, the nature of the interaction i? straightforward: the analyzer passes the memory 

a reference request in the form of a descriptive set (all the features collected about an entity so 

far), and the memory returns with one most likely referent, or a list of candidates if more than 

one referent is likely. Normally, because of the RECENCY heuristic I will describe, there will be 

only one. Notice that this is one place at which the solution of anaphoric references logically fits 

m the processing sequence, although much research remains to be done in this area. 

In the case where the malyzer can get along with only PR's, rather than fully-identified 

memory concepts and tokens which have actually been identified, referents are not identified 

during the analysis. Rather, the entire graph is constructed, then passed along to the memory. 

This is the nature of the current analyzer-memory interface. 

The process of reference establishment therefore occurs as part of the larger task of 

getting the analyzed graph -- which consists of descriptive sets connected by conceptual links -- 

into memory structures suitable for conceptual mferencmg.   I have called this process 

integration. In the next section, we will cover the first two tasks of the five listed at the 

beginning of the chapter. 

4.2 THE REFERENCE MECHANISM: 
SEARCHING FOR REFERENTS OF DESCRIPTIVE SETS 

How are concepts and tokens actually identified from a descriptive 
set? What happens when a descriptive set identifies more than one 
coriccpt or token? 

The process which identifies memory concepts and tokens from descriptive sets is called 

the reference mechanism, or just the "referencer" For descriptive set, D, its task is to discover to 

which of the memory's large number of concepts (and still larger number of tokens) D refers, so 

that occurrences of the descriptive set in the conceptual structure can be replaced by internal 

memory pointers to its referent.   To do this is to gam access to occurrence set of some internal 

token or concept (all its conceptual features), and this access is crucial to the process of 

mferencing which we are leading up to. 
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4.2.1 ORDERING THE DESCRIPTIVE SET 

The first step for the referencer is to reorder D, using a very simple "reference 

significance" heuristic. Before describing it, let's see why the ordering of the set has any 

significance in the first place.  Consider the reference "Henry Kissinger, who is in Peking, ...". 

Suppose the descriptive set is given to the referencer with the order shown in Fig. 4-4, and 

suppose the memory knows Dr. Kissinger (has a token for him), but didn't happen to know he is 

m Peking. If the memory were first to search for an X, such that X is in Peking, Kissinger would 

not be m the set thus located. Yet it is patently obvious to a human language user that this new 

information is indeed new, and that the name of X alone serves as a positive identification. In 

other words, new information has been communicated via a descriptive set, and we don't want 

this m general to disrupt the identification of an otherwise obvious reference. Computers are 

dumb, so we have to help out; this is the goal of this reordering. 

I   (LOC X «PEKING) 
fifMpVSucwpvl reference attempt "SORRY.   I   DON'T KNOU ANYONE 
(NAriE ff tfHENRY) ■■■>■.■■ .„> M PEKING BY  THiq NAMFi" 
(SURNAME « KISSINGER) rciuiNü BY   mjb NAHE! 
(ISA # WIALE) 

I 

Figure 4-4. A dumb reference mechanism. 

The ordering is simply a heuristic measure upon which all system predicates are rated 

according to their nominal usefulness to reference establishment. For example, NAME, SURNAME, 

SEX, and ISA all have very high values because they are very powerful and concise units of 

information from which to identify referents, while ACT and STATE predicates (such as the LOC 

m t'ns example) have lesser values. This ordering will force the search to look first at those 

cjnceptual features which are usually very critical to the correct identification of a referent. 

It should be clear that this ordering is not necessarily from most-specific to least-specific. 

Rather, it is designed to increase the odds that the intersection search which we will describe 

shortly will not fail simply because the descriptive set contains some obscure or new feature 

which would eliminate the correct referent, C, from the search because that relatively 

insignificant feature was not previously known about C. 

Hence, for the decriptive set above, we would like the reordering shown in Fig. 4-5. 
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I   (SURNAME # KISSINGER) 
icr^/^M^Py1 reference attempt "AH  YES.   MY GOOD FRIEND 
MIA  2 DCD^M •——— > HENRY.   DIDN'T  KNDU HE WAS 
HSA ; PERSON,) 1N PEKING.   THOUGH." 

I 

Figure 4-5. The same dumb referencer, working with a reordered descriptive set. 

Thus, if the memory hadn't previously known that Kissinger was in Peking, the LOG element 

of the descriptive set would not interfere in the identification of Kissinger. 

Also, it should be pointed out that this reordering does not buy any theoretical power. It is 

merely a guess about what is likely to be the optimal order in which to perform the intersection 

search which locates referents. It also aids in deciding when a descriptive set describes some 

token or concept "closely enough" to match, and when to augment the matched entity's 

occurrence set with those descriptive features of lesser importance which were not successfully 

used m the identification. As we will see, when the intersection search can unambiguously locate 

a referent from this reordered descriptive set before the set is exhausted, descriptive features in 

the remainder of the set stand a chance of conveying new information about the identified 

referent. As such they should be checked, and if they are new, they can provide one source from 

which to generate conceptual inferences. 

4.2.2 THE INTERSECTION SEARCH 

The intersection search is straightforward, and occurs as follows.   Starting with the first 

feature in the reordered descriptive set, D', the memory locates all entities in the memory which 

satisfy this feature. These entities are placed on a list as the remaining candidates. Each 

candidate is then tested for the second feature in the descriptive set, and those which survive 

become the remaining candidates.   This process continues until one of the following occurs: 

1. D' has been exhausted 

2. exactly one candidate remain, 

3. the next feature in D' would cause the candidate set to become null 
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4.2.3 ADDITIONAL HEURISTICS -- AND PROBLEMS 

If might be pointed out that, In addition to information explicitly contained in the descriptive 

set, there are other heuristics which the memory could use in selecting a referent.   Among them 

is the hearer's moHeltng of the speaker.   For instance, if John refers to Bill while speaking to Sue. 

Sue (and the memory, should it also he^r John) may usefully assume that this Bill lies in the 

intersection of Sue's and John's acquamtences. That is. the descriptive set can be augmented by 

this modeling information: 
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.1 
In a large, information-rich memory, such as that of a language user, at least one object will be 

found on most occasions. 

In the memory, if exactly one is found, it is assumed to be the referent. It augments IREFLIST 

and will replace occurrences of the descriptive set in the graph. When more than one object is 

found in the intersection, each one is examined for RECENCY, which stores the value of the 

system clock at the time a successful reference to that object was last established.   If this 

information breaks the tie, the most recent object is selected. Otherwise, each Candida's 

TOUCHED oroperty is sxaminad. Recall that TOUCHED is like recency, except thX it records 

implicit refe-ences to a concept or token which have been drawn out by other memory 

processes rather than by language directly. If one of the candidates has a more recent TOUCHED 

value than the rest, it is -elected. We will see later how TOUCHED can be of extreme significance 

to this pro^js. 

If the intersection search begins to locate a candidate set, but some feature on the 

descriptive set would cause the next intersection to rule out all candidates, the search is 

suspended, The remaining features which have not yet played a part are then scanned, keeping a 

tally of how many are satisfied by each candidate. If one candidate satisfies more features than 

the other candidates, it is chosen, and the features it did not satisfy are assumed to be new. For 

a candidate, C, to "satisfy" a feature simply means that C possesses that feature exactly. 

However, I would eventually like to make this notion of "satisfy" looser. 

if no one candidate can be selected over the others, no decision is made at that time. More 

will be said about this later. 
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#:    I   (NAME It BILL) 
(ISA 0 »PERSON) 
(ACQUAINTED U #SUE) 
(ACQUAINTED » ttJOm) 

However, this type of modeling is not presently performed 

Besides this absence of modeling, there are many other subtle problems with this process 

of intersection searches for referents. The basic one is deciding which features of the 

descriptive set to ignore (selectively) in case the intersection of alt of them turns out to be null. 

The problem is: which combination of features is likely to be useful when all features together 

yield a null intersection'  To make this process more intelligent than it currently is, some fairly 

subtle heuristics will be needed to avoid the combinatorics of features taken N at a time.   This is 

one point at which more theory remains to be developed for descriptive sets and the 

identification process. 

However, m practice, the algorithm I have described will be successful enough of the time 

so that this is not a major issue in the total picture of the memory. We might conjecture that the 

reason for this is that speakers tend to include in descriptive sets exactly what they feel is most 

important to the hearer's correct and expedient identification of the entities being referenced (in 

the context in which they are referenced).  This is an important facet of how the speaker models 

the hearer. How he chooses to identify X when speaking to PI can be entirely different from how 

he chooses to identify X when speaking to P2, and these choices are based on his models of 

what he believes PI and P2 know about X. As we will see in the following chapters, some types 

of conceptual inference rely on a rather crude ability to model other people's knowledge, but 

none of these involve quite so subtle a problem as this. 

4.2.4 HANDLING UNIDENTIFIED REFERENCES 

When the reference search algorithm 

(a) fails to locate any candidates for the referent of a descriptive set, D, 

(b) locates several candidates, but none can be selected over the rest, 

or 

the referencer creates a new token, T, to represent this unidentified referent of 0. In 
case (a), D 
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becomes T's starting occurrence set. That is, the memory doesn't yet know what it has, but it is 

willing to go along with it at this point. In addition T is recorded on the list IREFNOTFOUND to 

note this reference failure. 

Quite often, conceptual inferences will arise which will contribute new features to T's 

occurrence set, and these new features will be of use in determining the referent after the 

inference mechanism has finished. In other cases, the referent simply will never be determined: a 

new concept or token has in fact been introduced, or an existing one has been referenced in 

such an obscure way that the reference is impossible to establish. These cases (members of 

IREFNOTFOUND) provide one source from which the memory can generate questions at a later 

time. 

An example of case (a) above (no candidates can be located) is: 

John ate a green frob 

where the memory would be incapable of locating something whose NAME is "frob", the concept 

of which this green object is a token. It would therefore creatt a new concept as shown in Fig. 

4-6. Having done so, it could then create a token of this new concept which is green and which 

John ate. 

(INGEST #J0HN * * *) 
I   S.S. ^r« 
^ /"^ 'NAME ft FROB) 

#        r 
(ISA tf «) 
(COLOR (t «GREEN) 

Figure 4-6. 

4.2.4.1 WHEN SEVERAL CANDIDATES ARE LOCATED 

In case (b) above -- when several candidates for the referent are located -- a temporary 

token, T, is also created. It is then associated with its candidate set: 

(  <new  token>  <candidate> <candidate>  ...   <candidate>  ) 
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and this association is added to a special list, IREFDECISION. which will be used later after 

inferencing. 

In other words, the choice of referent i$ deferred for the time 
being. 

The hope is that, by generating new information about T during the process of inferencing, 

new features of T will be turned up which can either narrow the candidate set or choose one 

candidate unambiguously. Since chapter 8 is devoted to this reference-inference interaction. I 

will not go into it here. 

This new T which stands for one of the candidates receives as its beginning occurrence set 

all those conceptual features which lie in the Intersection of the features of all its candidates. 

This will be at least the descriptive set. D. from which the candidates were determined in the 

first place, but it may also include other features which are common to all the candidates. By 

locating these common features and associating them with the temporary token, T, the chances 

for making important inferences involving T increases, since many inferences will be dependent 

upon T's partial conceptual features. 

Fig. 4-7 illustrates this ability to defer reference decisions until inferences have had a 

chance to contribute new information. The example shows a simple case involving two candidates 

for some person named "John". 
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DESCRIPTIVE SET:   I   (NAME ft #JOHN)   (ISA 0 PERSON)   (SEX tf MALE)   I 

nEnORY CANDIDATES: 

(ISA # «PERSON) 
(NAME  tf JOHN) 
(ACQUAINTED ft «BILL23) 
(SURNAriE ft SMITH) 
(AGE # 25) 

(ISA # «PERSON) 
(AGE ft 25) 

l^ Zrffi™T'°N immi7> 
(NAME » JOHN) 

ISSP^li^W"8^   »ACQUAINTED U #BILL23) 
c^5/^,2^* (SURNAME ft JONES) (SEX tf tfMALE) 

THE   TEMPORARY  TOKEN: 

(ISA # «PERSON) 
(NAME  ft JOHN) 
(SEX  ft //MALE) 
(AGE  ft 25) 
(ACQUAINTED ft #B1LL23) 

the   temporary   token's 
starting occurrence   set 
consi sts of  al I   features 
shared by  the candidates 

Figure 4-7. Deferring reference decisions. 

4.2.5 REFERENCE SIGNALS AND THE SPECIAL PREDICATE "REF" 

How are references to tokens of a concept distinguished from 
references to the concept itself? That is, what conceptual 
information from the analyzer signals these different cases, and 
how does the memory use this information to locate or create 
concepts or their tokens? 

The descriptive set of a concept or token which is gathered from an utterance by the 

conceptual analyzer typically cons.sts of a (NAMF X Y) feature, perhaps a (REF X Z), and usually 

two or three other conceptual features of X which were either explicitly found in the utterance 

or inferred by the analyzer, using language-specific knowledge, knowledge about conceptual 

case restrictions, and so forth.   It is the reference-finder's task, given this set of propositions, (a) 

to arrive at the best possible identification of the concept at that point, (b) to note whether any 

decision was made in doing so, or (c) to note that the concept was not identified and 

consequently had to be created from the conceptual propositions given. This section describes 

the effects of the predicate REF on this process. 

REF is a special kind of conceptual predicate; the information it conveys about a concept is 
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in the form of a signal, which indicates the kind of processing the reference-finder should 

perform in order to locate the object described by the descriptive set. In the current program, 

there are three forms of this REFerence signal: «A*, »THE*, and null (REF is absent).   The effects 

of these three reference signals are of considerable significance to the manner in which the 

referencer treats the rest of the descriptive set in which the REF occurs. We will consider each 

of these three signals individually. 

4,2.5 1 REF *A« 

sample:    John gave Mary a hook about whales. 

sample:    Bill bought some spoiled milk. 

Consider the analyzed graph component which references "a book about whales" in the first 

sample. This will have the form shown in Fig. 4-8, namely, "a book in which are located concepts 

which involve the concept whale".   This form directs the memory to create a token of the concept 

which is identifiable by the feature (NAME « BOOK), together with other conceptual features of 

this PP, BOOK, which are stored on its property list, and which distinguish it from the PP's to 

which other senses of the word "book" refer. For the PP BOOK, suppose this feature set consists 

of just one ether feature: (ISA « «PRINTEDMATTER) 

(BOOK REF   (*A*} 
«   ((CON   (»CONCEPTS* REF   (*A*) 

) 
<->   (MLQC VAL   (BOüm^   '^   <S>   "^ VAL   CONCEPTS*))))) 

Figure 4-8. A REF »A* signaled descriptive set. 

The memory must therefore first identify the referent of this concept, C, from the 

descriptive set: 

\   (NAHE U BOOK)   (ISA U //PRlNTEGriATTER)   I 

before it can be concerned with the particular token of this concept which is being referenced. 

As we have seen, C will either be uniquely located, or a temporary concept will be created to 

represent it. In this example, «BOOK will be located. 
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Having identified C as «BOOK, the memory must then create a new token, T, of this concept. 

Since an indeterminate reference is nominally a signal that a new token is about to be 

introduced, no intersection search to locate an existing token should be performed. Rather the 

token should simply be created and accepted as new.   The T thus created will serve as the 

referent and will (correctly) never wind up on the list 1REFN0TF0UND. 

In this example, the descriptive set which defines T{C) will be the remainder of the original 

descriptive set, plus an (ISA » C) to indicate the concept of which this token is an instance. Since 

C will be »BOOK, the 'oken"5 defining descriptive set will be 

i (ISA » «BOOK) («Luc x m I 

where X stands for the token which represents these concepts about whales. This token will 

have been recursively created by the same mechanism described here.   T will soon thereafter 

receive the additional occurrence set member (ATRANS «JOHN T «JOHN «MARY) during the 

internalizing orocess described m section 4.5. After the complete reference and internalization 

process, the resulting memory structure for this reference will be that shown in Fig. 4-9. 

the resu It of the 
i nef i n i te REF *A* 

^ 
(ISA a *) 

(MLOC * 7) 

(ATRANS * # * *) 

(ISA # «PFRSONI 
(NAME tt JOHN) 

(ISA tt ÄPRINTEOriATTER) 
(NAtlE ft BOOK) 

(ISA » «CONCEPTS) 
(1NV0LV * ft) 

(ISA  # «ANIMAL) 
(NAME  ti UHALE) 

(ISA # «PERSON) 
(NAME « MARY) 

Figure 4-9. The book about whales which John gave Mary, 
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4.2.5.2 REF *THE* 

sample:    Mary has the book about whales. 

sample:   The nurses were nice. 

The reference signal »THE« conveys much the same information as *A». That is, a token of a 

concept is the object of the reference. How-jver, instead of creating this token, the memory is 

signaled to locate it: the definite reference in general presupposes the hearer to be able to 

identify some existing token with a recent RECENCY or TOUCHED tag. REF »A* on the other hand 

signals the introduction of what the speaker believes to be a new token to the hearer. This may 

not always turn out to be the case, and, although memory's response to REF *A* is always to 

create a new token, this token may later be identified with some existing token by the inference 

evaluation function described in section 7.5. 

In case the reference mechanism cannot find the specific token referenced by this 

determinate descriptive set, a new token is created, and added to the special list, 1REFN0TF0UND, 

to record that the referencer is concerned about its failure.  Its presence on this list can later 

serve to frame a question of the form "What X?" 

4.2.5.3 NULL REF 

sample:    Books have pages. 

sample:    Mary likes milk. 

Null reference is signaled by the absence of a REF predicate.  Null reference indicates that 

the concept itself described by the descriptive set is to be the referent. Creation of new 

concepts which are unrecognized and decisions when the referent is ambiguous are performed 

as with REF «A« and «THE*. The identification of people by their names falls into this category: 

Bill refers to some concept which ISA •PERSON, and whose NAME is BILL, not to a token of 

something which ISA «PERSON and whose NAME is BILL. 

4.2.5.4 A SUMMARY OF REFERENCE SIGNALS 

These three forms of reference signal cover most forms of declarative or imperative 

utterances. However, for references within interrogative utterances, the REF signal *A* requires 

a different interpretation. In this case, the concept to which it refers is assumed to be implicitly 
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existentially quantified. For instance, "Does Mary have a book?" means "Is there an X in Mary's 

possession such that (ISA X «BOOK). In this context, no token should be created. Rather the 

descriptive set should serve as a template to a pattern-matcher or proof procedure.   This is not 

true for «THE* occurring in an interrogative form ("Does Mary have the bock?"), since it still 

implied that some book exists, and that the hearer is supposed to know which if is. Hence 

answering a question about it requires that it first be located by the referencer. 

The memory's responses to these reference signals are still quite primitive. There a"? many 

counterexamples which form smaller theoretical classes of reference signals, and they are often 

quite interesting. Examples are: 

A clock is a time-keeping instrument. 

The sky is blue. 

I play the piano. 

But to process REF information m all its various subtle forms has not been a goal here. I want 

only enough capability at this time to permit the memory to get on with the other issues of 

reference and mferencmg.   However, a little more can be said concerning when the memory 

should be satisfied that it has enough information to "feel comfortable" that some newly- 

mtroduced token has been characterized enough. 

4.2.6 A SPECIAL REFERENCE HEURISTIC INVOLVING REF *THE* SIGNALS 

Under what circumstances does a human language user ask for more information about new 

tokens (of old concepts) which have been introduced to him via language, and, in particular, 

tokens which are introduced by the definite reference signal, »THE*?   That is, even though the 

conventional way to introduce a new token is via a REF »A* signal, new tokens are frequently 

introduced by a definite reference.   How is the memory to recognize when it "understands" the 

new reference, even though it has never heard it before? The answer to this question is very 

relevant to the processing involved In reference establishment in the memory, because without 

some heuristics, the memory would always be preoccupied with building up its store of 

knowledge about new tokens. What is the criterion by which a language user decides whether or 

not the new reference has been sufficiently described? 

To illustrate this problem, consider the following two examples: 
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la.  Mary wants  the clock. 

2a.   The man  told me  the way home. 

Having heard either of these two utterances (in no particular contexts), a human language user 

could reasonably be expected to ask "What clock?", or "What man?" However, hearing either: 

lb.   Mary wants   the clock  which John gave Fred. 

2b.   The man  I   met   in  the candy store  told me  the way home. 

the same language user would most likely not ask for more information about the clock, or the 

man.   Why do (lb) and (2b) satisfy him, while (la) and (2a) do not? 

The heuristic which allows a language user to "be happy with what he's given" .eems to be 

a very general one, independent of the particular feature topology of specific tokens. For if we 

examine enough cases where an additional attribution seems to satisfy the curiosity of the 

hearer, we must come to a very general conclusion: apparently, almost any additional attribution 

about a definitely referenced token will appease a language user's curiosity about its identity! 

However, there seems to be one important proviso; the attribution must be one which could 

legitimately have been used alone to introduce the concept via a REF *A* signal. In these 

examples, the tokens "man" and "clock" are implicitly being introduced by the additional 

attribution. To illustrate attributions which do not satisfy this constraint, consider the references 

to a clock and a man in the utterances: 

1c. flary wants the electric clock.  ► A clock is electric. (What clock??) 

2c. The man with a mustache showed me the way home.   > 

A man has a mustache. (What man??) 

Even with these additional attributions, our language user will still probably want to know more 

about the clock and the man because neither of these would satisfy this proviso: it is simply not 

possible to introduce either the man by saying "a man has a mustache", or the clock by "a clock 

is electric". On the other hand, it is quite possible to introduce these tokens by the phrases "I 

met a man", or "John gave Fred a clock". 
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(Of course, if the clock is a member of a known set of clocks, and it is the only electric one 

in the set, the problem of judging when the token is adequately specified is non-existent. In that 

case, the referent could be found unambiguously, and the questions we are posing here would 

have no meaning, since no new token is actually being introduced.) 

The criterion by which the memory can judge whether or not any given attribution would 

adequately introduce a new token is thus the issue, and this criterion appears to be quite 

unmvolved. I will state it as the principle which solves this problem in the memory: 

Any additional attribution which establishes any kind of 
connection with another existing concept or token in the memory 
will generally be sufficient identification of a new token which 
has been introduced by a REF «THE* signal. 

This answer turns out to be extremely simple. But this is precisely the type of problem 

which must first be solved before worrying about larger issues. 

4.3 MODELING IMMEDIATE MEMORY: 
IMPLICIT WORD AND CONCEPT ACTIVATION 

What does it mean to say that word X means Y "in the current context". That is, what is an 

effective definition of context as it relates to the choices made by the conceptual analyzer 

concerning the underlying meanings of words.  More generally, how can the memory model the 

notion of an immediate memory which lies on the periphery of conscious thought, and how does 

this notion of immediate memory relate to "context" in the language sense.   The answers to these 

questions will relate both to the analyzer's ability to choose the correct senses of words while 

analyzing, and to the memory's ability to establish references from descriptive sets. I have some 

tentative issues and solutions, and some ideas aoout others, and will present them in this section. 

4.3.1 ACTIVATING IMPLICITLY-REFERENCED CONCEPTS 

sample:    John was run over by a truck. 
When he woke up the nurses were nice. 

sample:   It's nice not to have to put the cats out tonight, 
Do they know where ir is? 
Yes. (explained below!) 

It is very common for speakers of natural language to leave much up to the (predictable) 
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imagination of the hearer. Realization of this ,s a recurring theme in this thesis, since much of the 

processing the memory engages in is designed to make explicit what is implicit (missing) 

conceptual information, and tc elaborate upon what is already explicit. As I will try to show in 

this section, the abiMy to do this is often closely related to the process of establishing 

references. 

Variations on the first sample above illustrates the .dea of an implicitly referenced concept 

<or toKen), If a human language user hears "The nurses were nice" in the absence of any 

particular context, he is likely to ask "What nurses'" That is, a REF »THE* signal has g,ven him 

cor.ern that he is not able to identify this referent which the speaker believes he should.   On 

the other „and. if he hears the sequence "John went to the hospital.   The nurses were nice.", he 

will probably not ask this question, even though there is still no explicit reference to nurses. It 

can be argued that this mechanism is not difficult to explain, and I will tentatively agree with this 

by attempting to explain it. Yet, as the two samples above show, implicit references can be 

established by far more involved processes than even this hints at. There seems to be an 

extremely powerful reference-inference Interaction wh.ch underlies this kind of ability In a 

human language user. What kind of mechanism can account for this phenomenon' Whatever it ,s. I 

want the memory to do it too! I will call d implicit concept activation. 

4.3.1.1 FREE ASSOCIATION AMONG WORDS 

Our first conjecture m,ght be that a system of free association between words of tne 

language underlies this ability. By this exolanahon, hearing the word "hosp.tal" activates the 

word concept HOSPITAL, and this activation automatically spreads a "charge" to its logical 

neighbors in this free ascociat.on network, "setting" them for potential future reference  There is 

much compellmg evidence that this is a real mechanism. But is it adequate for this relatively high- 

level language mechanism which seems to underlie Our ability to cope with reference tasks as 

complicated as the two samples above? 

I will argue that it is not, and for the following reason: although it is undeniably a r 

mechanism of human memory, simple free association among words is too unrestricted a 

Phenomenon to explain most references of at the level of these two sentences.   A human 

language user's brain simply does not resound with all the thousands of potential free 

ea! 
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associations from HOSPITAL each time he hears the word. In the first sample, the mechanism is 

quite a bit more dependent upon the me'uniri^ content of the r^jf of the utterance in which 

"hospital" occurs. Contrast the first sample above with the following utterance: 

In   the dark  of   the night,   John had wallowed  through   the 
mud  to  the north wall   of  the abandoned animal   hospital. 

If the memory were to hear next: "The nurses were nite", and fail to ask "What nurses'", 

something would indeed be strange! This sentence simply does not establish a context in which 

we might expect to hear about nuises, even though it obviously contains the word "hospital". 

4.3.1.2 ASSOCIATION AMONG CONCEPTS THROUGH CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURES 

A second conjecture which takes this failure into account goes as follows. There is still a 

type of free-association, except that, rather than spreading through word associations, it spreads 

through conceptual features of the internal concepts whicn the words reference (occurrence set 

members). In this scheme, the set of features of the particular hospital which has been 

referenced are assumed to have some sort of ordering from "most salient" to "least salient" '.ach 

time this particular hospital is referenced, the N most salient features would automatically be 

activated, and they in turn would activate other concepts they involved conceptually. This 

activation would proceed several levels away from the original concept. 

This is a very attractive mechanism for the memory. It could be the basis of an effective 

definition of context (and perhaps even for such exotic phenomena as "iconic memory"). It would 

seem to have great potential for helping the conceptual analyzer choose senses of words in a 

contextually sensitive way. I will try to focus this issue a little more in the next section, but make 

no pretenses about having a solution or theory yet. 

But for the process of reference, even this type of associative activation through 

conceptual structures seems to be too broad a process. In particular, what the "most salient" 

features are is in fact quite often governed by the meaning of the utterance in which the 

reference to "hospital" occurs, and to the surrounding context in general, in the same way 

relevant word associations are governed by meaning. For example, if we are talking about the 

construction of a new hospital building, we are not at all baffled by the reference "The 
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cornerstone was cracked", whereas in this context, "the nurses" is actually quite distant. On the 

other hand, if we are talking about John's surgery, a reference to the hospital building's 

cornerstone would be equally obscure. 

4.3.1.3 ASSOCIATION AMONG CONCEPTS THROUGH INFERENCE STRUCTURES 

Because of this recurring failure to be sensitive to the surrounding meaning, I will make a 

third and final conjecture; 

The activation which implicitly tags other concepts as having 
potential relevance to the "current context" spreads via the agent of 
conceptual inference. That is, implicit references are those 
concepts and tokens which are "touched" by meaning graphs which 
arise as conceptual inferences from the utterance in a particular 
situation. 

Until we explore the various types of conceptual inferences, this conjecture may seem 

vague. But it indeed gives the appearance of providing just the kind of restraining influence we 

need on this associative mechanism.   The number of implicitly activated concepts and tokens will 

still in general be quite large, but they will have been filtered through a process which is 

inherently sensitive to the subtleties of the meaning content of each utterance in a particular 

situation. 

And, as we will see, the implementation of this idea comes essentially free of cost, since the 

generation of conceptual inferences is a reflex response in the memory, and has many other 

goals besides this one. Although the memory is not yet large enough to gain a good insight into 

the ramifications of this approach, if appea^s »n represent just the right tradeoff between too 

little and too much associative spreading of implicit references. 

We can summarize this mechanism as a three step process: 

1. Each new input triggers a relatively large number of spontaneous conceptual 

inferences 

2. This new set of inferences "touches" new concepts which are conceptually part of 

the larger situation to which the utterance refers. This causes these concepts to 

be specially marked as having an implicit recency. I have called this implicit 

recency TOUCHED, and the marker is the value of the system clock at the time the 

conceptual inference which caused the concept to be touched was generated. 
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3. The reference mechimsm recognizes these specially marked concepts as having 

been drawn out as part of some situation, and prefers them over other unmarked 

ones. Also, definite references to a concept which has been touched become 

understandable, because they Inen have points of contact with existing memory 

concepts. 

4 3.1.4 EXAMPLES 

In the first sample above ("John was run over by a truck.  When he woke up the nurses 

were nice ") the explanation of this mechanism goes as follows: having heard thit John 

underwent a serious negative change in PSTATE, the inference arises that he may have been 

taken to a hospital, for the purposes of undergoing a positive change in PSTATE. Part of the 

algorithm by which this occurs is to be put in bed, and worked on by doctors and nurses. Notice 

that th's is already quite a bit removed from the hospital's masonry cornerstone on the north 

corner of the building. Via these kinds of inferences, an implicit reference to some nurses (the 

ones which might be working on John because he might be hurt and in a hospital) nas been 

made. 

In this example, it may sound as though we have been forced into tracing through a quite 

tenuous line of inferences to arrive at this activation. TK   is perhaps partly the case. But some 

fairly strong arguments will be presented to support the claim that human language users 

perform a very large amount of   -ften "tedious" processing from many different facets of the 

meaning content of each natural language utterance they hear. And although I am perhaps 

proposing that the memory has to go "too far" in a forward, predictive, direction in this example, 

it nevertheless seems to be that much of a language user's reasoning indeed "works forward" 

into hypotheses about surrounding situations, or what might happen next. 

This idea requires much more research, and perhaps we must make the reference 

mechanisn, a little smarter to "meet this implicit activation mechanism half way".   But the 

problems seem only to concern the quantity (depth) of inference, not the quality of this 

inference activation mechanism. In this example, the crucial step was made by an inference which 

drew the concept «HOSPITAL into the situation in a contextually meaningful way, namely, that it 

is where John went because he was hurt. 
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The process described »here also relates to one important form of interaction between the 

conceptual analyzer and the memory at it concerns the contexi ionsitive construction of an 

underlying meaning graph of an utterance. I will conclude this section with the promised 

explanation of the second sample at the beginning of this section: 

It's nice not   to have  to put  the cats out  tonight. 
Do  they know where  it   is? 
Yes. 

Linda said the first line of the sample to Chuck one evening: she was communicating to him 

that she believed (a) that the cats didn't have to be put out, and (b) that it was nice that this 

was the case. The reason for (b) was obvious to Chuck. However, in order to understand (a), he 

had to ask himself "why is this the case?" To answer this was to answer the question "why do 

we put the cats out at night?" The answer was that if we didn't, it would lead to an undesired 

gift on the living room rug the next morning.  Therefore, cince it was no longer necessary to put 

them out. Chuck concluded that Linda had done something that would allow them to remain inside 

without messing things up. This reminded him that Linda had said she was planning to buy a litter 

box that morning.  The inference was made that she in fact had, and that it was now in the 

house.   Chuck was then able to ask what would have been a most obscure question without this 

ability of both participants to draw out implied references. They both knew immediately that the 

referent of "it" was the new litter box, and Linda was able to answer the question. It is hard to 

envision how we could account for something like this without some very powerful inference- 

reference interaction through "touched" concepts in the memory. 

4.3.2 TWO MEMORY TASKS RELATED TO IMPLICIT CONCEPT ACTIVATION AND THE ANALYZER 

At this point, I will describe two other processes which are logically part of the analyzer- 

memory interface, but which are ancillary to the main concerns of the memory. Neither has been 

implemented in any generality yet, but both relate to this idea of implied concept activation I 

have been discussing.  I want merely to point them Out as useful and realistic memory tasks 

which are attendant problems of ooth conceptual analysis by the analyzer and reference 

establishment by the memory, 
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There should of course be numeroui points of interaction between the analyzer and 

memory, perhaps even to the point where they blend into one process.   The two I have chosen 

to discuss here are felt to be "typical" of the kinds of things which should eventually break this 

traditional analyzer-memory barrier. The first concerns the memory's role in helping the 

analyzer to select senses of words in a way which is sensitive to the context in which thos« 

words are used. No such interaction has actually been implemented in the current program, 

although the memory I am proposing offers a natural domain in which it could occur, and for this 

reason, I want to mention it. I have no general soluiion yet, and you are referred to [R2] for 

mo.e ideas related to this subject. 

The second interaction concerns the kind of processing which discovers the underlying 

relation between two concepts which have been associated with each other sententially. 

Although the interaction of this process with the analyzer has not been implemented this is an 

actual capability of the memory as it exists now. 

4.3.2.1 IMPLICIT CONCEPT ACTIVATION AND WORD SENSE PROMOTION 

Consider the following four examples; 

(la)   John asked Mary uhich piece of   fruit  she wanted, 
tlary picked   the apple. 

(lb)  Mary climbed  the apple  tree. 
Mary picked  the apple. 

(2a)   John uas   in a meadow. 
The grass  smelled good, 

(2b)   John was   looking   forward  to getting high. 
The grass  smelled good. 

Notice that the conceptual forms underlying "pick" are totally different in (la) and (lb). Likewise, 

the PPs to which "grass" refers are also quite different in (2a) and (2b). Yet when a human 

language user hears any of these four sequences, he is usually capable of what appears to be an 

instantaneous choice of the correct sense of "pick" in the first example or "^rass" in the second. 

How is this possible? The mechanism which underlies this ability is often called tuord sense 

promotion. 
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One of the tenets of a conceptual analyzer is that the analysis it performs be sensitive at 

all points to as much "context" as possible. The hope is that by doing this, most backtracking 

(undoing of wrong decisions) can be a' oided, and what backtracking does occur will occur only 

because there is a genuine conceptual ambiguity. This appears to be the way people successfully 

analyze natural language. To understand how a human language user avoids backup is to gain a 

very important insight into the interaction of language and memory.   In the above samples, 

avoidance of backup is synonymous with this automatic selection of the correct sense of "pick" 

and "grass" at the time of analysis. One would hope that the conceptual analyzer could exhibit a 

similar lack of confusion. We want here to examine two ways the memory could interact with the 

analyzer's choice of word senses. 

There seem to be two related versions of this process of word sense promotion: one which 

relies chiefly upon implicit concept activation by inference, and another which seems to require 

an additional pattern-matching ability. Examples (2a) and (2b) appear to be explainable in terms 

of implicit concept activation: in (2b), the inference immediately arises that John WANTs to get 

high, and there is a class of conceptual inference specifically designed to predict a person's 

future actions on the basis of his current wants. In this case, that he may plan to ingest some 

sort of psychoactive drug is a very strong predicfion. By generating these inferences, the 

concept "psychoactive drug" is implicitly touched by the inference process, and this activation 

can explain how the correct sense of "grass" could be chosen by a concepL^ analyzer which is 

sensitive to the TOUCHED and RECENCY properties of memory concepts. Section 6.5 describes 

another type of conceptual inference which would draw out the desired concept for "grass" in 

(2a). 

Notice though that, regardless of which sense of "grass" is intended, it will nevertheless be 

a simple PP — all senses of "grass" are underlied by simple concepts, rather than complex 

conceptual structures. This is not the case in examples (la) and (lb): both senses of the verb 

"pick" reference relatively complex underlying conceptual structures.  Because of this, even 

though it might be quite possible to predict conceptually what Mary is likely to do next after the 

first utterance of (la), or why she is climbing the apple tree in (lb), it is not clear how these 

inferred structures should exert an effect through this rather simple mechanism of implicit 

concept activation. That is, because "pick" is represented ^y a structural pattern of conceptual 
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iformation rather than by a simple concept, there must be some way of recognizing this pattern 

at some point as a prediction of what words might be anticipated next. This requirement sounds 

very much like the process of generation from conceptual structures back onto the words of a 

language. ([Gl] gives a comprehensive account of the problem of generating language utterances 

from conceptual structures.) 

I will describe two alternative approaches to this problem of choosing one word sense over 

another en the basis of inferred information patterns in the memor/.   The first stems directly 

'rom this observation of similarity between the process of word sense promotion and generation 

of language from conceptual structures. 

THE PROTO-SENTFNCE APPROACH 

Suppose we had a very fast and independent computer which ran concurrently with other 

memory processes. Its sole job would be the following; each time the memory generated a new 

conceptual inference, this program would generate from it an entity which was almost an 

expression of it m the language. It would not go all the way back to language, but instead would 

stop short, at the point just before lexical reaiizates for concepts in the conceptual structure 

were chosen. We might call this a "proto-sentence", because all that would be missing would be 

the particular choices of words which would express the language-expressible concepts which this 

partial generator has assembled into a proto-sentence of the language.   For example, any of the 

words "pick", "decide", "cnoose", "select", could be reaiizates of the underlying conceptual ACT in 

the second sentence of example (la) above. 

By this conjecture, the explanation for our ability to expect the sense of "pick" as the one 

involving a reaching and grasping action goes as follows. The analyzer analyzes the first 

utterance "Mary climbed the apple tree". It passes the analyzed graph to the memory, where 

conceptual inferences arise from it. Among these are predictions about why Mary wants to be up 

m the tree,  related inference classes). One prediction which arises is that she might desire to 

have an apple, and that she might be expected to perform this reachmg-grasping (MOVE-GRASP) 

action because this could result in her having the apple. Along with all the other conceptual 

inferences the memory might generate from this utterance, this predictive inference (section 6.5), 

would be seen by the partial generator, which would map it into a a proto-sentence of language- 
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expressible concepts each of which could be expressible by a number of actual words. When in 

fact some word is subsequently perceived wh.ch could have expressed one of the concepts in thi 

profo-sentence. it is preferrej by the analyzer over others. Fig. 4-10 illustrates this analyzer- 

memory-generator tripartite interaction. 

i ncopi i ng 
ut terances 

act i vated 
word   senses 
are  prefered 
bu   the 
anaiyrer 

conceptual 
inferences 
from analyzed 
graphs 

proto-:entences 
uhich  are   the  various 
uays  each   inference 
might  be expressed 
by   language.   These 
involve  many alternative 
wore!   senses. 

conceptuaI 
structures 
back   into 
proto-sentences 

PARTIAL 
CONCEPTUAL 
GENERATOR 

the partial   generator 
runs   independently 
from   the  memoru 

Figure 4-10. Mapping inferences back into proto-sentences. activating many word senses. 

This approach is aesthetically very attractive, because it knits together completely the 

operations of the conceptual analyzer, memory and generator In a pleasing way.   Of course, it 

would require a tremendous amount of computation. On the other hand, it is conceivable that 

such an interaction actually occurs in human language users: we frequently find ourselves 

"subvocalizing" in language that which we are thinking about conceptually. Quite often in fact, we 
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even catch ourselves "thinking" in well-formed language strings!   It is not at all unreasonable to 

hypothecire that, hearing "Mary climbed the apple tree", we not only infer conceptually what she 

is up to, but that we also subconsciously put this inference (and others) back into proto- 

sentonces which are strings of concepts, each of which could be expressed by a small set of 

words. As ! have shown, this could be a powerful explanation of our ability instantaneoualy to 

understand .vord senses in subsequent utterances. 

THE CONTEXT-TESTING APPROACH 

The si cond method by which the analyzer could be made sensitive to context in its choice 

of word senses is a more passive "on-demand-only" approach. In this approach, each sense of 

each word would have associated with it a package of memory-query tests.   As each word whose 

lexical sense cannot be chosen on the basis of linguistic cues and expectancies is scanned, each 

test package associated with each sense would be executed. Each test would be a question 

asking whether certain conceptual patterns exist at that time in the memory. The conceptual 

patterns are precisely those memor/ structures which have been perceived before that time, and 

those which have arisen from them as conceptual inferences. Rather than a constant "sub- 

vocaiization" of memory patterns as they arise, this approach would be more goal-directed 

because each sense of each word in the analyzer's vocabulary has specific tests which teli when 

that word sense, viewed as a unit of meaning, might be relevant. Since these tests inquire about 

the meaning environment in which each word occurs, by performing enough of them, it would 

seem possible to make the analyzer very wise indeed about choosing the correct sense of each 

word at each point in the analysis. 

In our example, the tests associated with the two sense; of "pick", PICK1 (to select, decide, 

choose) and PICK;? (to reach, grasp and pull, to pluck), might go as follows. (I am assuming that 

the analyzer has at least been able to decide that the "pick" is underlied conceptually by an 

action.) PICKl's tests look for a pattern of the form "has the actor, D, been requested to 

communicate to another person which of several alternative future states of the world would 

cause him the most pleasure''" If so, choose PICK1 as the probable sense.  Otherwise, "does P 

desire a physical object which is currently attached to some larger object?" If so, then PICK2 is a 

likely candidate for the meaning of pick.  In reality, a good analyzer would have to ask many 

more questions than these. But the idea of a "sense test package" should be clear. 
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This approach perhaps seems easier to implement, and far more frugal with the precious 

computation time of today's computers. It is a realistic approach, particularly since our conceptual 

formalism allows the prescribed test packages to be very concise.   This approach, however, lacks 

the elegance of the first one which knits together the operations of the analyzer, memory and 

generator in a mechanically independent, yet logically very dependent way. 

I simply do not know enough yet to decide between these two approaches.   As with most 

other issues in natural language, the answer will probably not be of the all-or-no.ie variety. 

Instead, it will probably prove useful, and be psychologically accurate, to employ both in some 

harmonious combination.   Regardless of how word senses are ultimately made sensitive to 

context, I have a fairly specific and workable definition of contevt, and will conclude by 

summarizing it; 

In the memory "context" is the set of all conceptual structures 
which have either been perceived directly, or have been generated 
through inference processes. This includes all concepts and tokens 
involved in (TOUCHED by) these structures. 

4.3.2.2 RELATION PATHFINDING: ANOTHER SOURCE OF IMPLICIT CONCEPT ACTIVATION 

sample:    Mary's car is broken. 
The car which Mary owns... 

sample:    The duck's bill is orange. 
The bill which is a bodypart of th<; duck... 

sample:    John's grass needs mowing. 
The grass which is part of the yard 
On which the house which John is renting is located... 

sample:    John was dressed as a lion for the masquerade party 
He wagged his tail on the way out the door. 
The tail which is part of the costume which John 
is wearing,., 

sample:    John and Mary were painting John's chairs. 
Mary's chair was red, John's green. 
The chair which Mary was painting... 

We have been exploring the processes by which analyzed graphs and their components 

become structures in the memory. Another process which most language users take for granted 

when comprehending language is the process which infers the underlying conceptual relation 

between two concepts or tokens when some type of unspecified association between them is 

predicated sententiiily. Strictly speaking, the prediction the memory makes about the nature of 
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such relation!; is a form ot conceptual inference which Overlap« ooth the linguistic and conceptual 

domains. However, cmce it 15 more properly a subtask of constructing the original meaning graph 

for an utterance, rather than of comprehending an already-constructed meaning graph, I have 

chosen to discuss it here rather than in chapters 5 and 6: one of the mam contributions of this 

process to comprehension is the implicit concept activa  on which arises from it. I have called this 

task relation pathftndlng. 

The task of relation pathfinding is the following; given two concepts or tokens which have 

been preoicated by an utterance to bear some relationship to one another, discover the 

underlying conceptual relationship. Examples of this task are shown in Fig. 4-11. 

John   5   hand  -.       the  Hand  uhich   is  PART   of   John's   bodu 
glass   factory       a  factory whose normal  FUNCTION   is  to 

DO CAUSE glass exist 
Andu  8  diaper        -.       the diaper  uhich   is LGCated  on Andy's  bodu 
Bil^s  car        the car  which   is OUNed by Bill 
nary  s   laun  -.       the   I aun which   is  PART  of   the  property 

on which   is LOCated  the house which Mary 

Figure 4-11. Underlying conceptual relations referenced by concept pairs in language. 

This prcblem of determining the relation between two concepts has been dealt with in 

considerable detail by Sylvia Weber Russell [R5]. She has described effective procedures which 

attempt to combine samanhc features 0* two nouns m permissible ways. To do this, she makes 

use of an abstract semantic feature system. 

The memory accomplishes this same task by locating possible paths between the two 

concepts through conceptual information, both specific and in the form of simple patterns, rather 

than by a scheme of abstracted features. Much of this simple pattern knowledge is organized as 

the "normal function" of objects. For instance, the relationship between "glass" and "factory" in 

"glass factory" is ascertained by using an associative lookup to discover that the normal function 

of a factory is to produce a physical object. Since glass is a manufactured physical object, one 

possible relationship is "a factory which produces glass". Smce a factory is also a physical 

location (a building), if might be that the composition of that building is being predicated by the 

noun pair. In this example, no path is found, since factories (in the memory's model) are not 
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constructed of glass.   Concrete would, however, possibly result in an ambiguity. Reiolutior of 

this ambiguity is usually possible but involves language-specific information ("what is normally 

meant when 'factory' is modified by a manufactured product?"). 

All the samples above involve similar path-finding searches through conceptual propositions 

for their solution: a "hand" is found to co-occur with "person" in the conceptual proposition 

(PART «HAND «PERSON) and hence is interpreted as "a hand which is part of John". "Dress" is 

found to be an article of clothing (normally associated with a female), so "Mary's dress" receives 

the interpretation "the dress which Mary wears".  "Bill's car" is similarly solved by discovering 

(NORMAL (OWN «CAR «PERSON)). 

The path-finding technique which searches for a shortest-path connection between two 

concepts through conceptual structures in memory is a simple "expanding sphere" approach, in 

which the search expands simultaneously from ihp l-vo pomts in the memory between which a 

path is desired.   The searc'i begins at each concept to De related, as shown in Fig, 4-12. It 

expands outward through the concept's occurrence sets, tagging structures (using the property 

SEARCHTAG) through which it passes until it encounters a tagged structure on a path from the 

other concept or token. The search is initiated from both concepts simultaneously for reasons of 

efficiency: if each sphere is thought of as a volume in a multidimensional conceptual association 

space, then, because volume is proportional to the cube of the radius, two smaller spheres which 

meet in the middle will generally occupy far less volume than one larger one whose radius must 

traverse the full concept-concept distance. Less volume means that fewer unfruitful concepts and 

tokens are touched, making the search more efficient. 

If a path can be found, the set of propositions lying along this concept-to-concept path 

constitutes a possible relationship. For most problems of the nature described here, the path will 

normally be only a few structures long. 
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BILL'S LAUN =-=> THE GRASS ON THE LAND UH1CH BILL KEEPS UP FOR JOHN SniTH 

(ISA Ä tfnONEV) 
\ 

^(CAUSE * *) 

[ (DUALCAUSE * *j^ 

(ATRANS * * * *)    \ 

UDO *)  \ p« 
(POSCHANGE * «PSTATE)  (ISA » «PERSON) 

(NAME H  JOHN) 
(SURNAHE ö SMITH) 

(ISA « «PERSON) 
(NAME tt  BILL) 

tt 
(ISA « «GRASS) 

Figure 4-12. Relation pathfindiiig by expanding spheres through conceptual information. 

Notice that, at the time path-finding takes place, for a pair such as "John's hand", neither 

the conceptual referent of "John" nor even the sense of the word "hand" may be known (the 

analyzer simply may not have collected enouj.T descriptive or conceptual restrictions at that 

point).   For this case, the path-finding algorithm must be slightly more generalized: it must keep 

track of N paths from possible senses of the first concept and M paths from the those of the 

Other. In this way, solution of relations can also help the analyzer in its choice of word senses 

and referents.  For example, for the pair "duck's bill", the pathfinder discovers a very short path 

through the conceptual proposition (PART «BIRD «BILLD, »BILL1 being the bill which is part of 

birds as opposed to a person, a unit of money, etc  However, by scanning through conceptual 

structures in an ever-changing memory, this could be over-idden in the context established by 

the sentence "John's five dollar bill blew out of his hand in the park. A duck picked it up. The 

duck's bill .." To override, the pathfinder would simply prefer structures with recent RECENCY 

and TOUCHED flags over other others along the path.  The fourth and fifth samples above 

illustrate other such examples. 

The intersection search is not a novel technique (see [Q2] for instance). What is distinctive 
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about the technique is the nature of the data structures through wh,ch the search occurs: in the 

conceptual memory, concepts never point directly at other concepts, but are always related to 

one another through conceptual information. The major advantage of this approach is that 

Determining the relationship between two concepts by associative 
(pathfinding) searches through constantly changing conceptual 
structures permits this process to be fully context sensitive. 

By tracing out a path between the two concepts, other structures and concepts a!ong the 

way will be TOUCHED, and can be implicitly activated.   The third sample above illustrates this 

idea: suppose we hear "John's yard needed mowing. The house was in bad shape too." The 

average language user would rarely ask "What house?" in this s.fuation. However, in the absence 

of the statement about the yard, he might well be expected to ask about the house. We again ask 

why this is, and seem to have a ready answer: the process of determining the relation between 

John and a yard has played a role in implicitly activating the concept for house. I cannot propose 

that it is solely responsible for this type of activation. There are undoubtedly other, more 

"iconic" associative mechanisms at work In the background which generate an image of a yard, 

house, bushes, sprinklers, and so forth. However, relation pathfmding seems to be one important 

source of implicit concept activation. 

Let us now turn to another issue of the general proce s of mternalizötion of new memory 

graphs. 

4-4 SUBPROPOSITIONS 

The average utterance is rich wit!- information. That is, much 
more than the main thought is communicated.  What are the 
sources in the meaning graph of this wealth of information» Why 
is it useful to extract? How is it used, once it is extracted? 

It is to the memory's advantage to recognize and extract all the sources of information 

within each graph in the hope that each bit will in some way contribute to the understanding of 

the entire conceptualization when conceptual inferences are later generated from it.   This section 

will describe the notion of a conceptual information source by identifying three main sources 

within analyzed conceptual graphs. I will call any unit of information which can be extracted from 
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a conceptual graph a conceptual subproposition. The set of all subpropositions extracted from 

each conceptual graph will form the starting inference queue (a LISP list of memory structures, 

!SUBPROPS) from which conceptual inferences will be generated. 

A conceptual tubproposition is any unit of information which is conveyed directly by a 

conceptualization. The overage utterance contains many conceptual subpropositions which a 

human language user makes unconscious but heavy reliance upon.   For descriptive purposes, we 

can classify sunpropositicns mto three categories: 

1. expIicit-focused, 
2. expIicit-peripheral 
3. implicit 

As we will see, both forms of explicit subpropositions are always complete conceptualizations, 

whereas implicit subpropositions correspond to single, isolated dependencies within the graph. 

44.1 ILLUSTRATIONS 

To illustrate these categories, consider the sentence: 

The engine  of  Mary's new car  broke down while 
she was  driving  on   the   freeway   late   last  night. 

The explicit-focused proposition is; "a car engine broke down". This is the "main reason" for the 

conceptualization's existence, the major relation being communicated by the utterance. It will not 

necessarily always be the most interesting or important subproposition, however. 

4.4.1.1 EXPLICIT-PERIPHERAL INFORMATION 

In this utterance, some of the explicit-peripheral propositions are: 

1. the car i s new 
2. the car is owned by Hary 
3. the time of the incident was late last night 
4. the location of the incident was on the freeway 
5. Mary was driving a car 

These are additional facts the speaker thought essential to the hearer's understanding of the 
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conceptualization.   They are "peripheral" UUpendeni in the conceptual dependency sense), and 

for the purposes of the conceptual an?lyzer. However, they frequently convey the most 

interesting information in the conceptualization. 

4.4.1.2 IMPLICIT INFORMATION 

Some of the implicit propositions are: 

1. the engine is part of the car 
2. a car is ouned 
2.   Mary   is  an actor   (she performed an action) 
4. the car was PTRANSed  (i.a.   it  is moveable) 
5. the  car.   engine  and Mary were 

on  the  freeway   (i.e.   the actors and objects   involved 
in   an  event   have   the  event's   location) 

Briefly, these are very low-level propositions which conform to conceptual case restrictions, and 

which must strictly adhere to both the analyzer's and memory's knowledge of what is normal in 

the world. These typically he on the borderline between what was said and what the hearer 

nearly always infers from what he heard. Although these very low-level units of information are 

generally uninteresting relations between objects vieiued as PR's, they can be very interesting 

when viewed as Specific relations among specific tokens and concepts in the world For instance, 

although it is a fairly dull statement that a car has an engine as a part, to say that Mary's car 

has an engine is quite a different thing, because we may have thought her car was resting, 

engineless, on concrete blocks in her back yard. To ignore this low level source of information 

might be to mtss this apparent contradiction. Chapters 5 and 6 will give examples of how even 

this low level information can lead to very important discoveries. 

442 SOURCES 

At what point in the processing, and from what points in a conceptualization are these three 

classes of subpropositions e/tra. ted? We will now look at each of them. 

4.4.2.1 EXPLICIT FOCUSED SUBPROPOSITIONS 

In the sentence "Andy told Linda that Chuck went to McLean.", there are two explicit 

focused subpropositions: 
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implicit subpropositions is potentially "serious", because it indicates that something unusual or 

incorrect has been perceived or inferred. 

JOHN =>  INGEST 
t 
10 

-- H0TD0G 

STOMACH 

MOUTH 

1. John performed  an   ingest  action. 
2. A hotdog was   ingested. 
3. It  uias   from a  mouth  that  a  hotdog 

was   ingested. 
4. It was  to a stomach  that  a hotdog 

was   ingested. 

Figure 4-13. Implicit subpropositions. 

These low level inferences are also of eVtreme importance in cases where a new concept 

has been mtioduced. By recognizing these implicit information sources, and by generating 

.nferences from them, features of new concepts can be predicted. For instance, if the utterance 

is something like "^ohn ate a delicious green frobifer", the memory can infer many important 

features of a frobifer which are not explicit in the utterance.  While section 6.9.1 describes a 

class of inference (called feature inferences) devoted to this type of task, this is a pervasive 

task of all types of conceptual inferences. 

4,4 2.3 EXPLICIT PERIPHERAL SUBPROPQSITIONS 

There are two sources of this subproposition type: REL-link-conveyed information, and 

mam-llnk-modifer-conveyed information. Among the latter are TIME, LOCATION and INSTRUMENT. 

As we saw, during reference establishment, memory concepts and their tokens are identified 

from analyzer-accumulated descriptive sets which are lists of conceptual features the analyzer 

extracts and predicts (using linguistic knowledge) from utterances. Within any particular 

descriptive stt, there is likely to be one or more conceptualizations communicated via the REL 

link. Information communicated by this form provides candidates for explicit peripheral 

subpropositions. 

Consider the sentence "John's car is red." which has the conceptual analysis shown in Fig. 

4-14, The lower structure there is an example of a decsriptive set member which has been 

communicated via the REL link. It will be used as a descriptive set element during reference 

establishment to identify U is particular «CAR which is being referenced. 
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val 
CAR <■•=> COLOR •- RED 

val 
CAR <a«s> ROSS «- JOHN 

Figure 4-14. 

At that time, one of three things can happen; 

1. some token of a «CAR is unambiguously located 

2. several «CAR tokens can be located from the descriptive set, in which case a new 
(possibly temporary) «CAR token is created 

3. no concept satisfies tfeis descriptive set (a new, possibly temporary token is also 
created). 

For each REL-conveyed feature in the descriptive set, that feature either will or will not have 

played a role in the referent identification process.  If it did play a role, then it must not be new 

information. Otherwise, it is likely to be a new feature from which potentially important 

conceptual inferences can arise.  In this case, the feature, an explicit-peripheral subproposition, 

should be extracted for inference. 

Therefore, we should recognize the tollowing principle: 

When some subproposition his been successfully used by the 
reference mechanism toward the identification of some unique 
concept or token, or toward some candidate set, that conceptual 
information (and presumably its inferences) must already be 
known. It should therefore not be extracted for inferencing. 

Specifically, the hope is that new information may arise which can serve to identify some 

existing concept uniquely as the referent of the descriptive set in case the identification failed 

before inferencing. 

REL-communicated features constitute the first source of explicit peripheral 

subpropositions. Modifiers of the mam conceptualization, such as TIME, TS, TF, LOG and INST, 

constitute the second source. For ACTs, these correspond to the incidental conceptual cases. 

These are collected on !SUBPR0PS during the conversion process from analyzed graph to 

internal form (which is the topic of the next section). 
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Examples of where analysis of subpropos,tions arising from this source lead to interesting 

lines of inference are: 

1. John uent   to uork  at  SAM.    (the  TINE aspect  makes  thia  potential lu 
more   interesting  than   it  might   otherwise  be) 

2. John uoke up at  4PM     (TSTF make  this  similarly of  more  potential 
interest   than   it  might  otherwise be)       fJoieniiai 

3. John died on   the moon,    (the LOCation here   is quite  significant) 

4. John   let  Mary  know by   tapping her  on  the  shoulder 
(here.   1NST w,ll   lead  to potentially   important 
inferences about  John and Mary's  spatial   proximity) 

443 CONCEPTUAL ADVERBS 

Another example of how il can be important to begin lir.es of inference from many different 

starting points in each graph concerns "adverbial" modification of actions. For example, large 

number of inferences might be found to be applicable to an utterance such as "John walked 

down the corridor". But a new. additwnal level of inferences can also be applicable if instead we 

hear "John tiptoed down the corridor", where it is communicated not only that John performed 

(the same) underlying PTRANS action, he pen'urmed it in a certain manner. This additional 

information can be a most important independent information source within the graph.   By 

organizing inferences, which cope with this additional information, around the conceptual 

predicate of the adverbial modifier, say QUIETLY, as in (QUIETLY ACTQR ACTION), then the 

additional inferences can arise from this structure independently from the central core of 

inferences about ordinary PTRANSmg actions. This makes for a cleaner logical organization of the 

conceptual inference network, but it demands that seemingly innocuous information sources such 

as adverbial modification be recognized as independent information sources from which special 

lines of inference can arise. 
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4.5      STORING THE NEW CONCEPTUAL GRAPHS 
IN MEMORY STRUCTURES 

How is the conceptual graph which is the product of the analyzer 
physically integrated into the memory.? 

.1    I 

I have so far described (a) the reference mechanism which locates and creates concepts and 

tokens which are the targets of descriptive sets collected from utterances, (b) the processes of 

implicit concept activation, and (c) tne potential information sources within each conceptual 

graph. These are three important components of the larger task of transforming a conceptual 

graph into an internal memory structure. Let us now have a look at the general flow of 

processing which coordinates this transformation. 

The memory receives a meaning graph from the conceptual analyzer in a LISP S-expression 

whose form obeys the rough BNF description shown in Fig. 4-15, and Fig. 4-16 illustrates an 

example whose mternalization we will follow. 

<nAINGRAPH> 
<GRAPH> 
<nAIN> 
<MLIST> 
<R0LE> 
<AT0n> 
<TinERELS> 
<RLIST> 
<TREL> 

— <GRAPH> <TinERELS> 
-■• ( <MAIN> ) | ( <nAIN> <f1LlST> ) 
■-.  ( <nLIST> ) | <AT0n> 
■^ <R0LE> <GRAPH> I <R0LE> <GRAPH> <nLIST> 

ACTOR | OBJECT  MOBJECT I TO j FROH I <-> 
—♦ JOHN | BALL I Tltiei j ATRÄNS j MLOC ' LTM I ... 
—♦ <ATpn> : ( <RLIST> ) I <AT0M> : ( ^LiST>  <TI 
—. <TREL> j <TREL> <RLIST> 
-— ( VAL <ÄT0n> ) | ( BEFORE .ATüri> <AT0I1> ) 

Figure 4-15. The LISP form in which the memory receives conceptual graphs 

'*>   |   ... 

MERELS> 

MARY KNEU THAT JOHN'S FRIEND PETE HAD GIVEN JOHN A CAR. 

((CON   ((ACTOR   (PETE «  ((ACTOR   (PETE)   <5>   (FRIEND VAL   (JOHN))))) 

TIME   (tlMei))  0BJECT   (CARREF  (*A*))   FROn   (PETE  •"•   J   TO   (JOHN)) 
<«>   (MLOC VAL   (LTM PART   (MARY)  REF   (*THE*)))   TIME   (TIM82)) 

TIM88 
TIM81 
TIM82 

((VAL  T-8)) (T-8   is  "now") 
((BEFORE TIM02 X)) 
((BEFORE TIM88 K)) 

the ellipsis  stands  for a repetition 
of   the «   link   in   the   first 
-r-rurrence of PETE   in  the graph 

Figure 4-16. An analyzed graph example. 
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The mternalizat.on is performed by a procedure called CONVERT. Basically CO(WERT,,s 

responsible for four things: 

matching to change the conceptual contentsTnÄ^VnUS ^^^ form5. 

2. creating new memory structures to store the new conceptualizations 

3. calling the reference mechanism to establish references in the course of (2) 

4. collecting all subproposit.ons on the list ISUBPROPS for subsequent Inferencing 

4.5 1 CONCERNING THE REFERENTIAL IDENTITY OF ACTIONS AND STATES 

Before beginning the descnphon of how the graph of Fig. 4-16 is internalized. ,1 should be 

pointed out that the process of internali«tion makes no attempts to ascertain referents of 

actions and states. That is, if It Internalizes "Pete gave John a car". It always creates a neru 

Structure to represent this act^n, even though the memory might in fact already Know this from 

previous experience. In general, determining references to existing actions and states at this 

stage would be quite involved.   Unlike references to concepts and tokens which must be 

established before inferencing can be of much use. unidentified references to past actions and 

states will generally (at worst) only duplicate knowledge the memory already has. and this 

duplication will be quickly detected by the inference evaluation procedure. 

Thus, the task of recognizing the referential identity of incoming action and state structure^ 

is not handled at CONVERT time; each conceptualization is stored under a new memory nod- 

which may later on be detected as the same as some existing structure, and subsequently 

merged into it. The merge process which can do this is described in section 7.6. 

45.2 THE EXAMPLE 

The mternalization procedure. CONVERT, goes about its task recursively. In the example of 

Fig. 4-16. CONVERT first locates the mam link of the topmost conceptualization. Finding <■> (an 

attribution), it then knows what other roles to expect to find in the conceptualization: namely the 

thing whose attribute is being given (ACTOR if it is a simple entity. CON otherwise), and a value 

which is the rolefiller the role VAL which is nested within the <s> rolefiller. It then extracts the 
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MLOC (mam predicate) from the <s> rolefiller position because, by convention, this is where the 

predicate is situaied for all <•> forms (POSS, LOC, etc.) Next, it retrieves the two expected 

rolefillers, in this case ((ACTOR (PETE)...) TIME (TIMOD) and (LTM PART (MARY)), and calls 

CONVERT on each. The results which are returned (pointers to memory structures) are then 

plugged into the template (MLOC X Y). A nPw superatom is generated, and this MLOC structure 

becomes its BONDVALUE. This topmost structure will have no beginning occurrence set. 

Having created a new structure, S, which stores this bond, CONVERT next examines the 

conceptual modifiers of the (X <•> (MLOC VAL (Y))) mam structure which has just been 

converted. In this case, it finds a TIME modification (the time at which MARY knew this), creates a 

new token (say C2316) to represent this time, TIM02, then associates C231o with TIM02 and 

records this association on the list ITIMELIST. This association will be of use when the time 

relations in Fig. 4-16 are processed (to be described shortly). In addition, all modifiers of 

conceptualizations are placed on the starting inference list, ISUBPROPS. In this case, just this 

TIME structure is added. 

After the modifier list has been fully processed, CONVERT finally gives this top-level MLOC 

structure REASONS - TRUE, TRUTH . TRUE (it believes everything it hears), and RECENCY - the 

value of the system clock which was recorded at the time the graph's internalization was 

undertaken.   Notice that since the memory is not currently designed to know (or care) who the 

speaker is, this MLOC structure is the topmost structure of the conceptualization, and it is true 

simply because "that's the way it is" (REASONS - TRUE). This of course ignores many important 

issues which I am not addressing here. But to record who said it is simply to embed it within one 

higher level structure of the form (MTRANS speaker X CP(speaker) CP(self)). 

As CONVERT exits at each level after having successfully converted some part of the input 

graph, it associates a pointer to the memory structure which was created with a pointer to the 

component of the graph which gave rise to that structure. It places this association on the list 

IREFLIST. Each time CONVERT is entered, before it begins processing if first checks to determine 

whether the subcomponent it is being called upon to process already exists on IREFLIST. If it is, 

this means that the analyzer had constructed EQ pointers and that the graph component is 

referrentially the same as the one already on IREFLIST. In this case, CONVERT does no further 

work, but simply returns the pointer to the associated memory structure created previously. 
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Having done all these things for this topmost MLOC structure, the task will be complete. But 

i must explain what happens during the two recursive calls CONVERT has made on itself to 

convert the CON and VAL rolefillers. 

Consider the simpler of the two first: the mental location of the MLOC structure, (LTM PART 

(MARY)). CONVERT senses that this is a simple PP. It assumes that LTM is the NAME of some 

memory concept, and creates a simple descriptive set ((NAME « LTM)}.   it then examines the 

oroperty list of "LTM", which is the PP used by the conceptual analyzer, to locate any other 

ronceptual features associated with this PP. In this case no other will be found. However, for a 

PP such as "JOHN", the additional conceptual features (ISA » «PERSON) and (SEX « «MALE) would 

be found. These features of the PP augment the descriptive set from which the concept is to be 

located. In this example, CONVERT then calls the refe-ance-findrng process, REFERENT, which in 

this case returns a pointer to the concept «LTM. 

CONVERT next goes about collecting the modification of this PP. In this case, it finds only 

PART (MARY) and REF (»THE»), These tell the reference^ that the concept «LTM is not the object 

of the reference, but rather that some token of an «LTM is. It therefore constructs a descriptive 

set which will identify the particular token. In this case, the set will consist of an (ISA « «LTM) 

relation and a (PART « X) relation. To determine what X is, CONVERT is again called, this time 

pointing to the structure (MARY). Again CONVERT senses a PP, creates a descriptive set 

I   (NAHE ft riARY)   (SEX ft »FEriALE)   (ISA # «PERSON)   I 

then calls REFERENT to locate this concept. The pointer returned becomes the X in the PART 

relation and at that point, the following descriptive set exists for this token of an LTM which is 

being referenced: 

(a pointer   to  the Mary  which 
ted) 

rid  pomier   to   the  nar 
has  just been   locate 

I (ISA ft tilJn)   (PART ft «) 

Having constructed this, CONVERT again calls REFERENT to locate the token for this Mary's 

LTM. The pointer thus returned is returned by CONVERT, and becomes the last slot in the 

topmost MLOC bond. 
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Recall that REFERENT will recora on IREFNOTFOUND all references for which no candidates 

can be found. Since (hit would be undesirable for IhingS like LTMs, bod/parts, or other low-level 

thmgc like this to wind up on this list, there is a smaH number of heuristics in REFERENT to 

prevent Uns. Among them 15: "when something which ISA bodypart, and which has a PART 

modification, cannot be found, just create it withou* noting it on IREFNOTFOUND." 

The second slot in this top MLOC structure which CONVERT recursively calls upon itself to 

convert is; 

((ACTOR   (PETE H   ((ACTOR   (PETE)   <s>   (FRIEND VAL   (JOHN))))) 
rlZZ   l$I5^?l   0BJECT   'CAR REF   (*A*))  FROM   (PETE  ...   )   TO   (JOHN)) 
Tint iTInel)) 

Notice that this structure is itself an entire conceptualization, complete with TIME. The conversion 

process will hence be the same one which converted the MLOC structure. The first step is to 

determine the structural type of the conceptualization.   In this case, an action is detected by the 

presence of the <-> mam link, C0NVER1 thus knows to retrieve the <=> rolefiller, ATRANS, which 

is to become the predicate of the internal bond CONVERT is beginning to construct. 

CONVERT next retrieves ATRANS's CASE property, which happens to be: 

(ACTOR OBJECT  TO FROM) 

For each element of this CASE list, CONVERT seeks a matching role in the conceptual graph. 

There is no assumption of ordering. As eacn is located, its rolefiller will be isolated, CONVERTed, 

and collected on the ATRANS bond under construction. In case a required case cannot be located 

for some reason or another, CONVERT creates a new token to stand for the missing case, and 

marks it as being unspecified by placing the structure (UNSPECIFIED tt) on its occurrence set. 

More will be said later about what will happen to this sort of structure during the inference 

process which occurs after internalization. 

In this example, CONVERT will be called upon successively to convert the following graph 

components of the ATRANS action. 

\-   J^ocr'I^1^   (PETE)   <K>   (RRI END VAL   (JOHN))))) 2. (CAR REF   (*A*)) 
3. (PETE-   ((ACTOR   (PETE)   <»   (FRIEND VAL   (JOHN))))) 
4. (JOHN) 
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2 and 4 will result m pointers to a token of a car, and to this person named John, respectively. 1 

and 3 are in fact pointers to the same physical LISP structure, one of which will be converted 

trivially by finding it on IREFUST. I will describe how this (PETF « (...)) component is converted 

the first time it is encountered. 

CONVERT again senses that a PP is being converted and begins constructing a descriptive 

set which will identify this Pete. On PETE's modifier list it detects a PEL («) modifier.   Since PEL 

takes an entire conceptualization involving the concept it modifies, CONVERT again calls itself to 

process this conceptualization. It then substitutes V (symbolically -- there is no memory pointer 

yet) for occurrences of "PETE" in the converted result: 

(FRIENDS PETE «JOHN)   —   (FRIENDS ft «JOHN) 

and adds this REL-commumcated feature of Pete to the descriptive set. The final descriptive 

winds up as the following: 

I   (ISA  « «PERSON)   (NAME « PETE)   (SEX « «HALE)   (FRIENDS « «JOHN)   I 

CONVERT then calls REFERENT to locate this entity. If the identification successfully local 

a candidate set for this descriptive set, then all these features must have been used in the 

identification, and hence, already known about the canaidates. However, if no candidate could b 

located, this REL-communicated information is added to the list ISUBPROPS, and will thus beco 

one of the start,ng structures for mferencmg. The hope is that this might lead to inferenc 

which would help establish the referent later. 

es 

e 

me 

es 

CONVERT will then return a pointer to the entity for "Pete" thus located, and the ATRANS 

taonri will be complete. Again, its modifications will be processed and will augment its superatom's 

occurrence set. Finally a pointer to this ATRANS structure will be returned to the MLOC level. 

Subconceptualizations, such as the ATRANS structure in this example, are not assigned any 

TRUTH or REASONS, nor are they placed on the starting inference queue. This is because they 

will be examined anyway in the course of examining the top-level structure, and since their truth 

depends upon the higher structure in which they occur, no assumptions can be made at this point 

in the processing. 
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4,5.3 LINKING IN THE TIME RELATIONS 

As each new TIME, TS or TF modifier is encountered as part of each subconceptualization's 

modifier list, a new memory token is created to represent this time, and the time token which 

appears in the graph (eg. things like TIM00) is associated with this new memory time token. This 

association is then recorded on the list !TIMELIST. For the TIME associated with the MLOC in this 

example, this association would look like (TIM02 . C378i) if the newly-created memory time token 

were C3781. As each new time is encountered in the graph, its existence on this list is first 

checked, and if it is found, the asso^ated time token is used in the creation of the TIME, TS or TF 

structure which modifies the action or state structure. This is to insure time cross-references 

within the graph are preserved by this mapping onto memory tokens. 

Although the syntax of analyzed conceptual graphs (Fig. 4-15) represents the time relation 

information as simply appended to the end of the graph, m fact, these relations are stored on the 

LISP property lists of the time atoms (like TIM00) in the graph.   As each TIMnn atom is 

encountered for the first time, these relations are retrieved from its property list, and converted 

to memory structures themselves. These then become the occurrence set of TIMnn's associated 

memory token. Fig. 4-17 illustrates the time relationships in this graph as they will exist in the 

memory after internahzation. 

this is Tin00 

Tin00! KVAL T-0)) 
Tineii (IBEFPRE Tin02 X)) 
TIf102: ((BEFORE Tin00 X)) 

(ISA n #TIME) 
(TVAL U 237899B4) (ISA tt ffTIME) 

(TIME * it) 

J 

(ISA U #TinE) 
(TlflE ♦ H) 

I 
(the riLOC  structure) 

Figure 4-17. The time tokens and their relations for the graph of Fig. 4-16 

(the ATRANS  structure) 

All deictic time references are denoted by VAL, as in 

TIf100:    ((VAL  T-0)) 
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Hence, as each VAL is sensed, a special procedure, assocated under the property EVALTIME on 

the property list of the deictic time concept, is called to convert the reference to an actual point 

on MEMORY'S m'ernai time scale.   In this example, T-0 is the only deictic time reference, and it 

represents the time of utterance. The actual numeric value thus obtained is associated with the 

memory time token via property TVAL. 

4.6 A SUMMARY AND A PREVIEW 

At Ihis point, the internalized form is represented by a pointer to a single memory 

structure, and there exists a list, ISUBPROPS, of starting inference structures. In this example, 

these are »he mam MLOC structure. Its TIME modification, and the REL information rei.iting Pete 

and   lohn if this was no! used in identifying Pete. All TIME references have been converted into 

internal time tokens, and the memory is ready at this point to begin conceptual mferencmg, 

which is the purpose of it all. Fig. 4-1S summarizes this processing which occurs between the 

time a graph is received from the analyzer and the time mferencmg begins. Fig. 4-18 also 

mclodes a sketch of the flow through the inference and rereferencmg processes as a preview of 

what the next chapters wnl be covering. At this point, it might be informative to reexamme the 

computer representation example wh.ch appeared at the end of the previous chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCEPTUAL INFERENCING: 
A SUBCONSCIOUS STRATUM OF COGNITION 

In this chapter and the next, I will propose a partial theory of h,gher-level cognition which 

some might view as fairly radical in two respects.   First, it prescribes quantities and qualities of 

computation which are not attainable (all at once, in reasonable amounts of time) on today's 

serial computers. This is a refreshing thought. It would be deeply disappointing if something so 

complex as a human language user could be modeled by a PDP10 computer!   The second respect 

is that it may be counter-intuits at first glance. The purpose of this and the following chapters 

is to convince you that your intuition is fooling you. 

I will propose that this theory is a beginning step toward understanding one of the least- 

well understood aspects of human intelligence as it concerns natural language comprehension. 

This aspect is the s.emmg ability of a language user/comprehender to pursue only the most 

relevant paths of reasoning - to "home in" on the important aspects of what language conveys 

m part.cular contexts - while "excluding" other paths which are less relevant because of 

context. There are two mam alternative schools of thought concerning this and related problems 

(in the context of language understanding), and I will briefly describe them and contrast them 

with this theory. 

5.1 THE SPONTANEOUS SUBSTRATUM 

The proposed theory is this: that, in order to use and understand language, the brain of a 

human language user does a tremendous amount (by today's standards of machine computation) 

of "hidden" computation in what I will term inference space.  Furthermore, it does this in reaction 

to every (language) stimulus to which it is attending and which conveys any mterpretable meaning 

content. 

This reactive computation has several characteristics: 

1. It is spontaneous and automatic. 

'• ^V%SotCcS0coSntr0or|.,he ^ Par,< " IS n* "^ ^ to direct introspection 

3. It is thought of as being performed by parallel, associative "firmware" in the brain. 
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4, It has little goal direction until certain criteria are met. Instead, its only "goal" is to 
increase the richness of interconnecting relations among information which has 
been communicated by language. 

We can view natural languge utterances to which the memory is attending as giving rise to 

points m this inference space. Just as buckshot peppers a country stopsign, the subproposifions 

evtracted from an utterance for mferencmg pepper this inference jpace. Were these points 

merely to "lie where they fell", we would have no more than a passive data receptacle: ihe 

points would remain discrete, separate and unconnected from the rest of the inference space. 

But there are many other points in the space which exist from previous experience, and these 

are highly interconnected.   To "understand" is to establish relations between the new and the 

old.   Giving a system motivation to understand corresponds in this scheme to building in some 

sort of. mechanism for spontaneously seeking out interesting relationships -- interesting points of 

contact in the inference space. 

We may conceptualize this mechanism as one of "expanding spheres" in inference space. 

That is, rather than try to establish specific relations from the new buckshot points to previously 

existing points in the space, I am more interested in allowing the new points to blossom out in all 

directions in hopes of establishing many points of contact with other previously existing points 

in the space, which are simply information-bearing structures in the conceptual memory. Thus, 

the spheres expand simultaneously about the new points communicated by an utterance, and 

their horizons eventually contact horizons of other new points (the internal relationships of the 

utterance are being pieced together), and old points in the space (information in the utterance is 

making contact with existing knowledge). These points of contact constitute one source of 

"interesting events" in inference space, and I will have much more to say about them. 

What is the interpretation of an expanding sphere in the inference space? The process is 

simply the automatic reaction to a new unit of information: "where does this fit in with what I 

already knowi what interesting points of contact does it make with other information?" It is a 

reconstitution and elaboration of the content-rich situation alluded to by content-lean utterances. 
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5.1.1 CONCEPTUAL INFERENCE: THE EXPANSION FORCE 

The force behind this expansion -- that process by which a sphere expands -- is conceptual 

injeience. Since this expansion occurs at a very low level -- without conscious control -- there is 

no tangible goal-direction until an interesting point of contact is reached. But at that point, more 

conscious, goal-directed, computation can begin.   The "dimensionality" of the inference space is 

finite, and we may think of each dimension as corresponding to a particular type, or class, of 

conceotual inference.  The expanding spheres represent spontaneous exploratory inferences in 

every dimension of the space 

This spontaneous mechanism is not a complete theory of language-related cognition; I am by 

no means proposing this as the only mechanism of understanding. Rather, the conjecture is that it 

constitutes a ner?ssary and 'ow-level stratum in the cognitive process, and it is this stratum 

which feeds other more goa'-directed strata with potentially interesting tasks in particular 

contextual environments. 

As we will see, the theory entails an apparent degree of "wastefulness" at this level of 

cognition, since it is basically a "bottom-up" exploratory process which homes in on interestirg 

events, setting up more "top-down" processes when such events occur. 

This theory addipsses what can be called the "lower-upper level" of 
cognition: it is the low level underpinning of our ability to "think" 
via language. 

5.1.2 A BRIEF ILLUSTRATION 

To illustrate in a more concrete way what I want to be able to do in the conceptual memory, 

I will give a sketch of the kinds of spontaneous reasoning which, I propose, occurs in reaction to 

a simple utterance: 

John flcCarthy  went   to Boston. 

We would want the memory's stream of consciousness analysis nf this utterance would go 

something like this; "He went to Boston, eh? That means he was in Boston, and he probably 

wanted to be there. Why would he- want to be there? Probably to do something which requires 
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his personal presence, like talking to some other high-up. Oh yes, he probably went to talk to 

someone like Mmsky at MIT... about grant money or new research proposals, or something like 

that. That's understandable. Of course, it could just be a vacation.  How did he go? Probably by 

flying.   That's ok, he has the means, and there's no air strike on. Wait a minute. I thought he was 

giving a talk here tomorrow. Either he'll be back then, or it's been called off, or something. 

Better find out " 

This is the sort of reasoning we ultimately want a fully attentive conceptual memory to be 

able to perform. Notice how many assumptions were made about what is normal and how, by 

making them, much other information was drawn into the analysis. All this information is the 

sphere in inference space which develops about the original utterance. Even though some of the 

assumptions made may have been incorrect, the sphere at least forms a framework within which 

many other valuable discoveries can be made. 

This theory is not concerned with pinning down one explanation, or with pursuing just one 

line of reasoning. Instead, the idea is to elaborate each utterance in as many directions as 

possible with the hope that some of the elaborated information fits together with, or contradicts 

other elaborations made previously.   For instance, because we predicted his trip was by air, we 

implicitly predicted also that a significant amount of money was involved. This provided no 

conflict with our knowledge of McCarthy. However, the utterance may have sounded peculiar 

about our utterly broke friend Bill who lives in the hills. "How did he get that kind of money?", 

"Why did he want to be in Boston.", etc. I hope to demonstrate that these points of contact with 

other knowledge are possible only when this kind of spontaneous expansion by conceptual 

inference occurs. 

5.1.3 ABOUT THE PSYCHOLOGY OF IT ALL 

Our task is tc apply this notion of spontaneous expansion m inference space to the problem 

of understanding the meanings of language utterances in particular situations, or contexts. To an 

extent, then, we are modeling a human language user, or, more succinctly, a person! To 

understand how a person might use and understand language, we must ask questions about how 

he understands «he world about him in general, what motivates him to act, what he knows, and so 

forth. This need to model people is realized in fairly overt ways by some of the types of 

conceptual inferences I will propose as primary dimensions of the inference space. 
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Some of the central classes of conceptual inference in the current theory implement a 

"naive psychology". That is, they are based upon a "layman's" view of cause, effect, motivation 

and mtentionality  Although such a basis is defensable on purely philosophical grounds, I am no* 

modeling the "deep psychology" of a person, and hence have no quarrel with those who would 

criticize certain of the conceptual inferences on this basis. Instead, I am interested in the efficacy 

with which a certain class of conceptual inference can account for a human language user's 

ability to understand utterance X in situation v. By asking enough questions about enough X's 

and Y's, I have arrived at a fairly compact sei of conceptual inferences which seem to lie at the 

enter of much language understanding. That they form a "naive psychology" is only of incidental 

Significance to the theory, whose main goal is to explain language comprehension, 

We must first be able to account for the simpler activities of language understanding before 

we tacKle those which require a deeper analysis. We must first develop an understanding of how 

to deal with the "rule" before we can approach "the exception".   That is, there must first be 

some critical mass of knowledge about simple cases before we can expect to grasp the subtler 

issues of language comprehension.   The hope is that the critical mass established by this 

embryonic theory can eventually be embedded within a larger, more comprehensive one without 

massive dismemberment. That is, although a naive psychology may indeed be ultimately 

inadequate, the hope is that it can be extended rather than discarded as new issues arise. 

5.1,4 THE FLYWHEEL EFFECT 

One very natural application of a theory of conceptual memory of the sort I am proposing is 

to the comprehension of simple stones. We may view a story as a sequence of utterances 

(sentences) such that each utterance bears at least one relation to some other utterance of the 

Story,   Usually, the connections between any one utterance and others in the story are quite 

rich.   Normally, the entire re.ieon for the existence of a line in a well-written story is that it 

relates to, and explains, other ideas in the story. Each line serves to enrich the connectivity of 

the information content of the story. 

Because it is the purpose of a story to create and preserve this richness of connectivity 

among its constituent information, we might view it as possessing a certain momentum at each 

pomt. That is, each thought in it tends both to explain some things, to raise questions about 
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others. There is a logical continuity, which the author helps the reader to focus upon by what he 

chooses to include and how he includes it, and this is an assumption the reader maKes befc • 

trying to comprehend a story.  I will call this logical continuity and momentum \he flywheel effect. 

The essence of story comprehension rests upon the reader's ability to stay in 

synchronization with this effect. This involves such things as understanding actors' motivations, 

recosmzmg cause/effect interrelationships, forming many "mmi-h'. potheses" (quite often only 

subconsciously) about what might happen next in a particular situation, then verifying them as 

the story unfolds. In other words, the comprehender expects every idea to fit in, and the implied 

task of fitting everything together is a universal goal of story comprehension. 

My conjecture is: 

The fundamentals of understanding a story are rooted in the 
spontaneous expansion in a "multi-dimensional" inference space of 
each new thought as it arrives. 

I pose this thought here simply to provide a similar, but more application-oriented, 

perspective on the nature of this phenomenon of spontaneous inferencmg being proposed. How 

we can get a computer program to be able to stay in synch with this logical flywheel, will evolve 

as the various kinds of conceptual inference are presented. 

5.1.5 TWO OTHER APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING, BRIEFLY 

I have mentioned the existence of two significantly different approaches to understanding. 

These are the "inference-on-demand" approach and the "demon" approach, both of which 

acknowledge the importance of some sort of inference capability. The crucial differences concern 

when and for what purposes inferences should be made. 

The mam precept of the inference-on-demand approach is that inferences are very costly, 

and should be made to satisfy only the very specfic, intermediate goals of larger, goal-directed 

processes which know what is interesting to do in all sorts of contexts. That is, an inference is 

not something which arises spontaneously as a person compriehends an utterance, but rather is 

something to be called upon to answer a specific question for which the answer is not 

immediately attainable from the "data base". This is characteristic of a question-answerer, or 

theorem-prover, or "planner" (in the MICROPLANNER sense [314]). 
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The mam inadequacy of this approach in 50 ill-defined a task as "understanding" is that 

therP can in general be no de facto higher level goals until it has been discovered what comprise 

the potentially interesting aspects of a particular situation.   That is, at this low level of higher 

cognition, there is no real source of demand for inference. Hence, although "inference on demand- 

systems are qu,te relevant to tasks such as sentence analysis and generation - and to very 

specf.c .spc-cts of understanding in a conceptual memory, once interesting tasks are uncovered 

-- they aro not sufficient tor the mam purposes of a conceptual memory: to enrich all sorts of 

interconnections among information. 

Charniak's "demon" approach [Cl] is another distinct theory of language comprehension, and 

it lies slightly closer to the one I am proposing than a pure inference on demand scheme. 

Basicaii„ a demon is a process which can be activated by certain combinations of situations in 

the same sense that a conceptual inference is triggered by combinations of conceptual 

information. The ,dea is to spawn demons at each point in. say. a story. The demons will "lie in 

wait" until they detect that they are applicable to some later event or situation, at which time 

they become active, releasing their potential to influence the interpretation of the pattern which 

has activated them,. In this way, a continuity is maintained between information which spawns 

ens and information whose interpretation is later affected by previously spawned demons. 

imons come Out of susoended animation when patterns with which they are equipped to 

demon 

The demons come out of suspended amma 

deal are detected 

The notion of a demon is a good one, and is probaoly necessary to good understanding 

systems. But demons are often guilty of "playing their cards too close to their faces." That is, 

since a demon's potency is stored only as a potential for influencing the later interpretations of 

conceptual information, the information it bears is not readily available to other language-related 

processes which could make their own idiosyncratic use of it to discover relations which were 

not the original intent of the demon, but which nevertheless depend in important ways upon the 

information it contains. 

Herein lies the fundamental difference between a demon and a conceptual inference.   A 

demon contains only a potential for exerting an influence. Because of this, it is not of much use 

in drawing out - m making explicit - the implicit surrounding context of an utterance. From the 

standpoint of the conceptual analyzer alone, this is a very important function of a memory. 
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Rattier than mask all this implicit information in the form of demons which mete out their services 

when they become "applicable", I have taken the approach that it is useful to draw it out as much 

probablir.tic information as possible at each point -- to lay all the cards on the table for 

everyone who might be able to use them to see. This makes all the more like!/ the discovery of 

interesting underlying relationships (which could not have been anticipated beforehand). 

There is another more pragmatic argument in favor of drawing things out explicitly, as 

opposed to bottling them up as potentials in the form of demons. It is this: the process of 

spawning a deiion is essentially the same as generating a conceptual inference: in general, the 

same quantities of testing will be required to decide when a certain demon may be applicable — 

when it might be rslevant to spawn. As long as the applicability tests are essentially the same, 

why not go ahead with the probabilistic inference at that point, thereby making explicit its 

potential effects (interactions) with subsequent inputs' Aside from the obviously rapid 

consumption of computer storage space, this requires negligible additional effort. Doing this has 

the same desirable net result as a demon-based scheme, and h.is the potential for making far 

richer connections among the information which is processed this way. 

5.2 WHAT IS A CONCEPTUAL INFERENCE'' 

The heart of computer understanding of language is the expansion 
of conceptual structures in inference space, by the mechanism of 
conceptual inferences.   What is a conceptual inference? 

When a language user hears 

Mary kissed John in front of Sue. 
and concludes: Sue became extremely jealous. 

John sold his car. 
and responds: I didn't know John owned a car. 

Bill took an aspirin, 
and asks: What's wrong with him? 

or Mary wants a book, 
and asks: A book about what? 
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what has gone on inside his head7 Why should hearing one thing elicit a response about 

something else. What mechanisms are responsible for this9 

As I have proposed, this process is underlied by an in'»rence reflox which spontan   ously 

accesses beliefs and knowledge about the world in reaction to each unit Of information in each 

conceptual input attended to.   II is the purpose of this section to def ne this notion conceptual 

inference and show how conceptual inferences organized in a conceptual inference network can 

behave in this manner. To begin, it will be useful to contrast the notion of a conceptual inference 

with more traditional notions of inference and logical deduction, with an emphasis on their quite 

different roles. 

5.2. i "CONCEPTUAL INFERENCtS" VS. "LOGICAL DEDUCTIONS" 

In its broadest sense, a conceptual inference is simply a new piece of information which is 

generated from other pieces of information, which may or may not prove to be true in the world 

which it models, and wh.ch is "believed" by the inferencer, not in a black and white sense, but 

rather to a "fuzzy" degree (say, a real number between 0 and 1, rather than TRUE-FALSE). 

Since the intent of inference-making is to "fill out" a situation which is alluded to by an utterance 

(er story line) in hopes  / filling m missing information and tying pieces of information together 

to determine such things as feasibility, causality, and intentions of actors at that point, many of 

the conceptual inferences may turn out to be useless. That is, the process of generating 

conceptual inferences is inherently a computationally wasteful process, because its intent is tc 

discover what is interesting in a particular contevt. 

A conceptual   nference can be distinguished from the traditional notion of a logical 

deduction in a formal system in the following respects: 

(1) Inferences are a "reflex response" in a conceptual memory. That is, the main definition 

of "processing conceptual input" is the generation of conceptual inferences from it. 

This means that there is always a deep-rooted motivation to generate new information 

from old. In a more formal theorem-prover or question-answerer, deductions are 

performed only upon demand from some external process. Someone (something) else 

has already decided what is and what is not interesting or useful to do.   Normally, the 
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ut.es to wh,ch formal deduclions are put are highly directed in the sense that a well- 

defined goal exists and a path from some starting conditions (axioms) via 

transformations (theorems) on these conditions to (his goal is desired. In this 

aophcation extreme ere must be taken not to "wander off" this path too far. For this 

reason, a recurring issue in formal deductive systems concerns the problems of search 

space restricting heuristics. Conceptual inferences on the other hand have very little 

direction. They are generally made "to see what they can see" The "goal" of 

mferencmg is rather amorphous: make an inference, then test to see whether it looks 

similar to, is identical to, or contradicts some other piece of .nformation m the system. 

When one of these situations occurs, the memory can take special action in the form of 

discontinuing a line of mferencmg, asking a question, revising old information, creating 

new causal relationships, or perhaps invoking some sort of higher level, goal-directed 

belief pattern which will begin imposing a special interpretation upon what it 

subsequently perceives.   The problems of severely narrowing the search space in 

hopes Of establishing a path to a goal exist, but are not nearly so acute as in a goal- 

directed theorem prover: there is neither a "path" or a "goal" until one of the 

situations described occurs. 

(2) An inference is not necessarily a logically valid deduction, and will quite often lead to 

apparent contradictions. This is in fact one facet of what if means to discover what is 

interesting about a particular utterance in a particular situation.   But this means that 

the new information represented by the inference might not bear any formal logical 

relationship to those pieces of information from which it is generated.   In order to 

understand language, we must model that horrendously illogical cognitive entity, the 

human language user - both the processes he uses, and the substance of what those 

processes yield. 

(3) It makes little sense to talk about believing an inference in an all or none sense. Rather, 

we must talk about the degree to which a conceptually inferred information (or any 

information, for that matter) is likely to be true - a measure of how strongly the 

inferring mechanism beleves it.   II is imperative 'hat the memory retain and propagate 

measures of the degree to which a piece of information is likely to be true. The 
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metnor .ry ,n which conceptual inferences oca:  must be designed with the .dea that no 

information it contains is inviolably true, but rather that "everything is just a guess, 

and some guesses turn out to be bet.er than others". 

5.2.2 THE CONCEPTUAL INFERENCE EVALUATION PROCESS: A PREVIEW 

Chapter 7 is devoted to the details of how the program generates and evaluates inferences 

and how, r.echan,ally, they link together to for. new connects in inference space.   However,   ' 

as we cover the vanous classes of conceptual inference, it will be useful to have a vague notion 

of what happens to each inference after it arises. 

When a new inference is generated, one of three conditions can apply; 

(1) the new ,nference can match something else in MEMORY. When this happen,, the new 

information is said to confirm the old. This is one of the most fundamental events in the 

understanding of more than on. utterance de. a story), or in the understanding of 

relationships within one compl« utterance. It g.ves rise to a merge event, which is onf      ^ 

of contact point in inference space. 

(2) the new inference mtmdiCtS (is incompatible with some old information.   This means eit     - 

that something is conceptually peculiar about the utterance or that the memory has made an 

incorrect decision about some referent or has generated a probabilistic inference which 

turns out to be unlikely. The ability to detect contradictions is another important aspect of 

understanding, and contrad.ctions are another form of point contact in inference space. 

(3) the new inference can neither be determined to contradict nor conf,rm old knowledge.   In this 

case, the new mformabon is simply remembered, and is said to augment existing Knowledge 

However, this new information can have profound effects on other aspects of understanding 

(in particular, the identification of referents, and the determination of time relationships) 
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. 

5.3 THE MAINSTREAM CONCEPTUAL INFERENCES 

What are the main dimensions of inference space. In other words, 
what general classes nf inference are there, based on their utility to 
language comprehension? How does each contribute to 
understanding language utterances? 

^ 

Although all inferences have many characteristics in common, their utility in the flow of 

processing which expands structures in inference space is generally quite distinctive. Because of 

this, it is helpful both theoretically and programmatically to distinguish inferences by type. This 

classification can help clarify the usefulness of a particular inference and how each might be said 

to contribute to the overall goal of understanding. 

The mam framework of the theory consists of the following 16 classes of conceptual 

inferences: 

1. specification inferences: what are the missing conceptual components in an 
incomplete graph likely to be9 

2. causative inferences: what were the likely causes of an action or state? 

3. resultative inferences: what are the likely results (effects on the world) of an 
action or state9 

4. motivational inferences: why did (or would) an actor want to perform an action? 
What were his intentions? 

5. enablement inferences: what states of the world must be (must have been) true in 
order for some action to occur9 

6. function inferences: why do people desire to possess objects? 

7. enablement-prediction inferences: if a person wants a particular state of the 
world to exist, is it because of some predictable action that state would enable? 

8. missing enablement inferences: if a person cannot perform some action he 
desires, can it he explained by some missing prerequsite state of the world? 

9. intervention inferences: if an action in the world is causing (or will cause) 
undesired results, what might an actor do to prevent or curtail the action? 

10. action-prediction inferences: knowing a person's needs and desires, what actions 
is he likely perform to attain those desires? 

11. knowledge-propagation inferences: knowing that a person knows certain things, 
what other things can he also be fredicted to know? 

12. normative inferences: relative to a knowledge of what is normal in the world, 
determine how strongly a piece of information should be believed m the 
absence of specific knowledge. 

13. state-duration inferences: approximately how long can some state or protracted 
action be predicted to last9 
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14. feature inferences: Knowing some features of an entity, and the situations in which 
that entity occurs, what additional things can be predicted about that entity? 

15. situation inferences: what other information surrounding some familiar situation 
can be imagined (inferred)? 

16. utterance-intent inferences: what can be inferred from the wav in which 
something was said' Why did the speaker say it? 

I have based most of the discussions of these various inference classes, and of the 

processes which implement them in the computer program, en very simple examples. The reasons 

for this are twofold: (1) it helps to abstract and isolate certain processes which might otherwise 

be obscured in more complex examples, and (2) the examples will, for the most part, be easily 

representable in the representational formalism and memory structures which have been 

described, and hence will illustrate the modest -- but actual- capabilities of the comouter 

program. However, having read about each inference class in the context of the simple examples, 

the reader is urged to attempt to apply that class to instances of "real world" language about 

him m order to develop a feeling for the potential powers and/or weaknesses of each type, and 

the processing which implements it,   A bit more will be said about the relative scope of these 

inference classes at the end of chapter 6. 

5.3.1 AN IMPORTANT CAVEAT 

The computer program which implements most aspects of this theory exists and runs. 

However, from the discussions of the kinds of things it does, one should not be misled into 

behevmg that a truly vajt system yet exists.   Where some issue is discussed as though the 

implemented memory can currently handle thousands of cases, more often than not, it will in fact 

only cope with a handful of examples.  But I am confident that this is a failure of data, not of 

process.   As time passes, and the theory evolves, so will the data.   It is too early at this point to 

spend too much time encoding tomes of specific knowledge about the real world. We are still 

fumbling with the more basic processes of language understanding. 

One final comment: I reemphasize that I will be discussing classes of inference: (1) how they 

are useful for understanding, (2) when they are applicable, (3) how they are achieved in the 

computer formalism and program. In a sense, then, rather than talk about specific inferences, I 

will be examining the when, where, and why of doing tilings certain ways. By doing this, cubby- 
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holes of processing will be established to which I can point and say "Yes, you're right, this 

particular case hasn't been discussed, but here is where it fits in the formalism and processing 

sequence," The rule of the game, therefore, is not to say "You can't do that", because what I 

describe can be and has been done, to varying degrees of success. Rather, you may say "That 

isn't quite right", or "You've oversimplified a very deep philosophical problem", or "This won't 

account for X", or, "Yes that's nice, but you'll never get it all to run at once on a PDP10 

computer in reasonable times". If you play the game this way, you'll quite often be correct, and 

we can all laugh together! 

Let's now look at the inference classes. 

5.4 SPECIFICATION INFERENCES: 
PREDICTING AND FILLING IN MISSING CONCEPTUAL INFORMATION 

sample:    John picked up a rock. 
He hit Bill, 

sample:    Bill was driving home from work. 
He hit John. 

sample:    John and Bill were alone on a desert island. 
Bill was tapped on the shoulder. 
It was probably John who tapped him, 

sample:    John bought a cake mix. 
It was likely a grocer with whom John traded 
money for the cake mix. 

sample:    Where was John Tuesday evening' 
I don't know for sure. Probably at home. 

sample:    Mary accidentally dropped a sledgehammer on Bill's toe. 
She apologized. 

Language tends to be as economical a means of communication as possible. And it is so 

deeply ensconsed in people's knowledge of what is normal in the world that it rarely is used to 

communicate the obvious. Instead, it serves to relate new com'.maüons of information to others 

who have not directly experienced them. One consequence of this phenomenon is that the 

conceptual structures of utterances are quite often incomplete.   That is, where the underlying 

conceptual representation of an utterance would pred.ct the existence of an ACT case or state 

argument, there was no actual reference to such information in the utterance. The speaker of an 

utterance simply assumes that the hearer is capable of "filling in the details" as part of his 

comprehension. 
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As we saw in chapter 2, there is a well defined set of conceptual cases for primitive 

actions, and equally well defined arguments for state relations. Furthermore, all action cases and 

state arguments are conceptually obligatory. Unlike syntactic cases, whose presence or absence 

is often optional and of little consequence, a conceptualization is simply incomplete without them. 

Without all the conceptual slots filled, the hearer of an utterance simply cannot fully imagine the 

ntire situation to which the utterance alludes. This is intrinsic to the notion of "conceptual case". 

This section will demonstrate the importance of giving the nemory this capability to make good 

contevtual guesses about missing and unspecified information, and will describe how this 

capability has been implemented. 

5 4.1 WHY DO IT? 

We might well ask "If the hearer is capable of filling in the details in the first place, why 

should he bother to do it'" That is, what good comes from completing a meaning graph with 

"internally-generated" information which the hearer supplies himself* Can it possibly lead 

anywhere' The answer is an emphatic "Yes", for two reasons. First, how is the hearer to know 

whether or not he can in fact complete the meaning graph without trying! In cases where he 

cannot, a human language user frequently asks a question of the speaker. The commonness of 

question-asking based on missing information is testimonial that this process is a vital part of 

understanding. 

The second reason is less superficial; by applying his knowledge of normality to the task of 

filling in missing information, the hearer generates specific instances of that normative 

knowledge.   These specifics can then interact with other knowledge in entirely different ways 

from instance to instance: the prediction of missing information can be the beginning of important 

lines of inference. Let us call the process which attempts to specify missing or incomplete 

information m a meaning graph specification inference. 

5.4.2 DETECTION AND MARKING IN THE CONCEPTUAL ANALYZER 

To illustrate this process of specification consider the utterance "John hit Bill." In particular, 

imagine how the analyzer deals with it: John is recognized as the actor of a hitting action in 

which Bill is some sort of effected entity, possibly the conceptual object of the hitting action. 
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But the action of hitting is not conceptually primitive. Rather it consists of a PROPELImg of an 

object, X, toward some goal, resulting in the physical contact of X and the goal. The conceptual 

template in the analyzer's dictionary which defines "hit" therefore predicts that the sentential 

object, "Bill", is not really a conceptual object, but rather that he is the affected ent'ty (the 

directional goal) of the propelling action in the hit template.   The left graph in Fig. 5-1 depicts 

the state of the analysis after the analyzer has located and partially filled in this "hit" template. 

JOHN  <===>  PROPEL —-- X 
/   \ t 

.--♦ BILL 

--  JOHN 

X   <=E==E>  PHYSCONT - 
vai 

BILL 

JOHN <====»> PROPEL 
/  \        ft 

ID 

p 

X  <=BE5=> PHYSCONT 

—« BILL 

— -  JOHN 

val 
BILL 

Figure 5-1. Missing information in the utterance "John hit Bill". 

The underlying ACT is PROPEL, which requires, as do all the primitive ACTs, certain 

conceptual cases obligatorily, and only those. For PROPEL, those cases are ACTQR, OBJECT, 

DIRECTIVE (TO and FROM) in addition to the ubiquitous TIME, LOCATION, and INSTRUMENT cases, 

which are requirements of all acts.   But notice that the analyzer, by using  tr. linguistic ability, 

has been able to supply only the ACTOR, D-TO, D-FRQM and TIME (and this, only partially 

specified as some point before "now"). The three remaining cases, OBJECT, INST and LOCATION 

remain unspecified, in the terminology of the analyzer, this means that the requests which arose 

during the analysis to locate and attach these missing cases to the meaning graph are still 

pending at the end of the analysis (see [R2]). 

The analyzer therefore detects these and creates "dummy" cases and case fillers, and marks 

these missing entities by placing an (UNSPECIFIED J in their descriptive sets.   These 

UNSPECIFIED markers will thus become part of the occurrence set of each unspecified entity. 

In general, the descriptive set will consist of more than the UNSPECIFIED marker, since the 

analyzer is usually able to glean at least a few conceptual features about the unspecified entity 

(for instance, the sex of a person from linguistic pronominal clues, and so forth.) 
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5.4.3 THE SPECIFICATION PROCESS 

The meaning graph which the memory receives for "John hit Bill" is shown in the righ    of 

Fig. 5-1. During its processing m  nfer^nce space, we want the memory to detect the X,Y and Z in 

Fig. 5-1 as unspecified, then consult its lan(,.u?ge-free world Knowledge to make a "best guess" 

at these cases in whatever the current context of this utterance happens to be. 

The meaning graph is first internalized in the memory's data structures, and part of this 

mternalization consists of isolating all the subpropositionc which have been communicated by the 

utterance. For this graph, the subpropositiono are those shown in Fig. 5-2. In Fig. 5-2 I have 

broken with the standard "pound-sign" notation for internal tokens and concepts in order fo 

nake things more reacable 

PI: fPROPEL JOHN X JOHN BILL) 
P2: (LOG PI  Yl 
P3: (INST PI  Z) 
P4: (CAUSE PI  PS) 
F5: (PHYSCONT  H BILL) 
F^: (TIME  P4  T) 

T  represents a  time atom  for   which  the relation   (BEFORE  T  Tnoui)   exists, 
Tnow  being   the   time  atom which represents   the moment  of   utterönce. 

Figure 5-2. Subpropositions in "John hit Bill". 

5.4.3.1 DETECTING MISSING INFORMATION IN THE INFERENCE MONITOR 

Having been isolated, the memory structures P1-P6 will form the starting inference queue: 

the buckshot points in inference space. This means that each of P1-P6 will eventually come 

under the scrutiny of the inference monitor which will apply suitable inference molecules to 

them This is the process by which inferences are generated to exp.-M the points in the space 

into spheres: each '.tructure in the starting inference lueue will give rise to nume'-oi 

inferences. These are appenderi to the end of the queue for later expansion, and will, i      yrn, 

give noe to other str jctures, and so on. 

As the inference monitor picks up the next structure, S, from this ever-expanding inference 

queue for mferencmg, the monitor/ir;r scans the S's bond, looking for entities in it which are 

marked as UNSPECIFIED.   That is, just before applying an inference molecule to S, the monitor 
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checks for any unspecified information in S. Since unspecified information has been tagged by 

the analyzer as UNSPECIFIED, this scan consists of searching for an (UNSPECIFIED Xi) on the 

occurrence set of each Xi m the bond, including the conceptual predicate which may itself be 

unspecified (a dummy DO). If no entity in the bond is found to be unspecified, the monitor 

proceeds to locate and apply the appropriate inference molecule to the structure.   However, if 

one or more unspecified entities are found in the structure's bond, the inference monitor 

interrupts and applies a specifier molecule to S. 

In our hitting example, this type of interruption will occur for the structures representing 

P2, P3 and whichever of (PJ P5) is examined and successfully specified first by the inference 

monitor. This detection process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5-3. 

STRUCTURE 
5 UP FOR 
INFERENCE 

DOFS 5 
COi.'AIN 
ANY UN- 
SPECIFIED 
ENTITIES^ 

YES 

APPLV 
SPECIFIER 
nOLECULE 

TO S 

APPL ?— 
INFERENCE 
MOLECULE 

TO S 

THE INFERENCE MONITOR EXPANDS EACH 
STRUCTURE ON THE INFERENCE QUEUE IN TURN 

N          /»... 
(*: ************** *• .,,)  4— 

cut r'ent ly — • 
up  for   inference 

U 

(PROPEL * * * *) 

INFERENCE  QUEUE 

V 
(ISA 0 «PERSON) 
(NAME U JOHN) 

(ISA # »PERSON) 
(NAME  ft BILL) 

(UNSPECIFIED U) 

this  entity   is  detected 
ar.  unspecified,   so before 
applying   the PROPEL   inference 
molecule   to   the PROPEL   structure, 
th«  monitor   first  applies   the 
DRUPEL  specifier  molecule  to   it 

Figure 5-3. The process of detecting missing information. 
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5.44 SPECIFIER MOLECULES 

Specifier molecules are .xecutable LISP program modules which are Organized by 

conceptual predicates. When applied to a structure, S. whose predicate is P. the P sPec.f,er 

molecule is capable of predicting the most likely candle (that is. supply a pointer to some 

other existing structure in the memory) for a missing unit of information, in S. or. more modestly, 

at least helping toward this eoal by predicting more conceptual features of the missing entity. 

The fidelity with which a specifier molecule does this task in a context-sensitive manner la s,mpiy 

a function of how sensitive ,1 is to the dimensions wh.ch could affect its pred.cf.on. That is. the 

kinds of testing specifier molecules do in the process of specification must in general be very 

specific, relying on the whatever "local" heuristics are effective at accomplishing the 

specification, paying attention to its context. T0 illustrate just how local the heuristics must be 

from molecule to molecule, consider the following specification tasks: 

1. John drooled as he viewed the banana. 
He ate, 

2. Pete and Bill were alone on a desert 
island. Someone tapped Bill on the 
shoulcltr. 

3. Mary picked up the rock. She hit 
John. 

4. John t,as arivincj his car. He hit 
nary, 

5. John bought a haminer. 

6. .John uas asleep. 

7. Mary uent to work. 

8. John went to Par is. 

OBjkclVlAftr* A5 IHE MMFTUAL 

S^^E^,«   rH^CpNCEPTÜAL.ACOR 

PREDICT  THAT  IT UAS  THE Rnri^ uwiru 
UAS THE OBJECT OF  MARV'S PROPELLING  ACT 

™ICT  THE CAR AS  THE  OBJECT OF  THE 

S'ls^HE^Mcfo^ DUAL ATRANS ACT- 

OTHER EXPLICIT   INFORnATION* E  0 

UKEL^TOIE?1^ 0F  TH!S COmON ACTI0N 

PREDICT THE LIKELY  INSTRUMENTALITY  "FLY" 

The heuristics for these are all slightly different and 
peculiar to the individual situations. 

This is no. to suggest that there are no. common heuristics which are shared by many spe,  ,^ 

molecules. Indeed, there are probably many such heuristics which remain to be discovered by 

examining enough specif, cases. One case in point is the following heuristic whose general uti.ity 

has become apparent; 
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Fmd an entity, X, which satisfies conceptual features (Yl.  .Yn) 
and which has a recent RECENCY or TOUCHED tag. 

For instance, In the example "He ate" the INGEST specifier molecule will try to locate something 

which is INGESTable (which ISA «FOOD), and which has recently been referenced explicitly or 

implicitly. 

Since the specifier molecules are programs, they can easily reference such common 

heuristics via function calls to the processes which implement the common heuristics. But the 

knowledge required to perform any particular specification task is, more often than not, quite 

peculiar both to the conceptual predicate and to the features of the entities it relates.   Thus, 

rather th^n discussing instances of specification inferences, I am more concerned with where 

they fit in the overall information flow within the memory, what they do, how they do it, and 

what they are good for. 

5.4.4.1 APPLYING SPECIFIER MOLECULES TO MEMORY STRUCTURES 

The mechanism by which the inference monitor locates and applies a specifier molecule is 

uncomplicated. Having detected as UNSPECIFIED some entity in the bond of the structure to which 

an inference molecule is about to be applied, the monitor interrupts. It retrieves the bond and 

creates a parallel vector, V, whose contents denote which elements of the bond are unspecified: 

a NIL is placed in positions of V whose counterpart entity in the bond is unspecified, and entities 

which are not unspecified represent themselves in V. Fig. 5-4 illustrates the V which is created 

for our hitting example. 

BOND: (PROPEL  tfJOHNl  C8137 tfJOHNl  tfBILLl) 

V: (PROPEL  «J0HN1  NIL #J0HN1  tfBILLl) 

uhere  C8137   is  the entity which has been detected as unspecified. 

Figure 5-4. The specification request vector. 

The monitor then locates the PROPEL specifier molecule attached as the property SPRQG of 

PROPEL's property list. This property stores a LISP PROGram whose calling arguments are the 

following: 
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UN a list containing (1) the superatom, S, wh,ch represents the structure which 

fhe flffAl ^HmTFe
ftMh

SPEFIFIE»D en-,J^S " i,S b0nd' and (2) time information- 

lÄ^kll^, Vur^&tl i^L^ri^9 r0u8h Ume frame ?S«e 
UN:  ( S TIME TS TF FRAME ) 

/•■ the parallel vector with NILS Indicating which Bntiti«s of the bond require 
specncation »M""«» 

AC OB DF DT the actual entities in the bond, bound individually as ACtor  OR.Prt 
DFrom and DTo. Wh.ch, and how many, of these there are o   COufse are so« fie 
to the particular conceptual predicate. -pecific 

The monitor sets up these arguments, then applies the möleeuje to thern. Since the molecule 

nas complete information (,t has access to the structure's surrounding environment and 

approbate time v.a UN. and the structured bond is conveniently accessible through AC. OS, DT, 

Dn. it can apply arbitrarily retailed heuristics to the specification task. 

5.4.4.2 INSIDE THE SPECIFIER MOLECULE 

Within the molecule are specifier atoms. Each atom is prepared to specify one unspecified 

entity in the bond, in a context-sensitive way. Each atom tests a particular "slot" in V for NIL to 

determine whether the slot it is prepared to specify requires specification.   If its slot is not NIL 

the atom does nothing. Otherwise, the atom apphes its heuristics in an attempt to spec.fy its slot 

These heuristics will typically oe sensitive to the structure's surrounding context, to the nature 

Of the other entities in the bond and to partial features already known about the unspecified 

entity (for example, it is already known that C0137 in Fig. 5-4 must be a physical object). I will 

descr.be the heuristics used to specify the three missing cases in this PRQPEL example shortly. 

Fig. 5-7 shows a very small specifier molecule used by the program. 

A specifier atom ^h'ch Is successful does two things: 

1. it creates or locates the concept which specifies the unspecified entity 

2. it replaces the NIL in V with a LISP dotted-pair which consists of (a) a oomtpr fo ^ 
specifying entity, (b) and a list of REASONS which indicates ÄsÄwts ' is 

The finished product of the specifier m.olecule is a new version of V, hopefully with fewer NILs 

This V is returned to the monitor, which rescam ,1 to detect any dotted pairs representing 

successful specifications. Fig. 5-5 shows what this V looks like when some specification atom hi 

been successful. 
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: 

(PROPEL * NIL « *) 

(ISA # «PERSON) 
(NAME « JOHN) 

->-* H ■* 

reasons for 
sped fylng thi s 

er 
(PROPEL *(***)**) 

# *■ 

(ISA # «PERSON 
(NAHE ft  «BILL) 

(uhatever was specified) 
• ■ * 

Figure 5-5. 

5,4.3 MERGING THE NEW AND OLD EN-flTIES 

For each unspecified entity which was successfully specified, there will exist two objects in 

memory representing the same thing (the old, unspecified one and the new, specified one). These 

two entities must be merged into one. To accomplish this, the monitor calls the merge process, 

IDENTiFY_MERGE, which is described in sect.ons 7.6 and 8.1.2. The important result, of this 

merge are (a) that all references to the previously unspecified object are replaced by 

references to the result of the merge process, and (b) that any information collected about the 

unspecified entity up to that point will be preserved and attached as features of the newly- 

specified entity. To illustrate by a very simple example why this kind of conservation of existing 

features is important, consider the following sequence; "John picked up Pete-s putty. He handed 

the warm round red mass to Mary." Under most circumstances, we would want these two entities 

which have been rtf.renced by different descriptive sets to be identified as one and the same 

by the PTRANS specifier molecule.   To .dentify is to merge the two tokens together, and do so 

with no loss of information.   We would want the result of the IDE(\ITIFY_MERGE process to have 

all the features of the two previously discrete tokens: that the entity (1) is a lump of putty, (2) 

is warm, (3) red, and (4) round, (5) is owned by Pete, and (6) was handed to Mary by John. The 

merge process is capable of doing this. 
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Notice that since all references to the old (unspecified) entity are replaced by references 

to the new one, in our hit example where the unspecified object appears in both PI and P5 of 

Fig. 5-2, the successful specification of whichever of (PI P5) is examined by the inference 

monitor first will obviate the need to perform specification on the other. That is, it will simply not 

be seen by the inference monitor again as an unspecified entity. 

5.4.5.1 THE PREDICATE "IDENTIFIES" 

One by-product of IDENTIFY_MERGE is the creation of a memory structure (IDENTIFIES X Y) 

where X is the specifying object, Y is the previously-unspecified object. The REASONS returned 

by the specifier atom which specified Y as X constitute the REASONS list for this IDENTIFIES 

structure. Thus for instance, if we were to inquire of the memory "Why do you think the object 

John used »0 hit Bill was a rock'", it could respond "Because John was holding a rock at the 

time." This IDENTIFIES association and the attachment of REASONS to it are illustrated in Fig. 5-6. 

Figure 5-6. The IDENTIFIES structure which stores 
the REASONS for the identification. 

After the merge, the monitor performs a small bookkeeping chore. The memory maintains a 

list, IMISSINGINFO, of entities which have been detected as unspecified and whose specification is 

pending.   1MISSINGINF0 is one source of things to react to after the inference processes cease: it 
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can be used to generate prompting questions about missing or incompletely specified entities 

which have been collected during the inferencmg.   To maintain this list   at each specification 

attempt, the inference monitor detects (during the scan of the specification vector, V. returned 

from the specifier molecule) which entities were successfully specified. Those which were are 

removed from IMISSINGINFO if they were on it, and those which the specifier molecule failed to 

specify are added to it if not already there. 

After the merge, the specification process is complete. Hopefully, more features of the 

missing entities are now known. However, failures to specify will not preclude the application of 

an inference molecule to the structure; the inference will simply proceed, making the best use of 

whatever partial features are available. As a matter of fact, there is a potentially very important 

■nference-specification interaction. The process of inferencing has the potential for uncovering 

new information about the unspecified entities, even based on only partial features of the 

objects.   Because of this, the results of inferencmg from structure S could be of use to the 

specifier molecule on a secona-pass. That is, even though the specification failed on the first 

attempt, the process of inferencmg may turn up new information wh,ch would allow the 

specification to succeed on a second or subsequent attempt.   Since there are other reasons for 

subjecting all structures on the inference queue to more than one pass through the inference 

monitor, section 7.2 is devoted to a description of how this occurs in the program. 

5.4.6 SPECIFIER MOLECULE EXAMPLE 

We can now trace through this sequence as it specifies the missing object of the underlying 

PROPEL m the mt c- ample. Fig. 5-7 shows a very simple specifier molecule with just the atom for 

specifying the chject slot of PROPELs, There, XI, X2, X3 are temporary local variables. SP is a 

simple service function which replaces a NIL by Ihe specified result, C is a low-level retrieval 

function which locates a concept or token from a descriptive set (or creates one if none can be 

found), and Fl is another retrieval function which locates a unit of information. 

The specifier atom shown m Fig. 5-7 is, of course, not an ultimately realistic one since it is 

not sensitive to a realistic quantity of contextual information   However, for the sake of 

illustr,   ion, I have made it sensitive to one important dimension: if the actor of the PROPEL has 

something in his hand at the time of the propelling, it is reasonable to infer that this was the 
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object he propelled.   Otherwise, the atom will infer that it was simply the actor's hand which he 

propelled, r.mce this is the "default" object for a person's PROPELIing. 

(SPRCIG »PROPEL*   (UN V AC OB OF DT)   (XI  K2 X3)   ( 
(CÜND   (   (NULL   (CADR V)) 

(COND   (   (AND   (SETQ XI   (C   (elSA e    aöHANO) 

This   is  a  simplified  specifier 
molecule  containing   just   an   object 
specifier  atom.   (NULL   (CADR  V))    is 

(«PART 9_AC)))       |   test   for   lack of  object   specif icafn 

(SETQ X2   (Fl   (,?*LÜC* •    XI))) 
(SETQ X3  !GLOBALFIND))" 

(SP V 2 X2       (LIST X3)) 

(   T 
(SP V 2 XI NIL) 

(other   specifier  atoms go here) 

(RETURN  V) 
)) 

If  unspecified,   the  atom   locates 
the  hand  of   the  actor,   assigning 
it   to XI.   It   then checks   to 
see   if  anything   is   located   in  XI. 
If   something   is   found,    it    is   bound 
to X2,   and   the LOC   structure   which 
expresses   this   information   is 
bound   to X3.   If   nothing   is   located 
in   the  actor's  hand,   his   hand 
itself   (XI)    is   inferred.   Jhe 
(LIST X3)   in   the   first  SP  ca I I 
is  the   list  of  REASONS   (just   one 
here)   justifying  the  specification 
of   the object   the  actor  was  holding 
as  the object  of   the PROPEL. 

Figure 5-7. A very simple specifier molecule. 

5.4.7 SPECIFICATION-REFERENCE INTERACTION 

In its most general form, the specification of an entity can involve the full powers of the 

reference-finding mechanism.   For instance, consider the following dialog evcerpt; 

Bill:   John  bought   some  milk  a  few minutes  ago. 

Pete:   That's  funny,   I   was at   the grocery a  few minutes 
ago  and   I   didn't   see him. 

Here, "bought" is underlied by a dual ATRANS (exchange of money for goods) in which one of the 

parties is unsoecified. Pete, the hearer, is able to make the predictive specification that it was "a 

grocer/ store", using the knowledge that the object of one of the ATRANS's was a food. 

However, he cleariy went on to determine which grocery store John probably went to; that is, he 

tentatively determined the referent of the specifying entity, ^ot just its class concept, 

«GPOCERYSTQRE.   This also occurred in our PROPEL example, but it occurred implicitly there, 

since there is little referential ambiguity in locating the token which is someone's hand. 
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In general, then, the specification process must not only make explicit the concept involved 

(grocery store, hand, etc.), it must ?lso predict which token of the concept is likely to be the one 

involved. I have mclud-d a comouter example at the end of this section which illustrates the 

beginnings of this capability: there, an ATRANS atom will predict that a grocery store is involved 

as the unspecified entity, X, in a dual ATRANS action. However, luhich grocery store will not be 

ascertamable. The specifier atom therefore furthers the specification of X in the structure by 

specifying X as some grocery, Y: (ISA Y «GR0CERY5T0RE); but the specifier atom leaves Y marked 

as unspecified when it fails to determine which grocery store. 

K should be clear that the process of specification is not an all-or-none endeavor. For 

instance, although the exact referent implied by a missing case may not be inferrable In the 

current context, it may nevertheless be possible to infer enough features of it to allow full 

comprehension of the utterance. The problem of knowing when enough features about a new 

token have been collected to call it "specified" can be an elusive one, and is of course ultimately 

dependent upon what needs to be known about the entity for some particular purpose. I have 

taKen the shortcut approach in implementing the memory that information which requires 

specification should remain unspecified until the specification process results in the identification 

of an existing token or concept in the memory. 

548 OTHER EXAMPLES: TYPICAL SOURCES OF MISSING SPECIFICATION 

To simplify the discussion, I have ignored the two other missing entities in the example 

utterance "John hit Bill": its INSTrumentahty and its LOCation. Of course, these subpropositions 

(P2 and P3 in Fig. 5-2) also will come up for inference, be detected to contain unspecified 

entities, and similarly undergo specification by the INST and LOG specifier molecules, 

respectively. The heuristics used in the LOG molecule are things like: "The location of an action 

can be determined from the locations of the objects involved in the action", or "Some specific 

actions and states have very specfic normal locations." An example of the former is "John was 

watching the elephants.", where, knowing at least that John was in the Bay Area, we might infer 

that this action occurred at whatever the location of Bay Area elephants happens to be, very 

hke'y the San Francisco Zoo. Examples of the latter are: "Mary played tennis.", where the 

lo.ation of the actions of tennis playing is nominally a tennis court, and "Bill was asleep.", where 
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the normal location of such a state is at home in bed. Clearly, heuristics of the latter sort should 

be applied only after the more specific tests of the former sort fail, since, for example, we might 

just have been told that Bill was on the subway.  The "default" specification of missing 

information, therefore, must rely heavily upon assumptions about what is normal in the world, 

and in the memory I have chosen to embody these assumptions in specifier molecules. 

We will see in section 6.8 how the process of specification relates to a very important class 

of inference concerned with the maintenance of time relations. 

5.4.9 A SUMMARY OF SPECIFICATION INFERENCES' UTILITY AND OPERATION 

The importance of filling in missing and unspecified information as one goal of understanding 

utterances should be evident. We can summarize the potential contributions of a specification 

inference to the process of understanding an utterance by these five points; 

1. It can much (draw out) implicitly referenced concepts and tokens 

and these can clarify future references which might otherwise be ambiguous, or 
unsolvable 

(a) John picked up the apple and the knife. He ate. It tasted terrible. 

(b) Bill wanted to buy a catcher's mit, 
The store was closed. 

2. It can generate questions for more information 

(a) John bought a new hat. 
Which store did he go to? 

(b) Bill was reading a book. 
What was the book about? 

« 
3. It can begin new and important lines of conceptual inference 

(a) John and Pete were alone on a desert island. 
John said that if anyone ever dropped a coconut on his head, he'd kill him. 
Next day, someone dropped a coconut on John's hi ad. 

(b) John was reading the inscription on the Lunar plaque left by Apollo 11. 
(Instrumentality is specified as ATTEND through EYE. This leads to 
the inference that John is near what he is reading, namely that he is 
on the moon!) 

4. It can lead to the discovery of apparent contradictions 

(a) John was bound and gagged. 
He hit Mary. (Here, the instrumentality supplied as John's MOVEing 

his hand, and this will lead to an apparent contradiction 
with the conceptual content of the first line) 

5. It implements one aspect of the flywheel effect, 
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the logical momentum 
through which the information communicated by several utterances can be knit 
together, "hat is, each specification inference potentially leads to new points 
of contact in inference space. 

(a) John picked up a rock. 
He hit the door. 

(b) Mary was standing on the corner. 
Pete came over to say hi, (that is, he said hi to Mary) 

(c) Mary dropped the sledgehammer on Rita's foot. 
She apologized. 

EL'l-llU'LLtiAlLlLi  LLi^L-LLLiUÜ: lIlltiL-liVI-LL iLlUilil>L{L  t 

In this example, we will see how the context in which a specification inference occurs can 

affect the substance of the specification. Normally, the hand of the actor is supplied as the 

missing object case in the conceptual template which underlies "hit".   However, when the hitter 

has come other object in his hand just before the time of hitting, the PROPEL specifier molecule 

predicts that that object is more hkely than his hand. At the end, the results of the 

IDENTIFY_MERGE process are shown. 

JOHN PICKED UP A ROCK 

((»GRASP* (#J0HN1) (C0017) 
(TIME _ (C0813))) 

C0022 

STARTING INFERENCE QUEUE: 
((X 1.0 C80ZZ)) 

ABOUT TO APPLV «GRASP1 TO C8822 
C0822: («GRASP* #J0HN1 C0017) 

INFERRING: (*L0C* C0817 C002<i) 
ALSO GENERATING: (TIME C0027 C0019) 

JOHN HIT MARY 

((CAUSE ((»PROPEL* (#J0HN1) (C0035) 
(tfJOHNl) (WIARYD) (TIME  (C0038)) 
(UPHYSCONT* (C0035) OWIAffYl)) 
(TIME _ (00038))))) 

To illustrate how context can affect the 
mferrinc) of unspecified or missing 
'nformation, we use the following example: 
i,n  ßA,c^Scl up a  rock- He hit nary." 
Here. hEMORY nil I infer that it was the 
rock., rather than just John's fist, which 
caine into contact with Hary. in the 
MCM^nS6-0! the first line of this example. MEMORY infers that John simply ueed his 
hand. The second example will be an example 
where default world knowledge is used to 
specify hiissing information. In this example 
ail other subpropositions have been suppressed 

MEMORY spontaneously generates inferences. 

One inference from the first line is that 
a rock begins being in John's hand. 

Now MEMORY encounters the second thought. 

ira^c^JohrV,Drop<r!led Some Physical object (C0035,4£SS! himself to Mary, and this 
caused C0035 to be in physical contact with 
Mary. 
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C0043 

C8035:   NIL 

ASET: 
C8841i UPHY5C0NT* tt OTIARYl) 
C0033: (*PROPEL* #J0HN1 

WMARYl) 
n #J0HN1 

C0037: (UNSPECIFIED U) 
C803G: (ISA # C0033) 

RECENCY: 8783 

STARTING  INFERENCE QUEUE: 
((X   1.0 C0043)) 

UNSPECIFIED OBJECT(S)  DETECTED 
IN  C0039:    (»PROPEL* »J0HN1  C0035 

«JOHNl   «MARYD 
NG... 

(UNSPECIFIED C0035) 
(ISA C0035 C0033) 

SPECIFY 
PURGING 
PÜFGING 
MERGING 

C0017: 
C0035: 

C0017 
C0035 

(♦BREAK* .  HELLO) 

C0017:   NIL 

ASET: 
00027 
C0022 
C0018 

RECENCY: 

(*L0C* U  C002A) 
(»GRASP* #J0HN1 ft) 
(ISA # #R0CK) 

G383 

C00: NIL 

ASET: 
C0041:    (»PHYSCONT* U «MARYl) 
C0039:    (»PROPEL* #J0HN1   tt «J0HN1 

«tlARYD 
RECENCY:   9G50 

»PROCEED 
SPECIFIED RESULT: 

(»PROPEL* «JOHNl  C0017 «J0HN1 
«flARYD 

C0043   is  the structure representing 
second   input. 

this 

flEllüRY is about to begin inferencing. 
Ue interrupt the program briefly to 
examine the token uhich represents the 
(unspecified) object which John propelled 
toward Mary. The lack of specification 
was denoted bu the analyzer by the 
modi ficat ion SPEC (*U*). 

C003: i s the abstract concept for a 
physical object. This is the only feature 
the analyzer could infer about C0035 using 
its limited linguistic knowledge of "hit". 

Control is given back to the program. 
Inferences are begun for this input. 

Eventually, 
unspec i f i ed 
the inferenc 
of specifica 
moni tor. It 
molecule, 'n 
spec i f i ed i 
infers that 
the rock, be 
at the 11 me 
mercies C0035 
coalescing a 
into C0017. 

a pr 
ob je 
er. 

on 
cal I 
dica 
nos 
tha 
c JS 
Kav 
int 

I I k 

opo 
ct 
At 

i s 
s t 
tin 
sib 
ob j 
e i 

ing 
now 

sit ion containing this 
becomes the focus of 
that point, the unspecified 
detected by the inference 

he *PR0PEL* speci fier 
that C0035 is to be 

e. The specifier molecule 
ect was probably C0017, 
t was in John's hand 
specified C0035, riEMORY 

0017 (the rock), thus 
edge about the object 

Ue again interrupt MEMORY to examine the 
C001/ and C0035 just before the merge. 

C9017 Is the rock which John was holding. 
C0024 is John's hand. C0027 was an inferen 
which arose from the first line. 

ce 

C0C35 is the unspecified object John 
brought into physical contact with Maru. 
Notice that the (UNSPECIFIED H)   has been 
removed before merging. Notice also that 
C003B'5 ISA relation with #nHYS0BJ has been 
purged, since C0017 is already known to be 
a rock, which ISA «PHYSOBJ. 

Control is returned to the program. The 
specified object now appears In all structures 
which referenced its unspecified token, since 
the merge process replaces internal pointers. 
Homing been specified, this proposition 
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C0017i   NIL 

A5ET: 

C8047i   (IDENTIFIES U C0835) 
C8033:    (*PROPEL* «JOHNl  U «JOHN1 

tfMARYl) 
C0841:    UPHY3C0NT* « #MARY1) 
reo:?:  (*LOC« « caer^) 
rnnt^     !*C'RASP*   //JOHN!   #) 
COOlS:    (ISA  # #ROCK) 

RECENCY:   9GB0 

C0035i   NIL 

ASET: 

SAVEDS^T: ,1DENTIFIES C0017 ^ 
(«PHYSCONT* tt #nARYl) 

RECENC??PNIL #J0HN1 # #J0HN1 #riARV1) 

Mill lead to other Infarancaa via *K 

inference molecule for »PROPEL*.     n0r,ral 

This 
only is C0035 after the merge. Notice its 

occurrence set (ASET) member  B 
identity relatron uith C0817  Al 
members of its ASET were de- 
(unl 
save 

this 
other 

act i vated 
mked from  the rest  of  MEMORY)    and 
d under   the property SAVIDASET! 

C0047:    (IDENTIFIES C0017 00035)"'"" 

RECENCY:   %50 

RSSJ' STRENGTH! 0-95 

C6033:    (*PR0PEL* //J0HN1  C0017 #J0HN1 
^r>^-, wMARYl) 

I5EEN^NiL'*LOC*C0017C00::4, 

is   the This 
SP',C 
preservat ion 

identity relation  which   the 
f.cat.on process created.   Notice   the 

and C0027.   InlnS  ^.reas.oning:_C0839 
be   '' ^he rock C0017 The object C0035 must 
U *llzr* LWU  brause John propelled 
It, ana he was holding C0017 at the  mp " 
They are not visable. but there Irl  o rAur 
tin>e predications on both C0027 Ind C0039 se 
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In this example, the missing second actor in the sentence "John bought some milk" is 

specified, using default knowledge in this case, as a grocery store (personified).   Notice how the 

IDENTIFY_MERGE changes all references to the newly specified entity, and how "Milk is a f jod" is 

supplied as a reason for deciding upon "grocery store." 

JOHN BOUGHT  SOME MILK 

((DUALCAU5E   (UATRAN5*   IÄJ0HN1) 
(C0828)   (tfJOHUl)   (08038))   (TldE 

(C8833)))    ((»ATRANS*   (C8838) 
TC003G)    (CO0.30)    («JOHND) 
(TIME  _   (C0033))))) 

C00AZ 

STARTING  INFERENCE QUEUE: 
((X  1.0 C8042)) 

UNSPECIFIED OBJECT(S)   DETECTED  IN 
C00Ü0:    (*ATRANS* C8033 C883G C8830 

«J0HN1) 
SPECIFYING. . . 
PURGING: (UNSPECIFIED 08838) 
PURGING: 'ISA C8038 «PERSON) 
MERGINGi 

C0054:   C0854 
C0030:   C0030 

(♦BREAK*  .   HELLO) 

C0030:   NIL 

ASET; 
C0848:    (»ATRANS* ft C883G ff «JOHN!) 
C0038:    (*ATRANS* #J0HN1  C8828 

#J0HN1  ft) 
RECENCY;   721G 

C0054:   NIL 

ASET: 
C085G:    (UNSPECIFIED M) 
C0855:    (ISA « tfGROCERYSTORE) 

RECENCY:   NIL 

»PROCEED 
(»BREAK*  .   HELLD) 

This  example demonstrates  how  HEMORY's 
default  knowledge of  normality   is  used 
to  specify missing   information.   Here, 
John's buying milk   is  represented  as 
a double causal:   John cjives  someone   some 
money and   that  person   in   turn  ciives  John 
some milk.   MEflORY's   job   is   to  predict 
who   the  missing person   is. 

Again,   other  subpropositions have  been 
suppressed   for   this  example. 

Inferences  are  generated 
someone   (C0830)   ATRANSed 
becomes  the  focus of   the 
that  point,   CmSd's   lack 
detected,   and   the  *ATRANS 
i s  called   to   f iI I    in   the 
in C80A0.   The  specifier   n 
the  object  off   the ATRANS 
in   the  absence of  context 
C0038   is  some grocery  sto 
content   to personify  such 
although   this   is admitted 
is the  (newly-created)   to 
the  qrocery  store.    It   is 
merged  wlth C0038. 

Eventua My,    that 
John  some  milk 
inferencer.   At 
of   spec i f i c i ty   is 
*  speci f i er   mo I ecu Ie 
actor   (and   donor) 
olecule   sees   that 

i s   some   food,    so, 
predicts   that 

re.   MEMORY   is   qui te 
things  as   stores, 

ly  sloppy.   C0054 
ken  represent i ng 
about   to  be 

Ue   interrupt  MEIIORY   to   see  C0030  and  C0054 
just  before  the merge. 

Notice   that,   even   though MEMORY  has   specified 
C00Ö0 as  some grocery  store,   UHICH  grocery 
store   it   is   is  still   unknown. 

MEMORY proceeds with  the  merge.   Ue  again 
interrupt   it   to  see   the  merged  result,   C0054. 

H^e   is  the merge result. 
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C0854: NIL 

ASET: 
C0857: (IDENTIFIES tt  C00 301 
09035: (»ATRANS* «J0HN1 

#JOHNl #) 
C0028 

C0040: (»ATRANS« tt  C003G ft  «JOHND 
C0056: (UNSDECIFIED tt) 
C0055: (ISA # «GROCERYSTDRF) 

RECENCY: 7216 

C0030:   NIL 

ASET: 
L0057:    (IDENTIFIES C0054 tt) 

SAVEDASET: 
(*ATRANS* tt  C003G tt  #JOHNl) 
(*ATRANS* #J0HN1 C0028 «JOHN1 tt) 

RECENCY: NIL 

C00S7: (IDENTIFIES C0054 C0030) 

RECENCY: 25G50 
TRUTH: T. STRENGTH: 1.0 
REASONS: 

C0040:    (*ATRANS* C005'»  C003G C0054 
#J0HN1) 

C0037:    (ISA C00'JG »MILK) 
10189: (ISA «MILK «FOOD) 

I SEEN: NIL 

»PROCEED 

SPECFI ED RESULT: 
UATRANS* C0054 C003G C0054 «JOHNl 1 

UNSPECIFIED OBJECT(S)   DETECTED  IN 
C0038:    (»ATRANS* «JOHN1  C0028 #JÜHN1 

C0054) 
SPECIFYING... 
NO RESULTS 

APPLYING   INF MOLECULE *ATRANS« TO 
C0038:    (*ATRANS* #JOHNl  C0028 «JOHNl 

C0054) 

Here   is  the previously unspecified ATRANSer 
of milk  to John.   It  has been  unlinked   from 
the rest  of MEMORY,   identified,   and  had   its 
occurrence set  saved. 

He nere is the identity relation between the 
grocery store. C0054, and C0030. Notice 
the reasons nEMORY has recorded to iustifu 
this identity: that the ATRANS event occur 
and that its object uas #niLK, 
#F00D 

which is 
red, 

MEMORY proceeds with inferencing, using 
this newly-specified object. 

Sc/iewhat later, the r•..-:■ ATRANS action 
reaches the inferp'-.3 monitor. This time 
it is detected '.iiat UHICH grocery store 
it was is stii' unknown. However, since 
ther'j is -o .ew information, no further 
sperificat ion results. 

Inferencing proceeds 
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5.5 CAUSALITY 

Causality is perhaps the single most important notion to a conceptual memory, because it 

not only pervades language, but it is one very clear domain in which it is necessary to apply a 

detailed model c< the world in order to comprehend.   In chapter 2, we saw how causality and 

conditional causality are represented in the Conceptual Dependency framework. But, as we will 

see, there are many central tasks in the memory which are based upon conceptual causals, and 

these tasks are not immediately apparent from the issues of representing causality. Rather, they 

have to do with explaining causal relationships in terms of other world knowledge. 

Before describing the two inference classes most closely related to the notions of causality 

and conditional causality, it will be useful to examine the possible kinds of information that can 

be related in a meaningful way by the causal relations 

/  \ /  \ 
and 

Two descriptive schemes are relevant to this purpose: 

1. a "syntax" of structurally allowable causal forms at the level of conceptual 
representation of an utterance, and 

2. a "syntax" of what can meaningfully be connected by causal relations, relative to a 
model of causality in the world 

The set defined by (2) will be a subset of that defined by (1). 

Why bother with the form of causals at all' The answer is an important one, because it 

concerns a crucial task of conceptual processing: the fillmg-in of an implied sequence of causal 

relationships where only one has been stated. Human language users do this when decoding the 

meaning of each utterance they perceive. Likewise, from the standpoint of generating language, 

people rarely make exokit the blow-by-blow details of the causality aspects of what they 

communicate, since they can safely assume the hearer will be able to fill in the missing pieces. 

When he cannot justify the communicated causal in terms of smaller cause-effect units in his 

model, the hearer stops and asks "how is that?" On the other hand, whrn he can explain the 

intervening causal steps, making them exolicit will draw out and touch many other underlying 

concepts. 
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It is important 10 explain language causality in terms of model 
causality.   To do this, it iss necessary to distinguish between 
causality as people use it in language, and causality which actually 
occurs in the world. 

5.5 1 CAUSALITY COMMUNICATED BY LANGUAGE AND CAUSAL CrlAIN EXPANSION 

The memory receives a wide variety of causal relatiO'-.nips from the analyzer which the 

analyzer detects explicitly or infers from the conceptual content of linguistic structures in 

sentences it hears. However, the analyzer is hearing people's versions of causality, and is thus 

compelled to produce a conceptual analysis using these versions.   Unfortunately, the only 

guarantee on these causal relationships is that th^y obey the syntactic relationships permissible 

for causals in the repiesentationu! formalism. That is these permissible forms occur conceptually 

m what people say, and thus must be analyzed by the conceptual analyzer.   These are 

enumerated, with examples of each, in Fig. 5-8. 

(a)   STATE     <H  STATE 

(d)   ACTION  <s  ACTION 

(g)   CAUSAL   <3  CAUSAL 

(b)   STATE    <= ACTION 

(e)   ACTION <a STATE 

(h)   CAUSAL <= STATE 

(c! STATE <= CAUSAL 

(f) ACTION <= CAUSAL 

(I)   CAUSAL  <=E ACTION 

(a) "John wants   to  go because he   is  depressed." 
(b) "John went   tieoiuse he uas happy. " 
(c) "John kicked Bill   because he was  mad.'' 
(cl) "flary cried because Bill  ate   the  cookie." 
(e) "lary was  hurt  because John hit   ler." 
(f) "John threw  the ball  because Bill   told him  to." 
(g) "Mary kissed John because he hit  Bill." 
(h) "John was  aggravated because Bill   and Mary swapped  toys." 
(i) "Mary cried because John killed   the plant." 

Figure 5-8. Representable causal forms. 

There is no guarantee, however, that the conceptual information conveyed by the stated 

causal makes any immediate sense, relative to the model's ability to explain causality in the world 

which it models. To emphasize the potential disparity between what can easily be represented by 

the conceptual analyzer, and */hat can easily be explained in terms of smaller cause-effect units 

in the model, consider the sentence 

John killed flary by giving Bill   a banana. 
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which is analyzed as follows: 

JOHN <===> ATRANS 
/  \ t 

IR 

MARY HEALTH 

-- BANANA 

—- BILL 

 JOHN 

■18 

Outside of very peculiar contexts, a human language user would certainly be hard-pressed 

to make sense of this. Although the conceptualization is syntactically correct according to the 

representational formalism, it makes no direct sense because the causal relation is being used to 

stand for an entire sequence of unstated causal relations. To fill in this sequence of missing 

cau^als us.ng world causality knowledge is a very important aspect of understanding. I will call it 

causal chain expansion. 

A less nonsensical example of causal chain expansion is illustrated by the utterance "Mary's 

tears flowed because she knew her lover John had drunk some poison", whose underlying 

meaning is represented by the graph shown in Fig. 5-9. 

MARY  <53=> IIFEEL ----- LOVE 
t t 

JOHN 
A 

■■• JOHN 

-  MARY 

MOUTH - 

STOMACH — 

D \/ 
NGEST 
t 

o 

val              part 
<»»»».«.»> riLOC •.—- LTH MARY 

PO SON 

flARY <-- = >   INGEST 
t 
ID 

Figure 5-9. 

-- FLUID 

—> L(?) 

<— EYE 
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The goal is to ingrain in the memory (a) the awareness to recognize that every causal must 

be reconciled with the memory's knowledge of causality, and (b) the ability to explain each 

causal, and recognize when it has and has not been explained. In this example, we would like an 

expansion similar to (hat shown in Fig. 5-10 to be achieved. In the banana example, we would like 

the memory to respond "How did that happen?" 

JOHN <- = >   INGEST »---- POISON 
/  \        T 

ID    -— STOMACH 
(1) P 

*■— nOUTH 

POISON <ae = > LOG STOnAGH »------ JOHN 

(2) 

JOHN <»«E=ä= 
M-a 

HEALTH       <EB£5g£S£B3> MLOG ----- LTfl -----. riARY 

(31 

MARY <= 

(4) 

/ \ 
JOY 

Y-a 

MARY <—.> INGEST —-- FLUIC 

—» L 

— EYE 

Figure 5-10. 

5.5.1.1 "SHOULD", "OUGHT TO", ETC. AND CAUSAL CHAIN EXPANSION 

One very common langjage source of underlying causality which requires expansion into 

underlying causal chains involves the notions "should", "ought to", "better", "have to", and related 

concepts. One of two conceptual forms nearly always underlies these notions, and the central link 

in both is a causal. Consider the sentence "I think I should give Bill the bike" (Fig. 5-11). 
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I   < = = ., ATRAN5 •—- BIKE 
/  \ t 

IR     ---. BILL 

c.f       ~" *■—   i 

F(?) BENEFIT 

HLOC 

X+d 

vai 
LTn 
t 

part 

I   < = , = > ATRANS >-—- BIKE 
/  S t 

IR    —• BILL 

c.f      "~ *■—   I 
va I 

<SSE£=====> riLOC . LTM 

part 

P(?) BENEFIT 
x-a 

Figure 5-11. 

The central issue of understanding these forms is to fill in one of the two paths which 

explains (a) why an action can lead to someone's benefit, or (b) why an inaction can i?ad to 

someone's detriment. Notice that a successful expansion of the causal involved in one of these 

two underlying meanings of "should" can help select which underlying meaning is most 

appropriate, based on a knowledge of causality in the world. It can also provide mfoimation 

which will allow a specifier molecule to fill in the missing recipient of the benefit, P (or the P who 

averts some sort of loss). 

These observations about causal chain expansion lead to the principle; 

Every incoming causal must be suspected of conveying an entire 
unstated causal chain. 

Section 5.5.4 describes how causal chain expansion occurs in the program. I will conclude 

this section with a "causal transition diagram" outlining the memory's "naive psychology" of cause 

and effect explanations in the world. Fig. 5-12 shows the types of causal transitions I would like 

the memory to adhere to in expanding causal chains relative to its model of the world. 
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UT 

'PSTATE!" 
| P-STATECHANGE | 
+ + 

T 
(2) 

(3) TZT 

n-STATE.   : 
| n-STATECHANGE | 
+ + 

 t 

I ACTION | 
+ + 

t 

(8) 

(5) 
(B) 

UANT 
n-STATE. 

N-STATECHANGE 
+  

UANT 
P-STATE. 

P-STATECHANGE 
+ + 

EXAflPLES: 

(7) 

'1) "The sunshine melted the ice." 
(Z) "Mary is sad because John is dead." 
(3) "John's hitting nary hurt her." 
(4) "Pete knous John is here because Bill told him so." 
(5) "John hit Bill because he uanted him to be hurt." 
(G) "Mary wanted Bill to die because she uas angry at him. 
(7) "Knowing that Bill hit John angered nary." 
(8) "nary went to the party because she uas depressed." 

Figure 5-12. Causality in the memory. 

5.5.2 RESULTATIVE AND CAUSATIVE INFERENCES 

sample:    John hit Mary with a rock. 
Mary was hurt. 
John was probably mad at Mary. 
Mary may have become mad at John. 

«ample:    Mary gave John a car. 
Mary doesn't have "ne car anymore. 
John has the car. 

sample:    John told Mary he saw Bill yesterday. 
Mary knows that John saw Bill yesterday. 

sample:    Mary was supposed to help John Tuesday. 
She didn't do it. 
She felt guilty. 

If it can be said of any one class of conceptual mferonce, the workhorf.es of understanding 
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by mterencmg are those inferences which predict and explain cause and effect relations (a) 

within a single utterance and (b) among many utterances, or sentences in a story. Let us call 

those which predict the cause of some structure in the memory causative inferences, those which 

predict the effects (results) of some memory structure, resultative inferences  Since they are, 

roughly speaking, "inverses" of each other, they will be described together in this section. 

The conclusion of the previous section is that people spend a major portion of "thought 

time" trying to explain, justify or predict the causes and effects of everything they perceive, 

from both linguistic and sensory stimuli. Watching the magician, we become quite disturbed when 

we cannot explain cause and effect. To know what causes state-; of the world to come about, 

what causes people to act, and what influence specific actions exert on the world lies at the 

heart of our ability to comprehend and use language. Because of this, resultative and causative 

inferences constitute two very strong "dimensions" in the spontaneous inference space. 

5.5.2.1 RESULTATIVE INFERENCES 

The problem of explaining cause and effect is the following: given a state or action which 

has occurred in the world, what CAUSEd it, and what did it in turn CAUSE in the particular 

context m which it existed or occurred? In general, there will be many factors which, considered 

together, explain the cause of something, or predict the effects it will have. Some cause-effect 

relations are quite simple, involving only one factor, whereas others are quite complex and 

involve large numbers of factors.  For example, an extremely simple resultative inference which 

invariably arises with very high likelihood from a TRANS action is that the TRANSed entity begins 

existing at the location to which the TRANS occurred. Thus, if Mary gives Bill the book, Bill 

begins having the book and Mary ceases having the book. These two resultative inferences rely 

on just one antecedant; the booi^ was ATRANSed (Fig. 5-13). 

MARY  <-«> ATRANS -—- BOOK 
t 

— JOHN 

— MARV 

tf-x                val 
BOOK  <=-==>  POSS  hARY 

t S^X V3I 
BOOK  <====> POSS   JOHN 

Figure 513. Two very simple resultative inferences. 
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However, to illustrate a more complex resjltative inference, consider the reaction to "Baby 

Billy threw his top at the cat" in the context of Baby Billy's mother having seen him do it, and 

having previously told him not to do it. Among other simpler ones (the cat gets hurt, for 

example), we would like the memory to recognize the likelihood of Billy's mother becoming angry 

because of his action, and hence becoming angry at him. 

5.5.2.2 CAUSATIVE/RESULTATIVE INFERENCES, "CAUSE" AND "REASONS" 

This example typifies most complex resultative inferences: although the inference is 

triggered by just one other unit of information (Billy's kicking), the tnggermg at that point is 

only possible because all the other requisite conditions for the resultctive inference already 

existed at the time the triggering information was perceived. These more complex resultative 

inference are frequently called "belief patterns". The relation between the triggering information 

and the other contributing factors is shown in Fig. 5-14. 

By convention, when a resultative inference for a complex pattern such as this is triggered 

(detected and generated by an inference molecule), the information structure which triggered it 

is said to have CAUSEd the structure which is the product of the resultative inference. In the 

example above, this means that Billy's mother's anger was directly CAUSEd by his kicking.   But in 

addition, to preserve the surrounding circumstances (antecedants) whose existence permitted the 

tnggermg, those circumstances are recorded as the REASONS for R's existence. Thus, if we ask 

the memory "What is likely to have happened'", it has enough information to make the response: 

"Billy's mother probably became angry at Billy because he kicked the cat, she knew he did it, and 

she had told him not to do it." 
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triggering   *-^ 
information       5i 

(PROPEL »BILLY 

resultat i ve 
i nference 

REASONS 

,(NEGCHANGE mother  DANGER)   -- 

HTRANS fl * EYE CP) 

resultat i ve 
inference 

(CAUSE  * *) 

^ 

resuI tat i ve 
inference made 
ear I i er 

'(MFEEL mother »ANGER »BILLY) -- 

* CPmother) 

(MTRANS mother  *v CPmother  CPbilly) 

"Don* t   dn   it." 

other  contributing 
factors 

Figure 5-14. The relations among causative/resultative 
inferences, REASONS and CAUSE. 

Toe resultative inference class is very broad, very useful, and vital to other kinds of 

conceptual inferences.   Since we will see many examples of resultative inferences throughout 

other sections, I will not undertake more examples here. 

5.5.2.3 CAUSATIVE INFERENCES 

Causative inferences are in general less easy to predict than resultative inferences.   This is 

m part because language tends to emphasize how the world moves forward, and this is the 

domain of resultative inferences. It is also partly because many actions and states in the world 

are caused by people, and discovering their intentions is not always easy. Because of this, 

section 5.6 which deals with motivation and intentionality will account for a large class of 

causative inferences. 

However, there are many causative inferences which can be made rather easily, and which 

can contribute to understanding in important ways. To make them is to draw out new information 

and touch new concepts; hence they should be spontaneously generated in as much proliferation 

as is possible. 

Consider the examples: 
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1. ftary has the diamond ring. 
2. The plastic doll melted rapidly. 
3. John went to the store. 
4. flary uas mad at John. 

These are cases where it is possible and quite useful to make causative inferences.   From (1) it 

highly likely that the cause of Mary's having the ring is that someone ATRANSed it to her. If the 

memory makes this inference, it will draw into the picture the question of who ATRANSed it to 

her-, to discover this might be important to the larger understanding of this utterance, and it 

would be missed entirely if the causative ATRANS inference is not made. Similarly for (2): what Is 

likely to be causing the doll to melt9 One likely explanation is that it is near something very hot. 

But this possibly means that someone PTRANSed it there (another causative inference). To draw 

all this probabilistic information out increases the chances of relating (2) to other information, 

say m a story. And if it does not, this is an important cue that to understand (2) might require 

some special processing by some higher level heuristics.   That is, it can help to discover what 

might be a potentially interesting lack to which to devote some goal- directed processing. 

(3) above is an example of causality which can be explained in terms of an actor's probable 

intentions.   In (4) a very likely and useful causative inference is that John did something which 

caused some sort of NEGCHANGE (directly or indirectly) to Mary. To infer this as a causative 

inference is to draw out this 'ac\ in which an UNSPECIFIED action is predicted to have occurred. 

This will eventually be detected by the DO specifier molecule which will attempt to specify this 

missing action. If, for example, utterance (4) occurs in the environment 

John had painted   the kitchen cabinets black. 
Mary was mad at him. 

the specifier molecule could tentatively    fer that it was this action which had angered Mary. On 

the other hand, if the specification is not possible by the heuristics in the DO inference molecule, 

the memory at least has the basis at that point for asking the question "What did he do?". 

Without the causative inference, this would not be drawn out. 
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5.5.2.4 MAKE THEM ALL! 

In general, it will be possible to make more than one causative and more than one 

resultative inference from a structure. When this is the case, they all should be made. Recall that 

it is the goal of inferencmg to establish as many points of contact in inference space as possible. 

To do this, there must be considerable breadth. Otherwise, things which are seemingly 

unimportant in most contexts might be squelched in some contexts in which they were of 

extreme importance. Since it is the goal of conceptual inferencmg to make these discoveries, the 

memory cannot safely suppress things at this low cognitive level. 

5.5.3 LANGUAGE-COMMUNICATED CANCAUSE RELATIONS 

There is always at best only a fine distinction between what is process and what is data  In 

the memory, i have chosen to encode as much inferential knowledge about the world as possible 

in the form of executable LISP procedures wh,ch I have called inference molecules. These 

processes which generate inferences can be made arbitrarily sensitive to context simply by 

having them perform enough tests for the presence or absense of other information in the 

memory which could affect the nature of the inferences they generate. 

But how is the memory to encode highly specific patterns of inference which come and go 

with the passage of time' Specifically, how can very specific, often transitory, CANCAUSE 

information which has been communicated by language exert an influence on the generally 

programmed control structure I am proposing' For instance, if Mary tells John that to possess 

a catcher's mitt would make her happy (Fig. 5-15). how can this knowledge augment the less 

transitory inferences the memory can already make about acts of PQSSessing in general (that is. 

those which are already encoded as process in inference molecules)? Clearly, if there existed 

effective algorithms for mapping data patterns into programs which could test for those patterns 

we could manifest the entire inference c .pabilty of the memory m inference molecules. New 

(language-communicated) inferences could bo mapped from their data form into chunks of code in 

the appropriate inference molecules (POSS, PGSCHANGE in this example). There, they would exert 

their influence in the same way as all other "original" .nferences. 
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val 
CATCHER'S <=H = > POSS MARY 

niTT        /  \ 

c.f 

HARY JOY 
x+a 

Figure 5-15. Having a catcher's mitt would mak'e Mary happy. 

I 

I 
i 

But there are two problems with this. First, we don't yet know enough about procedures 

which transform descriptions of processes (a fairly simple inference in this case) into procedures 

which implement those processes (an inference atom in this case).   Second, many of the specific 

inference patterns communicated by language are extremely fleeting, and it is not clear that they 

should be framed in the same relatively static procedural knowledge of the world as more 

universally applicable inferences. The example of Fig. 5-15 is a case in point; as soon as Mary 

gets a catcher's mitt, this inference is no longer of much utility, and even if she doesn't get one, 

the validity of the pattern may fade rapidly with time. For these reasons, it is desirable that the 

memory have the ability to use data-based CANCAUSE patterns to augment the basic inference 

capability in causative and resultative inference molecules. 

In order to maKe the process of generating a causative or resultative inference sensitive to 

CANCAUSE data patterns, the inference monitor must, in addition to applying the appropriate 

inference molecule to each structure S from which it is to generate inferences, also perform a 

search for information of the forms 

(CANCAUSE S X)    (to discover  resultative   inferences) 

(CANCAUSE  Y S)    (to discover  causative   inferences) 

If the first form can be found, then the resultative inference, )'., can be generated; if the second 

form can be found, the causative inference, Y, can be generated. Of course, there may be several 

applicable CANCAUSE structures; if so all should be applied. 

There are currently no heuristics for selectively "deactivating" a language-communicated 
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CANCAUSE structure after having used it one or more times. That is, if Mary does receive a 

catcher's mitt, are we justified in tagging the CANCAUSE structure of Fig. 5-15 as "USED", noting 

that .t probably won't be useful again? Indeed, having used a CANCAUSE structure such as this 

once, it is perhaps more to the point to deactivate it and generate another CANCAUSE structure 

which would indicate that, should Mary recede anothti mitt, she will probably say "Thanks, but I 

already have one." There are many problems with knowing what to do with this kind of 

CANCAUSE information after it has been used one or several times. I have not pursued them. 

5.5.4 IMPLEMENTING CAUSAL CHAIN EXPANSION 

We have enough now to describe the process of causal chain expansion.   Language- 

communicated c u,sals, (CAUSE Cl C2) or (CANCAUSE Cl C2), are detected in the input during 

inferencing by the CAUSE inference molecule. For reai-world events de. there is some concrete 

time aspect associated with the causal relation itself, or, equivalent^, with Cl and C2), the 

CAUSE inference molecule places Cl and C2 on the inference queue, then calls the service 

function RECORD_CAUSAL, which places the pair (C1.C2) en a global list, ICAUSALS. 

Conceptual causal configurations of the form 

A X  < = ä£ = = = =  Y X  <»»■.■  Y 

Y  <■>■■■■■ Z Z    <5S==£==    U 

e 

(that is, something causing a causal, a causal causing something, or a causal causing another 

causal) are detected by RECORD.CAUSAL as special cases.   This is a heuristic which is mad 

necessary by the language use of causals, as cases c,f,g,h,i of Fig. 5-8 illustrated. Conceptual 

forms like this will arise for which the expanded causal explanation might have the respective 

forms: 

X     ESI   ...   <aee   Y  <SBS   ...   <■■■   Z 

for the first two forms, and 

X  <3s=   ...   <s==  Y  <===   ...   <=== z <===   ...   <===  U 
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for the third form. That is, in addition to the existence of a path from Y-Z in the first form, X-V in 

the second, and X-Y and Z-W in the third, there might also exist longer paths from X-Z in the 

first and second forms, and from X-W in the third form.   Hence, to understand these three forms 

these longer paths must also be explained. 

Having recorded these language-communicated causals and placed Cl and C2 on the 

inference queue, inference spheres will begin to expand around Cl and C2 (in parallel, and along 

with many other structures on the inference queue). And in particular, this expansion will include 

causative and resultative inferences from Cl and C2. If an explicable causal path exists between 

language-communicated causals, then some causative inference path on C2's sphere will 

eventually intersect with some resultative inference path on Cl's sphere. 

Recall that as each new inference (of any theoretical type) is generated it is evaluated for 

confirmation, contradiction or augmentation. At some point some inference lying on a resultative 

chain from Cl will confirm (match) some inference lying on a causative chain from C2. Since this 

interseci.on is detected by the inference evaluator, which is part of the inference monitor, this 

function must always be aware of pending "causals" on !CAUSALS. This means that for each 

confirmation which arises as the result of a causative or resultative inference, causal chains in 

both directions away from this confirmation point must be scanned in order to detect whether 

one m the causative direction matches some left member on ICAUSALS and one in the resultative 

direcHon matches the corresponding right member. 

When this occurs, the structures which, when matched, established the point of contact 

between Cl' resultative line and C2"s causative line are merged into one structure, S, thus 

completing a causal chain between Cl and C2.  In addition, (C1.C2) is removed from ICAUSALS, 

the association; 

(S Cl  C2) 

is placed on another list, !EXPANDED_CAUSALS, which simply maintains a record of successful 

causal chain expansions. At the end of all inferencing, the list ICAUSALS provides an important 

source of MEMORY-gene^ated questions for those causal chains which could not be explained. 

It should be clear that there is httle goal direction to this process. Since the theory I a m 
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proposing predicts that a human language user automatically performs these hrge expansions in 

inference space, the process of causal expansion is scarcely more than an important byproduct 

of the expansion. But is a very important one, and failures to explain causals at this 

"subconscious" level provide motivation to higher level processes which might attempt special 

neuristic analysis to explain causal chains. 

555 ANOTHER TASK RELATED TO LANGUAGE USE OF CAUSALITY 

There is another aspect of the language use of conceptual causals which has not been 

addressed in the current implementation of the theory, but which deserves mention.   It is this: 

conceptual causals are frequently used not to convey causality between the two events they 

apfwt to relate, but rather to convey the cause of the speaker's belief \ha\ an event occurred. 

For example, "John must have come because his car is here" v  11 be analyzed conceptually as 

shown m the left of Fig. 5-16. However, one potential meaning, which we would like the memory 

to be able to discover, is shown in the right of Tig. 5-16: "The reason the speaker believes John 

came is because John's car is here." 

va I 
CAR <BBS>  FOSS  JOHN 

t 
A val 

CAR <===> LOG  "HERE" 
/ \ 

JOHN  < = = = >  PTRANS »-—   JOHN 
t 

--  "HERE" 

-- L(?l 

val 
CAR <E= = > ROSS JOHN 

t 
i                         va I 

CAR <sfiE> LOG < "HERE" 

JOHN 
A 

p 

\/ 
PTRANS - 

t 
I o 

JOHN 

Figure 5-16. 

-  "HERE' 

•- L   (?) 

val 
MLOC  *■ LTh 

t 
part 

SPEAKER 
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5.5.6 PRESERVING CAUSAL CONNECTIVITY 

sample:    John kicked the dog. 
The dog bit John. 

sample:    John's hitting Mdry pleased Bill. 

sample:    John rubbed Marys sore back. 
She kissed him. 

I 

The memory must do more than simply generate resultative and 
causative inferences.   Jt must also make explicit the underlying 
causal relations themselves. 

There are many inferences which are triggered by some state of the world, but which 

require in addition to the existence of the state, information about what caused that state to 

exist. There are other inferences which rely on explicit information about what caused what in 

order to predict actors' intentions.   These are two of several reasons why the memory needs to 

preserve causality relations as explicit structures. 

Consider the second sample sentence above: "John's hitting Mary pleased Bill.", whose 

underlying conceptual representation is shown in Fig. 5-17. Among other things, we would like 

one of the memory's potential responses in suitable contexts: to be "Why doesn't Bill like Mary?". 

That is, it will be insightful to discover how we can get from the original utterance to this 

question, regardless of whether such a response is actually ever generated. I will show here the 

processing which underlies a response of this sort. 

JOHN < = ==> PROPEL —-•   HAND JOHN 
/ \ T 

ID     !---» MARY 

i —-  JOHN 

P 

BILL 
/  \ 

: = =■ = = = = £ = = = = = = = = = = = = 

part                                              val 
JOHN  HAND <as=> PHYSCONT .- MARY 

Fienre 5-17. 

t JOY 

K+a 
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In thic utterance we must ask the question "Wny war. Bill pieced''" The chances are that it 

was neither John's act of PROPELIing nor the PMYSCONT, nor even the entire causal relationship 

(the fact that his propelling caused a physical contact). Rather, what actually caused Bill's 

pleasure was likely to have oeen some other inferred result of this conceptualization, namely 

that Mary became hurt; 

(NEGCHANGE  «MARY ÖPSTATE) 

That is, although the NEGCHANGE is only an inferred result of this utterance, it's importance to 

explaining Bill's pleasure is foremost. 

The memory must therefore realize that, when an event is stated t". have caused a 

sfatechange of some person on some scale, it is quite possible that -v.     he event itseif, but 

rather some other inferrable result of the event was in reality the cause of the statechange. In 

order to do this, the memory must keep track of possible causals of this nature; it would not be 

a  .eptable to forget that 'NEGCHANGE aMA^Y »PSTATE) (having arisen from the input) might in 

fact be the cause of Bill's pleasure. Were this to happen, the belief pattern (causative inference); 

X undergoes a NEGCHANGE on some scale 
CAL'SEs 

Y to undergo a POSCHANGE on the JOY scale 
implies that 

Y has a negative relationship with X 

wou;d never be accessed. That is, Bill's POSCHANGE has added significance when it has 

been CAUSEd by Mary's NEGCHANGE. Without remembering its cause, an important inference 

about Bill and Mary's relationship would be altogether missed. This is illustrated in Fig. 5-18. 
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(NEGCHANGE «HARY «PSTATE 

1 
resuI tat i ve 
infefences 

<   ...   > 

<   . . ,   > 

(POSCHANGE «BILL »JOY) 

(CAUSE « *) 

) 

(CAUSE ♦ *)   ) ^ (MFEEL »BILL WEGEnOTION WIARY) 

Dy remember ing  uhy  Bill 
became  happy,   and  using 
the  reason  to  generate 
inferences,   an   important 
red]ct ion about  Bill   and 
ary's  relation  can  be   made, R 

Figure 5-18. Inferences which are based on causal relations. 

Thi«. is very general principle: 

The significance of ANY information can be highly dependent 
upon HOW that information came into existence -- its 
surrounding causal environment. 

Two other examples are: "The hammer had come to rest on the vase. John had flung it 

across the room." and "Mary gave John a tool he had been wanting." In the first example, the 

first sentence communicates a PHYSCONT relat.on. However, the result of such a relation Is hard 

to assess in the absence of information about how it came about. When we discover in the next 

line that it was a fairly ■ porous PROPEL, the 

(CAUSE   (PROPEL  . . .)(PHYSCONT  ...)) 

information makes possible the prediction that the vase may have been broken as the result of a 

PHYSCONT m this causal context. From the utterance "Mary gave John the tool he had been 

wanting" a probable resultative inference is that John experiences a POSCHANGE in JQY. If the 

memory were not to remember that it was Marys action which caused this POSCHANGE, it would 

not be possible to apply the crucial pattern; "people usually MFEEL a positive emotion toward 

people who cause them POSCHANGES", thus inferring that John started feenn a positive emotirn 

toward Mary. 
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I will label this carrying-atong of causal information with every causative or resultative 

inference with the ominous title: causal connectivity preservation. Adherence to this principle 

mean^, that 

Anytime a causative or resultative inference is generated, its causal 
relation to the information from which it was generated must be 
t,renerakd k.t<\ stored as well. 

Furthermore, the REASONS associated with the explicit CAUSE structure thus generated are 

those ether information structures in the memory which were used by the inference molecule to 

generate the resultative or causative inference. Fig. 5-19 illustrates this; because Mary gave 

John something he wanted, he experiences a poschang«. and because Mary was responsible for 

this poschange, he MFEELs a positive emotions tow aro her. 

'is   the   tool   which  Mary  gave  John,   and  which   satisfies 
the   conceptual   features  of   T which   is   the   tool   John wanted. 

Figure 5-19. How REASONS. CAUSE, resultative and causative inferences are related. 
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In this, example, we assume Mary doesn't like Bill very much. In this context, the memory 

receives the conceptual graph underlying "Mary kissed John because he hit Bill" (Fig. 5-20), in 

which there are three language causals which the memory must explain in terms of its knowledge 

of causality. I have suppressed the two less important ccusal expansions and have focused on 

the mam one; how could John's hitting action have caused Mary to kiss John9 The particular path 

discovered in this example i;. six memory structures long, involving five intervening causals. Fig. 

5-21. shows the path, as it would be decnbeo In English, and we will have a look at the internal 

structures at the end of the computer example. 

(C) 
o 

JOHN < = ==> PROPEL <-— K? 
/ \    t 

ID 

(A) 

X? 

--. BILL 

-- JOHN 

riARY < —.> DO 
/ \ 

(B) 

<!■■■■■! ■:E = = E = E = = S = = 

PHVSCONT 
vai 

BILL 
val 

PS <■■■> PHYSCONT <- JOHN 
(D) 

part 

MARY 

Figure 5-20. Mary kissed John becaues he hit Bill. 
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WORKING "FORWARD". GENERATING 
RESULTAT IVE INFERENCES FROM 
THE PROPEL UNDERLVING "HIT": 

■esL 

«  John propelled his hand toward Bill 
»ultat 1ve j 

* John's hand came into physical contact with Bill 
resuItat i ve j 

* Because it was propelledi the physical contact uas probably 
resuI tat.ve j   tore sful 

i 
* Bill   probably  suffered a negative change   in  physical   state 

resuI tative 

* Because Bill suffered a negative change, and Mary felt 
a negative emotion touard Bi I I at the time, Mary might 
haveexperienced a positive change   in  joy 

* Because Mary may have  experienced   this  positive  change, 
and because   it was John whose action   indirectly caused her 
positive change,   she might   fee!   a positive emotion   toward John 

WORKING  "BACKUARD".   GENERATING 
CAUSATIVE   INFERENCES  FRCM  THE 
PHY3CCNT  UNDERLYING   "KISS": 

/ \ 
i 

\ / 

POINT OF CONTACT: 
Mary probably feels a 
positive emotion toward 
John. 

causative 

* Mary's placing her lips in contact with John was probably 
t  caused by Mary feeling a positive emotion toward John. 

* Mary's lips were In contact with Bill 

Figure 5-21. One explanation of why Mary's kissing 
was related to John's hitting. 

(MARY <!SSED JOHN BECAUSE HE HIT BILL) 

( ((CON   ((CON   ((ACTOR   (JOHN)   •»> 
{»PROPEL*)   OBJECT   (*PHYS0BJ* SPEC 
(*U*))   FßOM   (J0HN>   TO   (BILL)i   TIME 
(TIMOD)   <■   ((ACTOR   UPHY30BJ* SPEC 
Uli*))   <■>   (*PHYSC0NT*  VAL   (BILL))) 
TIME   (TIMBl))))   <5   ((CON   ((ACTOR 
(MARY)   .=.   (*D0*))   TIME   (TIM02)   SPEC 
(*U*))   <■   '(ACTOR   i#LI PS* PART   (MARY)) 
<=^    (*PHYSC0NT*  VAL   (JOHN)))   TIME 
(TIM82)))))   TIME   (Tlf181)) 

(Tinee i (VAL T-8)II 
'TIM01 ((BEFORE TIMeZ X))) 
(TIM0Z ( (BEFORE TIM80 X))) 

This is the input sentence. Its underlying 
conceptual graph is shown next. 
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((CAlinE   ((CAUSE   ((*PROPEL*   (tfJOHNll) 
(Cnm3l    (#JOHNll    («BILLli)   (TIME 
(C8816)))   ((»PHYSCONT*  (C0013)   (#PlLLl)) 
(TIME       (C001B)))))    ((CAUSE   ((*DO* 
trfMARYD   C8810)   (UNSPECIFIED    )   (TinE 
(C8017)))   ((«PHYSCONT*  (CBBZir («JOHNlT) 
(TIME       (C8817))))))   (TIME _  (C8018))) 

cae: 

STARTING INFERENCE QUEUE; 
(K   1.0 C0035)) 

ABOUT   TO APPLY  »CAUSEl   TO C003S 
CeO^^".:    (CAUSE   (CAUSE   (»PROPEL* ffJOHNl 

C0013   « lOHNl   «BILLD    (»PHYSCONT* 
('001"  «BILL!))    'CAUSE   (»DO« «HARYl 
C0010)    (»FHr-SCOfJT» C00:i 
«J0HN1))) 

INFERRING:   00038 

ABOUT   TO APPLY «CAU5E2  TO C0035 
C00':S;    (CAUSE   (CAUSE   (»PROPEL» «J0HN1 
0001° »JOriNl   ffBILLl)    (»f.HYSCONT» 
C001J   ffBILLD)    (CAUSE   (»DO» «HARYl 
00010)    (»PHYSCONT* 00021  «J0HN1))) 
INFERRING:   C0034 

RECORDING  CAUSAL  RELATION: 
(C0024  .   C0032) 

ABOUT   rO APPLT' cPHYSCONTl   TO C.0032 
C0832<   (»PHYSCONT» C0021  tfjOHNl) 
INFEFRINGi   (»MFEEL* W1ARY1 tfPOSEMOTION 

»JOHND 
MLSO  GENERATING:    (TIME C0039 C0017) 

ABOUT  TO APPLY wPROFELl   TO C0024 
C0024:    (»PROPEL* «JOHNl   C8048  »J0HN1 

«BILLD 
INFERRING:    (»FORCECONT* C00A8 «BILLD 

ALSO  GENERATING:    (TS C0052 C001B) 

ABOUT   TO  APPL/  »F0RCEC0NT2  TO C0052 
C00S2:    (»FORCECONT» C0048 «BILLD 
INFERRING:    (NEGCHANGE  »BILL1   Ö'PSTATE) 

ALSO  GENERATING:    (TIME C0055 C001G) 

This   is   the  partially   integrated  memory 
structure,   after   references   have  been 
established.   No reference  ambiguity   is 
assumed   to exist   for   this  example. 

C0035   is   the  resulting  memory   structure 
for   th i s  ut terance. 

Ue  suppress  all   but   this   structure  on   the 
starting   inference  queue. 

(Ue HI II   be  seeing  about   one   fourth  cf   the 
original   trace output   for   this example) 

Here,   the CAUSE   inference  molecule   is 
Injecting   the   two  subconceptuaIizati ons, 
A and B   in Fig.   5-20,    into   the   inference 
stream. 

The causal   structure  of   this  conceptualization 
indicated  that  a path  should  be  found 
relating  structure  C   to   structure  D   in 
Fia.   5-20.   This   is  noted.   C002A  corresponds 
to'C,   C0032  to D. 

Here,   the causative   inference   that  tlari 
kissing was probably caused by her   feeling 
a positive emotion  toward John   is made. 

; I mc 

Because  the PHYSCONT of  John's hand  and 
Bill   was caused by a PROPEL,   nEMORY  here 
makes   the   inference   that   it   was  a   forceful 
contact. 

Since  one  of   the  objects   involved   in   the 
FORCECONT uas a person.   nEMORY predicts 
a small   NEGCHANGt  on his part.   The  degree 
of   the NEGCHANGE   is dependent  upon   the 
type of  object  which cane   into contact 
with him. 
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ABOUT   TO APPI.v 9NEGCHANGE2 TO C9855 
C0855:    (NEGCHANGE »BILL1  «PSTATE) 
INFERRING:    (POSCHANGE ffMARYl  #J0Y) 

ALSO GENERATING:    (TIME C88G1  C081S) 

ABOUT  TO APPLY »P0SCHANGE1   TO C88G1 
C80G1:    (POSCHANGE  tfMARYl   #J0Y) 
INFERRING:    UMFEEL* tfMARVl   «POSEMOT.'ON 

»JOHND 
ALSO GENERATING:    (TS C08G8 C081G) 

CAUSAL EXPANSION ACHIEVED: 
(C08:4  .   C8832) 

CONTACT POINTS ARE:   (C88G3 C0839) 

MERGING: 
C006S:    UMFEEL* WIAi-Yl  «POSEHOTIÜN 

OJOHN1) 
L0039:    (*nFEEL* #t1*RYl  «POSEflOTION 

#J0HN1) 

*iEXPANDED_CAUSALS 

((00024   .   C0032)) 

«(CAUSAL_PATH «C8824 (»C8832) 

(C0024 C0052 C0855 C88G1  C80B8 C8832) 

C0024:    (»PROPEL* WJ0HN1   C0848 «JOHNi 
#BILLi) 

ASET: 
C0054:    (CAUSE U C0052) 
00028:    (CAUSE  # C002G) 
C002S:    (TIME ft C8816) 

RECENCY:   9900 
TRUTH:   T 
REASONS: 

C0028: 
OFFSPRING! 

C0078: 
C00G8: 

C00GS: 
C00G3: 

00854: 
C0053- 
C005: 

I SEEN: (^PROPEL 1) 

STRENGTH: 1,0 

(CAUSE C8024 C082S) 

(CAUSE C80G1 C0068) 
(*nrEEL* miARYi «POSEMOTION 

»J0HN1) 
(CAUSE C80S5 C08G3) 
UHFEEL* »BILLl «NEGEnnTIGN 

0JOHN1) 
(CAUSE C8824 C8852) 
(TS C8852 08816) 
(*FORCECONT* 08848 #BILL1) 

Here, because flaru was feeling a negative 
emotion toward Bill at the time, uhen Bill 
underwent a snail NEGCHANGE, the prediction 
can be made that Mary may have experienced 
a degree o£ joy. 

Looking back the causal path which lead 
to flary's likely change in joy, the 
POSCHARGE inference molecule disco"ers 
that it was an action on John's part 
which was most directly responsible for 
her joy. The inference that Mary might 
have started feeling a positive emotion 
toward John i s made. 
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Inference proceeds,   and   finally   stops.   At 
that  point,   we   took  a   look  at   the   structures 
luincj along  this explained causal   path. 

CB92«t   is   the original   PROPEL   structure 
C8832   is  the PHYSCONT-Iips  structure,   the 
service   function CAUSAL_PATH  will    track   down 
the causal   linkage   for   us.   The  causal   chain 
consists  of   the   six   structures   to   the   left. 

This  is  the original   PROPEL.   During   the 
process,   but  not   shown,   C8048  was  detected 
as  unspecified,   and   filled   in  as  John's 
hand.  Notice on  the REASONS and OFFSPRING 
sets  the results of  other   inferencing  which 
was not  discussed above. 
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C0052 
ÄSET: 

C0877 
C8057 
C00BA 

RECENCY! 
TRIJ1H: I 
REASONS! 

C0024 

OFFSFRlNfJ 
C0078 
i ilii ■■ 

C0.35G 
08055 

(«FORCECONT* C00<48 «BILLD 

(WANT «J0HN1 H) 
(CAUSE ft' C:O055) 
(CAUSE coe:^ #) 
'TS # C001G) 

IfcAlS 
STRENGTH: 0.89939399 

(»PROPEL* #JOHNl 
»BILLD 

C0048 »JOHNl 

I SEEN: (♦FORCECONT: 

(TS C0077 L081G) 
(WANT «JOMNl C0052) 
(CAUSE CO0bJ C0055) 
(TIME C0055 C0016) 
(NEGCHANGE #BILL1 «PSTATE) 

C005B! (NEGCHANGE »BILL1 ÄPSTATE) 
ASET: 

C0079: 
C0057: 
C8BS6: 
C00GS: 
C0057: 

RECENCY: 
TRUTH: T 
REASONS: 

C0052 
! 0003 

OFFSPRIN 
C0080 
C0f(79 
C00G7 
C80GS 
C00G5 
r00h4 
C006? 

C006: 
C00G1 
C00G0 
C0059 

I SEEN: ( 

(HANI «JOHNI ft) 
(CAUSE ft C0059) 
'CAUSE ft C00G1) 
(CAUSE ft C00G3) 
(CAUSE C0052 U) 
(TIME ft C0aic.) 

19833 
STRENGTH; 0.S5S00000 

(♦FORCECONT* C0048 ftBILLU 
(ISA «BILL1 ftFERSON) 

'(TIME C0079 00016) 
(WANT ftJOhNl C00S5) 
(CAUSE C0855 C8859) 
(CAUSE C0855 CO061I 
(CAUSE C8855 C88G3) 
(TS C08G3 C001G) 
UMFEEL* ftBlLLl «NEGEMOTION 

ftJOHNl) 
(TIME C0061 C001fc) 

■(PÜSCHANGE ftMARYl ftJOY) 
(TS C00S9 C0016) 
(UANT ftBILLl C0058) 

>NEGCHANGE3 »NEGCHANGE2 
»NEGCHANGE!) 

C00G1 
ASET: 

C0070 
C00GG 
C00G: 

RECENCY: 
TRUTH: T, 
REASONS! 

C00S5: 
10137: 

OFFSPRING: 

(POSCHANGE ftMARYl «JOY) 

(CAUSE ft C00G8) 
(CAUSE C0055 ft) 
(TIME 0 C001G) 

24616 
STRENGTH: NIL 

(NEGCHANGE ftBILLl ftPSTATE) 
(MFEEL ftMARYl «NEGEMOTION 

ftBILLl) 

Here is the FORCECONT which was i.iferred 
from the PROPEL. 

This is Bill's likely (small) change in 
PSTATE uhich resulted from the FORCECONT. 
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CP070:    (CAUSE C00G1  C00B8) 
C00G3:    (TS C00G8 C001G) 
C00B8:    (*nFEEL* W1ARY1  #POSEMOTION 

#J0HN1) 
I SEEN:   («POSCHANGE1) 

C00G8:    (*MFEEL* «MARY!  «POSEMOTION 
#JOHNl) 

ASET: 
C0885: 
C00a0; 
C8044i 
C0047: 
C8870I 

RECENCY:   : 
TRUTH:   T. 
REASONS: 

C0061: 
C00ZA: 

C0044: 
OFFSPRING: 

C0087: 
C008G: 
C008S: 

I SEEN:   NIL 

(UANT #JOHNl  #) 
(TIME  U C0017) 
(*riLQC* tt C004I) 
(CAUSE # Cm^2) 
(CAUSE C0081  «) 
(TS # C001G) 

STRENGTH:   0.95000000 

(PQSCHANGE  «MARYl   #JOY) 
(*PROPEL* «JOHN1  C0048 «JOHN1 

«BILLD 
(*nLOC* C00G8 C0041) 

(TS C8085 C001G) 
(TIME C0085 C0017) 
(UANT  »JOHNl  C00G8) 

C883 
ASET 

C8888; 
C0071; 
C004~: 
C88A61 
C0034: 
C00S3: 

RECENCY: 
TRUTH:   T, 
REASONS: 

C0B34: 
OFFSPRING 

00080: 
C0088: 
C8872) 
C0071: 
00047: 
C004G: 
C0O45: 
C0044: 
00040: 

(*FHYSCONT* C0021 tfJOHNl) 

(UANT «J0HN1 tt) 
(UANT «MARYl #) 
(CAUSE C00G8 #) 
'CAUSE » C0P44) 
(CAUSE C8823 #) 
(TIIIE ft C8817) 

12015 
STRENGTH:   1,0 

(CAUSE C0029 C0032) 

' (TinE C00S8 C0017) 
(UANT  tfJOHNl  C0032) 
(TIME C0071  C0017) 
(UANT  WIARYl   C0832) 
'CAUSE  C00GS C0032) 
(CAUSE C0832 C0044) 
(TS C8044 C0017) 
(«MLOC* C0068 C0041) 
(TIME  C00G8 C0017) 

I SEEN:    (^PHYSCONTZ »PHYSCONTD 

Here.   Mary  is  feeling a positive  emotion 
toward John,   uhose action   indirectly  caused 
her   joy.   This  structure   is   the  point   of 
contact,   and   is   the  structure  which   resulted 
from  the merge.  Notice   that   its STRENGTH 
has  assumed  the higher  STRENGTH  of   the   two 
structures which were  merged. 

This   is   the original   PHYSCONT-I ips   structure 
which   lead,   via a causative   inference   to 
the prediction that Mary may have   felt  a 
positive emotion  toward John. 

This UANT   is a prediction   that   one   reason 
nary  may  have kissed John   is   so   that   he 
would  know  she  felt  a  positive  emotion 
toward  him. 
This MLOC represents   the   inference   that 
John  probably now knows   that  Mary  MFEELS 
a positive emotion  toward him.   Ue  will 
account   for   these   types  of   inference   in 
upcoming  sections. 
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5.6       MOTIVATIONAL INFERENCES: ACTIONS AND INTENTION 

sample:    John hit Mary. 
John probably wanted Mary to be hurt. 

sa'üple:    John told Mary that Bill wants a booK. 
John may want Mary to give Bill a book. 

sample:    John set out to the grocery. 
John probably wanted to be at the grocery. 

sample:    Mary stabbed herself with a knife. 
Mary probably wanted to die. 

sample:    Bill went to the store. 
Bill probably wanted to be at the location of the store. 

sample:    Mary pointed out to Bill that he hadn't done his chores. 
Mary may have wanted Bill to feel guilty. 

sample:   Rita liked Bill. 
Mary kissed Bill in front of Rita. 
Mary may have wanted Rita to become jealous. 

When dealing with conceptual information which involves people and their actions in the 

world, it is of considerable importance to be able to to separate what actually happens by way 

of actions from what is intended to happen by an actor who has performed some action. That is, 

the intentions of actors, and what motivates them to those intentions are very important. The 

notion of a motivational inference deals with this distinction between the actual and the 

intentional levels of events in the world. Motivational inferences hence always relate the internal 

states and actions of people. In this section I will describe the idea behind a motivational 

inference. 

To illustrate, let us return to our battle-fatigued example, "John hit Mary." Again, the 

underlying conceptual content of this utterance is shown in Fig. 5-22. 

JOHN <=- = > PROPEL —-- KANO ------ JOHN 
/ \   t 

ID —4 MARY 

— JOHN 

part                  vai 
JOHN  HAND <E= = > PHYSCONT MARY 

Figure 5-22. 
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There are lines of inference which arise directly from the mechanics of the event which this 

structure conveys.   Inferences in these lines begin with the main causal predication, inferring 

that both events or states which the central causal structure of Fig. 5-22 relates actually 

occurred. Inferences organized under PROPEL and PHYSCONT (these two inference molecules) will 

thus be called into play, and they in turn will lead to various other inferences which deal with 

the explicit contents of the conceptualization as expressed. In this rase, these inferences result 

m predictions about the physics of hitting, what happens to a person when a PROPEL causes the 

physical contact of some object with that person, what enabling states (next section) must have 

been in effect at the time, and so on. These are all extremely interesting conceptual inferences. 

But there is another level at which every utterance can be simultaneously analyzed.   This 

level concerns inferences about humans: in particular, their motivations and reasons for 

performing actions in the world. An analysis of motivations will eventually lead to other 

inferences relating to their social interactions. Hence, much of the interesting content of this 

conceptualization would be lost if only those inferences explicitly activated by the input - those 

concerning the mechanics of the event -- were generated. 

In this example, the missing link between the literal description of the situation and this 

other level of mtentionality i$ the following simple fact: John probably intended to hit Mary. That 

is, John probably preconceived that his PROPELImg would cause the PHYSCONT, and, in general, 

the probable consequences of the PHYSCONT as well.   Thus, aside from the analysis of the 

mechanical facets of this utterance ther2 is another entire realm which is entered only by making 

this crucial prediction.   This example characterizes a very general principle: analyzing both sides 

of this duality between the actual and intentional is crucial at all levels of inference. The primary 

means of accomplishing it is to have the memory assume that every real-world action might have 

been volitional (in the absence of explicit information to the contrary). It is the purpose of this 

section to describe the mechanism by which motivations of actors can be inferred 

5.6.1 RESULTATIVE INFERENCES AND MOTIVATION 

A first approximation to drawing out what an actor wanted an action to achieve can be had 

by asking "What actually happened as results of his action in the context in which he performed 

it?" That is, what conceptual resullative inferences could the memory make/rom the mechanics of 
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the hitting action?  If these can be ascertained then they are good candidates for things John 

may have had in mind as results of his action. 

That is, an actor's desire for one or more of the results of his 
action might have been what motivated him to perform the action. 

Resultative inferences are easily locatable in the memory, since preserving causal 

connectivity is one important byproduct of the causative/resultative inference process: in order 

to locate the results of actor AC's action. A, which is under analysis to generate motivational 

inferences, the motivational inference process, ASSERT_WANT, can simply gather the set of 

structures, Ri, which l,e in the relation (CAUSE* A Ri) with A. The result of such a retrieval is a 

set {Rl,...,Rn} which is the set of all structures were predicted by the memory to have been 

results of A, all structures which were in turn the results of the results, and so on. 

5.6.2 MODELING THE ACTOR'S KNOWLEDGE 

In a first-approximation, the memory could at that point simply generate the motivational 

inferences (WANT AC Ri) for each Ri in this set.   That is, many probablistic predictions (Fig. 5-23) 

about what the actor, AC, wanted could be made. But this is obviously a fairly crude 

approximation: although it would encompass everything the memory could infer by way of results 

of action A, it is based on the memory's characterization of cause and effect in the world, and on 

the memory's specific world knowledge at the time, not on actor AC's knowledge. Since the 

actor's knowledge of the environment in which he performed his action is clearly more relevant 

than the memory's for the purposes of predicting his intentions, this difference must be taken 

into account. {Rl,...1Rn} must be thought of only as candidates for what the actor may have had in 

mind. 
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(ACTION actor   ...   ) 

resuI tat i ve   *" 
i nferences 

\ 
-y/ i \ 

:i     m     m     i: 

l      l ,:i 

Figure 5-23. A first approximation: 
candidale* for motivational inferences. 

(UANT  äc 
(UANT  ac 

The memory must realize that its own knowledge is not necessarily the same as the actor's. 

Where is this modeling of the actor's knowledge at the time of his action injected into this 

process of making motivational inferences?   Recall that each Rj m the result set MEMORY 

generates from action, A, has an associated set of REASONS. For resultative inference, Ri, this is 

a list Xl,...,Xk of other structures in the memory which were factors in Ri's generation as a 

resultative inference. Therefore, to ask the question "was AC also able to make this resultative" 

inference is to ask "did AC have access to information Xl,...,Xn at the time of his action'" If it can 

be predicted that he did, then it is also reasonable to infer that he may have been aware of the 

same Ri as memory. 

Thus (Fig. 5-24), in order to predict (WANT AC Ri), the memory must ascertain that AC knew 

Xl,...,Xk: that is, (MLOC Xj L), where L is AC's LTM or CP, and l<j<k. If it can ascertain this, the 

motivational inference (WANT AC Ri) can be generated, and given the following REASONS: (a) the 

action occurred, (b) the action CAUSEd Ri (perhaps through several levels of resultative 

inference — all the CAUSE structures are explicit structures generated by the resultative 

inference process), and (c) the MLOC structures which represent the actor's knowledge of 

XI,....Xk at the time of his action. 
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r^/'-l \ esultative        w        *      \ 
nferences * 

(ACTION actor   ...   ) 

REASONS 

(HLOC « LTfl-actor) ? 

(HLOC \ LTfl-actor) ? 

("LOT* LTH-actor)   ? 

(nLOC * LTM-actor)   ? 

Figure5-24. Where predictions about the actor's knowledge fit. 

Smce Knowledge propagation inferences (section 6.6) requ,re the sa.e Knowledge modeling 

ab.hty for a slightly .ore general process, rather than discus« here how the capability to .aKe 

such predictions about an actor's Knowledge at some time has been implemented. I will wait until 

that sect.on. Suffice it to say here that memory's Knowledge of what people can be expected to 

Know, as well as what the memory explicitly Knows they Know, plays an ,mportant role In this 
modeling. 

It is quite common that the n^ory s,mPly w,ll not be able to pred.ct whether or not certain 

information essential to the generate of a mot(vat,onal inference was in fact available to the 

actor at the time of his action. When this happens, it is far more des,rable „have the memory 

maKe the tentative assumption that the actor rnigHt have had access to the same information the 

memory used to generate a particular resultative inference. Ri. and proceed with the motivationa, 

-nference. (WANT AC Ri). on this assumption.   That is. it is safer to be wasteful than to be too 

frugal, and thereby m,ss important points of contact in the inference space. Th,s of course is a 

guiding principle of all inferences, but it is especially important with respect to motivational 

inferences, because modeling another person's Knowledge in any detail is difficult, and requires 

tremendous quantities of data in a practical program. This is the approach taKen in the current 

implementation, when it carnot be deeded one way or the other what the actor Knew, give him 

the benefit of the doubt. As we will see, "peculiar" motivational inferences thus generated wiH be 

detected by the inference evaluator, and re-evaluated. 

I can summarize the main idea behind a motivational inference as follows: 
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In the absence of information (o the contrary, people can be 
assumed to perform actions for the probable consequences of those 
actions. That is, if an actor performs an action with the knowledge 
of what that action will result in, Rl Rn, then it can be inferred 
that the action was motivated by the actor's desire for one or more 
of Rl Rn. 

It should be emphasized that I am not concerned with discovering the actual intentions of an 

actor at some mysterious higher level than perhaps even he himself could expla.n. Rather I want 

only good commonsense predictions about what he might have had in mind as the outcome of his 

action, because predictions about what he may have been up to can lead to more points of 

contact m inference space.   Without such predictions in this hitting example, the memory would 

miss altogether the impMant inferences about human interactions, which begins from the 

. iferred pattern; 

(WANT «JOHN  (NEGCHANGE WARY UPSTATE)) 

since (NEGCHANGE «MARY nPSTATE) is an eventual resultative inference which arises from the 

mechanics of hitting. This Inferred structure will subsequently lead to inferences about MFEELmg 

anger (a causative inference/, and so forth. 

563 IMPLEMENTATION OF MOTIVATIONAL INFERENCES 

Motivational inferences are implemented In the memory via a special procedure, 

ASSERT_WANT, which is called by the inference monitor after the expansion of inferences 

resulting from some action. This may be viewed as an interruption to the operation of the 

inference monitor, and is part of the larger process POSTSCAN, which is described further in 

7.2.2. 

During this interruption, the following things occur within the POSTSCANner, relative to 

motivational inferences. 

1. each action structure on the current queue of inferences is examined, and its actor, AC 

isolated 

2. a memory search is performed, gathering all resultative inferences which h?.ve been generated 
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5.6.4 PROBLEMS WITH INTENTIONALITY: "PECULIAR" MÜT,%'ATIONAL INFERENCES 

The problem of assessing actors' mtentionality is vast, and I claim only to have a 
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from Ihi«; action, A. This is tne r.et of other slru'.tures, Rl,...,Rn in the memory which lie in a 

(CAUSE A Ri) relation to A. 

3. For each Ri, m turn, Ri's REASONS, Xl,..,Xk are retrieved. For each Xj in this reasons set, it is 

determmeo whether AC knew or could be expected to have known Xi.   If not all Xj can be 

assumed to have been known by AC, the motivational inference for Ri is not generated. 

4. Otherwise, ASSERT_WANT then infers (WANT AC Ri) for each Ri collected in step (2). In 

addition, it makes explicit the probable causal relation: the desire for A's result, Ri, could 

have been the cause for AC's performing A. 

5. All the new motivational inferences generated by (1H4) are placed on the inference queue 

for subsequent further expansion. 

The inference monitor then proceeds. This process is depicted schematically in F g. 5-25. 

(ACT ACTOR  .. 

(CAUSE * *) 
 • 

REASONS 

(UANT ACTOR *) 

mioc */  Li 

(tlLOC * L) 

(CAUSE * *) 

====   (STATE  ...   ) 

REASONS 

(CAUSE * *) 

\ I   REASONS 

(UANT ACTOR *) 

mioc * L) 

(moc « L) 

(tlLOC * L) 
^- 

=.=== (STATE ... ) 

REASONS 

L  IS THE ACTOR'S LTfl OR CP 

Figure 5-25. The generation of motivational inferences. 
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rudimentary ability to deal with intentions. Even with this, ability to model an actor's knowledge 

at the time of his action, there are still difficult problems.   The mam one is the following: even 

though the actor rnay have been fully aware of the consequences of action A, in some particular 

environment, if those consequences led to NEGCHANGES for the actor himself, or, in some cases 

for others, it is often likely either (a) that the performing of the action itself was not volitional, 

or (b) that an incorrect model of the actor's knowledge was used. I do not pretend to have 

solved many of the deeper issues, but will indicate how one of them has been approached. 

Consider the sentence "John ate a spoiled hamburger." Most adults know that eating spoiled 

meat leads (with a fairly high probability) to sickness. Because of this, the average hearr  of this 

utterance would probably not infer that John WANTed to eat the meat, because pecpie don't 

normally wish to induce sickness.   But why is this, and how are we to have the memory realize 

such things'' 

The problem here is not with the intentionality of the action (John probably WANTed to 

perform the simple ACT of ingesting). Pather the problem has to do with a certain feature of the 

object of the IfJGEST and the consequences of the action which depended on that feature. The 

problem, therefore, is that, at the time the motivational inference process needs to know whether 

or not Joho knew the meat was spoiled, it could easily happen that the process which models this 

knowledge (normative inferences, section 6.7) simply cannot make a decision, based on the 

information conveyed by this sentence alone. The possibility that John knew this can not 

therefore be ruled out ("Mary wanted to end it all. She ate a spoiled hamburger."}.   The memory 

must proceed with the motivational inference that John may have WANTed tlv probable 

resultative structure (NEGCHANGE «JOHN «HEALTH). 

It is at this point that the inference evaluator comes into the picture.   As each new 

inference is generated, it is evaluated by the inference monitor which makes use of small 

programs called normality molecules (N-molecules, section 6.7.1).   The function of these molecules 

is to assess the degree to which some unit of in'ormation agrees or disagrees with memory's 

other knowledge of the world. Hopefully, in a case such as this one, even though the inference 

(UANT «JOHN   (NEGCHANGE «JOHN «HEALTH)) 
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is generated by the motivational inference process, it will be assessed very low by the WANT 

normality-molecule, because it will contradict men.ory's knowledge of normality in the world: 

people do not normally WANT NEGCHANGEs for themselves. (It is at this point -- in an N-molecule 

-- however, that the memory could make very specific tests about John before assessing this 

structure. That is, the WANT normality atom which assesses this structure could be sensitive to 

knowledge such as "John is a masochist", or whatever else might affect the assessment of this 

structure for normality.) 

We need the services of the inference evaluator and N-molecules for the purposes of 

motivational inferences because of the following principle: 

If a motivational inference is assessed by a normality molecule as 
being highly incompatible with memory's other knowledge of the 
world, its STRENGTH and the STRENGTHS of the tentative 
assumptions upon which it was based should be decreased. That is, 
it should be considered less likely be-ause of the feedback from the 
evaluator. 

Since the assumptions upon which each motivational inference is based are stored as its 

REASONS, it is possible to retrieve them. Those which were "tentative" are the ones with low 

STRENGTHS to begin with (less than STRENGTH 0.50 in the current program).   This heuristic 

prescribes that these assumptions, as well as the motivational inference they led to, should have 

their STRENGTHS severly decreased (to a quarter of their original value in the program). This has 

features of "backtracking" in that it will go back and alter the STRENGTH of tentative 

assumptions when those assumptions have led to "fuzzy inconsistencies" such as are detected by 

the normality molecules.   This process is dt^icted in Fig. 5-26 for the spoiled hamburger 

example. 
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(CAUSE * *) (CAUSE * *) 

ihr- pattern (WANT «JOHN (NEGCHANGE «JOHN «HEALTH)) is evaluated 38 incompatible 
with the memory 5 knowledge of what is normal. This causes the REASONS for the 
WAN1 structure above to be reexamined. All but the (DLOC (F'STATE M «LOU) L)  uhere 
11 is the meat ho ate. have relatively high strengths. Sensing that this structure 
2?legrJg

nlatir^8*umPt,on in the first l3lace' lts STRENGTH and the WANT structure's STPtNGTH are ooth decreased. wv«io a 

L IS «JOHN'S LTM OR CP 

Figure 5-26. Retracing tentative assumptions. 

5.6.4.1 DETECTING THE NON-INTENTIQNALITY OF THE ORIGINAL ACTION ITSELF 

What is the memory to do if no tentative assumptions can be located (that is, all the 

REASONS behind the motivational inference have very high STRENGTHS)?   In this case, the 

performance of the action itself may have been accidental. That is, the actor might not have 

wished the action ever to be performed in the first place. "Bill dropped his camera" is a 

conceptualization in which this will occur. There are no low-STRENGTH assumptions on the 

REASONS hst for the motivational Inference (WANT »BILL (NEGCHANGE C «PSTATE)), where C is 

his camera: Bill can be assumed with near certainty to have known the consequences of dropping 

C, namely that this action could lead to the camera's demise. Because there are no tentative 

assumptions, as in the hamburger example, instead of reducing STRENGTHS, the action structure 

is marked with the conceptual modification (NONVOL A) as a prediction that the action was not 
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volitional. No more motivational inferences are generated from it or from any of its resulting 

structures, and those which have already been generated have their STRENGTHS reduced to a 

near zero value. 

5.6.5 MOTIVATIONAL INFERENCES AND FUTURE ACTIONS 

Although we have been examining the concept of a motivational inference from the point of 

view of predicting possible desires of actors who have performed actions, it should be clear that 

motivational inferences can also be used to understand why a person might desire a future 

action. That is to understand "John wants to give Mary a present", the memory can create a 

structure standing for this hypothetical future event, let resultative inferences arise from it, then 

predict that the reason John wants this action is because of the probable results it can achieve 

(perhaps to make Mary happy). On the other hand, what John might do to satisfy this desire to 

give Mary a present (for example, go to the store and buy it) concerns inferences which attempt 

to predict his future actions. These are distinct from, yet related to, motivational inferences 

which attempt to explain why people desire actions. 

I will conclude with an example of how motivational inferences can be of use in 

understanding why someone might want to perform some future action. This example is shown in 

Fig. 5-27, and relates to the computer example in section 6.10; it shows how the utterance "John 

wanted an aspirin." can lead, through motivational inferences to the question "What happened to 

him?" Although Fig. 5-27 focuses on just one line of likely resultative inferences, bear in mind 

that there will generally be many others as well. 
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(UANT HJOm   (INGEST «JOHN A h 5) 
A is the aspirin, II is John's mouth, 
S is John's stomach 

to understand why John uants this, see 
what its resultative inferences might be 

(INGEST »JOHN A M S) —-. (LOG A S) —--. (POSCHANGE «JOHN #HEAL"H) 

mot i vat ional 

(UANT «JOHN (LOG A S)) 

mot i vat ionaI 

(NEGCHANGE »JOHN «HEALTH) —-. (WANT «JOHN (POSGW.NGE «JOHN «HEALTH)) 
t1 causative 

m i ss i nn   oriqinaI 
cause   leads" to  ciuestion 

'    . !  i    '.NEGCHANGE «JOHN «HEALTH)   ??) 

Figure 5-27. How motivational inferences lead to interesting things. 

that   is,   what   is   likely   to  have 
caused John's  desire   to become 
more  heal thy? 

UliUVtlUliLiaL DH'milMSE [SEIKOTiFECJ {miiUyLü 

This computer example illustrates the postscan mechaniirn as it concerns the generation of 

motivational inferences. The input sentence is "John hit Mary.", from which numerous inferences 

arise. Among others are the following resultativp inferences: John's hand came into forceful 

contact with Mary, Mary suffered a negative change in physical state, and Mary began feeling a 

negative emotion toward John. During the postscan process, these inferences will be detected as 

resultative inferences from John's propelling action.   Since Ihey were predictable results of 

John's action, MEMORY will infer that John wanted them, and that wanting them motivated his 

action.   One of the motivational inferences which is made (John wanted Mary to suffer some1 

negative change) will lead to another inference: John probably wanted this because he felt a 

negative emotion toward Mary. This becomes a causative inference which begins the line of 

mferencing which will attempt to discover what caused him to feel this negative emotion. 
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JOHN HIT MARY 

((CAUSE ((»PROPEL* (»JOHN!) (C0883) 
(#JOHNl) ««riARYin (TiHE  (08006))) 
((*PHYSCÜNT* (C0003) (WIARYD) 
(TIME _ (C0006))))) 

C0011 

-'ARTING INFERENCE QUEUE: 
( (v 1.8 C0811)) 

ABOUT 
C80il 

TO APPLY sCAUSEZ  TO 
'CAUSE   (*PROPEL* «JDHN1  C0003 
tfJCHNl   HfllARYl)   (*PHYSCONT* 
LO003 »MARYDJ 

INFERRING:  C0089 

ABOUT   TO  APPLY  sPROPELl   TO 
C0O07:    (»PROPEL* »JOHN1  C0015 »JOHNl 

»HARYl) 

INFERRING:    (»FORCECONT* Ca815 #MARY1) 
ALSO GENERATING:   (TS C0019 C000G) 

ABOUT  TO APPLY •F0RCEC0NT2 TO 
C0019:    (*FORCECONT* C0015 #I1ARY1) 

INFERRING:    (NEGCHANGE  tfllARYl   «PSTATE) 
ALSO GENERATING:   ITIflE   -0022 C000B) 

ABOUT  TO APPLY »NEGCHANGEl  TO 
C0822:    (NEGCHANGE W1ARY1  «PSTATE) 

INFERRING:    (WANT  «HARYl   (C0825)) 
ALSO  GENERATING:    (TS C002e C000G) 

ABOUT   TO APPLY «NEGCHANGE3 TO 
C00Z2;    (NEGCHANGE WIARYl  ÄPSTATE) 

INFERRING:    (*nFEEL* «HARYl  «NEGEIIOTION 
#J0HN1) 

ALSO  GENERATING:    (TS C0028 C000G) 

ENTERING POSTSCANNER... 

ACT ON C0007: UPROPEL* «JOHNl C0015 

To the left, the inout sentence is being 
read anci internal ired in flEMORY structure 
C0011. In English this structure is: John 
propelled some physical object (C0003) from 
John to Mary, causing this physical object 
to come into physical contact with hary. 
This happened at time C000G. During the 
course of inferencing, one task will be 
to specify this unspecified physical object. 
This Is not shown, but it occurs behind 
the scene. 

Ue suppress all subpropositions but the 
main one for this example. 

I will show only the resultative inferences 
which are generated as results of this 
starting structure. To the le*t, 0000° 
(the second part of the CAUSE relation, 
that C3003 and WIARYl were in PHYSCONT) 
is 1nfer; ed. 

Here, the probable result of propelling 
an object toward (W1ARY1 is that the object 
came into forceful contact with her. This 
inference is C0019. Notice that by this 
point In the inferencing. C8303 has been 
specified as C0015 (John s hand) which 
has replaced i t. 

One result of an object coming into forceful 
ccntact with a person is that the person 
suffers a negative change in his physical 
state. This inference is C0022. 

A person who undergoes a negative change 
on some scale might begin wanting to undergo 
a positive change on that same scale. This 
inference could lead to predictions about 
the person's future actions which would tend 
to bring about this positive change. 

Mary underwent a negative change. However, 
;r, Edition, flEHORY detects that it was an 
action by John UHICH LEAD TO THIS NEGCHANGE. 
tlEMORY thus infers that Hary begins feeling 
a negative emotion toward John. 

Finally inference via the inference monitor 
ceases. The postscanner is called into action 
2tiS scan the queue of inferences which exist 
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DETECTED. 
ÄJOHNl  WIARYi; 

PERFORMING nOTIVATIONAL SCAN... 
RESULT SET OF C8887  IS 
(C8099 C8819 C8822 C8028 C882G) 

C0832: (UANT 
(UANT #JOHNl 
ASET: 

C0834: 
C8833: 

RECENCY: 
TRUTH: T, 
REASONS: 

C0087: 

#JOHNl  C8809) 
(*PHYSCONT* C8815 #MARY1)) 

(CAUSE # C08b7 
(TIME U C880G) 

18GGG 
STRENGTH:   1.8 

ISEEN:   NIL 

(*PROPEL* #JOHNl 
WMARY1) 

C8815 #JOHNl 

C0035:    (UANT  #JOHNl   C8813) 
(UANT «JOHN1   (*FORCECDNT* C8815 WARYl)) 
ASET: 

C0037:    (CAUSE U C0007) 
C083G:   (TIME U C888G) 

RECENCY:   18733 
TRUTH:   T.   STRENGTH:   1.0 
REASONS: 

C8e87;   (»PROPEL* «JOHN1  C8815 #JOHNl 
,^« #MARY1) 
ISEEN:  NIL 

C0038 
(UANT 
ASET: 

00049 
C0040 
00839 

RECENCY: 
TRUTH:   T. 
REASONS: 

08^87: 

(UANT #J0HN1  08822) 
#JOHN1   (NEGCHANGE «MARY1 ffPSTATE)) 

(CAUSE 08847 tt) 
(CAUSE U 08887) 
(TIME tt 0888G) 

18783 
STRENGTH:   1.8 

OFFSPRING: 
00849: 
08848: 
C8847: 

(»PROPEL* #J0HN1 
»MARYl) 

C0815 #J0HN1 

ISEEN: 

(CAUSE 00047 C0038) 
(TIME 08847 C000G) 
(*MFEEL* «Ü0HN1  «NEGEMÜTION 

#MARY1) 
(•UANT1) 

00041:    (UANT #J0HN1  00028) 
(UANT #J0HN1   (*MFFEL* #MARY1  WNEGEMOTION' 

ASET: ÄJ0HN1,) 

C0043:   (CAUSE U C0007) 
00042:   (TIME U C080G) 

so  far.   One   function of   the  postscan  process 
is  to detect  actions,   locate  those resultative 
inferences  from  those actions which have 
strengths high  enongh   to  be  condidered 
predictable  .   then   infer   that   the actor 

of  the action UANTed  those results.   To  the 
left,   the postscanner  has   located 5  such 
resiltative   inferences  from John's propel Una 
action.   It  generates 5 motivational    inference' 

The   inferences  generated during   the 
poetscan are subiected  to another  pass 
through  the   inference  monitor.   I   have 
interrupted MEMORY at   that  point   to 
examine  the motivational   inferences and 
one other   inference uhich resulted  from 
one of   the motivational   inferences.   To 
the   left   is  the   inference  that  John wanted 
his hand  t  be   in PHYSC0NT  with Mary. 

John i-ianted  his  hand   to  be   in   forceful 
contat t wi th Mary. 

change John wanted Maru to suffer a negative 
m physical state. Notice tha'*. this 
motivational inference has in turn lead to 
the causative inference (00047) that John 
felt a negative emotion toward Mary, and 
that this feeling was the cause of his 
desire that she become hurt. 00047 is displayed 
at the end. p °ycu 

This motivational inference predicts that 
John wanted Mary to feel a negative emotion 
toward him. The evaluation function demotes 
this inference because this is negative 
with respect tp John and people normally 
«Uwnot want things which are negative with 
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RECENCYi   1S858 
TRUTH«   T,   STRENGTH:   1.8 
REASONS: 

C0007:   (»PROPEL« flJOHNl  CöeiS #JOHNl 
«riARVl) 

ISEENi   NIL 

C8844)   (UANT #JOHNl  C002G) 
iUANT  «JOHNl   (UANT  «MARVl   (POSCHANGE 

■WARYl   flPSTATE))) 
ASET: 

C804GI   (CAUSE tt C0007) 
C8845!    (Tl^t  U C000G) 

RECENCY:   18333 
TRUTH:   T.   STRENGTH:   1.0 
REASONS: 

C0007:    UPROPEL* «JOHNl   C0O15  »JOHN1 
«hARYD 

I SEEN:   NIL 

C8847:    (»HFEEL* WJOHNl  »NEGEnOTION 
»MARYD 

ASET: 
CO0HO:    (CAUSE tt C0038) 
L0043:    (TIME  tt C0006) 

RECENCY:   21188 
TRUTH:   T,   STRENGTH:   1.0 
REASONS: 

C003S:    (UANT  ffJOHNl   C0822) 
I SEEN:   NIL 

respect   to   themselves. 

This   is   the   inference   that   John  wanted 
Mary   to  want   to  get   better.   Although  unlike! 
it  could nevertheless  be  a  valid   inference 
in   the correct   context,   and   should  not   be 
suppressed at   time of   inference.   Such a 
context  might   be:   "Mary  was  huterical.   John 
slapped her." 

Here   is   the causative   inference  which  arose 
from   the motivat;onal   inference   that  John 
panted Mary  to  suffer  a negative  change 

5.7 ENABLING INFERENCES 

sample;    Mary said that she killed herself. 
That's impossible. 

sample:    John kissed Mary. 
John and Mary are near each other, 

sample;    John told Mary that Pete was at the store. 
John must have known that Pete was at the store. 

sample:    Mary gave John the book. 
Mary had the book just before she gave if. 

sample:    Pete went to Europe. 
Where did he get that kind of money9 
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5.7,1 INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC ENABLING STATES 

Every action which occurs in the world must have a fairly well-defined -- and usually 

predictable -- surrounding environment; namely one in which the action is possible! The 

environment in which an action occurs interacts with the action in two important ways. First, it 

can influence the result of an action after it has been initiated or completed.   That is, the specific 

effects an action can have on the world are determined by the condition of the world before and 

during the action.  (This includes the action's time, location, etc.) Second, the state of the world 

can either predetermine the nature of the action before it is undertaken, or even preclude its 

occurrence altogether. The first form of interaction concerning the course of an action, or the 

effects it has on the the worla a'ter it has been initiated or completed, is the realm of resu/tative 

inferences, and these must be inherently sensitive to the dimensionality of influence the 

environment can exert upon an ongoing or completed action.   These inferences pay attention to 

the conceptual features of the entities involved, and states of the world which might influence 

the course or end effects of the action in a particular situation, 

Resultative inferences, however, do not account for the second form of interaction between 

an action and its environment: circumstances which must obtain before the action can be 

successfully initiated. To account for and deal with these pre-conditions -- those states of the 

world which must be in effect for an action to be performed — we must distinguish o separate 

class of inference.   I will call those inferences which attempt to make explicit the probable 

enabling states which surround an action event enabling inferences, or just "enabling inferences". 

Fig. 5-28 schematizes the idea of enabling conditions. 
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enabling  states 

STATE 

STATE 

"STATT 

« ^ 

STATE 

■STSTT 

ACTION 

\/ 
rTÄTT 

state  changes 

Figure 5-28. Actions cause changes in states. States enable actions. 

An enabling inference therefore is a prediction about particular states (preconditions) of the 

world which nust be (must have been) true in order for some action to be (have been) 

performed. We may further discriminate inferences in this class in a way which will be useful to 

the operation of the memory.   This distinction concerns, in a sense, the degree to which the 

would-be actor can influence some precondition of an action. Those preconditions over which the 

would-be actor has some degree of potential control I will call "extrinsic". These are the actor- 

mampulable states of the world whose existence is requisite to the action. 

In contrast, there are some preconditions over which the actor has no control, but rather 

which he himself tnusi implicitly satisfy in order to perform the action.   We can call these 

"intrinsic" preconditions. 

Examples of very simple extrinsic preconditions are; "before a person PI can give object X 

to P2, PI must first have possession of X", or "in order for person PI to kiss P2, PI and P2 must 

have spatial proximity". Examples of intrinsic preconditions are "for a person PI to perform an 

action, PI must be alive", or "for a person PI to play the piano, PI must have healthy fingers". 

Matters of the actor's basic ability are not in general so well defined as these examples, since 

abilities can both develop and atrophy with time. However, at any given time, an actor may be 

thought to possess a basic set of abilities which we can view as intrinsic to him at that time 

(they are neither directly nor immediately alterable), but perhaps extrinsic over periods of time. 
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Why be concerned with enabling states of actions in the world? There are two reasons. 

The first lies at the heart of the theory of conceptual mamory; par' of what it means to 

"comprehend an action" is to be aware not only of how it occurred, what its causes were and 

what it caused, but what must have been true in order for it to have occurred. When a language 

user "comprehends" a language utterance which is underlied by a conceptual action, I will argue 

that he subconsciously expands the situation which must have surrounded the action when it 

occurred; he "imagines" the situation. This is the purpose of all inferences. If the memory can 

draw out many predictions about what must have surrounded the situation to which each 

utterance alludes, it stands a much better chance of discovering how one utterance relates to the 

neyt. 

Enabling inferences are a particularly powerful source for this expansion about actions.   As 

the examples we will examine shortly will bear out, it is the generation of enabling inferences 

which, perhaps more than inferences of any other single class, illustrates the need for a vast 

amount of computation in what I have called this unconscious substratum of cognition in which all 

conceptual mferencing Occurs. By being aware of the preconditions for every action which we 

perceive indirectly through language, by exploring its implied intrinsic and extrinsic enabling 

conditions, we can discover very useful relations which would not otherwise be drawn out. In a 

sense then, enabling inferences must put back the richness surrounding an action which is lost in 

the process of communicating just the action by language: they "reconstitute the situation", 

elaborate it, and this can frequently lead to interesting discoveries - intersections with other 

spheres in this inference space which might have been apparent if the situation had been 

experienced directly, but which are likely otherwise to be missed when experienced indirectly 

through language. 

The second reason for concerning ourselves with enabling inferences is quite a bit more 

specific: many other processes in the memory which ultimately contribute to expansion in the 

inference space, particularly those concerned with making predictions (say, at each point in a 

story), rely heavily on an ability to predict preconditions for actions.   A typical question posed 

b\  a predictive inference might be: "John may want to perform action A because of X, Y and Z. 

What might he do fii >, in order to be able to perform A'" To answer such a question is to 

generate extrinsic enabling conditions for action. A, in A in the context in which it has been 
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predicted to be performed.   The inference monitor haj the ability to allow only inferences of a 

certain type to be generated from a structure This is one application which requires this ability. 

Because of this, each type of conceptual inference is marked with a distinctive mnemonic by the 

.nference molecule which generates it. Enabling inferences are are marked with the mnemonics 

EENB and IENB for extrinsic and intrinsic enablement, respectively. 

5.7.2 ARGUMENTS FOR GENERATING MANY ENABLING INFERENCES SPONTANEOUSLY 

it might be asked "Does a human language user really rr.ake very man, enabling inferences 

on the average''" I argue emphatically "Yes"; he makes a tremendous number, and many have the 

false appearance of being trivial! Insight info this is more readily gained by considering 

COntradictiom which a human langtage user will detect immediately, but which would not be 

-eadily detectable without this expansion of each action's underlying enabling conditions. 

Consider the following five examples: 

1. Mary said she killed herself. 

2. John's dog wrote a concerto yesterday. 

3. Billy's innertube had a hole in it. He inflated it and off he swam. 

4. George, the N.Y. skid row bum, took a vacation to Europe. 

5. Mary was in Seattle John was m Spokane. Mary bent over and kissed John. 

It costs a human language user very little thought to uncover the absurdity of (1).   Why is this? 

*ow do we so readily recognize that it is impossible, and impossible because it contains a 

contraaiction"»   That is, suppose it were buried deeply in a story in which there were many 

facets and levels of understanding involved, and perhaps in which the reade' even had some 

specific goals v,hich were motivating and guiding his interpretation as he was reading the story. 

How does this leap out at him, almost disruptively'  Although this utterance is not in itself very 

interesting, it points out an extremely interesting undercurrent of the understanding process: 

everything the reader reads has to fit, and he subconsciously verifies that it does.   When it does, 

fine. But when it does not, this lower cognitive stratum where all sorts of conceptual inferences 

are being produced detects it and brings it to the attention of some higher level process. In this 

case, this happens because Mary performed an action at some time after she is alledged to be 
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dead. But it is a very direct intrinsic enabling inference that the actor of any sort of action be 

alive at the time of the action. The computer example at the end of this section illustrates this 

example. 

The other examples (2-5 above) are equally absurd, or at least fishy for the same reason: 

at some level, an enabling inference has been drawn out and it clashes with information which 

has arisen from another line of inference initiated from some other aspect within the same 

utterance, or from some other source altogether. (A) causes concern because to take a vacation 

ifivolves many ATRANS' of money from the vacationer to other people, and a precondition for 

ATRANSing an object is that the ATRANSer have possession of it first! 

My operating assumption concerning enabling inferences is therefore; 

Anytime a conceptual action is perceived in language, generate as 
many relevant intrinsic and extrinsic enabling inferences for the 
action as possible. They can lead to interesting discoveries, and 
they insure every time that the action adheres to the memory's 
assumptions about what is normal in the world. 

Section 8.1 contains another computer example illustrating how an enabling inference can 

be (as can all classes ot inference) a vital link in the process of unambiguously establishing the 

identity of a reference to some person. In that example, if the enabling inference had not been 

spontaneously made, there would have been no way of distinguish.ng which of two people by the 

same name was being referred to. Furthermore, there would have been no good way for some 

"goal-directed" process to go back and discover this information. I take this to be one more 

source of confirmation for the hypothesis that human language users make copious quantities of 

subconscious enabling inferences in reaction to language stimuli. 
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In lino example, *e will oee how HH inferred intrinsic enabling Mate will play a key role in 

the o.'..rover', of a rather blatant contradiction: "Mary said :.he killed herself." Here, the enabling 

inference that Mary was alive at the time she said this is made from the rntiin MTRANS action. But 

the substance of what she allegedly said leads by a resultative inference that she ceased to be 

ah  e      fore the I r-f at which she '.poke. Without spcrjanecusly making both the intrinsic 

enat    ng and resultative mfe'ences, the contradiction woulci be altogether missed by the memory, 

ana presumably by a human language user! 

(MARY  SAID SHE k'iLLED HERSELF) 

(((ACTOR   (MARYl)   ', = >   («MTRANS») 
nOBJECT    I (CON   ( (ACTOR   (MARvl)   r..-. 
(*D0*) l >   . =   ((ACTOR   (HARTI)   «■>F 
(»HEALTH»   .'AL   (ncONE*))   <»>T   («MEALTH* 
/Al     (-1(3) i )   TIME   (Tin01))i   TIME 
(Tinei)) FRor («CP* PART (MARVI)) TO 
■ *   ■ .  PAR!    (*-lNE#)   SPEC   (»U*»)) 
rim   (TIM02)) 

(TIfiee   ((VAL     -8))) 
(Tinei i (BEFr^E Tine: xn) 
(Tina:' ( (BEFORE Tineo xm 

((«MTRANS*   (anAP-ii)   ((CAUSE  ' (*D0* 
(»MARYD  .'CORas)))   i (STATECHANGE 
(#MARY1)    (^HEALTH)   ("8813) 
(«rurjusTcm i   (TinE     iceei:)))) 
(TIME  (09812))) (r8017) (C9828)) 
(TIME _ (C80i3))) 

ca0:s: 

Here is the input utterance. This example 
assumes that the conceptual analyzer has 
identified "Mary", "she" and "herself" all 
to refer to the same person. 

This is the partially integrated result 
in which the referencer has decided that 
"Mary" refers to ÄflARVI . 

This is 'he resulting memory structure. 

STARTING INFERENCE QUEUE: 
to 1.8 Loejs)) 

ABOUT  TO APPLY  »MlrtANSB TO C8828 
CßßZS:    (*MTRANS* «MARYI 

(CAUSE   (*D0* WIARYl C8888) 
(5TATECHANGE W1ARY1  «HEALTH 

C081B «M1NÜSTEN)) 
C0017 L0e:e) 

INFERRING: (TIME W1ARY1 C0813) 

ABOUT TO APPLY -^MTRANSl TO C082i. 
INFERRINGi UMLOC* C8e2C C8B311 

ALSO GENERATING: (*T;;iE* C8834 C8813) 

ABOUT TO APPLY »MTRANSS TO C8828 
INFERRINGi (#ML0C* C882G 00818) 

ALSO GENERATING) (IS 00830 C8813) 

Ue suppress all but tne main structure 
on the starting inference gueue. 

Here, the intrinsic enabling inference 
that Mary must have been alive at '.he 
time of her MTRANS action is being 
generated. This inference becomes structure 
C0038. 

Other inferences about Mary believing uhat 
'he said and whoever she said it to starting 
to knou what she said are made by the MLOC 
inference molecule. These will lead to 
t'^e memory's considering what she said. 
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ABOUT  TO APPLY oMLOC: TO C0843 
C0043i   (»HLOC*   (CAUSE   (*D0* «MARYl 
C0R08)    (STATECHANGE  tftlARYl 
»HEALTH  Ceeie  «rniNUSTEN))   C0040) 
INFERRING:   C002G 

ABOUT   TO APPLY yCAUSEl   TO C00:G 
C30:B:    (CAUSE   (*D0* »MARYl  C0008) 
(STATECHANGE »tlARYl  «HEALTH C0018)) 
aniNUSTEN)) 
INFERRING:   00023 

ABOUT  TO APPLV «CAUSE2  TO C002B 
INFERRING:   C8024 

RECOROING  CAUSAL  RELATION: 
(C0023   .   C0024) 

ABOUT  TO APPLY «STATECHANGE1   TO C0824 
L3024:    (STATECHANGE W1ARY1  «HEALTH 
C8810 «ftllNUSTEN) 
INFERRING:    (TF  »riARYl  C0012) 

CONTRADICTION DETECTED: 
00046 CONTRADICTS C0030 
REASONS:   (C001G) 

C004G 
C0030 
C001G 

(TF  ariARYl  C0012) 
(TIME  öflARYl   C0013 
(BEFORE C0012 C0013) 

Here.   MEHORY  begins   to  consider   the   substance 
of  what  Mary  said.   The   two  resulting 
inferences are   that   she  did  something,   and 
uhat  she did caused a STATECHANGE   in  her 
health  to -10. 

The  causal   relation   is  recorded   for 
causal   chain  expansion.   This   is  not 
directly related  to  this example,   but 
has been   included  for  reference. 

Here   is   the  resultative   inference   from 
Mary's STATECHANGE  that   she ceased   to  exist 
at   the  time of   the STATECHANGE. 

At   this po 
detects a 
must  have 
to exist   ( 
contradict 
evaIuator 
is,   C001G, 
C0012 and 
recorded, 
from  the   i 
proceeds. 

int,   the   inference  evaluator 
direct  contradiction:   tlary 
been existing after   she  ceased 

and  TF  structures  are 
Notice   that   the  reason   the 

ies  for   this  contradiction 
.   relation  of   the   two   times, 

L.0013.   The  contradiction   is 
the   two  structures  are  removed 
nference  queue,   and   inferencing 

TIME 
ory) . 
suppl 

the 
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CHAPTER 6 

MORE CONCEPTUAL INFERENCES 

This chapter is a logical continuation of the previous one, which was getting pretty long 

and, out of compassion for the reader, was artificially interrupted. This is just the "sixth-chapter- 

stretch"! 

6.1 FUNCTION INFERENCES 

sample:    John wants the book, 
John probably wants to read the book. 

sample:    Mar/ needs a hammer. 
What is she building? 

sample:    John went to the grocery. 
He probably wants to buy some food. 

sample:    Mary was funouc at John. 
She asked Bill for the baseball bat. 
Mary might want to use the baseball Pat to clobber John. 

sample:    A fly was annoying Bill. 
He asked Fete to hand him the newspaper. 
Bill probably wants to use the newspaper to swat the fly. 

Everyone has at his disposal a wealth of information concerning the normal functions of 

physical objects, and this information is closely related to our algorithmic knowledge of the 

world. That is, given any common task, the average human language user wil1 have a fairly 

thorough idea of what is necessary for the successful execution of that task. When the task is a 

physical one, the chances ^re high that some conceptual instruments will be involved in the 

algorithm which will accomplish the task.   For example, if someone wants to open a bottle, he will 

perhaps want momentary control over a bottle opener; if someone wants to learn about 

computers, he is likely to want a book on the subject. In both cases, some object (bottle opener, 

book; is involved in some action lying on a path to *he task solution. 

A later section describes a class of inference which predicts a person's future actions based 

on his current wants. Inferences in this class have been termed action prediction inference. 

Action prediction inferences work forward from a person's WANT states to algorithms he is likely 

to engage to satisfy those wants. However, it is often desirable to go the other way: to be able 
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6.1.2 NORMAL FUNCTION INFERENCES 

What chould the nature of the function inference which is triggered by patterns of this form 

in the proper causal environment be?   Since it is the purpose of a function inference to relate a 

person's wanting possession of an object with some step in a probable algorithm, and since steps 

of an algorithm are actions by people, 

the function inference should be in the form of an action by the 
perion, involving the object he is believed to WANT. 

Furthermore, this one action (or several actions if more than one is applicable) should be all 

the function inference introduces, indeed, consequences or implications of the inferred action will 

subsequently lead to the person's motivations for the action, the results of the action, what 

enabling states must have applied at the time, and so forth. But these are other inferences and 

Should not be generated as part of the function inference because there are other inference 

classes designed 'or them later.  Consider for example some object which is commonly thought of 

as food.   What people usually do with food is ingest it for the purpose of nourishment. There 

are, however, clearly two parts to this; (I) the action of ingesting and (2) the nourishment which 

results. Since the memory needs for other purposes the general inference that when a person 

ingests food, he becomes nourished (John ate a steak => John became nourished), it would be 

redundant for a function inference to consist of more than the some mimimum action involving 

the object. 

6.1.2.1 THE NORMA'. FUNCTIONS OF OBJECTS 

Therefore, a function inference 'triggered by the pattern (WANT PI (PQSS X P2)) ) 

produces a pattern (WANT PI A), A being some action by P2 involving X.   This means that the 

content of function inferences devolves on a knowledge of normal actions which rep-esent the 

usual function to which physical objecis are commonly put. Some examples are: 

(1) The  normal   function  of a  book   is   that   if   be   read. 
(2) The normal   function of money   is   that   it   be   traded 

with   someone   in  return for   something  else. 
(3) The  normal   function  of food   Is   that   it  be   ingested. 
(4) The normal   function of a car   is   that   it  be  driven. 
(5) The normal   function of a  telephone   is  that   it  be 

used   to communicate. 

* 
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smugglers to conceal their shipment), this function would be found and used. Of course, this will 

not in general happen for tokens of abstract concepts, because most tokens of concepts serve in 

the usual capacity as defined for the concept. 

WHYWANT naxt scans up Cl's ISA-set sequence searching for NFCTs until some abstract 

concept lying on this sequence is found with which a normal function is associated (Fig. 6-2). In 

this examnle, discovering (ISA Cl »BOOK) would cause the NFCT of «BOOK to be sought. In the 

currpnt taxonomy of concepts in the memory, finding no NFCT of «BOOK, (ISA «BOOK 

«PRINTEDMATTER) would cause the NFCT of «PRINTEDMATTER to be sought and this time located. 

(In the case that no NFCT information is located in this manner, WHYWANT simply generates no 

function inference.) The located NFCT structure will he interpreted as a pattern to be 

instantiated, substituung Cl for occurrences of «PRINTEDMATTER, and «JOHN! for the actor in 

the pattern. Other things will happen during the instantiation, but we must first understand the 

structure which is stored. 

tt   (pr inted mat ter) 

'# *) 

(NAME ft BOOK) 
(ISA tt *) 

structure 
representing   the 
normal   fun-tion 
of any prInted matter 

some  part icular  book 
(ISA  # *) 

Figure G-r .mg up ISA set; for an NFCT property. 

The normal function of «PRINTEDMATTER, is represented by the memory structure shown in 

Fig. 6-3. (There, A,B,C are for the purposes of the following discussion only).   In English this is: 

"The normal function of something which is printed matter is for someone to transfer mental 

concepts located in the printed matter to his conscious processor (short term memory)." The 

same data structures used for all passive data ara also used here. However, patterns such as 

these have some additional information associated with each substructure which indicates how 
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that substructure is to be interpreted during instantiation,   This information also serves to 

denote what is template, requiring instantiation, and what is not template and should be taken 

literally. If this information were not available, the instantiator would wander off through the rest 

of memory thinking everything to be part of the template! 

(NFCT ^PRINTEDMATTER *) 

Ö   (B)   d 
(ISA « «CONCEPTS) 
'riLOC # WRINTEDMATTER) 

(MTRANS * * ffPRINTEDflATTER *) 

^ 
V 

tt   (A)   3 
(ISA Ä ^PERSON) 

Si   tt (C)   ! 
(ISA tt HCP) 
(PART tt *) 

Figure 6-3. The memory structure which stores 
the-normal functinn of printed matter. 

Template information for some substructure signals one of three actions to be takt:,n by the 

instantiator for that structure. Each of these three is illustrated m this example: 

1 -- Locale a concept satisfying each element of the template component's occurrence 

set. If none is found, create one and use it. The conscious processor of the person 

who reads printed matter is such an example. If the token representing John's CP 

cannot be found, if is only because MEMORY has never had occasion to reference 

it. r'nce it is perfectly normal to assume John has a CP, and that it is sufficiently 

specified by the two facts aoout it in Fig, 6-3, it should simply br created with no 

special attention paid to its creation, 

d -- Locate a concept satisfying each element of the template componenVs occurrence 

set. If none is found, create one and mark it as an unspecified concept. The 

concepts which are located in the printed matter read by a person are an 

example of this. If the nature of the concepts cortamed in Cl is known, the token 

standing for them will be .ocated and used. However, if the contents of Cl are not 

known, a token representing them will be created and marked as unspecified. 

Whenever the function inference which contams this unspecified concept is in 
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turn subjected to inference, the unspecified contents of the book will be detected. 

At that point some specifier molecule will either successfully guess what the book 

is about (unlikely), or the unspecified contents of the book will be recorded on 

the missing information list, IMISSINGINFO. This list is one of several sources of 

response after the memory finishes its reaction to an utterance. 

-- Create a new concept which has the properties specified by the componenrs 

occurrence set. This prov.des a way of forcing the creation of a new token, and 

generally corresponds to some existentially quantihed variable which is 

unspecified at the time of the template instantiation. This form is not well 

illustrated in this example, because the actor of the MTRANS will be substituted 

as «JOHNl. The pattern for the normal function of money provides a better 

illustration. There, the person who receives the money in the trade is 

represented in this form, and is instantiated as some unspecified person whose 

identity may be filled in later by some specifier molecule. 

Having located this NFCT, WHYWANT next determines where the actor in the template lies 

that «JOHNl may be substituted for it during the instantiation. This is a simple task since the 

normal function is assumed to be either a simple action or a causal form. In the case of a causa 

'orm, the actor is assumed to be the actor m the causing action. In Fig. 6-3, A is located as the 

so 

actor. 

Next, the pattern is instantiated, with the substitution list «JOHN! for A, Cl for 

«PPINTEDMATTER, and following the three instantiation modes just described for the pattern's 

substructures. The mstantiator takes care not to flow back from lower levels to higher levels in 

the graph during instantiation, since this would result in duplication of information and cycles. In 

this example, the result of instantiation is shown in Fig, 6-4 (assume the memory had no 

knowledge of what concepts the book, Cl, contained). ' 
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(IIIRANS «J0HN1  * Ci *) 

(ISA ft tfCOHCEPlS) 
(MLOC ft CD 
(UNSPECIFIED «) 

(ISA # #CP) 
(PART  # #JGHN1 

Figure 6-4. The instantiated NFCT pattern about reading. 

(K'odce that this is an inference process which can give rise to concepts and tokens whose 

specification is missing. This is essentially the same as a lack of specification at the linguistic 

level. Here, the origin of an UNSPECIFIED entity is internal to [',  - memory: an inference implies 

the existence of an entity, but it cannot be specified. Such internally-generated unspecified 

entities are also noted on the list IMISSINGINFQ and will subsequently pass through the 

specification process.) 

WHVWANT then generates the inference: (WANT «J0HN1 X), where X is the above structure. 

In this example, it supplies as REASONS for the new inference four other memory structures: the 

original (WANT «JOHN1 (POSS «J0HN1 CD), the two ISA relations which related C! to 

»PRINTEDMATTER, and the NFCT structure used in the instantiation. Were the memory later to be 

asked "Why do you believe 'hat John wants to read the book?", it could respond "Because John 

wants Cl, Cl is a book, a book is printed matter, and the normal function of printed matter is 

that a person reads it." 

In addition to the function inference itself, a CAUSE relation is generated to record that 

John's wanting to read Cl probably caused him to want to possess it. That is, the desire to use 

an object in its normal capacity causes a person to want to possess that object. Finally, any time 

information is copied from the original WANT to the new function inference. The result of the 

function inference for this example is shown in Fig. 6-5. 
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(ISA  tf «CF) 
(PART  » iWTo^M') 

the  NFCT   structure   in  memnrij) 

Figure 6-5. The complete function inference and its surroundings. 

6.1.2.3 CONTRIBUTION TO UNDERSTANDING 

What become"; of a function inference after it is generated? That 15, why is it useful?   In this 

example, further mferencmg will occu1' from the function inference: knowing that John probably 

wants to MTPANS concepts in the book to his CP, MEMORY can apply motivational inferences 

which predict tl at he wants this action because of Its probable consequences. One almost certain 

consequence is thai he will begin to know the concepts he read. Hence, John must want to know 

about whatever tc pic the book discusses. But this in turn will lead to other predictions about 

what he might be up to, since knowing about some topic enables a person to engage in other 

algorithms involving that topic. 

The general utility of a function inference is that, based on a 
knowledge of common functions of an object, it predicts some 
likely action which might be enabled by possession of that object. 
This will open up a new realm of motivational inferences. 

Actually, I have oversimplified the nature of the patten, which triggers function inferences. 

In fact, the memory reacts to three other patterns: 
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1. A perr.on wanting an object to be at his location or at the location ol hij> hand 

2. A person wanting to OWN an ooject, rather than merely to possess it 

3. A person needing an object, which is represented as P's not POSSessing X would 
cause (CANCAUSE) some negative change for X 

in addition, there is a class of similar function inferences based on locations and the normal 

function of common locations, if a nerson wants to be at some location, he probably wants to 

perform an action which can be predicted from the normal function of the location (as in buying 

something from a store). (The computer examples whicn follow will illustrate this concerning 

John's wanting to be at a store.) As we will see in the next section, this notion of function 

inference is just one example of a more general class of inferences which involve the notion of 

action enablement in a way different from thai of enabling inferences. 

6 1.3 OVERRIDING NORMAL FUNCTION INFERENCES 

Normal function inferences are clearly embedded deeply in our knowledge of normality in 

the world. It is equally clear that normality should provide no more than a backdrop which 

catches all types of reasoning which have terminated or failed because of a lack of specific world 

knowledge. We must therefore ask the question: by what mechanism does specific world 

knowledge override this knowledge of normality implied by the process of function mferencing? 

In particular, how does our specific knowledge of the individual who desires possession of an 

object, or of the object itself, influence the function inference process' 

To illustrate, suppose we have a friend, John, who pours chocolate sundaes down womens' 

dresses.   That is, that John does this is explicitly stored in a memory structure, accessible as a 

direct conceptual feature of both John and chocolate sundae.   One day, we hear "John was with 

Mary yesterday  He asked Bill for a chocolate sundae." How is the inference that John wants to 

eat the chocolate sundae suppressed and the inference that he is likely to pour it down Mary's 

dress drawn out? 

To answer this question, we must examine more closely what it msans for a piece of world 

knowledge to be "specific". The specificity of a piece of knowledge, X, must be defined relative 

to some process which manipulates a class of knowledge of which X is an instance.   What is 
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regarded as specific fo one process might be regarded as general fo another.   For instance, 

before an appropriate inference can be made, the process which makes the inference must know 

what dimensions should influence it, and should be responsive to differences and deviations from 

?he norm along those dimensions. This dimensionality can be quite narrow and well-defined, or it 

can be a very general, even ill-defined one. An example of specific dimensionality to which an 

inference process might be sensitive is the mass of object X, where, having discovered that 

Object X was dropped on Pete's foot, the severity of the resulting state of affairs is up for 

inference, in contrast, an example of a very general, ill-defined dimensionality is the following: "is 

there some relation between object X and object Y which is not true for most other objects in 

the classes represented by X and Y?" The latter, more general type of dimensionality appears to 

characterize the tests which enable special-case knowledge to influence the substance of 

function inferences. 

Specifically, there are two dimensions to which the function inference process is sensitive. 

The first solves problems of specific knowledge, the second makes function inferences sensitive 

to contextual instrumentality. 

6.1 3.1 OVERRIDING FUNCTION INFERENCES BY SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE 

The first dimension is this: before a function inference is generated, a test is made to 

determine whether there is any special relationship between the person who wants the object 

and the object. This question is framed as follows: is there a path (through conceptual 

propositions) between "John" and "chocolate sundae" other than those which include «JOHN'S ISA 

set and »CHOCOLATESUNDAE's ISA set relations, («PERSON and «FOOD, respectively)' If so, is this 

relation some structure which involves John as the actor de. an action or causal) and chocolate 

sundae as some sort of object, and is this proposition a timeless statement (that is, does it 

represent a fact or belief rather than one isolated event which may have occurred)? In the event 

that such a relation can be found, then it is a possibility that John may want the chocolate 

sundae for use in an action of tms form. 

By excluding conceptual paths between "John" and "chocolate sundae" which pass through 

these concepts' supersets, we automatically exclude "standard" relations between people and food, 

the most obvious of which is that people INGEST food. This guarantees that, should any other 
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paths be found, they will be specific to the two concepts, "John" and "chocolate sundae". Th 

heuristic is illustrated abstractly in Fig. 6-6. 
is 

unusual re I at i ons 

«FOOD 
t 

«JOHN 

uiiucua i    re i d 11 one - 

5A        are  those paths which   >MSA 
exe lüde  one or  both       ' 
of   these   ISA   I inks 

«SUNDAE 

(CANCAUSE * *) 

(DO «JOHN) (LOG * *) 

'ISA ß «DRESS) 
(LUC H *) 

(ISA « «PERSON) 
(SEX « «FEMALE) 

Figure 6-6. Discovering unusual relationships between two tokens or concepts. 

6.1.3.2 THE INFLUENCE OF ACTION PRED'CTIONS ON FUNCTION INFERENCES 

The second "vague" dimension to which funchon inferences can be sensitive consists of 

tests aimed at discovering whether the person wanting the object is engaged (or has been 

Predicted to engage in, via a predictive inference) some activity requiring an object havmg 

certain features. If the function inference process detects that the object the person is stated to 

want has the requisite features, it suppresses the normal function inference in deference to this 

contextual use of the object. 

An example of this dimensionality is: 

A fly was aggravating Bill. 

Bill asked Pete to hand him the newspaper. 
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From the first line it is a predictive inference that a likely future action of Bill's is that he might 

be expected to propel some massive (from the fly's point of view) physical object toward the fly 

with the intention of killing the fly. At this point, Bill's wanting possession of a physical object 

(whose features are sufficiently specified to rule out things like the kitchen sink -- or a feather) 

can and should be associated with his current probable desires concerning worldly actions. This 

association is made by searching for structures of the form (WANT P A), where A is some action 

structure in which P is the actor and which involves an UNSPECIFIED object in some conceptual 

capacity.   If such a structure can be found and if the requisite features of the unspecified object 

m the wanted action, A, are possessed by the object involved in the WANT-POSS triggering 

pattern, then A, with its unspecified object replaced by the object Bill wants to possess is a 

highly orobable candidate for overriding the normal function .nference. Here, this would mean 

that the inference "John wants to swat the fly with the newspaper" overrides "John wants to 

'■(•ad the newspaper." 

Both these "overriding" heuristics have a very attractive feature: since they involve 

searches tnrough ever-changmg conceptual structures, they are inherently sensitive to context. 

That is they allow the situation to override the norm. Failures to override correspond to missing 

dimensions of testing before the normative inference is generated. No claim will he made here 

that the two dimensions of sensitivity to overriding situations just described are adequate, only 

that they are useful and can account for many interesting situations. 
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RECfNCY: ML 
TRUTH: NIL. STRENGTH: NIL 
ISEEN: NIL 

I0176i   (*riTRANS*  1016?  10178 
WRINTEDflATTER  10173) 

(TEI1PLATE  T) 

ASET: 
18177!   (NFCT «PRINTEDMATTER tt) 

RECENCY!   NIL 
TRUTH:   NIL,   STRENGTH:   NIL 
ISEENi   NIL 

I81G8i   NIL 
(TEMPLATE  3) 

ASE": 
I017Si   (*MTRANS* ti 18178 

«FRINTEDMATTER  18173) 
10i;r':    (PART   18173 tt) 
l81G3i   (ISA ff »PERSON) 

RECENCYi  NIL 

10170!   NIL 
(TEMPLATE   B) 

ASc 
I017Gi   (»NTRANS«  10168 ti 

ffPRlNTEDMATTER  18173) 
1817::   (#MLOC* tt #PRINTEDt1ATTER) 
18171:    (ISA  « «CONCEPTS) 

RECENCYi   NIL 

IE)173i   NIL 
(TEMPLATE   ! 

A5ET: 
101761 

18175: 
10174; 

RECENCY! 

(*f1TRANS*  181G8  18170 
tfPRINTEDMATTER tt) 

(PART U  101681 
(ISA  tt  ttCP) 

MIL 

»PROCEED 
SEARCHING POR ACTOR IN 10176 
ACTOR ESTABLISHED; 10166 

(ENTER INC, 
(F1N0UNIT 

(ISA 
(LEAVING 1 
'ENTERING 

1 FINDUNIT) 
(NIL UMLOC« 
«CONCEPTS))) 
FINDUNIT) NIL 

1 MAXEUNIT) 

COO:0) 

1017G.    In  Enplish,   says   »he   foliomng:    a 
person *riTRANS*5  concepts  contained   in 
something  which   is  printed  matter   from   that 
printed  matter   to  his  conscious  processor. 
18168  represents   the  person,    181/8   the 
concepts.   18173  the person's conscious 
processor. 

Here   is   the  actor   in   the  structure.   Mary 
will   assume   this role   in  the   finished 
i nference. 

Here   is   the   template  representing   the   concepts 
contained   m   the printed  matter.   Notice 
that   its   template marker   is  8,    indicating 
that   if   such  a  structure   is  not   found   for 
the hook,   C8020,    the   template   should  be 
instantiated as an unspecified   token,    ie. 
that   the  concepts   in 088:0  are  unknown. 

Here   is   the   template  which  represents   the 
person's  conscious processor,   Notice   that 
its   template   is  of   type   !,    indicating   that 
if   such  a   token   is  not   found,    it   should   be 
created with no  attention  being  paid. 

At   this  point,   ue  proceed  with   the  preparation 
for   instantiation.   MEMORY  now   locates   the 
actor   in   the NFCT   template   in  order   to 
substitute  occurrences  of   the  actor   in   the 
template by   the actor  at  hand,   namely Mary. 
1816S   is   located. 

The   instantiation   is  underway.   Here 
MEMORY   is  attempting   to  establish 
the   identity  of   the  concepts   in   the 
book.   Finding  no  such   token,   MEMORY 
creates  a   token,   00847,    to   stand   for    ,.,, 
2^1 marks   it   as  an unspecified  structure 

them 
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(MA^EUNIT   (NIL   (*f1L0C*      C8020) 
(ISA _ «CCMrEPTS)   (URSPECIFIEO    )) 

(LEAVING   1   nAKEUNIT)   080^7 

(ENTERING  1  FiNDUNIT) 
(FINOUNIT   (NIL   (PART  _ ÖflARYl) 

(ISA _ »CPU) 
(LEAVING  ]   EIIJDIJN1T)   NIL 
IENTERING  1   MAKEUNIT) 
'/■A* :    ■.: I    HJIL   (PART  _ »nARYD 

MSA   _ «CP)1 ) 
(LEAVING   1   MAKEUNIT)   C0051 

(ENTERING  1  MAKEUNIT) 
(riA^EUNn   ((#MTRANS* »flARYl  C0047 

COOL'O rc)0Sl))) 
(LEAVING  1   MAKEUNIT)   C0054 

COMPLETED   INFERENCE:   C0055 

(*BREAK*   .   HELLO) 

C8055i    (WANT OJ0HN1  C0054) 

ASET: 
C0857!    (CAUSE if C0041) 
C005Gi   (TIME » C002Z) 

RECENCY!   i'C'1. 
STRENGTH:   0.98000000 TRUTH:    T, 

REASONS: 
C00Ali 
coo::: 
10068; 
10177: 

I SEEN:   NIL 

iJANT tiJOHHl  C00:9) 
USA [00:0 «PDOK) 
(ISA «BOOK WRINTEDMATTER) 
(NFCT  «PRINTEÜMATTER 

10176) 

C00S41    («MTRANS* #MARY1  C0047 0002 
C0051) 

A5ET: 
C0055!   (WANT tfJOHNl  tf) 

RECENCY:   29233 
TRUTH:   U\l,   STRENGTH:   NIL 
I SEEN:   NIL 

C0047:   NIL 

ASET: 
C0054!    (»MTRANS* «MARYI  a C8070 

C0051) 
C0050!   (UNSPECIFIED «) 
r00'')3:    (ISA  tf «CONCEPTS) 
C0043!    (*MLOC* ft C0020) 

RECENCY:   23233 

Later  on,   this  unspecified   token  may  give 
rise   to .."i question  of   the  nature:    "Uhat 
i s   the hook   ahout?", 

Here MEMORi'   is   instantiating   the   template 
which represents   the  person's  conscious 
processor.   Finding  no   token  representing 
MaiVs,   MEMORY   simply  creates  one.   C005I. 

Finally,  MEMORi'  creates   the  structure 
representing Mary's   reading  C0020. 

The  finished   inference   is  generated  by 
asserting  that   John  probably  UANTs   this 
reading action,   and   that   this WANT  CAUSEd 
him  to WANT Mary   to  have  possession  of   the 
book.   Ue will   noii  have  a   look  at   the 
final   structure  uhich   is   the   inference. 

C0055   is   the   finished   function   inference. 

Notice   that   the  causal   relation  between 
John's wanting Mary   to  read C0020  and  his 
desire  that   she  possess   it  has  been  generated. 

Notice the reasons indicating why MEMORY 
believes this structure: John wanted Mary 
to have possession of C0820, C0020 is a " 
«BOOK, a «BOOK is «PRINTEDMATTER. and the 
normal function of printed matter is that 
i t be read. 

This   token represents   the  unknown  contents 
of   the book,   C0020. 
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C00:O:   NIL 

ASET: 
CPOBAi («MTRANS* «MARYl r88A7 

« C0051) 
C09A?!; (*ML0C* CO047 «) 
C0029: (*P0SS* # WMARVl) 
C0027: (*P05S* » WJ0HN1) 
CO0:5: (♦ATRAN1^* WJ0HN1 # «J0HN1 

W-IAPYl) 
C0021i (ISA U  »BOOK) 

RECENCY:   29233 

C0051:   NIL 

ASET: 
C005A:    urTRANS* »MARYl   C0047 

C00:0 ») 
Ce0c:3:    (ISA  tt KP) 
C005Z:    (PART  U «MARYl) 

RECENCY:   Z9233 

•PROCEED 
(LEAVING 1 UHYUANT) C0055 

This is the hook. Vieued in this form, 
not all of the information is visable. In 
particular, there are modifying TIME, TS 
and TF relations on the structures 00054, 
C0048, 00023. 00027 and 00025 which are 
not shown here, but which HEMORY is 
sensitive to in inferencing, answering 
questions, and so forth. 

This is Mary's conscious processor. 

Control is returned to the WANT inference 
molecule with function inference 00055. 

miLUULi  LLU^LLLiLL: LllLiHiVt-L HKXllAL-LlT  2 

In this eyample, the prediction will be made that the reason Rita went to the store was so 

that she would be LOCated there, and that the reason she wanted to be LOCated there was that 

it would enable her to perform an action commonly associated with being LOCated in a store, 

nan-iply a buying action. 

RITA  UENT   TO  THE STORE 

((ACTOR   (RITA)   <->   (#PTRANS#)   OBJECT 
(RITA)   FROM   (*0NE#)   TO   (STORE REF 
(*A*)))   TIME   (TIM01)) 

(Tin00   ( (VAL  T-0))) 
(TIM01    ((BEFORE  TIM00 X))) 

(UPTRAN5*   IÖRITA1)    («RITAD 
(00013)    ([0014)) 
(TIME _  (00016))) 

03013 

MEMORY accepts the sentence from the 
anaiyrT, Its analyzed form, partially 
internalized form, and final Ftructure 
pointer (00019) are shown. 

00013 stands for the (unspecified) location 
Rita set out from. 
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STARTING  INFERENCE QUEUE: 
((X   1.0 [0019)1 

ABOUT   TD APPLY »PTRANSJ TO C0013 
C0Ü19:    («PTRANS* «RITAl  «RITAl 

C0013 C001H) 
INFERRING:    (*L0C* «RITA1  C8814) 

ALSO GENERATING!   (TS C0023 C0016) 

APPLYING   INF  MOLECULE  UANT   TO 00027: 
(WANT  «RITA1   (»LOG* ÄRITA1 C0016)) 

SEARCHING FOR NFCT OF C9014 
SEARCHING FOP NFCT OF  «STORE 
NFCT  FOUND:    10151 

(*BREAK*   .   HELLO) 

181511 (NFCT «STORE 10150) 

(NFCT «STORE (CUALCAUSE 
(*ATRANS* 121142 i01Aa 10142 «STORE) 
(*ATRA:j':* «STORE 10147 «STORE 10142) 

(TEMPLATE T) 
RECENCY: MIL 
TRUTH: NIL, STRENGTH: NIL 
1SEEN: NIL 

♦PROCEED 
COMPLL'TEO INFERENCE: C00A0 

(»BREAK* . HELLO) 

C0048! (UANT «RITAl C0039) 

(UAfJT «RITAl (DUALCAUSE 
(*ATRANS* «RITAl C8033 «RITAl C0014) 
(*MTRANS* C0014 C003G C0814 «RITAD) 

ASET: 
C0041 

RECENCY: 
TRUTH:   T 
REASONS: 

C0027: 
C001S: 
10151: 

1SEEN:   NIL 

(TIME  « C001B) 
1 0*.00 

STRENGTH:   0.98000000 

(UANT  «RITAl  C0023) 
(ISA  C0014  »STORE) 
NFCT  «STORE  10150) 

C0033: NIL 

Inferencincj begins, again with other 
subpropositions suppressed. 

At some point, MEMORY generates the inference 
that Rita arrives at the store. A 
motivational inference scan (which is not 
shoun by tracing here) ui II infer that 
she went to the store because she wanted 
to be there. 

The UANT inference molecule eventually 
intercepts tne pattern of Rita's wantmc 
herseIf to 
under takes 

be located 
a f unc * i or, 

at a store, 
i nference. 

and 

MEMORY finds the NFCT of a store. Ue 
interruüt the process to have a look at 
this NFCT structure. 

In 
loc 
q i v 
In 
act 
whi 
for 
be 
u i 
mo 
He 

Eng I i 
at i on 
es 11 
this 
or, I 
ch i s 
some 

possi 
I be 
ecu I e 
went 

sh: "the normal function of some 
which is a store is that a person 
money In exchange   for something, 
structure, 18142 stands for the 
0144 stands for a token of money 
to be created, and 10147 stands 
unspecified object. It may of course 

ble to specify this object, but this 
intercepted later by some specifier 
(example: "John needed some bread. 

to the store. ") . 

Having seen the NFCT structure, we allow 
MEMORY to proceed. The completed function 
inference is C0040. Ue again break to display 
this new inference structure. 

Rita went to, C00 ̂  

Here are the reasons 
structure to be true, 

C0014 is the store 
is some unknown objeci'. 

MEMORY beiieves this 

This is the money that Pita 
SMtRANS to the store. 

I I probabl y 
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1 
ASET: 

C8835: (ncATRANS* «RITA1 
c^^lu) 

C0034: (ISA # #nOfJEY) 
RECENCY: loseo 

tt «RITAl 

C003G:   NIL 

ASET: 
L083S:    (*ATRANG* 03014  t)  C0014 

«RITAD 
C8837i   (UNSPECIFIED H) 

RECENCY:   10800 

•PROCEED 

APPLYING INF MOLECULE WANT TO C0040: 
(UiANT «RITA! (DUALCAUSE 
(*ATRAN5* «R1TA1 C0033 «RITA1 C0014) 
(*ATRANS* C001A C003G C0014 #R1TA1))) 

Here is '.he as-yet unspecified obiect uhich 
Rita probably wants the store to ATRANS her. 

Ue again 
Eventual I 
nil! be s 
The UANT 
that Rita 
DUALCAUSE 
wants to 
and that 
money inv 
by the ev 
MEMORY' 
former, 
wanten so 
wou'd det 
pattern, 
object in 
she was «. 
speci f i F.r 
attempt t 
of the ob 
part icula 

return co 
y. this f 
übjected 
DUALCAUSE 
wants th 

, Among t 
possess t 
she wants 
oived. Th 
a Iuat i on 
know I edge 
f MEMORY 
me object 
ect this 
and infer 
this pat 

nown to w 
moiecule 

o predi ct 
ject from 
r store R 

ntro 
unct 
to t 
w i I 

e co 
hem 
his 
to 

e la 
f unc 
of 

alre 
, th 
pat t 
tha 

tern 
ant. 
w i I 
mor 
tea 

i ta 

I to 
i on 
he i 

I le 
nseq 
will 
unsp 
ceas 
tter 
t ion 
norm 
ady 

ev 
ern 
t th 
to 
Oth 

I at 
e ab 
ture 
v' si 

th 
inf 
nf e 
ad 
uen 
!3e 

ec i 
e t 

i s 
as 

a I i 
kne 
alu 
as 
e u 
be 
erw 
so 

out 
s o 
ted 

e prog 
erence 
rence 
to pre 
ces 

tl- 
f i ec 
o POSS 

i nter 
contr 

ty. Fo 
w that 
at i on 
matchi 
nspec i 
the ob 
' se, s 
me poi 
the n 

f C001 

ram. 
itself 

mechan i sm. 
cli et i ons 

!'i s 
■ e 

b ject 
the 

cepted 
ad i c t i ng 
r the 
Ri ta 
func t i on 
ng that 
f Ted 
ject 
ome 
nt 
a ture 
A,    the 

S.2 ENABLEMENi PREDICTION INFERENCES 

sample:    John asked Mary where Fred was. 
John wanted to give Fred some keys. 

sample:    Andy blew le-vidly on the hot meat. 

sample:    Dick looked in his recipe book to (md out 
how to make a roux. 

sample:    I sure hope it is sunny Saturday 
We're going on a picnic. 

sample:    Mary put on her glasses. 
Mary probably wants to look at romethmg. 

sample:    John walked over to the hammer. 
John might want to pick the hammer up. 
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Function inferences actually represent an interesting subclass of a far more general class of 

inferences. We may generalize such observation? as "the possession of an object is generally 

desired so that that object may be put to its normal use" and "the desire to be located at a 

certain place is probably instilled by the desire to perform an action normally associated with 

that place" to the more general observation that "states in the world are frequently desired 

because of the actions they will enable." More concisely, 

If some state. S, is an important extrinsic enabling state for some 
common action. A, and if some person, P, is said or inferred to 
desire that S exist, then is possible and useful to predict that P 
might also desire to perform A. (and that this desire instilled the 
desire that state S exist). 

I will term inferences which accomplish this type of task enablement prediction inferences 

For the purposes of generating enabling inferences, every action must have associated with 

it in the memory's inference molecules certain intrinsic and extrinsic enabling conditions, and 

these enabling conditions are spontaneous^ generated whenever their associated action arises. 

As we saw, these inferences, especially the extrinsic ones, are vitally important to the process of 

expansion in inference space. Thay can lead to extremely useful lines of inference, and can 

uncover apparent contradictions. 

The goals of an enablement prediction inference lie in something of an inverse relation with 

the goals of an enabling inference: whereas an enabling inference works from an action back to 

states of the world which must have been (probably were) true for the action to have occurred, 

an enablement prediction inference works forward from a state S, which is detected in a pattern 

of the form (WANT P S), inferring a structure (WANT P A), v/he-e a is some action which state S 

commonly enables (Fig. 6-7). Of course, rot all states are commonly associated as an enabling 

condition for any action action in particular, but for those which are, it is desirable that their 

relation be accessible in this "reverse mode". 
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the   tr i cjcjer ing x"'-* (UANT  * *) 
WANT  structure 

other 
enabI ing 
states 

Figure 6-7. The process of enableinenf prediction. 

For enabling relationships of any complexity there is no convenient "clean" or explicit data 

structure winch links common enabling states to the actions which they are commonly thought of 

as enabling. The variability of the objects involved requires that this relationship be far more 

complex than a simple data structure can conveniently capture. For example, it would be 

conceptually pleasing to represent the enablement relation "In order for PI to give P2 

(physically), PI and P2 must have approximately the same location" by a data structure such as: 

(ENABLES   (LOC X  Y)    (PTRANS X  Z  X  Y)). 

But upon closer examination, there are simply too many dimensions which must be tested in 

oarticular situations to make this realistic (time aspects, unusual instrumentalities, tolerances on 

the closeness of the LOC, dependencies on the conceptual features of X, Y and Z, etc.). 

Therefore, for any state, S, which is commonly thought of as the primary enabling condition 

for some action, A, there exists an inference atom which can relate S to A: when applied to 

structure S, one or more inference atoms in the inference molecule will generate an action 

structure A as an "enabled action" inference.   A simple enablement prediction process will then 

generate (WANT ACTOR A) pradict.ons.  This process and the form of the inference are shown in 

Fig. 6-7. 
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6.21 WHY AND HOW 

How does an enablement prediction inference fit into the process of understanding? 

Consider the second sample above: "Andy blew fervidly on the hot meat." One very predictable 

resultative inference from such an action is that a hot object across which air is propelled 

decreases m temperature: (NEGCHANGE X «TEMP).  A simple further rasulative inference is that a 

result of a NEGCHANGE tends to yield a low(er) value along the scale on wh.ch the change 

occurs. The memory may therefore conjecture (via a motivational inference), that Andy WANTed 

these predictable results of his action. These two (of perhaps many) motivational inferences will 

have the form shown in Fig. 6-8. 

(WANT »ANDY *) 

(NEGCHANGE * «TEMPERATURE) 

(UANT #ANDY «) 

(TEMPERATURE * #L0U) 

(ISA # «MEAT) 

Figure G-8. Why Andy might be blowing on the meat. 

At that point, the structure (WANT «ANDY (TEMPERATURE C8324 «LOW)), C8324 being the 

meat, will be detected (in the WANT inference molecule) as a potential enablement prediction 

inference pattern. At that point, the WANT inference molecule defers control to the enablement 

prediction process, which then directs the inference monitor to generate inferences of type EA 

(enabling action) from the TEMPERATURE structure of Fig. 6-8. This amounts to applying the 

TEMPERATURE inference molecule to this structure, and filtering out all inferences but those of 

type EA.   Because (ISA C8324 «MEAT) and (ISA «MEAT «FOOD), in this instance the EA inference 

set returned will consist of the single action (INGEST «ANDY C8324).   Notice the need for the 

TEMPERATURE inference molecule's EA sensitivity to the conceptual features of the objects 

involved: if CS^24 had been a piece of molten glass, entirely different EA inferences would have 

resulted. Any special information the TEMPERATURE inference molecule applied in making its EA 

inference are returned as the REASONS property of the new inference structure. In this case, the 

REASONS would be the two ISA properties of C8324 which relate it to «FOOD. 
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Having thus generated a set of actions commonly associated with this enabling state (which 

m this not-atypical case consists of just one) the £P| process creates a (WANT «ANDY (INGEST 

«ANDY CS324 X Y», where X and Y are the token's for Andy's mouth and stomach, respectively. 

It then transfers the REASONS property supplied by the TEMPERATURE inference molecule to 

this new WANT structure, and appends the original (WANT «ANDY (TEMPERATURE C8324 «LOW)) 

structure to it as another reason.   In English, the reasons for the inference end up as: "because 

Andy wanted the temperature of C8324 to be low, 08324 is meat, and meat is a form of food." 

The substance of the inference Is "The reason a person wants food to be cool is so that he can 

eat it." Having thus generated WANT-INGEST structure, and supplied it with REASONS, the EPl 

monitor finally makes explicit the probaole causal dependence between the WANT-TEMPERATURE 

structure, SI, and the WANT-INGEST structure, S2: (CAUSE S2 SI). That is, "Andy's desire to eat 

08324 probably caused his desire that CS324 be cool." 

This new structure can then lead to other .nferences. The important step in this example 

was dratUing out the idea of eating from the desire of some temperature state of some object. 

6.22 EXAMPLES OF UTILITY 

The utility of an enablement prediction inference to the other samples is similar. In the first 

sample ("John asked Mary where Fred was. John wanted to give Fred some keys."), the first 

utterance (whose underlying meaning is illustrated in Fig. 6-9) is that John wants Mary to 

perform an MTRANS action. 

P o 
JOHN  < = = = >  flTPANS  

part 
riARY * CP --- 

par t 
JOHN  CP  — 

FRED 
/   \ 

NARY <- = = > MTRANS ------.- [.{??)   - ^ 
t par t 
ID   I—-. CP JOHN \   / 
I— part LOC 

k— CP riARY t 
c'f val    I 

JOHN JOY 
■-•  X + d 

■ -   X 

Figure 6-9. John asked Mary where Fred was. 
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In order to discover why John desires this action, the process of generating probable 

motivational inferences from the structure is undertaken. This process consists of finding the 

probable results of Mary's MTRANS action if she were to perform it, then conjecturing that John 

might desire her action because of one or more of the results it could produce. 

An immediate resultative inference from such an MTRANS is that John would then know 

Fred's location. One highly likely motivational inference which follows, then, is that John WANTs 

to know Fred's location (Fig. 6-10). 

WANT //JOHN *)^— 

mioc * *) 
* ' n 

(LOG «FRED L) (ISA Ä «LTM) 
(PART U «JOHN) 

Figure 6-10. 

But the need to know f d location of an object is a common enabling condition for only a 

few common actions, foremost among them being a PTRANSmg action, on the part of the knower, 

to that location. That is, the question "Why does John want to know Fred's v/hereabouts?" is 

reasonably answered by "Perhaps because John wants to go to there." Therefore, at that point 

the enablement prediction inference that John might want to PTRANS himself to Fred's location, L. 

is generated (among others — remember, I'm willing to "waste" some computation in inference 

space) by the MLOC inference molecule, having been applied to the MLOC substructure in Fig. 6- 

10. Th(   resulting probabilistic inference is shown in Fig. 6-11.   (Note there that it will be a 

subsequent task for a specifier molecule to specify the D-FROM of John's PTRANS as the location 

where he and Mary currently are.) 

(WANT «JOHN *) 

(PTRANS «JOHN «JOHN * *) 

(UNSPECIFIED «)       (ISA « «LOCATION) 
(ISA « «LOCATION)      (LOC «FRED «) 

Figure 6-11. 
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But now a Similar process may begin anew on the question "Why would John want to be at 

Fred's location''". Here, although to be at a location can be an enabling condition for a vast 

number of actions, the number of them most frequently associated with the condition is small, and 

the conceptual features of Hie location and specific knowledge about the  >erson both can help 

narrow the set 01 probable actions. For example. Since the location in this example is where 

another person Is, two very commonly associated act.ons are (a) to communicate (some sort of 

MTRANS via a SPEAK) or to perform some sort of physical act.on which involves being at that 

location (very hkely a PTRANS, perhaps a PRCPEL. etc.).   In other words, these are associations 

human language users commonly make, even though they may be proven incorrect later on. We 

would hke the enablement prediction process at least to make a prediction about Reforms 

John's subsequent actions are hkely to take at that point, even if it would be ludicrous to try to 

predict any details of his probable action, 

We have come far enough in the analysis of the first line of this sample ("John asked Mary 

where Fred was. John wanted to give Fr:?d some keys.") to illustrate what happens when the 

second line arrives! the second utterance explicitly communicates a desire on John's part to 

perform the PTPAfJS of the keys to Fred. The hope is that this explicit information matches one 

of the predictions of form the memory was able to make from the first sentence. Although it 

might appear that I have set up just the right inferences at the right times, this is not what in 

fact happens in the memory, because there are in general large numbers of inferences which 

simply don't come to fruition. The claim is that this is necessary in order to discover the few 

inferences which do connect up in inference space. 

In the thira .ample, by enablement prediction, we again can go from Dick's desire for some 

knowledge to an action that knowledge can enable him to perform (making a rouv). As we might 

expect, the desire for knowledge is a very common pattern for triggering enablement predict.on 

inferences! Dick wants to know how to do X because he wants to do XI In the fourth sample, 

since one "commonly held" enabling condition for some sort of outdoor activity is that it Occur 

during n.ce weather, by making the prediction that the speaker has some outdoor plans for 

Saturday, the memory can establish contact with the information communicated by the second 

line. 

It should be dear that it would be undesirable to spend too much effort making enab 
ement 
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prediction inferences for states which could enable many actions.   On the other hand it is 

desirable to be able to make at least predictions about the nature of the action someone who 

desires some state might be expected to perform, because thi«; increases »he likelihood of points 

of contact in inference space. 

6.3 MISSING ENABLEMENT INFERENCES 

sample:    Mary couldn't see the horses finish. 
She cursed the man in front of her. 

sample:    Ellen couldn't read the sign. 
She walked over to the light switch. 

sample:    Ellen couldn't read the sign. 
She walked closer to it. 

As illustrated in the enablemenf inference section, it is very useful, for each action which is 

believed to have occurred, to generate predictions concerning the enabling states which must 

have surrounded the action in order for it to have occurred.   However, what can we infer from 

ei action which was attempted, but which failed?  In conceptual form, this situation corresponds 

to a (CANNOT <action>) pattern with which a time is associated, such as "Mary couldn't see the 

horses firnsh." 

The way I have chosen tc; view actions and enablemenf makes the anwser more or less 

immediate; when an action cannot occur, it is probably because some enabling state is not 

satisfied. If the memory can make pi°dictions about what the missing state might be, other 

predictions about what the inhibited ödor might do can result from those predictions. When we 

hear the first sample, wc immediately infer that something was not correct for Mary's act of 

looking at something: either she was sightless, she wasn't in the vicinity, something was in her 

way, or the horses' finishing didn't exist to be seen in the first place. By making these 

predictions, the memory stands an improved chance for discovering relations with other 

information; in the first sample, the second line confirms the prediction about blockage of sight -- 

something was in front of her. Since another inference that Mary WANTed to be able to perform 

the action, and since it was another person who caused her not to be able to perform it, the 

resultative inference can then arise that Mary might feel a negative emotion toward the person 

because of this. Her cursing also leads to this conclusion, and this knits the first and second lines 

together at a critical point which makes their underlying causal relation explicit. 
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Similar remarks apply to the second and third samples. Notice also how this sort of 

inference can lead to action predictions which help clear up references. In the third sample, one 

of the missing enablement inferences from the CANNOT MTRAIMS pattern is that Ellen might not 

be close enough. This leads to one prediction that she m,sht want to be at a location clser to the 

sign. From this, the action prediction arises that she might PTRANS herself closer to the sign. 

When the second line come in, if the pattern can be matched to the prediction, the matching 

could yield the identification of "it" as the sign Ellen is trying to read. 

6^ INTERVENTION INFERENCES 

sample:    Bill saw Mary hitting John with a baseball bat. 
BiH took, the bat away from Mary. 

sample:    Baby Billy was running into the street. 
Mary ran after him. 

All actions in the world have intrinsic and extrinsic enabling conditions (states) which must 

be satisfied for the action to occur (and continue in cases of protracted actions). Furthermore, 

certain of the extrinsic enabling states are distinguished in that they are commonly thought of as 

the most vital ones to the performance of the action which they enable. From these observations, 

I have made three important inference classifications: enabling inferences, enablement-predicfion 

inferences, and missing enablement inferences. 

But there is another important facet of tins action/enabling state relationship The 

observation is this: that, by removing an essential enabling state, it is possible to prevent or 

curtail an action which it enables. Since actors have some degree of control over extrinsic 

enabling conditions - that is, they can either bring them about, remove them, or cause them not 

to come about in the first place -- removal of an enabling state is one potential method through 

which an actor can influence Other actions around him - in particular, actions which he believes 

are likely to cause undesirable states. Th.s phenomenon is of considerable interest to our gOdl of 

knitting together an actor's actions and his motivations tor performing them. 

We are therefore interested in predicting situations in which an actor may desire that an 

extrinsic enablmg state not be allowed to exist, or cease to exist. When we can predict such a 

desire, let us call it an intervention inference. An intervention inference is one source of our 

ability to make certain predictions about what actors might do in the future, based on their 
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awareness of their surroundings (Fig. 6-12),  The questions are twofold: what kind of actor 

awareness justifies the generation of an intervention inference, and what is the substance of the 

inference which is generated? 

(MLOC * CP.LTn-actor2) 

(MLOC * LTM-actor2) 

(ACTION actorl ... ) <==. 

1 
T 

<some undesirable  state> 

re&ultat i ve 
i nferences 

  <enabling  state> 

    «enabling   state> 

   <enabling   state> 

THEN  INFER  THAT  actor2 
DESIRE  THAT ONE  OF  THE 
«enabling  st3te>,s  BE 
ANNULLED: 

actnr2  must   fiave  knouledge 
of   the  action,   and what   it 

might   cause 

(UANT actor2   (NOT  «enabling  state>)) 

Figure 6-12. The circuniitances surrounding an intervention inference. 

Consider the first sample above We would like the memory to have the capability, having 

heard toe first line, to predict that Bill might dc    .•     '-.mg to intervene. If this prediction can be 

made, it will be confirmed by the second line, re. a p ;nt of contact in inference space 

between the two utterances. If the prediction is rrv >   confirmed, it can later be of use 

in generating the question "Why didn't Bill try to stop i. ^, 

6.4.1 THE TRIGGERING PATTERN 

The crucial feature of the pattern in the first sample seems to be that something bad is 

happening to John, and furthermore, that Bill is aware of this. In the memory, "something bad is 

happening to P" Is a very simple pattern; (NEGCHANGE P SCALE), or (BIGNEGCHANGE P SCALE). 

Furthermore, this pattern in general lies on some causal sequence in which an action is the 

immediate cause of the negative change. In this example, MEMORY makes the simple resultative 

inference from Mary's hitting action with a baseball bat that John is suffering a negative change 

on his physical state scale. (There are many other interesting lines of inference — for example 

hat Mary probably MFEELS anger toward John -- which I will ignore here.) 
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But to preset that 8,11 will take steps to intervene, we must first have reason to behove 

that Bill is aware of both this NEGCHANGE and its causing action, In general, inferring who Know 

what in a story is often difficult because it is often bound up with assumptions and conventions 

about the structure of stories. Frequently, a sizeable chunK of a story will unfold before ,1 

becomes apparent that another person was around all along. (This is either stated explicitly   or 

can be inferred from his introduction as an actor and the nature of the achon he performs^and 

that he was aware of everything, Because of this, there „ust be some means for retracing the 

story, inferring ail ,he newly-inferable awarenesses of this new actor. The second sample is a 

very simple example of this: it is ,mplic,t in the structure of the story that Mary was around and 

aware of Baby Johnny's action, and il . vital to our understanding of her action that lUf know 

.he was aware.   , will not stray into story heunstics here, but only pen, out that Inferring who 

know  what in a story is not always an easy task. 

There is no such nroblem ,n the first sample; in a situation such as this the memory will 

infer that Bill .news 01 John's negative change by Mary's action, because he knows of her action 

and he, as well as the memory, can be predicted to know what this sort of achon commonly 

resets in. Through these inferences, the following pattern .among others) emerges: a person is 

aware that another person is undergo:,, a negative change. This is 'he basic pattern which we 

want to trigger an intervention inference, and in memory if has the form shown in 7-13, that is 

two units of ,nformat,on are located in Pi's conscious processor: that P2 is undergoing a 

negative change and that achon A is the cause of ,1. Of course, Fl and P2 might be one and the 

same person: peop'e try to avoid negative changes to themselves! 

fMLOC    *    *) 

(CAUSE  * *j 

(NEGCHANGE * 5) (ISA  tf  tKp) 
(PART  ti  *) 

[ 
a (P2) 
(ISA # »PERSON) 

(some  spec .fie  act ion,   A) 

Figure 6-13. The triggering pattern for Intervention inferences. 

#*(P1) 
(ISA # «PERSON) 
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In addition to this basic pattern, tesh along certain other dimensions must be made in order 

to mskp an intervention inference more sensitive to context. The principal check is that PI must 

not presently   have a strongly negative (social) relationship to P2, tor otherwise we might rather 

infer that Bill Is enjoying watching Mary give it to John. (Section 7.6 has a computer example 

where this in fact occurs because of the context established by previous inputs). In the memory, 

to detect such a negative relationship is to locate a pattern of the form (MFEEL PI E P2), E being 

such that USA E «NEGEMOTIQN); 

6.4 2 THE SUBSTANCE OF AN INTERVENTION INFERENCE 

What is the substance of an intervention inference to be, once this pattern has been 

triggered de. detected by the MLOC inference molecule)?   The memory's knowledge of extrinsic 

enabling states plays an important role here.   Assuming Bill does not MFEEL a negative emotion 

toward John, and since Bill knows that the causing action of the NEGCHANGE is Mary's hitting 

action, and that one way to stop an action is to annul one of its enabling states, it is a 

reasonable prediction that Bill may desire that one of the common enabling states for Mary's 

hitting action be removed. Examples of common extrinsic enabling states for this particular action, 

PI  hitting P2 (underlied by PROPEL CAUSE PHYSCONT), are 

1. PI   is LOCated near P2. 
2. The  object   of   the propel   is LCJCated   in   the hand of  PI. 
3. PI   is  mentally   focusing on carrying out   the PROPEL  action. 

There are perhaps others, but in general the number of enabling states for any particular action 

is not large. The substances of intervention inferences for this example are therefore: 

1. Bill may desire that Mary not be LOCated near John 

2. Bill may desire that the baseball bat not be LOCated in Mary's hand 

3. Bill may dtsire that Mary cease to CONCeptualize the action she is performing. 

By the algorithm I am about to describe, these three enabling conditions will lead to the 

respective predictions; 

(a) Bill might PTRANS the bat away from Mary's hand, 

(b) Bill might PTRANS Mary or John away from the LOCation of the other, or 
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(c) Bill might try to replace the current conlenls of Mary's conscious processor with 
something else -- that is, he might try to distract her. 

Once again, by making explicit these predictions about Bill's future actions, we stand the chance 

of linking one of them to a subsequent conceptualization, and this enriches the memory network 

for this story. The process of detecting and linking such points of contact in inference space is 

discussed in section 7.5. 

How is this ability to make intervention inferences implemented?   Again, it is possible to 

apply the inference monitor to any memory structure, requesting that only inferences of certain 

theoretical types be generated from that structure. Having detected a pattern of the form shown 

m Fig. 6-13, the MLOC inference molecule calls the intervention inference process (IIP).   The IIP 

locates the nearest action lying on the causal path to the NEGCHANGE (Fig. 6-14), and then, using 

this feature of selective inference generation, requests the inference monitor to generate the 

extrinsic enabling inferences from it. In this case, the enabling inferences from Mary's PROPELIing 

action are desired. The result is a list of structures which are the extrinsic enabling states for 

the propel action. 

scanning back 
through  causal 
structures 

(CAUSE * *) 

(CAUSE siT*) 

(CAUSE * *) 

"undesired state> 

Figure G-14. Locating the culprit action. 

resultat i ve 
i nferences 

The IIP next generates a (WANT PI (NOT Xl)) structure for each enabling inference, Xi, on 

this list. At this point m our example, there exists a set of Bill's possible desires. Knowing these 

desires, it is possible to predict probable sequences of future actions by Bill -- what he is likely 

to do. Since other patterns can also lead to this action-prediction analysis, I distinguish the 

processing which continues after this point as another class of conceptual inference called 

action-prediction inferences, discussed in the next section. Intervention inferences, therefore. 
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make predictions about a person's desires. Predictions of what those desires will motivate him to 

do arp the province of action prediction inferences. 

6 43 EXAMPLES 

In the first sample, from the intervention inference "Bill possibly wants that the bat not be 

located in Mary's hand", this action prediction will result in at bast the following predictions: "Bill 

might want to PTRANS the bat away from Mary", and "Bill might PTRAN3 himself to Mary" (in 

order to enable himself to PTRANS the bat away from her). And in general, as we will see in the 

section on action inferences. Bill might perform many other actions which would produce 

intermediate states lying on the solution path to the goal "get the bat awry from Mary," 

The solution of the second sample at the beginning of the section is similar.   Seeing that 

Baby Billy's running action can lead, through the result inferences "Billy will be located in the 

street", and "Someone may PROPEL a car into Billy", to a NEGCHANGE for Billy, Mary will 

probably intervene. The action "run", is underhed conceptually by a PTRANS (oneself) by the 

instrument of MOVEmg legs and feet. Among others, two important enabling conditions for these 

actions are (1) that the path to the goal (the street) be unobstructed, and (2) that the feet of the 

runner be in physical contact with the ground. From this, we may predict that Mary might desire 

to annul one of these conditions: that she will desire to block his path or pick him up. Since both 

require (as an an extrinsic enabling condition) that Mary be LOCated near Billy, the prediction 

that she will PTRANS herself to him can result and provide a point of contact with the second 

sentence on this sample. 

Fig. 6-15 summarizes the intervention inference process. 
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(MLOC  * *) (ISA #   f#LTn.#CPI) 
(PART # *) 

extrinsic  enabling states  for ACTION 

Figure 6-15. Summary of the intervention process. 

6.5 ACTION PREDICTION INFERENCES: 
APPLYING ALGORITHMIC KNOWLEDGE TO UNDERSTANDING 

sample:    John wanted some nails. 
He went to the hardware store 

sample:    Pete needed some milk. 
His car wouldn't rtart. 

sample:    Mary wanted to go to New fork. 
She called a travel agent. 

sample:       Rita couldn't find her glasses. 
She called Bill. 

sample:    John wanted Mary to know how much he loved her. 
He bought some floweis. 

sample:    John said the room was cold. 
He walked over to the thermostat. 

Knowing a person's WANTs, it is possible and useful to predict hi 
future actions by applying algorithmic knowledge of the world. 
This includes knowledge of causality relatioiia and extrinsic 
enabling states. 
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In our "na;ve" psychology whose gos  is to understand language, states motivate people   o 

perform actions, which in turn cause other states    In particular, knowing a person's state, and in 

particular his WANTs, it is often possible and advantageous to predict/u/M« actions ("future" 

meaning relative to the time of his WANTs) on his part which might help achieve those WANTs. 

This section describes how and when this prediction of actions occurs and how if is fundamental 

to comprehension. I will call inferences w^.ich make predictions about a person's likely future 

actions, based on what he Is known -- or can be inferred - to WANT, action prediction 

infmnces. I will often abbrleviate this as simply "predictive" or "prediction" inferences. 

Predictive inferences bear something of an inverse relationship to motivational inferences. 

That is, whereas motivational inferences look at a person's actions and attempt to infer what he 

mght have been trying to accomphsh by those actions (that is, what resulting states they 

WANTeu), predictive inference« work forward from a person's warts, attempting to predict what 

actions those wants might motivate (or have motivated) him to perform. 

Although predictive inferences always result from some WANT state of a person, that WANT 

state may have been inferred from some other source (a resultative, enablement prediction, 

intervention inferences, for example).   In this sense, predictive inferences will in general 

ultimately result frCrti all sorts of mental and physical states of people, since these commonly 

instill WANTs in the person. However, 

The process of generating action prediction inferences is always 
triggered directly by a WANT state of an individual. 

The notion of a predictive inference can be Illustrated by two very simple examples: 

(la)   John wants some nails. 
(lb)   John   is   likely  to go   to  a  hardware  store. 

(2a)   John was extremely angry  at  Bill. 
2b    John might  want Bill   to"suffer   some negative  chancie. 

(2c)   John  might   do  something   to  hurt  Bill. 

In both cases, conceptual memory must take some WANT state of an individual and use it to 

predict likely actions of that individual. (It should be emphasized here that there are of course 

many other inferences to be made from both (la) and (2a). I am singling one of these out in each 
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ca'.e to illustrate predictions. For mstdnce, the reason John wants nails is probably because he is 

PBUILDmg something. However, this is a causative relation which will be generated by the 

function inference process.) 

Both examples show how new predicted action information can be generated from a 

person's WANTs. In the first example, the want is explicit in the input (la). In the second, the 

want (2b) hoc been inferred via a resultative inference as being likely, and this want leads in 

turn to (2c) via a predictive inference. The remainder of this section will explain how and when 

predictive inferences are generated, and how they are vital to understanding. 

It should be clear by now that the memory has an implicit algorithmic Knowledge of the 

world. This knowledge is encode« in the form of resultative, causative inferences and in the 

various forms of enablement inference. The predictive inference process is a realization that one 

use of this knowledge can be to predict one or more solution paths from a person's current state 

to some goal state which he is known to desire.   To illustrate how this algorithmic knowledge can 

be applied to maKe useful predictions about entire sequences of I ke.y actions by a person who 

is known to want some state, let us trace through the deceptivc-ly simple example (1) about 

wanting some nails.   Because it will be easy in this example to lose track of the general goals, let 

us hrst describe the general principle of a predictive inference. 

6.5. OVERVIEW OF THE ACTION PREDICTION PROCESS 

The abstracted schematic illustrating the idea of action prediction inferences is shown in 

fig. 6-16. The general algorithm of the prediction process is as follows: S is a state desired by P. 

Generate a set of general actions, iAl,...,An}, which could cause S to exist. For each action by P 

which could achieve this result, infer that he may want to perform that action. Find the enabling 

states for this action and infer for those which cannot be assumed to exist already that P might 

also want them to exist to rnabie him to perform Ai. Eacn of these WANT-enablmg states may in 

turn lead to more action prediction inferences. Do this until no new actions arise, and all enabling 

states have been satisfied. 
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f 
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/ ^ A2 

Q1''' cancau^.e re I at ions 
(causative   inferences 

from S) 

I ST" I 

A    A 

n f er 
(UANT  P  AiEj) 
for   each Ait 
uhich  cannot 
be  expIic i 11y 
found   ir 
assumed   to  be 
true 

(UANT P AD 

(UANT P A2) 

(UANT P A3) 

\/     \/ 

(UANT P *) 

IffTl 

A1E1 
A1E2 

>;' 

A2E] 

<* I_I 

A3tr 

(UANT P *) 
(UANT P *) 

"I   A3E2 A2E3 

Tigiire 6-16. What the action prediction inference process tries to do. 

65.2 AN ACTION PREDICTION EXAMPLE 

We will now follow through the predictive inference process as it would be performed in 

response to "John wanted some ndils": The question is this: how might John achieve this POSS 

state which he desires: 

(UANT #J0HN *) 

i 
(POSS N #J0HN) 

where N is a token for some "ails (we will ignore the fact that thr, is a set of objects).   The most 
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general answer to this question seems to be: "by performing some action whose result could be 

this POSS structure." 

To determine what John could do to bring this state about, the predictive inference 

mechcinirm requests the inference monitor to generate causative inferences from the POSS 

structure. Stored within the POSS inference molecule is the knowledge that POSS relations are 

normally caused by ATRANS actions. That is, a normal way to begin possessing something which 

is not currently possessed is to receive (get, take) it from someone else. This general knowledge 

is a simple causative inference (stored in the POSS inference molecule). For this example, this 

means that the monitor's application of the POSS inference molecule to find causative inferences 

will result m the preoiction: 

(ATRANS * hi * «JOHN) 

(ISA « «PERSON) 
(UNSPECIFIED #) 

(ISA « «PERSON) 
(UNSPECIFIED ft) 

It should be pointed out that there will in general be several possible causes (but still a 

small number of them) generated as causative inferences from some state structure. The memory 

must pursue them all m the same way ^s I will describe for this single case. 

At this point the predictive inferencer :an thus infer that John may want an action of this 

form to come about, namely 

(UANT «JOHN   (ATRANS PI  N P2 «JOHN)) 

where PI, P2 stand for these as-yet unknown people. Notice that the POSS inference molecule 

which generated this causative ATRANS inference is able only to predict the general nature of 

the action. Who P could possibly be is not the concern of the causative inference.   Hence, at this 

point there is still no specific action prediction, and in particular, no potential action by John has 

yet armen by this process. 

The PI and P2 which were marked as unspecified by the POrS inference molecule 

represent general forms of missing information. As such, they are potentially specifiable by a 
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specifier molecule.   The prediction inference process is on the lookout for this type cf rrissing 

information, since causative inferences typically are only good for predicting general patterns. 

Because of this, it recognizes the presence of these unspecified entities and requests that ihe 

ATRANS specifier molecule be applied to this predicted ATRANS structure in an attempt to supply 

reasonable guesses about the identity of these unspecified people. 

In this case, the ATRANS specifier molecule senses that it is being called upon to answer the 

question: who is the most likely candidate for ATRANSmg nails from someone (possibly himself) 

to John? In this case, the operation of the ATRANS specifier molecule would be the following: the 

conceptual features of the object of the ATRANS -- the nails -- are examined. In particular, the 

ATRANS molecule is on the lookout for two general patterns associated with the object. The first 

pattern is one of the form shown in Fig. 6-17. There, Y stands for some class concept lying on 

N's ISA set chain at some level. That is, the molecule will use NFCT information to determine 

whether or not there is some entity whose normal function is to ATRANS things like «NAILs to a 

person. 

(NFCT X *) 

i 
(ATRANS X  Y X Z) 

Figure G-17. 

The second pattern the ATRANS specifier molecule will attempt to satisfy has the form 

shown in Fig. 6-18.   There, X is someone else who has some nails and who John knows. In a 

realistic specifier molecule, there would of course be many other similar heuristic tests such as 

the^e, and even for these, the level of detail would have to be quite a bit greater. For instance, 

to narrow the set of potential X's who might be candidates for the ATRANS, the memory might 

have to check which of them live nearby, which of those John is on good terms with, and so forth. 

I am illustrating here the kinds of things which are realistically attainable in the current 

implementation. 
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(ISA Ä «PERSON) 
(ACQUAINTED » «JOHN) 

and   (HLOC * *) 

ISA U »NAIL) 
(ISA # #LTf1) 
(PART H «JOHN) 

Figure 6-18. 

In testing for the NFCT pattern of Fig. 6-17, no NFCT will be found involving the ATRANS of 

f ther N, or «NAIL. However, since (ISA «NAIL «HARDWARE), the NFCT pattern 

(NFCT «HARDUARE5T0RE *) 

(ATRANS «HARDUARESTORE  «HARDWARE  «HARDWARESTORE «PERSON) 

("the normal function of a hardware store is to dispense hardware") would be located.   Recall 

that entities like «HARDW^RESTORE refer to concepts which are bundles of conceptual features. I 

am U'^ing common names only to discuss the^e concepts. 

Having located this pattern, the specifier molecule can thus pred.t that PI and P2 might be 

some hardware store. It will make this prediction, and supply as the REASONS the following 

structures: because (ISA N «NAIL), (ISA «NA'. «HARDWARE), and (NFCT «HARDWARESTORE (...)). 

Currently, specifier molecules stop when one specification is decided upon.   Notice, 

however, that it would be desirable in this applicauon for a specifier molecule to have the ability 

to return an entire set of candidates for missing information, sorted from most likely to least 

likely. Each p. a action would then give rise to an ATRANS structure, some being more likely than 

others. 

After the specifier molecule has been applied and has decided upon »HARDWARESTORE, the 

previously unspecified WANT-ATRANS structure will have the predicted form 
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(WANT «JOHNJf) 

/ 
(ATRANS * N * «JOHN) 

(ISA # »HARDUARESTORE) 

where C2 now has the specification (ISA C2 »HARDWARESTORE).   (Personification of things like 

stores and machines isn't exactly correct, but is sufficient to illustrate the kinds of things tne 

memory is trying to do.) 

6.5.3 SEEKING AN ACTION ON THE PART OF THE WANTER 

But the memory still has not arrived at an action on John's part. Because of this, the 

predictive inference process again poses the question: what could John do to cause the 

hardware store to perform this action? That is, it again seeks causative inferences, but this time 

from this inferred causative ATRANS structure.  Because (ISA «HARDWARESTORE «STORE), the 

most likely candidate causative inference, and the one generated by the ATRANS inference 

molecule, is that the person must first ATRANS money to the «HARDWARESTORE: 

(ATRANS PHPS) 

where P is a person, M is some money, and S is some store. In other words, this action can be a 

cause of the store's ATRANSmg something to P. Had the specifier molecule predicted that John 

might attempt get a friend to ATRANS him some nails, the causative inference would have been 

quite different: rather than ATRANSmg money to the friend, he would probably just ask.   This 

again i'iustrates how very sensitive all inference molecules must be to features of the involved 

objects. 

Using this new causative inference, the following is inferred: 

(UANT «JOHN   (ATRANS «JOHN M «JOHN C2)) 

where M is a token for some money.   The prediction process has thus finally arrived at an action 

for John, the original WANTer. But things do not stop here. 
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6.54 PREDICTING THE DESIRE FOR ENABLING STATES 

having found a likely future action by John, the memory must decide whether the action is 

possible m Ihe current situation.   Other actions may first be necessary to get the extrinsic 

enabling conditions right for the ATRANS,   Having arrived at a predicted action by John, the task 

then becomes to determine (a) which conditions must exist for this ATRANS, and (b) which of 

these cannot be assumed to exist at the time John wants to perform the ATRANS. 

This task is accomplished by calling for the generation of enabling inferences from the 

predicted ATRANS structure.   In this evampie, the following enabling inferences will be returned: 

1. (LOC «JOHN H), le  that John have the same location as the hardware store 

2. (ROSS »JOHN M), ie, that John have some money to give the store 

Having generated these enabling conditions, the memory is interested in determining which can 

be found already to exist explicitly, or can be assumed to exist basad on a knowledge of what is 

normal (section 6.7). At this point, therefo-e, the predictive inferencer looks in turn for each of 

the enabling conditions.   For (ROSS «JOHN M), the explicit lookup will probably fail: (hat John 

possesses some money is simply not likely to be stored explicitly. But the normative inference 

process will assess this as being .ery compatible with the memory's knowledge of what is normal 

in the world! people normall) possess money. (We are of course ingoring quantities of money 

here) Because of this match, no further processing will be done on this ROSS enabling inference. 

However, in the case of (LOC »JOHN H), if John is not explicitly known to be at the store, it 

cannot nominally Le assumed -- based on a knowledge of what is common in the world -- that he 

is there. In this case, therefore the predictive inferencer will predict that John WANTs to be at 

the store: 

(WANT «JOHN   (LOC «JOHN H)) 

because otherwise he could not perform the ATRANS action which he may desire to perform. 

But we have completed the cycle! The process I have just described can now go to work on 

this new WANT state, predicting other actions on John's part.   In this example, one prediction will 

occur immediately, since a highly probable cause of something being in a location is that it was 

PTRANSed there. That is, 
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(UANT  »JOHN   (PTRANS X »JOHN   Y  H) ) 

(John wants to be transported from where he is, X, to the hardware store, H.   The PTRANS 

specifier molecule will be called, and indicate that this usually occurs by the person doing the 

PTRANS himself. No significant event-enabling inferences will result, and the memory will 

conclude: 

(UANT   (PTRANS «JOHN #J0HN Y  H) ) 

that is, John might ^o to the hardware store to buy some nails. 

It should be pointed out that during this process, causality relations between each of John's 

successive WANTs have been preserved by tne inference mechanism in explicit CAUSE structures 

so that the memory does not "forget" why various actions are likely to occur. The importance of 

preservatmg causal relations has already been emphasized, and this is simply another point 

where they are important. 

65.5 ACTION PREDICTION INFERENCES' UTILITY 

The importance of being able to make intelligent predictions at each point in a conversation 

or story about what is likely to happen next cannot be overemphasized.   It is a fruitful endeavor 

for two reasons.   First, it establishes many new points in the inference space, some of which 

stand a good chance to be related to subsequent input. Whereas other inferences "reach 

backward" in this venture, action prediction inferences reach forward. By predicting what is 

likely to happen, and why, when new information is perceived which matches these predictions, 

the recognition of new causal and enabling relationships can be almost spontaneous. 

Second, by predicting (expecting) certain kinds of things to happen next, many new 

concepts are drawn into memory's "immediate memory", and these can be of extreme importance 

to understanding subsequent language forms and references. The second sample at the beginning 

of this section: 

Pete  neeclfd  some milk. 

The  car  wouldn't  start. 
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is a good Illustration of this sort of thing- how is it that we don't balk at a reference to some car 

at this pomf We almost certainly would balk if the second sentence had occurred out of the 

"rontcvt" established by the first sentence. Action prediction inferences seem to play a vital role 

here: knowinj that Pete needs some milk, we somehow seem subconsciously and automatically to 

know in a general way what this situation emcompasses, and what Pete might do in such a 

situation. That is, we somehow anticipate at that point what sorts of things Pete might do, and 

one of them involves a sequence of actions whicn would get him to a grocery store. Having 

drawn out these actions which involve some sort of transportahon, it is no surprise at all to hear 

about a car in the next sentence. 

I interpret this sort of phenomenon as supporting evidence for the action predict on 

inference process. Although the example I earned through above may seem a bit awkward and 

tedious (perhaps because I am trying to have the memory be too specific in its predictions), the 

feeling is that it represents a very real thing in people. This is a first step toward a "fuzzier" 

prfd.ct've capability. 

6.5 6 AN INADEQUACY 

One flaw with the approach to predictive inferences as I have described it may have 

become evident, it is this: as with just about every inference the memory makes, action 

prediction inferences are effectively modeling another person, rather than the memory itself. 

Because John's knowledge about how to go about acquiring nails might be totally different from 

the memory's, if we don't model his knowledge, the predictions the memory generates may be 

totally irrelevant. This is a recurring theme, and it has been addressed to varying degrer s in the 

solution of Other classes of inferences. I will have more to say about it in section 6.6. Even 

where this need to model other people's knowledge fins been taken into account, its 

implementation in the model ^s weak, and the whole topic requires much more research. 

Nevertheless, at the level of information complexity at which we are dealing, the assumption that 

everyone possesses approximately the same knowleoge is not at all unrealistic. For this reason, 

this inability to model other people in any detail is not really yet a handicap. 
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6.5.7 GENERALIZING ACTION PREDICTION INFERENCES: ENLISTMENT PREDICTION 

We have seen the sort of capability the memory ^nojld have in order to predict actions of a 

person by considering those actions he himself could perform which would directly achieve his 

goals. However, a person frequently enlists the services of others to help achieve goals which he 

either cannot, or prefers not to, achieve alone. 

We saw an example of this as it related to predicting a person's motivations in the computer 

example at the end of section 6.10. There. PI tells P2 that P3 wants an X.   One possible 

motivation which was discovered was that PI may have done this so that P2 would know that P3 

needed an X, and as a consequence of this, would perhaps give P3 an X. That is, PI enlisted the 

services of P2 as one means of satisfying his own want, namely that P3 have an X, It would be 

desirable to have the ability not only to worK "backward" in motivation-establishing mode, but 

also to work forward under certain circumstances to predicted enlisting actions on Pi's part.   In 

this example, this would mean starting at Pi's desire that F3 have an X (P3 can of course be 

PI!), and working forward to predictions about how P3 might enlist someone else's service to 

accomplish this goal. 

Although I do not propose to delve into general problems of knowing when and how to 

predict one person will attempt to enlist the services of another, there is one obvious point in 

this action prediction process where the idea of enlistment fits. It is th.s: when an action on the 

oart of an actor can be predicted, and there is one or more extrinsic enabling conditions which 

does not exist and which cannot be caused to exist by the actor, it is reasonable to predict that he 

may request that someone else who can cause the necessary condition to exist either perform 

the act.on for him, or do some other action which would cause the mi ■■<mg condition to exist. For 

instance, when, on a vacation, we remember we left the water running at home, we want the 

water to be stopped. An immediate prediction is that we will want to turn the lever on the 

fixture. But an enabling condition that we have the same location as the fixture to perform this 

action is not eas,ly met. Under these conditions, the memory could search for someone with 

whom we were acquainted, and who satisfied this LOG property, then predict that we might 

request of this person that he perform the action for us. 

There is much potential for research in this area, and much of it spills over mto the domain 
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of conversation, since instilling desues in other people is more central to the idea of an 

enlistment inference than to the other types of conceptual inference I have been discussing. I 

merely want to point to it as an unexplored topic related to action prediction inferences. 

6.6 KNOWLEDGE-PROPAGATION INFERENCES 

sample:    Pete told Bill that Mary hit John with a baseball bat. 
Bill Knew that John had been hurt. 

sample:    John saw Bill kiss Mary. 
John probably believes that Bill feels 
a positive emotion toward Mary. 

Many particular inferences in classes I have been discussing rely upon information, either 

explicitly conveyed or inferred, about what information and knowledge of the world is available 

to a person at a particular time. For example, we have seen how result, intervention and 

motivational inferences, respectively, require information about who knows what, using this 

information to mfer other information of various types. The realization is that the knowledge of 

iome state in the world, rather than simply (he existence of the state, is the crucial factor in 

motivating the actor to act. For instance, in section 6.4, we were able to generate an intervention 

mte.-ence about Bill because we could infer that he knew of John's NEGCHANGE and that it 

resulted from Mary's ation. The intervention inference did not arise simply because of John's 

NEGCHANGE.   It is therefore of immense interest to the memory to keep extensive models of who 

knows what, and when. Let us call inferences which implement this modeling knowledge 

propagation inferences. 

The rough idea of a knowledge propagation inference is this: 

if P knows information X, and (II In) are inferences (of all 
theoretical classes) which arise from X in the memory, then it is 
possible that P also has knowledge of (11 In). 

That is, assuming P has access to the same knowledge the memory has access to, he is 

likely to be aware of many of the same consequences (inferences) of that knowledge that the 

memory is. 

The first sample illustrates a very simple instance of knowledge-propagation. In this 

example, two immediate inferences in the memory are (a) that Bill probably believes that Mary 
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wao hitting John, and (b) that Mary probably was hitting John de. the memory will also believe 

Pete). Further, amoi'g other things it will probably be inferred (1) that John probably suffered 3 

negative change in his PSTATE, (2) that it was Mary's action that caused it, (3) that Mar;,  was 

probably mad at John, (4) that her anger motivated her to want John's NEGCHANCi", and hence 

the hitting action, (5) that previous to this incident, John might have caused some kind of 

NEGCHANGE for Mary, aid that this is perhaps what caused her ?r;j,cr, (6) that John might have 

become angry at her as a result of this incident, (7) that Mar-y and John were near each other at 

the time of the incident, and so on. But, since Bill has also become aware of the incident (that is, 

this information is now located in Bill's CP is a direct resultative inference from the underlying 

MTRANS from Pete), each inference which stemmed from it in the memory might also be an 

inference which Bill mode upon hearing this news from Pete. Furthermore, Since Pete MTRANSed 

this information from his CP to Bill's CP, and since a very important enabling condition for an 

MTRANS is that the mental object first have the location from which it is MTRANSed (Pete's CP), 

Pete himself may be predicted to Know much of this inferred information as well. 

This draws out two important questions: (a) does a human language user really make all 

these knowledge-propagation inferences, and (b) how are knowledge   propagation inferences 

sensitive to differences between the knowledge available to MEMORY and the knowledge 

available to another person who is involveci in the memory's knowledge propagation inferences? 

Because an awareness of who knows what at any given time in a particular situation seems 

to be so vital to the other kinds of conceptual inference we have been and will be discussing, we 

must conclude that the generation of many knowledge propagation inferences at this presumed 

subconscious stratum is a reality. Of course, as with all conceptual inferences at this cognitive 

level, many of these inferences may not prove to be of much use. Still, they must be generated 

m copious detail in hopes of "fueling the fire" -- of discovering what will be useful toward 

discovering interesting lines of inference. 

The second question is not a simple cne to answer; any two people stand the chance of 

making slightly or even totally different interpretations of a given expenev.ce.   And this happens, 

of course, mainly because the knowledge they apply to their interpretation (the inferences they 

generate) is slightly or toially different. For instance, if Bill knows that John is a masochist, and 

that this incident occurrea as part of Mary and John's Saturday night ritual, he will reach totally 
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different conclusions from Pete, -Aho doesn't know about John's peculiarities. By the same token 

if the memory knows about John, but Pete and/or Bill do not, it would certainly be incorrect to 

infer that Pete and/or Bill believed that John was deriving pleasure from the event. 

In their "pure" sense, these are fairly deep, perhaps unsolvable, philosophical issues. But 

they are not beyond our grasp at the level at which we require a solution: the fact is that human 

language users are capable of modeling other users' knowledge and of putting this capability to 

use in understanding. The method by which the memory can be sensitive to differences in 

people's knowledge will be outlined shortly.   But first I will describe the how and when of the 

mechanism which generates knowledge propcgation inferences in MEMORY. 

6.6 i GENERATING KNOWLEDGE PROPAGATION INFERENCES 

Knowledge propagation inferences --just ss motivational inferences -- must be generated at 

a different time from most ordinary conceptual inferences.   Each of the potentially numerous 

conceptual structures in an utterance is identified, and passed to the inference monitor for 

expansion in inference space. This process will normally result in a large number of inference 

spheres about each starting structure. When this process terminates, the result is a list, 

.'INFERENCES, of all inferences which have arisen f'-om the starting structures. 

At that point, the POSTSCAN process is entered. (This process is also related to the 

generation of motivational inferences). Relative to the task of generating knowledge propagation 

inferences, the postscanner looks for inference structures (with TRUTH=TRUE — the memory 

must believe the structure to some degree) of the form shown in Fig. 6-19. Call any structure of 

this form S. 

(riLOC    *    *) 

(any   structure,   X) V. 
(ISA # tfLTM) 
(PART  # P) 

Figure 6-19. 

That is, the postscanner detects structures which indicate that some information, X, is MLOCated 
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in someone's LTM, L -- that he believes, or knows X.   For each structure satisfying this pattern, 

the postscanner will attempt to generate Knowledge propagation inferences. 

In a simple model which is not sensitive to differences between its own Knowledge and the 

Knowledge mentally located m L (which 's part of P), the next step is to retrieve the OFFSPRING 

list for structure X (Fig. 6-20) Recall that OFFSPRiMG and REASONS together preserve "inference 

connectivity", a record of what arose from what, in inference space. Hence, the OFFSPRING set 

for X is a set, OFFS(X), of other inference structures in whose generation X played a part in the 

memory. If the memory operates under the simplifying assumption that P's Knowledge and 

conceptual inferences are the same as its own, then the inferences, OFFS(X), it was able to infer 

from X were (are) probably also inferable by P. Using this assumption, the memory can then 

generate new inference structures of the form (MLOC I i L) for each I i in OFFS(X). 

5truc tur es 
wh i ch sr i se 
by a I I sor ts 
of conceptual 
1nferences 
from X 

,-^ 7 
l-l<L 

Figure 6-20. The offspring set. 

<X, the i nformat i on 
i n some P 

6.6.1 1 MODELING THE KNOWER'S KNOWLEDGE 

This works accurately enough for many inferences which are based upon common world 

Knowledge. For instance, if a person Knows that John Kissed Mary, he will normally infer that 

John felt a positive emotion toward Mary, that he was near her at the time, and so forth. But it is 

in general not adequate because no model of the hearer's Knowledge has been incorporated. 

Where then does the modeling of the other person fit? 

We must view OFFS(X) as simply a set of candidates for what P possibly infers from X. For 

each I i in this set, there is an associated REASONS set, which records exactly which other 

information in the memory played a part m the generation of I i as an inference from X.   Before 
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generating rf knowlr-ige propagation mfprcTice from any i i m OFFS'X), the REASONS ^.et, R'I i ), 

for I i musl therefor» be examined. For each reason, r, m thif '.et the question muct be asked: "I 

Uhe memory) Knew r, but is P likely to have known it'"'   To answer this question, the 

postscanner attempts to locate a (MLOC t L) structure.   A failure (as is frequently the case) to 

find such a structure indicates one Of two things: (a) (MLOC r L) was not found simply because it 

truly does not (cannot be assumed to) exist, or (b) it was not found simply because it has never 

been mado an exploit structure in the memory, but it is something which a person who meets 

certain minimal reauirements (say, a normal adult) can be fxpfited to know. 

This abuts with memory's assumptions about what is normal in the world (next section). 

There i will describe how patterns such as "Most people know ihat the normal function of a book 

is for reading" can be stored.   This example, for instance, is a predication that this knowledge 

about books is commonly located m the abstract «LTM which is PART of this abstract concept 

»PERSON. But to represent ano Match passive patterns of this compiexit, i« not a convenient 

approach. Hence, much "common knowledge" of this sort has been implemented m the form of 

programs, called ■iormaiity mo/ecules (N-molecules). IM-moiecuies are not sensitive to conte/t. 

Sine* their purpose is to relate specific information to "default" assumptions about the world. N- 

molecules give the memory a much larger apparent storehouse of knowledge by applying these 

default assumptions to specific instances. 

Briefly, an N-molecule (next secdon), when applied to some speufu memory structure such 

as "iohn Smith knows that most people sleep at night", will return a STRENGTH, woich is a 

measure of the likelihood of that pattern, based on the memory's "default" knowledge of the 

world 

Therefore, when the knowledge p'OpaRation process fails to 'ocate an (MLOC r L) explicitly, 

it creates an (MLOC r L) structure, and requests that the MLOC N-molecule be applied to it. The 

result of the N-molecule"s assessment of the structure w.ll be a STRENGTH which is a measure of 

the likelihood of this MLOC. If the N-molecule can judge it, /md its judgement it non-jero, the 

knowledge propagation inference continues its examination of 0Ff"S(X). If the assessed STRENGTH 

is zero, the knowledge cannot be assumed to have been possessed by the knower, and a 

knowledge propagation inference cannot be made. 
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If all the candidates m OFFS(X) can be detarmmea also to have been known, the knowledge 

propagation inference that the knower of X also knows this I i which arose from X -- (MLOC I I 

L) is generated, and assigned as REASONS X, and all the (MLOC r L) structures which a.-e the 

reason for the memory's belief of 1 i. The entire process is illustrated in Fig. 6-21. 

POSTSCANNER *M 

'INFERENCES: (ft**»**»««*»**««««    ) 

(MLOC    *    *) 

REASONS (ISA U   l«CP.#LTni ) 
(PART U    *) 

V. 
(ISA » «PERSON) 

.   (CONTINUED PROPAGATION   IF 
* P  IS  INFERRED TO BELIEVE   I i) 

(riLOC i •) 

(MLOC I *) 

(HLOC * *) 

* *) 

if   these can be   located explicitly 
or  predicted by normative   inferences 

>  THEN  INFER   (HLOC * *) 
(for  REASONS   the   four  HLOC's   to   the   left) 

Figure 6-21. The knowledge propagation inference process. 
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66 2 AVOIDING THE "HE KNOWS THAT HE KNOWS THAT  ." PROBLEM 

The process of generating Knowledge propagation inferences occurs after the evpansion of 

inferences by the normal monitor process by a postscanner. The inferences thus generated will 

go onto the inference queue where they will be expanded by subsequent inference passes. 

But because inferences in the .nference queue will normally undergo at least another pass 

through the inference monitor, and because knowledge propagation inferences augment the 

OFFSPRING set of some of the existing inferences on the queue, there is a problem. Suppose X 

gives rise to knowledge propagation inference Y    Y is put on the inference queue, and it is also 

"■eccded on X's OFFSPRING fet. On the ne<t pass through the inference monitor, X would be 

examined for knowledge propagation inferences, and thii new member of the OFFSPRING set, Y, 

would be 'pen »nd a luiowtaig« propagation inference generated for it. But the substance of this 

new inftronea would be "P know! that P knows that X", and this 15 not desirable, especially since 

it will nappen all over again on the next pass. 

To pre-, ent this, the postscamer tags with its own special tag alf inferences on the queue 

which it nas processed once for knowledge propagation inferences. On subsequent passes, if this 

tag is detected, no further knowledge propagation inferences will be generated for any of the 

new offspring which have the form (MLOC ...) and which were generated on a previous pass. 

67 NORMATIVE INFERENCES 
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sample:    Does John Doe own a book'' 
Probably  Middle-class business executives normally own books. 

sample:    Was Mary Smith at work Tuesday morning7 

I don't know, but she has a job, so she probably was. 

sample:    Was John at home Tuesday evening7 

I don't know. There's a good chance of it, though. 

sample:    Does Pete have a gall bladder7 

It's highly likely. 

sample:    Is the normal length ot time required to read a 
book a few mmutes7 

No, not usually. 

sample:    Is it unusual that John was asleep a ?PM yesterday? 
Mildly unusual  i-te normally is at work then. 

sample:    Doe'. Mary know that John normally sleeps at night7 

Prooably  Most people know that people sleep at night. 

sample:    John ',aw Mary at the beach Tuesday morning. 
Why was John at the btach then7 He normally is 
at work m the morning. 

sample:    John loves Mary. Doe«; John want Mary dead7 

Extremely unlikely. 

A human language user applies staggering amounts of knowledge to the understanding of 

even the simplest utterances. Part of this knowledge is specific from situation to situation, and 

from special case to special case But part of it is implicit in common assumptions and knowledge 

of the world. In the description of the specification inference process, it was illustrated how 

filling m implied but unspecified information can rely heavily upon a knowledge of what is normal 

m the world m the absence of overriding context. There, this normative knowledge was used to 

predict - to add on - missing information m the hope that this would draw out implicit 

references, open up new lines of inference, and so forth. Also, we have seen how applying 

assumptions about the normal functions of objects can lead to quite interesting new sectors In 

inference space    In reality, every class of inference makes implicit reliance upon assumptions 

about what is normal in the world m given contexts. This reliance 's so pervasive that I would 

like to draw it out and identify it as a form of conceptual inference.  What should the nature of 

such an inference be7 

The key point is this: by recognizing specific patterns as instances of general patterns of 

what is normal in the world, a language user can operate as though he possessed an apparently 

limitless amount of specific world knowledge. The idea is that, even though very few instances of 
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a ge'H'ral pattern ever actually come mto existence as explicit memory structures, the potential 

tor f;.pnprating instances is always there, ana should bo applied when some specific  instance of a 

formative pattern wouki be of use to some process. For example, if the knowledge propagation 

nfcente mechanism needs to Know (say, m order to generate an inference,^ whether John Smth 

Knows that a Kiss IS a sign of affection, the general Knowledge that just about everyone has this 

Knowledge ought to be applied to this specific case, even though this woulo hardly ever be 

stored explicitly. 

What I propose, then, is that the memory snould recognize that much of its Knowledge is 

sto'-ed only as a potential, which is embodied in many general patterns.   This is a departure from 

precise systems tin which the world consists of a well-defmed data base of explicit facts), to a 

"fuzzier" system m which much more it actually Known than what is explicitly stored. In this 

fuzzy system, failures to locate a needed piece of information explicitly should not be 

•nterpreted to mean the .nformahon is not true. Rather, the conclusion that the information is 

false or   mprobabie should be assumed only after an attempt to verify it as an instance of a 

more general pattern fails. This means that 

Every time an informatinn lookup fails to locate information 
which li necessary to sonic inference process, the memory should 
attempt to apply its knowledge of normality to that information 
before concluding the information does not exist. 

I will call such a successful atten.pt a normative inference. 

The approach to storing normative information which involves the least reliance upon large, 

pa'S'.e data patterns seems the most attractive for the ie el of complexity at which we are 

dealing. That is, whereas it may be ocsirable to encode the simple Knowledge "Almost everybody 

KM ,1 rail bladder" in a passive pattern (PART «GALLBLADER «PERSON) (in other words, by 

predicating a PART relatio iship between the abstract concepts, with the convention that this is 

interpreted as a predication about people and gall bladders in general), it is less desirable for 

patte-ns liKe "All veterans of Wond War II who were living m Minnesota earn at least 815,000 a 

year", or "Most healthy adults can drive a car, but few children can, no matter how healthy they 

are." This it because more complex patterns involve many dimensions, many conditions in general 

must obtain, and which conditions which must obtain is often a function of many complicated 

conceptual features of the objects, times, locations, etc., of the entities involved in the pattern. 
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6 7 1 NORMALITY MOLECULES 

Because of this, normative inferences m the memory are made by LISP programs called 

livmality molecules, whicn we can abbneviate as N-molecuies. As speo'isr and inference 

molecules, N-molecules are organized by conceptual predicates: there is an ATRANS N-molecule, 

an MLCC N-molecule, a PART N-molecule, and so forth. The function of an N-molecule is this: 

when applied to a memory structure, X, involving predicate P, the N-molecule for P performs 

test-, on X and returns  i STRENGTH, S(X), which is a real number between 0 and 1.   This S(X) is a 

measure of now strongly the molecule "believes" the specific structure, X, insofar as X conforms 

to it« encoaed knowledge of what is normal m the world. That is, X will be a measure of how 

"nOTn;,;" or "umr. ual" the structure is, in the terminology of fuzzy set logic [211 this S(X) is a 

measure of the ccmpatiNlity of X - how compatible it is with assumptions (pattern information) 

about the world. 

This number, S(X), ti the normative inference for structure X. A normative inference 

therefore difftri fro« other types of conceptual inference m that its content Is not a new 

memory structure, hut a number which assesses the compatibility of an existing r.trurfure such 

as (PART C1321 »JOHN) (C1321 being a toker, of a gali oiadder), or (MLCC CS768 9924), C9924 

b«ing Pete's LTM, and Cö76S the conceptual structure for "Jim owns a car.". For these two 

examples, the numbers returned would indicate the STRENGTH with which these structures can 

be believed, based on the Knowledge of normality contained m the PART and MLOC N-molccules, 

respectively. 

6 7 11 ASSESSING A STRUCTURE'S COMPATIBILITY 

It may seem as though I am proposing to solve a vtry difficult problem simply by 

compartmentalizing it m some tbstracl process which magically assesses an irbitrwy  memory 

structure's compat.bility with assumptions about normality. This is no» the case; I an-; not 

proposing some sort of tkhtmy whose goal it to get something for nothing. While it Is true that 

this compartmentalization is convenient, there it nothing mysterious about an N-molecule; it is a 

very candid construction. Fig. 6-22 shows one. 

For every piece of normative information m the world we desire the memory to possess, 

there must be an "N-atom" within the appropriate N-molecule which will test of a structure 
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whether that ifructure conforms to its pattern. These tests are not fuzzy  Tht oniy fuzzy 

component is Ihj S(X) which is returned: it is an estimate of X's truth, and as such it will be 

propagated P, inferences which rely upon X. S(X) is not a measure of the degree to which the 

N-molecule was successful m matching X to some normative pattern    Rather it is the STRENGTH 

associated with some normative pattern which [s fully successful m matching X: .he process of 

matching merely serves to select some well-defined compatibility (Fig. 6-22). Fig. 6-23 shows a 

very simple specific N-molecaie. 

<te5t.>  «success,   1.0> 
<te5t> 

<test> 
<tesf> 

<te5t>  «success,   0.95> 
<test>  «success,   0.90> 

<te5t> 
«test 

«test>  «success,   0.S5> 
«test>  «success,   0.70> 

«te5t>  «success,   0.30> 
«test> 

<test>  «success,   0.G0> 

STRIirTl«E 
BEING 

ASSESSED 

Figure 6-22. Precise testing to arrive at a fuzzy compatibility 
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is P a Remter c^ a pure communal society, or is it an infant? 
if so, very unlikely that P ouns X 
otheruise, rjoes K have >nu distinctive conceptual features? 

if 50. assess each one. form the product of likelihoods, and call it 
M. H mil t?e used at the end to mitigate the likelihood uhich uou I d 
normally be assigned. 

i s H I i v mg? 
i f so, i s K a person? 

is P a slave owner, and does X possess characteristics 
of a slave7 if so. likelihood is low Put non-zero 
otherwise likelihood is rero 

otherwise, is X a ^on-human animal or a plant? 
if so, it N domestic in P's culture? 

if so, does P have a fear of K't or is 
p allergic to X's of this tjp«? 

if so. I ike Iihood is low 
otherwise, likelihood is moderate 

otherwise, is X related to actions P does in any special 
way? 

'■ '   so. likelihood is low. Put non-zero 
otherwise, likelihood is near-zero 

otherwise, does X have a normal function? 
if so, does P do actions like this normal function? (Note here 
that we nould want to look at P's profession, and actions commonly 
associated with that profession,! 

if so, likelihood is moderatelu high 
otherwise, is X a common personal item? 

if so. is it's value within P'means 
if so. I ike I ihood is hi gh 

if not, likelihood is low, but non zero 
otherwise, is X a common househol:! item? 

if so. is P a homeowner? 
if so, is X within P's means? 

if so, I ike Iihood i s hi gh 
otherwise, likelihood is moderate 

otherwise, likelihood is low, but non-zero 
and so on ... 

Figure 6-23 Mow we might go about deciding 
whether person P owns an X. 

67 2 INSIDE AN N-MOLECULE 

What kinds of tests can a typical N-molecule be e*pectea to ma^e in testing whether a 

specif.c structure matches some genera; pattern about the world? Although heuristics will 

certamiy vary from case to case, there are three general types to which all tests should be 

Mnsitivc 

Consider the OWN N-molecule"s assessment of this (OWN C7536 »BILL) structure, where 
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C7536 \% a token of a hammer. The firot obvious test is that C7536 not be OWNed by someone 

else other than Bill at the time m question. In this case, because of specific knowledge about 

C7536, we would want S(X) to be 0. Notice that if this is the case, it will be detected only in the 

N-molecule, because the original attempt to locate the (OWN C7536 ■BH.L) structure will fail, but 

not because another OWN structure existed, only because this particular one did not exist. 

A second general heumtic is that an N-molecule must watch out for "over-specified" 

ubiects m the structures they assess. Consider the following progression of queries: 

1. Can   I   assume that John Smith ouns   somethlnci? 
2. Can  I   assume that John Smith ouns a hammer? 
3. Can  I   assume that John Steith ouns a claw hammer  with a wooden 

handle? 
4. Can I assume that John Smith owns a IB oz. Stanley c ■ aw hammer 

with a :-teel-re mforced wooden handle and a tack puller on the 
c l»u? 

We would certainly want the answer to be an unequivoca1 "yes" for the first case, if John is an 

adult and not a member of a pure communal society. On tne other hand, queries 2, 3 and 4 

speci'y progressively more conceptual features or the hammer (we might just have well specified 

progressively more features of John), and m general, each query is less likeiy because of these 

features. S(X) for (4) should be very near zero, while S(Xj for (2), oependmg on other features 

of John, should be closer to 1.0 Although there are dearly well-defined ways to make an N- 

molecuie sensitive to such overspecification, and though this is intuitively the correct theoretical 

approach, it is equally clear that we are only on the periphery of an awesome infinity of pattern 

information about the wono. It takes the average adult 15 or 20 years of experience to 

accumulate enough knowledge of normality m the world to answer questions 2-4, so we cannot 

expect to make much of a dent in this knowledge with the few simple N-molecules which exist m 

the memory! 

However, there is one interesting interaction which helps ease this apparent infinity o* 

pattern knowledge about various things. N-molecules themselves ask many questions m order to 

assess S(X) for structure X. And the questions they ask will m general look no different from the 

questions asked by other inference processes whose queries invoke N-molecules in the first 

place. Why not give each N-molecule the potential for calling upon other N-molfcules to answer 

tests for features which are not explicitly locatable7 Suppose fc example, that, ir the process of 
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MMSSing (3) above, some N-atom in the OWN N-molecule decides that the compatibility of John 

poose^smg something which ISA »HAMMER is 0.95. But it can't decide what effect the additional 

features (the composition ol it's handle, and the shape of its head) should have upon the ultimate 

S(X). At that point, it could call other appropriate N-molecules to as.   JS these two properties of 

hammers: "C7536 has a wooden handle" and "C7536 has a claw-shaped head". It could then use 

the assessments of these two N-molecules to equivocate the 0.95 which would be returned m the 

absence of these features. The resulting S(X) would then reflect the following lines of thinking: 

"Ves, it's pretty l.kely that John OWNS * hammer, because John is a middle-class, male 

suburbanite. And "nee many hammers ^ave wooden handles, and most have daw-shaped heads, 

the chances are good that this hammer which he is likely to own fits these descriptions. I will 

therefore assess this with a moderately high compatibility." 

Modeling other people's knowledge is essential to certain types of inference. It can be 

expected therefore that various processes will frequently require the assessment of (MLOC X 

■LTM), that is, does some person, P, know (believe) X. Rather than encode m the MLOC N- 

rnoiecule the explicit knowledge of what people normall/ do and do not know, the MLOC N- 

molecule defers most such decisions to the N-molecule which assesses X directly, with the 

constraint that, should any REASONS be returned along with the S(X) returned by the sub- 

contracted N-molecule, P must be verified to have knowledge of these as well. 

Of course, just as tokens and concepts must be checked by N-molecules for 

"overspecification", so too must an mformation-beanng structure. That is, the assessment of 

structure X must be sensitive not only to the conceptual features of the objects X relates, but 

also to conceptual features of X itself. A good illustration of this is to contrast 

John was asleep at SAM. 

John was asleep at 3P1. 

Assume m both cases that the mam structure to be assessed is "John is asleep", that is, (AWARE 

«JOHN -5).   In order to assess either structure, the AWARE N-molecule defers most of the 

decision to the N-moiecules which assess the features on the (AWARE «JOHN -5) structure's 

occurrence set. Here, only TIME features are present. The TIME N-molecule can therefore assess 

(TIME (AWARE «JOHN -5) 3AM) much higher that (TIME (AWARE «JOHN -5) 3PM), unless, by its 

own special heuristics, it detects some special information such as "John is a night watchman". 
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It was mentioned that there are three general neunotics common to ail ^-molecules. The 

third is that there must in general be tests which "massage" information which is stored in one 

form with potentially equivalent information, but which happens to be stored m another form. For 

example, section 8.1 will illustrate how the process of mferencmg interacts with the process of 

refeience establishment. In the example discussed throughout that section, a crucial realiHation 

turns cut to be that (AGE «ANDV ■OROERMONTHS) de. that Andy's age is on the ord»r of monthj) 

is highly compatible with (TS «ANDY «i7MAR72) de. that Andy was born March 7, 1972). The AGE 

information was generated as an inference which, when discovered to match more closely with 

(TS «ANDYi «7MAR72) than (TS •ANDY2 «1JUNJS), serves to choose baby Andy R.eger rather 

than adult Andy Jones as the referent of "Andy" in the e»amole sentence. The point i^ that the 

process of discovering compadbiMy in that example was oased on special knowledge contained 

in the AGE N-molecuie which relates certain forms of AGE structures with certain forms of TS 

structures another. It is this ability of individual N-molecules which allows MEMORY to perform 

and use 'uzzy matching: because th» AGE N-moieculc knew, among other thmgs, to check for 

applicable TS relations, the compatihlity of these two structures was realized, and helped solve 

a reference m that case. 

6.7 2.1 SUPPLYING THE REASONS FOR THE ASSESSMENT 

There is one final issue of normative inferences as they have been implemented.   It is 

imperative that the memory preserve a record of connectivity m inference space; that MEMORY 

record the REASONS and OF^SPR'NG for each mforrnation unit it stores, it is therefore also a 

reouirement of the normative inference process to supply any reasons (a li»' o' other structures 

in the memory) which lead to its assessment S(X; of structure X. In cases where X remains as a 

memory structure after assessment (for example it plays a part ir the veneration of another 

inference), these reasons are attachea to structure X as MS REASONS property.   This means that 

the N-atom which successfully assesses X must make explicit those facts it used. These facts 

correspond exactly to those successful tests it made which lead up to some fuzzy compatibility, 

as shown in Fig. 6-22. 
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673 WHERE N-MOLECULES ARE USEFUL 

The ncrmative inference proa ss is not an isolated one. Rather, its pui pose is to serve 

other processes ^hich need access to this Kind of fuzzy Knowledge Requests for normative 

inferences arise principally at the following points in conceptual processing; 

(1) when some mfprence molecule requires a unit of information, which car. not be 
located explicitly, in Order to generate its inference. 

(2) when an inference has been venerated and the inference monitor needs to compare 
it to 'ts Knowledge of normal1;/ for the purposes of determining what is 
potentially most interesting. This gives a slight goa1 direction to the process of 
spontaneous e>pansion of a structure in inference space. 

(3) when an question has been asKed of the memory for which no explicit answer can 
be found. 

Requests in the second category require only the S(X) which is the result of the normative 

inference. Requests in categories (1) and (3) however generally result in the creation of a new 

memury structure if the normative inference returns an S(X) greater than 0. For instance, if an 

action p-ed.ction inference needs to Know whether Bill owns a hammer, and this is not stored 

explicitly, a temporary structure, X, which represents this Ownership, (OWN C7536 «BILL), where 

C7536 is a toKen of a hammer, must be created in order that the OWN N-molecult have a 

structure to assess. If the assessment, SfX), turns out non-zero, or greater that 0.5, or whatever 

the process which requested its assessment requires it to be, then the structure can remain, in 

its now explicit form, with STRENGTH equal to the S(X) suppled by the OWN N-molecule. Thus, 

just as a specifier molecule gives rise to a new un | of information as the result of a missing 

case, an N-moiecule can give rise to a specific instance of a general pattern when it is needed 

by a process in category (1) or (3). 

6.7 3.1 HOW N-MOLECULES MASSAGE rUZ .'Y MATCHES 

I have characterized the central purpose of an N-molecule as being to assess how 

compatible some new structure which enters the memory by inference is v. Hi trie rest of the 

me nory's Knowledge. That is, should a required fact for some inference not be explicitly 

loc-table, an N-molecule should then be called to attempt to assess the liKeiihood of X as a 

specific instance of more general patterns in the world which are believed to be true. It should 

be emphasized that this process will m general nrt be a clean one, but rather it will rely on 

case-to-case special heuristics. The N-molecule construct is where these heuristics can exist. 
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The N-molecule is where d.ita lookups can be given a certain degree of fuzzmess.   For 

example, suppose some inference i •»eds to Know whether X is touching Y, that is (PHYSCONT X 

Y), but only the information (PHYSCONV Y X) is stored m the memory.   The PHYSCONT N-molecule 

is the ideal plfce to encode PHYSCONT's symmefncity: when the straightforward lookup fails, the 

structure (PHYSCONT X Y) is simply created, then assessed by the PHYSCONT N-molecule, which, 

among others, applies the special heuristic that PHYSCONT is symmetric. In a sense, this is a very 

primitive form of fuzzy matching, and it is not hard to .magme many subtler forms. 

The notion of an N-molecule is reminiscent of a theorem in a traditional, task-oriented 

system.   That is, given that some information cannot explicitly be located in the data, what can a 

special procedure (a theorem) do to help out. In a sense, each N-atom is a theorem wh.ch brings 

a knowledge of normality and special heuristics to bear on specific units of information. However, 

an N-molecule is viewed as "something to do when all else fails", whereas the traditional utility of 

theorem is a far more centrdl process. That is, because the system tries spontaneously to make 

everything as explicit as possible, the assumption is that most information which is true will be 

drawn out explicitly, and this leaves little work for tne traditional theorem. However, I am not 

proposing that all information will be drawn ou!: or that it is desirable to go too far m this 

process. The concept of an N-molecule will undoubtedly have to be extended to accomodate the 

traditionally more involved operations of a theorem prover. But, however extensive this 

capability is, it will remain ancillary to the spontaneous expansion of structures by conceptual 

inference. 

6.7 4 SUGGESTIONS FOR RESEARCH 

Assessing the "normality" of a memory structure is a very (tphisticated process. It, 

however, provides a very imoortant focus for memory research. By asking "What other 

knowledge could affect the likelihood of X being true9", we spill over into every conceivable 

topic of memory and knowledge. Yet aomg it is fun, useful, and provides a direct paradigm hy 

whicn we can get into some tougner   ssues of .nference and deduction. My feeling is that anyone 

who desires to attack any issue of comprehension should begin by anilyzmg the kinds of 

information he would need to assess the normality of a piece of conceptual information m the 

way outlined in this section. 
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S.I   STATE-DURATION INFERENCES AND THE FRAME PROBLEM 

sample:    Johnny was mad af Billy last week for breaking his toy 
it Johnny rtill mad at Billy» 
Probably not. 

sample:    John nanded Mary a book a moment ago. 
It Mary still holding It? 
Perhaps. 

sample:    John nanued M^ry a book yesterday. 
15 Mary still holding it? 
Almost certainly not. 

sample:    John slarteo eat ng dinrwr at 6pm, 
It's now 6:15. is he finished9 

Perhaps, but prooaoly not. 

In the conceptual memory, the temporal truth of a structure is not merely a function of that 

structure's presence or absence in memory, but rather ,s a function of explicit t,me relationships, 

time-related inferences "nd time normality knowledge. In other words, every structure (concepts 

and tokens included) has time dependencies. In order to determine the truth of a structure. X, at 

time T, much more work ha. to be done than simply ask.ng whether X exists (disregardmg time 

attributes) in memory. 

Any model which deals with a constantly changmg ^orld is beset by the classic "frame- 

problem. B'iefly, th.s problem K the followmg: g^en some piece of information which is true at 

time tl. under what cond-tions WÜI tn.s information be true at a future fime, \2, and how and 

when should it be updated to reflect th,s passage of time' This problem « compounded when no 

piece of mformation ,s either true or faise. but rather is "believed to some fuzzy degree." The 

frame problem is a very real issue for conceptual memory. 

Consider for example the following sequence: 

John handed Mary a book, 

is dary holding  the book? 

Too simple a proof procedure which was sensitive only to explicitly stored time information 

would say "no" to this query, simply because knowing that Mary was holding the 'x)Ck at some 

past time (regardless of how near m the past) has no logical relation to Mary', holding the book 

now. The proof would simply fail, not realizing how close it came to locating the desired 
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information.   In a conceptual memory, solutions to this aspect of the frame problem (Keeping 

temporal knowledge up to date) are provided by Uatt-duration tnferencts. 

68 1 POSSIBLE APPROACHES 

There aro two basic appi caches to the problem of Knowing what is and 1$ not true «NOW, 

ba'.ed on what is Known to have been true sometime in the past. The first approach is based on 

♦he philorophy that this updating should be constantly m progress as some sort of bacKground 

monitor.   While perhaps aesthetically pleasing because it Keeps the memory "clean", it is hard to 

er>vii.ion either a theoretical or practical means of implemen'mg this type of scheme m a truly 

larue memory. There are, in adOit'On, strong psychological arguments against this method. People 

simply do "Ot periodically scan through their entire memory updating all old facts! 

A more realistic approach, both computationally and psychologically is to have the ability to 

dtttct information which may have become dated, and update it before using it.   This has the 

i-ame e'fect m theory if the detection anä updating are clone at a very low information retrieval 

'eve! because then only temporally true information will then be "seen" by the processes which 

reauest the mformat'O^ 'etneval 'in particular, all sorts of inference molecules). This ability to 

detect and update information is based heavily on a KnoAiedge of ncrmal durations of states and 

protracted actions m the world. 

68 2 NORMAL DURATIONS 

Recall that with any proposition, P, whose truth nas a temporal componert de. is not a 

timeless fruth) is stored at least one time proposition using one of the following predicates: TIME, 

TS, TF. The Question is, what happens when some proce'.: needs to Know whether P is (was, will 

be) true at some time T whose relation to one or more of P's explicitly stored time aspects is 

Known' That is, if at 3pm we say "John is eating lunch", the memory will maKe the resultative 

inference that John becomes ratiated. Then, if we come bacK at 4PM and asK the memory "Is John 

hungry now7", we would want the memory to answer "Probably not. He ate at 3, and entered a 

state of hunger satiation then, and this particular state typically lasts 4 or 5 hours in John's 

culture." Although this is a 'airly sophisticated example, a fairly simple, and very general, 

mechanism underlies it. 
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Thit. mechanism If one »vhicn converts a knowledge of normal duration«, for various states 

and actions into compatibility measures, ie. STRENGTHS    In the memor/, knowledge about the 

normal duration of states and actions i< organized around the time predicate N-molecules. 

SuppOfe P is an information structure with which no TF time feature is associated, but which has 

a TS time feature, as shown m the left of fig. 6-24. 

(TS * #) 

^\m 
t ime    

T 

Figure 6-24. 

The problem to oe solved Dy a state duration inference in its simplest form is this: what is 

,he approximate likelihood of P being true at T", where V is some other time whose value is 

Known''   That is, if an inference process needs to know whether P is true at T', how can this 

mformatcn be related to the TS mfürmation of Fig. 6-24'' 

Clear!/, if T' is hefcrf T, this information cannot be of much help!   The interesting question 

m this case occurs when T' is after T. (Of course, if some other structure has only a TF, with no 

TS relation, the opposite « the case: the  nteresi ig T is one which lies bffctf T.) To ascertain 

P\ likelihood at T*, we must know something about the specific action or state P: how long do 

actions or states of this sort normally last    Notice that the answer is ahoays highly dependent on 

the concepts involved m P, not just upon the conceptual predicate or even the form of the 

conceptual structure.   For example, how long will it take an elephant to walk from San Francisco 

'0 Washington D.C.7 Mow about if his right hmd leg is broken7 What if his trunK is sore? For what 

order of magnitude o* time might a perron continue to grasp a small objec, he is handed: what if 

it's a hot potato, what if it's a sentimental diamond ring from a departing lover. How long will 

Mary be go-.e shopping; where is the store, what does she need to buy'   This is again a hint that 

to attempt to encode knowledge about the normal durations of actions and states m passive data 

structures might lead to undesirably complicated data structures.   There are m genenal simply 

too many dimension-., and too many places where special heuristics are needed (for instance 

calculating the elephr^'.'s walking time from an estimate of his speed, and of the distance from 

San Fransisco to Washington D.C.) to attempt to encode duration information in passive patterns. 
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P can be specified as "order of an hour" and there is a (TS P T) relation stored, P's truth at T*50 

minutes woula be very hkeiy, whereas P's truth at T+3 hours would be very unlikely. 

683 MAPPING FUZZY DURATIONS ONTO COMPATIBILITIES 

Assuming tome specter atom can determine a likely fu^zy duration for structure P, how 

does the fuzzy duration concept become a compatibility, based on T*-Tf  Associo'ed as a 

property of every fuzzv duration concept m the memory is a function, F, which specifies the 

STPENGTH with which P might believed, based on the value of T'-T (recall that T is the known TS 

of P, r is the time at which P's hkehhoor' is bemg assessed).   In general, such an F will be a 

continuous function of (T'-T), having the characteristic shape shewn in Fig. 6-25. In general, it is 

necessary not only to have fuzzy duration concepts for all orders of ~--    tude, it is also 

necessary to have sharply-falimg and gradually-falling versions of the So   a order of magnitude 

to characterize states which come to generally abrupt halts after some approximate duration as 

well as those whose likelihood trails off more gradually after some approximate duration. 

1.8 

STRENGTH 

iT-n ---- 
Figure 6-25. A typical STRENGTH function for fuzzy duration «ORDERHOUR. 

In the memory, functions F which map T-T' onto a STRENGTH are implemented by simple 

LISP lists which store STRENGTHS as a step function of T'-T, rather than as a continuous one. 

This approach simplifies the problem of designing complicated continuous functions, and if makes 

the correspondence easier to read and adjust experimentally.   Such a list is shown m Fig. 6-26 

and takes the form of window-strength pairs. For fuzzy duration concept, D, this associated step 

function list is attached as tot property "CHARF": the fuzzy duration's choiactcristu curve. 
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*"• ^ j   spec i f icat i on 
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(UNSPECIFIED #) *~' 
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(P£AV>»«S 
P   i=   itJTl    true 
at   this   time.   T* 

th i s 5  cieterm i ned 
from »ORDERHOUR's 
step   function, 
using 11-N 

I 

TinE « •]   STRENGTH . S  < —-' 

(this is the T* at uhich P' 
truth it being assessed) 

(TVAL a m 

Figure 6-27 The procesi of inaking a state dur tion inference. 

M FEATURE AND SITUATICN INFERENCES 

sainplr:    Andy's diaper n wet 
Andy ic probabiy a baoy. 

sample:    John's weathered fare ana gray beara intimidated Johnny. 
John is probably an 9l<< man. 

sample:    Fred wagged his tail. 
Fred it prchahl, an animal of sorre sort. 

sample:    Fred bit the postman on the ieg. 
Fred must be a dog. 

MOit rf the c'asses of conceptual inference I have discussed so far can be thought of as 

dealing with the more important f<n.ets of a large "motivation- action- state-cause- enablement- 

Knowledge" compley; how eacn aspect, when allowed to react spontaneously to language meaning 

stimuli, contributes '0 urder'tandmg b> expansion m inference space  Although this complex 

seems to pro/.de the mam architecture for processing the meaning content of utterances, there 

are otner classes of inference whio hd.e far less structure, but which p';y very important roles 
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•earing th(s, we automatically conclude that Andy 10 a very young person.   Although it is 

concei.abie that an intelligent analyztr, while constructing this meaning graph, could be equipped 

with special heuristics to realize that "Andy" is prooaoiy an infant, it is not clear hew general or 

desirable such an abmty would be. or exactly how  t would oe done. On the other hand, tasks of 

this nature have a very natural solution in the memory where such information can be quite 

useful, it would be acceptable for the analyzer to render the desenpt've sets shown m Fig. 6-29 

for the objects involved m this conceptualization, as long as the memo y is prepared to extend, 

reime or correct them subsequenil/ by applying its broader Knowledge  of the world to make 

further predictions.   But evtictly how and when ran this Knowledge be .ailed into play7 

(ISA a «FLUID) 
»  tt 

(ISA I «DIAPER) 
(LÜC U «) 
 > 

t   •  
(ISA « «PERSON» 
(NAHE  tt ANDY) 
(SEX tt «HALE) 

Figure 6-^9. "Andy's diaper is wet. 

To answer this, it is important to recall the process by which the memory e/tracts all the 

information from each conceptual input. This is especially relevant to feature inferences because 

most features of objects are communicated only incidentally m utterances, through RLLative 

conceptual links. In this example, the subpropositions MEMORY extracts which are relevant here 

are twofold: 

1. (LOC C4516 C:308) 
2. (LOC C2308 C7211) 

assuming C^SIG   is  some   fluid,   C2308   is  some  diaper 
uhich   is   located  on C7211,   some  person  named   Andy 

Figure 6-30 

The important point is that both of these subproposition structures will be allowed to 

expand m inference sp.ce. But m particular, domg so will permit (2) to give nse to the feature 
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identity of Iruty missing information, rather than as a process which collects more and more 

conceptual features of an entity which might already be fairly richly endowed with features. 

The second question -- what is the difference between certain types of feature inferences 

and certain types of intrinsic enabling inferences -- is really a non-issue. The answer is that 

they are frequently the same sort of thing, but feature inferences are more general. For 

instance, if the memory hears "John ate a gronk", it will certainly rnaKe the intrinsic enabling 

m'erence that a gronk, whatever it is, is capable of bemg eaten; (EDIBLE «GROMK) becomes a 

new feature of this concept with name "GRONK" (there is still no information about what happens 

to you if you eat one -- only that one can be ingested). In other words, what I have called a 

feature inference, might >.iso arise v.a an enabling inference.   But this is unimportant. What is 

more important is that feature inferences are more genera1; they are capable of inferring new 

features, even where no enablement is implied. The samples above illustrate this. 

The third question in this; if, by the relation pathfmdmg technique, the memory can discover 

the LOG relationship between "Andy" and "diaper" m the first place, why can't the information 

that Andy is very young be inferred at tnat point9 Agam, we must say that it couid, but that it is 

more naturally done later on  The problem in this case « that it is convenient to classify "diaper" 

as an article of clothing whose relation to a person is the same as all other articles of clothing. 

The path which the relation patnfmdmg process yields will serve only to relate «DIAPER with 

«PERSON as a thing to be worn. Nowhere is age involved m the clothes-person path, and rightly 

so: a person of any age can wear a diaper. It is only a (highly likely) inference that, if some 

person is wearing one, he is very young. By recognizing that this is just another inference -- 

that is, by implementing it m an inference molecule -- it can be made quite sensitive to unusual 

contexts.   In this example, for instance, before generating the (AGE X »ORDERMONTHS) inference, 

the LOG inference atom can test for special information about X which could affect the inference 

(for example, what if X a paralyzed adult). 

692 SITUATION INFERENCES 
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relation to what he has said, but which people clearly employ most fruitfully. While these 

inferences are connected with many specific conventions of language use, they are nonetheless 

real conceptual inferences. They simply exist at the "higher" level, within a model of 

conversation. I will call inferences in this class utterancf intention inferences, and abbreviate this 

by "U-mtent".   In this section, I will point out some simple instances of this class. 

What are some examples of these mysterious inferences? Two of then are based on very 

simple patterns: (CANNOT X) and (NOT X). Suppose we hear P say "I can't get the lid off this jar.", 

ie. P has just communicated a (CANNOT X) form to us which is roughly represented as: 

(CANNOT  *) 

(CAUSE « *) 

(DO Pl^-iTF * Tl) 

(PHYSCONT  * *) 

« < ■ 

(tne  I id) 
^ 

(the   jar) 

(P is unable to cause the lid to cease to be m physical contact with the jar).   What did P mean by 

this9 That is, what effect does P believe it will have on the hearer'   In everyday use, it can 

safely be construed as a request for help. But what inference makes this known to the hea-er? 

The answer 11 His case appears to lie in a very simple inference which, once generated, 

will lead to other inferences and actions dependent upon the context. This inference is that P 

WANTs X to be the case. In this example, this leadr to the structure 

PHYSCONT «.101  »JARD 

This structure has the interpretation: P wants some causal structure to be true; P must therefo-e 

also want tl e results of the causal if it were to be true; P therefore wants (DO P) and (IF 

(PHYSCONT «LIDl »JAR1) TU Knowing both the CANNOT and the WANT, the hearer might 

^ perform some action that would help P, having applied some other belief pattern that when a 

friend can't achieve something he desires, he needs help. 
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There seems tc be one additional criterion for this inference type, however. That is that the 

CANNOT structure have a t.-ne associated with it- that it not be a timeless statement of fact. The 

interpretation of a time associated with a CANNOT is that its associated action was attempted, 

but was unsuccessful m achieving its probable consequences.   Put this way, this Kind of 

inference's utility can be viewed as setting the stage for motr/ational mfeiences from the 

unsuccessful action. As an example of why timeless CANNOT structures snould not give rise to a 

U-mtent inference, consider the statement "Ralph can't swim." Ralph simply never learned to 

swim, and it is not implied that he m fact wants to be able to swim. In other words, the 

implication that he has ever attempted to swim at time X is not present. 

There are many illustrations of how this type of inference can serve as a critical link in 

understanding: 

1. jonn was unable to ;.tart the fire. 

2. BiH couldn't find Ni Keys yesterday. 

3. Pita wasn't able to go to the fair. 

4. Pete prevented Saily from combing the flagpole. 

5. John doesn't seem to be able to sell his car. 

6.10.1 OTHER EXAMPLES OF LHNTENT INFERENCES 

Inferences which can stem purely from the way in which a thought is phased, or from what 

^formation the speaker decided to include constitute a seemingly limitless class. I will not go 

very deeply into it hpre, but merely point out that there is a wide-open domain for research. I 

will briefly discuss two of the more obvious and useful types of inferences in this U-mtent class. 

The first is sensitive to potsibit CMlMiity relationships between an actor's action and extra 

attubutional mjormation in the sentence roncemmg an object involved in that action. For 

example, L.nda said to Chuci- the other cay 

I   threw  out   the  rotten  part   or   the   fig. 

Contrast this with the similar, but simpler thought "I threw out part of the fig." The first sentence 
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someone might tell you "Don't eat gronks." If you're fnendo, you can safely infer that the 

existence of a gronk in one's stomach probably leads to bad things; in other words, gronks are 

inedible. If, however, he says "Don't eat green gronks.", you may infer with nearly equal safety 

that gronks aie OK to eat, it is only a green pronk which will do you in!   Because of one 

additional anr1  .eemmgly inconsequent.ai aitnbution, you m«y mfer that gronks are edible. This 

could save your life on a desert island some day! 

Both of these are very general rules, T0 implement ther- m a theory of conceptual memory 

would obviously require a much more detailed analysis, especially of when special cases and 

crcumctance' should C -ernde tbese normal U-lNTENT inferences.   They have been cursorily 

desenbed here only to represent a large "missing" class of mfortncM m the current theory and 

implementation of conceptual memory. 

LUiVllLiV  UUTtil&UUU  LHUL-liVl-L HJICUU'LI: 

This example illustrates the usefulness of one type of U-mtent in<ereiice: inferring (WANT P 

X) from (CANNOT P X). The mput sentence is "john was unable to get an aspirin," MEMORV will, m 

the absence of context, predict that John wanted an aspirin, and this mferenie opens up an 

otherwise inaccessible tins of inference which terminates m the presumption that John 

underwent a negative change on his health scale. Since, having generated Ihn  inference, MEMORY 

has no means of determining tue cause of the negative change, a reasonable question for 

MEMORY to ask is drawn out by this line of mferpnemj: "Wnat caused John to be sick7" 

JOHN  UAS  UNABLE   TO GET  AN ASPIRIN 

((ACTOR   (.'OHM   <»>   («ATRANS«!   OBJECT 
(ASPIRIN REF   («A«))  FROn  («PERSON* 

SPEC  (*u«n 'o (JOHN)) TinE (Tin0i) 
MODE   ((«CANNOT«)!) 

nnasi  I (VAL T-IM 
Tineii  '(BEFORE Tinee xn 

((CANNOT   ((«ATRANS«   (iXHNl)   (CMI1) 
(caeas)  (iJOHND)  (TIME _ 0008))))) 

caeis 

Here MEHORY reads the input sentence. Its 
analyzed representation is shown to the left, 

This is the partially intecirated MEMORY 
rMac^1"*' C0001 is thP t':,icpn of aspirin, 
L000b is 'he person from whom John coulri not 
get C0001; C0008 is some past time. Notice 
that L00.T; has arisen as an unspecified 
concept, it will in the absence of context 
m this example he filled in as some 
instance of a «DRUGSTORE. 
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STARTUP   INFERENCE QUEUE: 
HK i.f» coais)) 

APFLiING   INF  nOLECULt  CANNOT  TO 03813: 
tCANNOT   (*ATFANS* ffJC^Nl   09001  C0005 

»JOHNin 

ADOUT   TO APPLv  ^CANNOT 1   TO 00013 
lNi-rRHING:    (UANT  ÄJOHNl   C0011) 

ALSC  GENFRATING:   ITIHE C0018 0001Si 

( (P   1.0 01818)    (M  1.0 00020) 
^ 1.0 00^71   (0 1.0 0007?) 
m i.0 roa^-.)  (n i.0 C00S1) 
(M   1.0 C00SS1    (0   1.0 00063)) 

C80]":   (CANNOT 00011) 
(CANNOT   («ATRANS* »JOhNl  00001 0000^ 

ftjOHNl)) 
RECENCYi   57( I 
TRUTH:   T.   STRENGTH:   1.0 
OFFSPRINGi 

C8019i   'TIME C001S O001G) 
C001S:    lUAtjT  ÄJOHN1   00011) 

ISEEfJ:    (»CANNOT1) 

C00:3:    (UANT «JQHN1  C8011) 
(UANT  «JOHNI   («ATRANS« «J0HN1  00001 

C0005 »JOHNID 
ASET: 

ceesii (CAUSE 00023 fl 
CO.''    ■ : •CAUSE C00:G 0) 
ceeis« (TIME  a 00010 

RECENi ■ bglC 
TRI tHi r, STRENGTH:   0. £9999999 
REASOfJ   : 

i Bei2i (CANt;OT  r0011) 
OFF:-- m 

ce.- h i CAUSE 000:3 r00i£) 
C00:0: (TIHE  00013 ;00ioi 
00.'    h (UANT  «JOHNl 000.::) 
C00;   -: 'CAUSE r00:.6 08018) 
0001 ■: (TIME r00:H [0010) 
-00:0: (UIANT   ffJOHNl 00021) 

I SEEN:    (• POSTSOAN) 

(P  1.0 C0018» 
(UANT   «JQHMI    («ATRANS« «J0HN1  00001 
00885  «JOHND) 

08031: (CAUSE 00029 00018) 
C0028: (CAUSE 00026 00018) 
00019:   (TIME C0018 00016) 

The starting proposition relevant   to   this 
example   is  simply   the  main  one.   All   others 
have been  suppressed. 

The   first   inference   to  occur   from   this 
structure   is  that  John probably  uanted 
to «ATRANS* himself   an  aspirin.   Tf-e  CANNOT 
inference  molecule  uhich  generate-    this 
inference   first   checks   that   the  CANNOT 
event  has  a  time associated  uith   it   (ie. 
this   implies  that   John  attempted   the 
«ATRANS« action.   00008   is   found as   the   t me. 

Other   inferences are macie possible   from 
this CANNOT - UANT   inference.   These  are 
shoun at   the   left,   together   with   their 
type   (peripheral,   motivational,   causative). 

This   is   the  original   structure 
after    i nf ereni. i r-g. 

as   i t   appears 

Here,   the crucial   UANT   inference  has  been 
recorded as   its  sole  offspring. 

This   is   t'e   inferred  structure  after   inferencing 

Not ice hou it has lead to other inferences. 

This is the -esulting set of 
from (he oricinal structure: 
wanted to get an aspirin. 
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(n i.e cofiTbi 
(WAN' «TJOHM (TF («POSS« ceeei ceeesi 
coePS)i 

reezsi »CAUSE ceezs ceeis) 
C0027:    (TIME  08825 C801G) 

(n :.a cwzs) 
(UANT «JOM (»PC^S* reeei «TJCHNII) 

C004: 
:8031 
cee e 

(CAUSE C80?9 C38:9t 
'CAUSE C80:3 C8818) 
<TinE C80:3 C00;bi 

(UAN1 ».  ■'.■ i*lNnE:T* 
>.• . cee 5)) 

"0.,c3 

..w,i C000: 

C00W] 
i 90^8 

(CAUSE C0PS: C00?3) 
'CAi SE ~.v.. ■■ 3ii:3) 
(CAUSE cefl i 30:3) 
(TIME C00:-3 C00;6) 

^ 1.0 Ctv-- ' 
(jAr.i «rjOHNi (*LGL« C0001 C0?,:-?)i 

C00^3 
C0049 

(CAUSE C.00S!. r00M.. 
(CAUSE C00-Ö C00:3) 
(TiriE C004t C00:G) 

(M 1.0 C00ri) 
(UAfJT   »JOHN]    (TF  C0001   C0044)) 

C0053i   'CAUSE C0051 08039) 
C00S::    (TIME C00S1   C001B> 

iM  1.0 C00S!' 
(UANT  I»J0HN1   (POSCHANGE «JOHfJl  «HEALTH» 

C0065i    (CAUSE C00e:. C08581 
C00b0:    (CAUSE C00S8 C0043) 
C00S9:    (TIME C00S8 C0015i 

' .   \ .Pi r00C : I 
(fJFGCHANCE  «.'OHrjl  «HEALTH) 

C ?>'■' ■ : (CAUSE C08S3 1:30^51 
C00&5: (CAUSE C00S3 C00r't 
r00t,4: (TIME C00b? C00G1) 

( (rON   (*,»')   -»   ((ACTOR   (JOHN1)   <« 
(».-(EALTH«)   <«>T   («HEALTH*))   iNC 
TinE   (€0861)))) 

John   nust   have   uanted   to   *ATRAUS*   an   aspirin 
to himseM because o<   the predictable  results 
of   that  action.   One of   these   is   that   whoever 
he   tried  to get   it   from  uou I c)  cease   having 
it. 

Another  result   of   *ATRANS*ing  would   be   that 
John begins possessing   the  aspirin. 

The probable reason uhg John might   want   to 
possess an aspirin   it  to  UM   it   in   its 
normal    'unction.   The   oorrial    function   c' 
an aspirin  is  found  to oe   that   it   oe   ingested. 

John probao 
i 5   for     Itt 

predictable  conse 

"1 re r. 
an aspir m 
One 
aspirin begins being   ^ocated 

■nsides  (03035). 

1   iiants   to    ingest 
prtdictMil«   consequences, 
jence   i|   that   the 

in  John's 

Another  prea c'able conseciuence  of   the 
njesting  it  »hat  (ha Mpirin ceases   to 

ex'st.   John night   tH«r«for«  pettiblu 
want   Ihlti  HopefuMy,   heuristics   in   the 
evaiuatoi   demote   this   inference. 

A predictable result of ..» medii-ine being 
located m someone's ;n;ides is that the 
person w.M undergo -'i positive change on 
his health scale. Therefore, it can be 
interred that John wants such a positive 
change  to occur. 
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6.1 SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT COMPREHENSIVENESS 

Having read this and the previous chapter on inference types, you may have traced the 

following question: "what is the re'ative scope of these mferences7" That is, of all the types of 

inference and deductive mechanisms people use to understand language, what portion can be 

accounted for by this system of classification' How comprehensive is this catalog of inference 

types? 

Any answer to this question It bound to be '.peculative. in add'tion, there is an inherent 

fuzzmess concerning whether so^.p particular inference is of type X or type V, or even whether 

it can be viewed as one t>pe in one content and another type m another context.   Wnat can be 

said concerning comprehensiveness, howe er, is this: l beiie.-e I have attacr.ed the central core of 

the human inference ability  By doing so, the real success I««, not m the percentage of inference 

capability accounted for by this cla-.sification, nor in its variety, but rather in the demonstrations 

Of now inferences interact among themselves and with language.   Certainly there are other 

classes of inference when have not een been alluded to In these two past chapters.   Section 

6.10 suggested one such class, and there are many which are more logically a part of a theory of 

conversation.   To attempt to discover ano classify by function all types of inference a human 

language user employs is a noble goal indeed, and it needs t) be done. However, it will be 

encyclopedic, ana this is not my immec ate goall 

instead, we have the begmn ngs of a synthetic and computationally effective theorv for 

modeling the abstract flow of information m the human bram as it concerns language 

understanding. We must put into focus the larger issues which concern the Utility of an inference 

class rather than its tUtcriplivt ability. In this way, tne stage has b3en set for integrating more 

and more classes of inference -- based upon their efficacy to tne understanding process — into 

the larger picture of information flow m response to language stimuli. 
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6 12 SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT PRACTICALITIES 

in a cense, I have constructed a monster. If all the inference powers I have described these 

iast two chapters were unleasned at once, it would not be unrealistic to expect 50Ü or 1000 

inferences to anse trom each utterance This is invigorating, because it is the essence of the 

theory: that each utterance e»cands into a very broaa spectrum of surrounding information, and 

this '■.pectrum interacts with the spectra of other utterances. When we consider orders of 

magnitudt, 1000   '••erences,    e\i>eO as a wave of tctivity in a parallel netral net of over ten 

Dni'on nodf1' might oe quite instgmficanl    Wh-e the prograrn can perform in this "all-at-once" 

mccic, it will often tequ^e 5-10 minutM of reai time on 3 day wr.en the system is not too heavily 

oaucd. Thi« is obviously unaccepta^-e en a real-time biisis, and it maKes debuggi. o vory tedious. 

Tne thoory is no 'ess desiraoie oecause ot this. What i envision ultimately is a system of 

genuinely para'iei processes, wtveh are baseo on the various reference and inference 

rriecha-M'.rr'., and which ail work cooper?!.vely and simu.taneously on each utterance. This it a big 

order in practice, out  I is an tvcitin| goai which we coJd set out toward lodty on a small 

network of existing "mir1" computers: one mini to determ.ne referents, another to perform state- 

duration inferences at the lowest Itvtl of information lookup, another to generate action 

predict or .nfgrences from each input, another to generate enaoimg .nferences, another to 

maintain RECENCY and TOUCHED tags, and so on. 

Also, the theory is in immediate need of a good, effective theory of for   ^ttmg. Clearly, it is 

neither psychological!)' rPai, nor practical, to retain atl the 500 or  1000 inferences which    an 

anse from eacn simple utterance. This is oarticuiariy true, since many of them represent a 

ca'cui.ited *aste. Those, however, which have been tucct^sfui in anrichaning the memory's 

connectivity -- those wh.ch have mace interesting contacts with other memory structures, or 

thee which have lead to interesting contradictions -- should remam as the net effect of the 

utterance in the context in which ,t was perceived, 'his forgetting function might also be 

conveniently viewed as a parallel process which runs constantly "beside" the memory as it 

generates the inferences I have described. 

But for the immediaie future, the progress will lie in upgrading tue current program to the 

present state of the theory, ana m encoding many more inferences and data about the world in 
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genefctl   Until this is done, we would perhaps only be skirting the tough issues by getting 

involved m parallel processing. 

In the next chapter I will cover some of the programming topics which have been defined by 

the inference capabilities I have described. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE INFERENCE CONTROL STRUCTURE, THE STRUCTURE MERGER, 
AND OTHER ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAM 

This chapter is devoted mainly to the memory's inference mechanism, which has been 

referenced throughout the two previous chapters, but not yet explained in programming terms. In 

particular, the major topics to be covered are the inference monitor and evaluator, inference 

molecules, and the structure merger 

7.1 IMPLEMENTING THE INFERENCE CAPABILITY 

How are ihe inference capabilities described in chapters 5 and 6 
implemented'  What is the nature of the inference control 
structure? 

There are three parts to this question: the first one conterns the familiar dilemma of 

whether to use data structures or program structures for what will eventually become a very 

sophisticated pattern matching process The second part concerns the inference control structure, 

and the third concerns the nature of an individual inference. 

7 11     ÜATA VS. PROGRAM VS DATA VS PROGRAM VS. ... 

What is the difference between information which is stored as "data" and information which 

is stored as "program"' I use sneer quotas here beciuse a philosopher would perhaps tell us 

there is no ultimate distinction between the two: he can perhaps always argue that a program is 

dimply a data structure which is interpreted by some higher process, and hence that it is simply 

data. Alternatively, he can view the "program" which interprets what he chooses to call "data'  as 

"some higher process", then it is no longer data, but a program written in the language of this 

interpreter. So why pose the question'   There are genuine pragmatic distinctions between 

program and data m a pattern matching system with requirements such as those we have 

defined.   At some point, scmething needs to cause changes in the memory. Whatever this is at 

the time, it must be "process" rather than "data". 
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The mam question ,5 whether we want to view pattern matching as a very general higher 

level process which attempts to compare two data patterns with one-another. or whether it is 

more desirable to v,ew pattern matching as a collection of many very specific, lower-level 

processes which attempt to match Ihtmsetves to one one specifi: data pattern. These two 

alternatives are abstractly illustrated in Fig. 7-1. 

PASSIVE,   DATA-BASED 

T5ITÄ  PATirfW" 

i   r 

ACTIVE. PROCEDURE-BASED 

DATA 

GEMERAL 
PURPOSE 
HATCHER 

\/ 

YES, DATA AND PATTERN MATCH 
NO, DATA AND PATTERN DO NOT HATCH 

tests are on 
DATA and other 

test 1 
test 2 

test n 

i•moru 
st, uctures 

SPECIFIC 
HATCHER 

\/ 

VES     I   HATCH  THIS DATA 
NO,   I   DO NOT HATCH  THIS DATA 

Figure 7-1. "Passive" vs. "active" pattern matching. 

A system which employs data-based matching is often termed "declarative", whereas one 

which rehes mainly upon active, program matching is often termed "procedural".   There are 

arguments on both sides of the fence about declarative versus procedural pattern matching: 

1. Data-based pattern matching provides a clear-cut distinction between that which is 
timewise relatively static process, and that wh.ch is timewise relatively dynamic data. 

2. There is a greater need to standardize data structures which store data than ta 

a r«H    h"    ^V/^l! 5t0re Pr0Ce5S Pa,,erns encoded as ^t»IJ will by defmit.on 
are written       'e      0 ^ ^'^^ 'n ** of »he progr/mmmg language m wNch they 

4' cZl'lZ^t ma,Cfhinß 'S " faS, an(? ,0-,he-PO'"t « the pattern if is matching will allow 
SüTÄf heur|5,,cs *r* more "«'I/ encoded from pattern to pattern m a pfoe am- 

tell a data-based matcher which is relevant and what is a good rrder of matchinB ^ 
elusive, awkward and hard to encode in data struct..-es. matching are 
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5. In daU based matclung, since the patterns are data themselves, they can he reterenced 
lust a* any other data Also, to communicate new patterns and rules to a data-based 
system is more straightforward than to communnate new patterns and rules to a program- 
based matcher   This is because, m the program-based matcher, a new process must be 
synthesized which will perform the matching required to detect the new pattern   However 
if they are formatted in predictable ways, programs can be treated as data when 
nece-.sary. This permits rule extensions, but methods for building programs from rules are 
iot well understood yet. 

6. Program-based matching allows a convenient means of escape to arbitrary subroutines 
dunng the matcn «nth no interruption. Although Tesler, Enea and Smith [T2] have 
demonstrated how to approach this problem in a data-based matcher, the solution is par» 
of a very sophisticated system 

7. Program match ng is quite straightforward when variable binding must occur io pcr-ts m a 
matched pattern. In cata-dased matching, special, often ted'Ous, provisions must be made m 
order to »KtrKl features f^om the matched data as a byproduct of the match. 

One otner practical drawback of data-based matching relative to the development of a large 

memor, relates tc '2i abo-e  In a data-baseo mttching system, some fairly rigid and 

comprei'enM-.e data format must be decided upon early m the research before it is fully known 

ivhat t>-f pottntMs of the system 'Aould te. it i« much easier at this stage of development to 

write programs, keeping an eye Out for recurring patterr^. of proce-; .mr. than it is to denne an 

all-encompassmg data format for a dat^-baed matcher    We must tolerate sloppy, cut-and- 

pasted processes 'or the hme being, aM this is an admission that we simply don"t know enough 

yet to r.ommit ourse'.'es.   Once it is discovered with a opr.ree of conf.dence what needs to be 

none, we can worr^  about encod'ng it m a pleasing homogeneous data formalism. 3ut until then, 

we should not compound the problem t»/ constraining ourselves to what will probably turn out to 

be 'nadeaLiate or unwise choices of data structures for the dynamic (inference) processes I« ihe 

memo' y 

From the bias evident m these pros jnd cons, and in the previous chapters, it should be 

clear that program-based pattern matching has been used wherever possible in the memory, and 

the bulk of the pattern matching OC'urs by active inference procedures. 
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7.2 TH£ INFERENCE CONTROL STRUCTURE 

The inference monitor is a LISP procedure called INFERENCES. It, n conjunction with 

specifier and normality molecules, is the supervising process by which all the various types of 

conceptual inferences I have discussed are generated. The monitor consists logically of the 

following components: 

1. queues of memory structures which have undergone mferencing (ÜNFERENCES), aid 
of memory structures which are awaiting mferencing (!NEWINFS) 

2. the basic mcnitcr, which maintains these queues, locates applicable inference- 
generating packages of procedures, called inference molecules, and applies them 
to successive structures on the queue 

3. the structure genemtor which helps inference molecules generate Terences. This is 
a very simple interface function which actually creates new memcy structures 
and adds them to the inference queue upon derrand from specific inf^-ence 
molecules. As we will see, the structure generator is sensitive to the theoretical 
type of each inference it is '■equested to generate a memory struct jre. 

ach inference after it is generated.   The 

rom 
independent sources. It is the principal agent by which new points of contact in 
inference space are recognized 

5. the structure merger which physically constructs the new points of contact by 
merging two memory structures into one 

The reaction to each utteranc; involves se 'er<>l iterative passes through the inference 

monitor and reference-estabhsher. I am about to oesenbe the character of \he first pass through 

the inference monitor. This will then be extended to multiple passes which realize the important 

inference-reference interaction. 

7.2.1 THE BASIC MONITOR 

7 2.1 1 THE QUEUES 

The mam inference queue is simply a top-level list, IINFERENCES, of pointers to memory 

structures which represent information from which inferences are desired. The Starting 

inference queue for each utterance, U, consists of the set of subpropositions which the 

internaiization process extracted from LTs meaning graph. In the example of Fig. 4-16 for 

instance, three were extracted, so that the starting queue would be as shown in Fig. 7-2. This 
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queue will grow m length as new inferences are made, and will evenfually enj up as a rtyriraNy) 

very long list of memory structures vi„.h were inferred as a reaction to U. 

The inference queue is a temporary construction for each utterance, U: it is reset to NIL 

before mferencmg from eacf 'J is begun.   Tha lasting tangible effects of the utterance on the 

memory are the artual structures which result from mferencmg and structure merging; the 

inference queue is simply a temporary record of the memory structures currently associated 

with the utterance under mferencmg. 

(MLOC  * «) 

(ATRANS »PETE   ...) 

'INFEPEfCES:   (  *    *    *  ) 

(TlhE * *) 

- I 
(ISA 0 «Lim (ISA tt »Tlftl 
(PART * tftlARY) (BEFORE  « 4177B8) 

(FRIEND «PETE  «JOHN) 

Figure 7-2. A typical starting inference queue. 

The basic momtoi  implements a breadth-first inference expansion of this starting queue of 

structures, Sl....,Sn,   It begins with the fust structure,    1, on the queue, and proceear to the 

right, performing the operation I am about to describe on each Si m turn. The inferences which 

arise from Sl,...,Sn are collected on another temporary queue, WEWINFS.   When Sl,...,Sn have 

been exhausted, INEVi/lNFS is appended to the mam queue, IINFEPENCES, and INEWINFS becomes 

the new queue to expand. Thus, each INEWINFS represents the next level m the breadth-first 

expansion, and at the end, ÜNFERENCES, will have collected every inference generated hv this 

level-by-level expansion The relationship of these two queues is illustrated in Fig. 7-3. 

r 
INFERENCES:   (  *    *          *)   (       | 

'NEU I NFS: (****« * * * *) 

Figure 7-3. The queues which collect 
the breadth-first expanded inferences. 
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7,2.1.2 APPLYING INFERENCE MOLECULES TO EACH STRUCTURE ON THE QUEUE 

For each Si to be expanded by conceptual inference, the fo'lowmg occurs.   First, if an/ 

UNSPECIFIED entities are detected in Si, the appropriate specifier molecule is applied to it.   Next, 

the monitor examines Si's conceptual predicate. Pi, and retrieves the executable inference 

molecule which is associated with Pi as the property IPROG Pi). The relationships between the 

queue, K, Pi, and IPROG(Pi) are shown in Fig. 7-4. The monitor then applies this inference 

molecule to S«. and the molecule will ask many questions of Si, as characterized in the right half 

ot Fig. 7-1, generating inferences of many theoretical type, from Si in the process. 

THE  A TRANS 
INFERENCE 
nOLECULE 

(ISA « «CAR) 

(ISA « »PERSON) 
(NAME  «  JOHN) I PROG (PI)      V« 

■•■••■...    ATRANS*" mtt 
(ISA i «ACTIGNPRED)     (ISA * »PERSON)   " 

(NAHE « PETE) 

Figure 7-4. Relationships between the queue, the structure, 
the predicate, and the inference molec lie. 

To apply IPROG(Pi) to Si, the monitor first does a small amount of bookkeeping by locating 

and assembling information about Si into the standard calling arguments expected by all 

inference molecules. These calling arguments are similar to those of specifier molecules: 

UN a list of the following form: 

( S TIME  TS TF FRAME  ) 

where S is the structure the IPROG is being applied to, TIME, TS and TF are the 
time aspects of the structure if they could be located (NIL otherwise) and FRAME 
is   PAST", "PRESENT" or "FUT JRE". FRAMc is based on TIME, TS and TF, and is 
determined by a simple time proof procedure which attempts to establish BEFORE 
relations with «NOW. 

AC OB DF DT the actual entities in the bond, b^jnd individually as ACtor  OBject 
DFrom and DTo. Which, and how many, of these there are of course are specific 
to the particular conceptual predicate. 
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To illustrate, the calling arguments thus constructed for the structure underlying "John gave Bill 

the book" would be: 

AC        OB        OF        DT 
I I 1 ( 

((C2783 C3147 NIL NIL PAST)  CG411  C1983 CG411 C25A0) 

where C2783 is the structure itself, C3147 is its TIME, C6411 is this person, John, C1983 is the 

book, and C2540 is the person Bill. The two NIL's indicate that no TS or TF time relations are 

associated with the structure 

Also, as the IPROG is called, a sub-queue, IINFS, is set to NIL. This sub-que'.e will be used to 

collect the set of inferences which arise from IPR0G(Pi;'s application to Si. 

7.2.1.3 THE STRUCTURE GENERATOR 

The inference molecule, IPROG(Pi), generates individual inferences by calling the structure 

generator.   When, for instance, an inference molecule has performed tests, and decided that it can 

generate resultative inference, R, from structure Si, .1 calls the structure generator with enough 

information to put R into a new memory structure. This information is listed in section 7.3.2.1. 

As we will see, the structure generator can, based on the theoretical type of the inference, 

decide not to generate the requested inference under certain circumstances. However, when it 

does generate the inference, it performs the following 5 tasks: 

1. it calls lower level bond and superatom creation functions which store the inference 
m a new memory structure 

2. it attaches to this structure the REASONS for making th's inference Supplied bv the 
inference molecule) to the newly-created structure 

3. it computes the structure's STRENGTH based on the strength factor supplied by the 
inference molecule and on the STRENGTHS of each structure on the REASONS list 

4. it attaches the value of the special atom «NOW tc the new structure as its RECENCY 
«NOW was set to the time of the system clock when the utterance was received 
from the conceptual analyzer 

5. it records the new structure on a temporary sub-queue, !INFS, which are collectine 
all inferences made by IPROG(Pi) about Si. This will be appended to the mam 
inference queue after the inference molecule returns control to the basic monitor 
The mnemonic denoting the inference's theoretical type is recorded alone with 
the new structure on !INFS. 

These five steps occur for each inference IPROG(P;) requests to be generated. 
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7.2.1.4 FVALUATION AND REORDERING 

When IPROG(PI) has finished, it returns cor.lrol to the basic monitor, which then retrieves 

!INFS, and calls the inference evalualor to evaluate each new inference on !INFS in turn. The 

rt-.ults of this evaluation will be (a) to discover confirmations (points of contact) and merge two 

•ntmory structures together, (b) to discover contradictions, and (c) to assign each new inference 

a significance factor which will be used later to reorder the inference queue.   We will get to the 

evalua'ion process m section 75. 

After the evaluator has evaluated each member of IINFS, this subqueue has the following 

format: 

(   (   <theoret id!-type-mnemonio  <9i gni f icance>  <memory-9tructure-po 1 nter>   ) 
(   <theoretical   type-mnenionic>  <3igni f icance>  <tnemory-9tructure-pointer>   ) 

(   <theoreticaI-type-mnemonio  <significance>  <memory-structure-pointer>   ) 

That is, it is a list of triples, each triple representing an evaluated inference which has just been 

made by IPROG(Pi). !INFS is then added to ti.e and of INEWINFS, which is collecting next-level 

inferences from all of Sl,...,Sn (the current level). 

When all of Sl,...,Sn at the current level havt given rise to the next level of inferences, 

INEWINFS is appended to the mam queue, ÜNFERENCES, and reordered on the basis of its 

STRENGTH and significance factor assigned by the evaluator.   Those inferences which lie below a 

threshhold on this measure are cut off, and placed on a "dead" queue called ICUTQFFINFS. These 

will not continue m the inference process. 

In practice, we want cutoff to occur very seldomly, since the technique for assess ng the 

significance of a given structure is stil1 quite crude, and could erroneously exclude very 

interesting inferences. Indeed, it is not clear whether there should be an;y cutoff mechanism for a 

theory of this sort which relies on large quantities of probablistic inferences. Remember, that by 

modeling the human bram, we are simulating a very sophisticated parallel processor which can 

perhaps afford to pursue many lines of inference m depth. I will have more to say about this 

later. In any event, we will not know what is "correct" until the memory becomes much larger. In 

the current implementation, the inference queue is rarely cut off. 
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This process of breadth-first inference expansion of the starting queue occurs until (a) no 

new inferences can be generated from thr-structures on the most recent level (those on 

INEWINFS), or (b) until a pre-determmed maximum depth is reached.   This depth is currently set 

tc 15, and is rarely achieved in practice because of the relative paucity of inferences currently 

in the memory. When the process ceases, ÜNFERENCES is a list of triples as shown for !INFS 

above, each triple representing one inference which was generated m response to U. At that 

point, IINFERENCES represents the memory's initial inference response to the utterance. 

7.2.1.5 SUMMARY OF THE BASIC MONITOR 

The overall flow of information in the inference monitor is shown in Fig. 7.5. This is not yet 

the complete picture of the reaction to each utterance. 

scan » 

'NEUINFS:    (♦**«*...*  ) 
...  .    ... 

next   level   becomes 
new   'NEUINFS 

INFERENCE 
MOLECULE 

i 
predicate 

(«*«*«*  , 

     cut   off   inferenc 

REORDERER 

es 

STRUCTURE 
GENERATOR 

'I NFS 

■ >     (**«***) 

UUil 

mn  11 
(   «   «   «   He   *    ...    (•••)) 

■>    (    *   *    ) 

append to 
•CUTOFF I NFS 

EVALUATOR 

1 f 
I - 1 

/\ 

N-flOLECULES N N N 

Figure 7-5. The inference 'nonitor. 
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7 2 2 THE INFERENCE POSTSCANNER 

The basic monitor is the heart of the ii.tfence capability, but it is no( adequate for certum 

classes of inference.   Recall that there are classes of inference which, in order to function for 

structure S, require an "after-the fact" access to other classes of inference which have arisen 

from S.   Specifically, two examples of this are motivational inferences, which are based upon a 

knowledge of the resultative inferences from an action, and knowledge-propagation inferences, 

wh.ch are based upon a knowledge of the OffSPRING and REASONS ^ets of memory structures. In 

ether words, motivational inferences from S cannot «rise until resultative inferences from S have 

been generated, and Knowledge prooagation inferences from S cannot arise until inferences of 

all types have arisen from S. Other classes of conceptual inference will probably emerge which 

will require similar after-the-fact information 

To accomodate such classes of inference, there is a special process, POSTSCAN, whfh 

rescans ÜNFERENCES after the basic monitor has ceased. Currently, POSTSCAN searches for 

structures of the following three varieties on the 'nference queue: 

1. Action structures 

2. UANT  structures 

3. MLOC «LTH structures 

As each structure on ÜNFERENCES which satisfies one of these three patterns is detected, the 

POSTSCANer invokes the appropriate process: the motivational inference generator for the first 

two cases, and the knowledge propagation inference generator for the third case. 

These processes will return a list of inferences, which are collected on !NEWINFS as 

POSTSCAN scans INFERENCES. After all the postscan inferences have been collected, each in turn 

is evaluated by the evaluator, and a theoretical (type/significance/structure) triple is assembled 

for each. The resulting list is appended to ÜNFERENCES, which represents at that point the 

results of attempts to generate inferences of all theoretical types from tne starting 

subpropositlons extracted irom the input utterance. 
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72i RELAXING THE INFERENCE NETWORK 

But even after Mi poslscan process, the f^st-pass through the mference momtor .s still 

not complete, because there i| UN a potential for generating more inference, »rom this first 

pass inference queue   To understand why. observe that the monitor is an inherently sequential 

modeling of what I ?bsfractly tnvitiM fo be a parallel, breadth-first eypan„on of inferences. The 

problem ,s this: as the monitor generates inferences from structure Si on the inference queue, 

some -nference. X, from Si may be dmoit appirable, e.ceot for one important missing fact. F. At 

that pomt, X can therefore not be generated.   But suppose F arises later down the queue, as an 

mference from some Othtr structure. £♦* If the monitor were to stop after the POSTSCAN 

process, X m.ght still not Mitt, even though there wouid thtn be sufficient information to 

generate it. Smce X may itself be an important inference, and might lead to other imoortant 

m'e-ences. .t should not be missed because of "bad timmg" This undesirable situation * 

Mustrafed m Fig. 7-6. 

left-nght 
expansion 

other   i nformation 

F1-F3 exi st Fl 
at   the   time F2 
this   inference F3 
molecule   is F4 
appl ied.   FA 
does  not. 

INFERENCE 
HOLECULE 

•   •   .   «   t *) 

1 
Si 

vi 
inference uhich could 

have been generated from 
if F4 had existed at the t 

S i + 

Si 
i me 

Figure 7-6 "Bad timing 

INFERENCE 
HOLECULE 

\/ 
F4 

other 
i r, format i on 

required information 
arises later down the 

inference queue 

In practice, such bad timing ;s quite common, because of the   va/ ,n which two of the most 

critical classes of conceotual   nferences anse: motivational and Knowledge propagation inferences 

can be generated on.y after the tiftl crop of .nferences has ansen through the basic monitor. If 

things were to stop there, significant inference potentials could go unrealized, because many 

mferences rely heavily up^n what actors M« and know at any particular time. Th,s observat.on 

is borne out empirically in the current implementation. 
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To prevent this order-sensitive characteristic of the inference mechanism from causing 

important inferences to be missed, 

Each structure on 'INFERENCES is reexamined. re-applying 
inference molecules to each in an attempt to generate inferences 
which were missed on the first round because of order 
dependencies. 

Any new inferences which arise from this scan are evaluated and appended to the mam queue. 

then subjected to the POSTSCANner just as first-round inferences  Th s rescan/re-postscan 

sequence is repeated until no new inferences arise. At that point, what I have called the "first- 

pass" through the inference monitor has ended. 

This rescanning mechanism is a foe« of relaxation processing on what is in reality a very 

large, parallel inference network. But the aDility to rescan comes not without a price; the monitor 

and inference molecules must be smart enough not to duplicate work which was done on 

previous passes. We will see m section 7 3.4 how this problem has been solved. 

7 2.4 INFERENCE-REFERENCE-IWERENCE INTERACTION 

At that point, IINrrpENCES is a list of all first-pass inferences generated in response to the 

utterance. Of course, this list is not of much significance in itself. 

The real effect lies in the existence of all the new structures which 
have been created, and in the structure merges and contradictions 
which are discovered during this process by the evaluator. 

Also, this list will serve as the beginning inference queue for subsequent inference-reference 

passes. I will outline here the general form of the interaction between the reference and 

inference mechanisms, and the reasons for this mte action. 

The basic observation is this; some very mtere.fing inferences may not be generated on 

the first inference pa^s because of incomplete features of entities m the structures on the 

inference queue. For instance, if some "John" could not be unambiguously identified by the 

reference mechanism before the first pass of mferencmg began, the entity which represents this 

unidentified person will be a temporary token which in general will have nowhere near the 
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richness of features of anv particular "real" token of a person, John Because of this temporary 

token's lame-duck occurrence set, there is a good chance that many interesting inferences frorr« 

structures which involve it cannot be generated on this first pass. 

But fortunately there is another side to this com: the process of inferrncing can contribute 

features to this temporary entity. The crucial pomt is that these new features might be able to 

■ dentify it as, say, Jonn Smith, the carpenter, if only the refe'encer had another attempt to 

identify it, usmg some of the newly-mferred inferences from the first inference pass. 

To account for these pnenomena, there is a higher form of inference-reference relaxation 

processing m the memory. After the first pass of mferencmg, m case there are some pending 

umdent tied references either m this utterance, or from previous utterances -- this condition is 

signa'ed by a non-null MEFDCOSION or !PEFNOTFOUND list - the referencer is reentered. The 

hope is 'nat new featu-es of unidentified entities have been produced as a byproduct of the 

nfcrtnca process, and, by using these ne* features, the referencer can  .«»lect one reference 

candida'e Over the rest  If this can m fact be accomplished, the mformation-i ich occurrence set 

of the i entitled entity (say John Smith) will become available. 

But then, because of all the "ewly-accessible features new inferences may be possible by 

rescanning the existing inference queue for new inferences which werent previously possible  If 

new ores can be made, the relaxation processing described in the previous section is performed, 

and then still another round of reference-inference interaction is performed. This is depicted in 

Rf. 7-7. 

By this interaction, t^e mferencer Helps the '•eferencer, which m turn helps the mferencer, 

and so on Whereas the relaxation processing described m the previous section was necessitated 

by practcal issuer of implementation, 

this form of relaxatimi processing realizes an important theoretical 
interactinn between the memory processes of reference and 
inference 
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Figure 7-7. Multiple reference-inference interaction passes. 

7.3 INFERENCE MOLECULES 

How are inferences organized?  What does an individual inference 
look like in the memory? 

Any procedure-based system capable of inference must ultimately be no more than 

sequences of tests on the features of the .nformation from which an inference is desired, 

interspersed with inferences to be made when tests succeed.   In the kind of memory I am 

proposing, there will generally be many applicable inferences from each unit cf information. The 

goal is not to choose among them, but to mah them all, and see what happens. Thus, the effect I 

want to simulate is one m which many associitively-tnggered inferences are simultaneously 

applied to relevant memory siructures as those structures arise in the memory (either from the 
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outside world, or from other inferences).  Each conceptual inference is imagined to be an active 

process which is constantly on the lookout for its applicability, and which spontaneously 

contributes its inference when appropriate. 

73 1 EXTERNAL ORGANIZATION 

What kind of inference organization can achieve this goal' Recall that the input which the 

memory recedes has already undergone a significant amount of processing by the conceptual 

analyzer from its "raw" centential form. As we have seen, the intent of this orocessmg is to 

reduce each utterance m context to its underlying conceptual meaning. From the standpoint of 

inference orgamzat'on, this means that a tremendous quantity of fairly sophisticated pattern 

matching has already teen performed.   To reemphasize how significant this can be, consider the 

three sentences 

Mary nave John a beating. 
Mary cjave  John a pencil. 
Mary  gave  John   some  responsibility. 

All three hcve very similar surface forms, but all have radically different underlying meanings. 

Since it is the ro'e of the conceptual analyzer to capture in a conceptual graph the most likely 

underlying thought of the language join, recognizing the many variations of language forms 

which communicate the same thought is not a concern of the conceptual memory. 

Because of this, W r% possible to organise inferences about "real" GIVF. actions (the transfer 

of an object's possession) under the conceptual predicate ATRANS, without having to know or 

care about the actual sentence/orm which communicated the thought or, for that matter, even 

the language m which the utterance was spoken. 

Conceptual inferences can get directly to their business of dealing 
with how the meaning of each utterance interacts with other 
knowledge, without having to ccoe with all the additional variety 
of language form. 

This leads to a very natural and simple organization of inferences m the memory: inferences 

are organized by conceptual predicates. By this I mean that every inference which could ever be 

applicable to any memory structure which stores information involving predicate P should be 
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associated with the predicate P m the memory. Obviously, this is only a v, ry general 

organization, and there will typically be an extremely large number of inferences grouped by 

this organization under any one conceptual predicate. I have called the large cluster of 

inferences associated with each predicate an injertnce molecule. 

Logically, we can view an inference molecule as a very large, "sloppy" discrimination net 

which can yield multiple responses  Each response is a conceptual inference of a certain 

theoretical type, and the molecule will in general yield responses of many types at once 

Physically, an inference molecule is an executable LISP PROGram which contains all 

inference potentials for some conceptual predicate in the system. That is, if inferences are 

desired from some structure m memory which is an ATRANS action, the inference molecule which 

is associated with ATRANS -- and w y this one -- can generate them. Furthermore, essentially 

no pattern matching is performed to locate the relevant inference molecule, since, to generate 

inferences from memory structure S which involves conceptual predicate P, the inference monitor 

simply retrieves the P inference molecule and applies it to S. 

7 3 2 INTERNAL STRUCTURE 

I want to shy away from sophisticated or prematurely elegant inference structures until our 

comprehension of the complete picture of interesting tasKs for such a memory as this has has 

time to mature. The internal architecture I am about to describe 

(a) is unclever as data structures go 

(b) is about as straightforward as possible 

(c) does not make very efficient use of storage or time. 

But it has made experimenting with the memory quite simple, pleasurable -- and possible!   I view 

the next major step in the memory's development as being to clean up the internal structure of 

inference molecules. 

An inference molecule is not a totally random piece of program, however. Fig. 7-8 shows 

the general form of all inference molecules.   Each conceptual inference rule within a molecule is 

called an inference atom.   Inference atoms can be totally independent of each other, or can share 
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common test? heirarchically, being structured more like a large decision tree than like a bundle 

ot independent test packets. 

«-predicate  name>   cctlling argument   list>  <temporary  variables 

<te5t> 
< test > 

<test> 

<test> 

< i nference> 
< te9t> 

< i nf er"ence> 
<test> 
<test> 
<-test> 

< inference^ 
< I nference> 

<test> 
< test> 

< i nference> 
< i nf e'"ence> 

<inferenre> 
• t e s t > 

< inference> 

<i nference> 

Figure 7-8 The logical internal organization 
of a typical inference molecule. 

7 3 2.1 INFERENCE ATOMS 

Each inference atom (<inferenre> m Fig. 7-8) has the internal structcre shown in Fig. 7-9. 

This structure consists of the following 8 parts: 

1. the theorttica! type of the inference about to be generated 

2. the referenct name of the inference atom 

3. a list *hich is to become the bond of the mam structure which is about to be 
created as the inference 

4. a default significance factor m case the evaluator cannot assess the new inference's 
significance 

5. a reason list. This will become 'he new structured REASONS, and is each inference 
atom"s way of making explicit what other information in the memory has been 
used to generate the inference. 

6. a propagation strength factor. This ■s the strength factor with which the new 
inference is to be generated. When multiplied by the strengths of each member of 
the REASONS list, the product will become the STRENGTH of the new structure. 

7. lists which represent modifying stiuctures for the mam inferred structure. These 
will become the mam structure's starting occurrence set, and are most frequently 
time modifications. 
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8. propagation strength (actors and reasons for each modifying structure 

ctheoretical    type>   <reference  name-> 

<niain  structure.- 
propagation   str<?ngth>   <reason   llst> 

<modifyina  structjre> 
<propagation  5trergth>   <rea5on   list> 

<modifying  structure^ 
<propagation  strength>   «reason   list> 

Figure 7-9. The structure of an inference atom. 

Fig. 7-10 shows an actual inference molecule which will be described shortly. 

7 3.2 2 COMMON LOW-LEVEL PATTERN MATCHING TESTS 

Inferences in an inference molecule can arbitrarily sensitive to features of the structure it 

is testing, and to other contextual information, since the basic structure of the molecule is test- 

branch-infer, where the test phase may access arbitrary functions, and arbitrary features of 

entities m the structure from which the inference atom is attempting \i generate inferences. 

Although the number of tests has continually been on the increase as tie memory has developed, 

there are a few recurring tests which I can list here to give a fedinp for the types of questions 

inference atoms ask to determine their relevance to thr structure under mferencmg. Some of the 

most common are: 

(find x) locates all structures with bond X, returning as its value the list of structures. If X 

contains one occurrence of "underbar", then FIND interprets X as a simple template, and 

returns a list Yl,...,Yn of all structures which could be substituted for the underbar. In this 

case, the list of structures where Yl,...,Yn were found are recorded on a special global list 

IGLOBALFIND. Find will not accept modifications of X. 

EXAMPLES. 

(FIND (ATRANS «JOHN2 C1876 •JOHN2 «MARYl)) returns a list of all ATRANS structures 

of this form in the memory. 
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(FIND (LCC «J0HN1 _)) returns a list of all of John's locations (independent of time). 

Also, !GLOBALFIND stores the li»l of the momo-'y structures where these LOG mfor-nation 

units were stored. Thus, a typical response for this query might be 
(«AiLAB «SADFRANCISLO «FRANCE) 

with IGLOBALFIND set to 
(C2371 C9762 C1103) 

if these three structures stored the information (LOG «JOHN X) for these three X's. 

(findl \\ same as FnJD, but will return only the first item found 

(findunil x) X has the form '<main structurexmodifierr .■■-modifier>) A list of all memory 

structures which have 'he form of the main structure, and which further satisfy the modifiers 

is returned. As   vith FIND, the mam structure may have an underbar m it. Each mod'f'er has 

one underbar denoting the main structure, and the mtin structure may be either a simple 

entity, or a bond. If it it a simple entity, a NIL appear-, and the modifiers are assumed to be 

its defining features. Any concepts or tokens within the mam structure or modifiers may 

itsel* be described by a template Mutable for use b> fiNDUNIT. This allows arbitrary nesting 

Of features. 

EXAMPLES: 

fFlNDUNiT «ATRANS ftJOHtCZ C23;5 ■J0HN2 «MARVIKLOC _ «AILA31(TIME _ Tl))) retu'ns 

a I'st of ATPANS structures of this form which occurred at the Al Lab at time Tl. 

(FINDUNIT (ML (ISA .. «PERSONKNAME _ BJOHNKPOSS _ (NIL (ISA _ »CARvr.OLOR _ 

• RED));)) returns a list of all people named John who own a n : car. 

(FINDUNIT ((LOG «JOHN J(TIME _ (NIL (lEPORE Tl .KBErQRE _ T2)))» retur -s a list of all 

places John was during the oenod T1-T2. 

(eq x y) this is the LISP test for equality of pointers, 

^whatisit x) returns entity x's immediate ISA class. For concept-,, and tokens, this involves a 

simple (HNDl (ISA X _)). However, linet (by convention) an info mation becmg structure will 

not be explicitly classified by an ISA relation, WHATIS'T must examine its predicate to 

determine what the class of the structure is. Th; possible ISA classes of information bearing 

structures are: «AGTIQN, «STATE, «STATECHANGE, «CAUSAL, «T1MEPEL. 
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(hasprp x y) searches for feature Y of X, or for feature Y of any ISA superset concept of X. 

Thus, if feature Y cannot be directly located for X, HASPRP locates X's superset via a (FIND1 

(ISA X _)), then attempts to find Y for this superset concept    This is continued until Y is 

found, or until the ISA superset sequence has been exhausted. 

EXAMPLE: 

(HASPRP •JOHN (PART _ «HEAD» 

(isastar X) returns X's ISA set sequence in increasing generality. 

EXAMPLE: 

(ISASTAR C1135) would return («HAMMER «TOOL «PHYSOBJ) if C1135 were son,., token 

of a hamrner. 

(event x) tests X's time aspects to determire whether X is a real event, namely that it has 

actually occurred in the past, or is presently occurring. This distinguishes it from other 

structures which have been stated or predicted to occur in the future, or which are timeless 

statements of fact about the world 

EXAMPLE: 

(EVENT C2734) is true is C2734 is some mfor-nation bearing structure representing 

something which has actually occurred in the world. 

(causer x) X is assumed to be some information bearing structure. CAUSER traces back X's 

CAUSE relations until some action structure is found. The actor is then extracted from this 

action, and returned as the CAUSEr of X. That is, CAUSER traces down the actor most 

immediately responsible for the existence of some action or state structure.   The actor and 

the structure representing his action are returned as a LISP dotted pair. 

EXAMPLE: 

(CAUSER C8764) would return («JOHNS . C6513) if C8746 were the structure 

(NEGCHANGE «BILL «PSTATE), and if this NEGCHANGE had been caused by John's action. 
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I 7 33 AN INFERENCE MOLECULE EXAMPLE 

Fig. 7-10 shows an actual inference molecule used by the program. There are currently 

only about 25 inference molecules, and a typical molecule contains just 3 or 4 inference atoms. 

This is little more than a token beginning, since I envision future inference molecules as 

containing thousands of atoms of about the same complexity as those shown. Undoubtedly, many 

new issues of effective organization which I have not yet addressed will arise. 

Let's now take a look at the NEGCHANGE inference molecule shown in Fig. 7-10. 
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(IPROC. MEGCHANGE   (UN PE SD   IK]   <2I   I 

(COND   (     EVENT UN) 
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(5ETQ X2   'GLOBALFIND))     " 

) 
' 

(IR «NEGCHANGE2 
'*PCiSCHANGE  XI   »«JOY) 
(0.9  1.0   (CAR UN)   X2) 
(»TIME  (»*   (TI   UN)) 
(1.0   (CAR UN))) 

-PERSON GETS HAPPY  WHEN ENEMY 
-SUFFERS NEGCHANGE 

(COND   (   (AND   (SETQ   •]    (CAUSER   (CAR UN))) 
(NOT   «EQ   (CAR >\)   (ot2   (CDR Kl))))) 

(IR »NEGCHANGES 
(.»♦Mf-TEL* PE ««NEGEnOTION (CAR KD) -PEOPLE DON'T 
(0.rJS  1.0   (CAR UN)    (CDR KDJ 
(«TS -»«   'TI   UN)) 
(1.0   (CAR  UN))) 

I^E 
vOTHERS  UHO  HURT   THEM 

) 
) 

(   (HASPRP PE   («ISA PE .»«PH^SOBJ)) 

(COND  (   (AND   (SETQ XI   (El   u*OUN* PE    ))) 
(SETQ X2   (CAUSER   (CAR UND) 
(NOT   (EG XI   (CAR CZ))) 

) 
(IR  ^NEGCHANGE^. 

(»*nFEEL* XI   sWEGEMOTION   (CAR X2) ) 
(0.85 1.0   (CAR UN)   XI   (CDR XZJ) 
(TS i»*   (TI  UN)' 
(1.0   (CAR UN))I 

) 
) 

-IF  K  DAMAGES  VS PROPERTY 
-THEN  X  MIGHT  FEEL  ANGER 
-TOUARD   Y 

) 
)) 

Figure 7-10. An inference molecule used In the current program 

Fig. 7-10 thOW« the form in whicH the molecule appears in the inference data file.   The 

IPROG tells the initialization «unction that what follows is the inference molecule fo' the 
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conceptual oredicate NEGCHANGE. UN, PE and SC are the three calling arguments for the 

molecule which are extracted from the structure under mferencing: UN is the list whose first 

element is the structure itself, and whose remaining elements signal the time aspects of the 

structure as desc .bed above. PE is the entity which underwent the NEGCHANGE, and SC is the 

scale on which it occurred. XI and X2 indicate to LISP that the molecule will be using these two 

temporary variables during the testing if will perform. 

The first tests determine whether the NEGCHANGE actuaNy occurred, and whether the 

entity which underwent the NEGCHANGE is a person. The first three inferences m this simple 

molecule are designed for actual NEGCHANGE events which occur to people; the fourth concerns 

NEGCHANGES to objects. If other inferences dealmg with/ufur? or timeless NEGCHANGES existed, 

they would follow at the end of the molecule (the false branch of the EVENT test). 

If the EVENT test is satisfied, one inference is immediately requested: that the person who 

underwent the NEGCHANGE may desire to undergo a POSCHANGE on the same scale. The 

component 

(iR «NEGCHANGE1 
((»UANT PE   (GU  (»POSCHANGE PE SO)) 
(0.95  1.0   (CAR UN)) 
(«TS 9«   (TI  UN)) 
(1.0   (CAR UN))) 

is an inference atom.   The "IR" calls the structure generator and signal? that the inference is of 

type RESULTATIVL  «NEGCHANGE1 is this inference atom's reference name, and will be recorded 

under the property  ist of the structure from which this inference is being generated. 

The next line is the bond which represents the inference: 

(UANT PE   (GU   (»POSCHANGE PE SO)) 

namely, that the person might want to undergo a positive change to compensate for his negative 

change, GU is a call on function GETUNI'i, which creates the substructure (POSCHANGE PE SC) for 

reference by this inference. 

The next line 

(0.3B  1.0   (CAR UN)) 
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gives the strength propagation factor for this inference (0.95), a default significance measure 

(1.0) to be used in case the inference evaluator cannot assess this inference's significance, and 

the remainder of this line enumerates the REASONS to be attached to the new inference, and 

whose STRENGTHS will be used to compute the STRENGTH of the new inference. In this first 

inference atom, the only REASON supplied is the NEGCHANGE structure itself, (CAR UN). 

The next lines. 

(«TS «*   (TI  UN)) 
(1.8   (CAR UN)) 

specify that this new inference stru' ture is to be modified by a time relation: that the person 

begins his wanting at whatever the tu e of the NEGCHANGE was. The time of the NEGCHANGE is 

retrieved from the time vector set up by the inference monitor by a simple function, TI. The 

asterisk refers to the main structure, (WANT ...).   The 1.0 is the strength factor for the modifying 

time structure, and the (CAR UN) is the reason supplied for the modifying structure's existence. 

In general, time modifiers are gi.en the same STRENGTH and REASONS as the mam structure. 

The «NEGCHANGE? and •NEGCHANGE3 inference atoms are similar. Notice m »NEGCHANGE? 

however that two reasons are supplied: 

(8.9 1.8  (CAR UN)  X2) 

Here, X2 will be pointing to the structure which stores the nformation that some other person 

MFEELs a negative emotion toward the person who underwent the NEGCHANGE. The inference 

that this person might become happy because of the other person's NEGCHANGE is thus based 

on both the NEGCHANGE structure, and on this MFEEL information. Although the particular 

substance of this inference -- as are most of the inferences the memory currently makes -- is 

more appropo of a soap opca, it illustrates the desired underlying mechanism. 

The inference atom, «NEGCHANGE4, implements the inference that if 

1. the entity undergoing a NEGCHANGE is a «PHYSOBJ 

2. the scale is «PSTATE 

3. the owner of the object knows that the NEGCHANGE occurred 

4. some other person was the CAUSER of the NEGCHANGE 
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then it is possible to infer that the cb)ecf's owner might feel «ANGER toward the CAUSER. This is 

of course also crude m substance, but as many other discriminating tests as necessary could 

quite easily be inserted 

734 MULTIPLE INFERENCE PASSES: SMART INFERENCE ATOMS 

The inference monitor is m reality simulating a large parallel inference network via breadth- 

first expansion o' inferences Because this is a serial simulation of a parallel process, there are 

several undesirable characteristics which must be ovrcome by a iterative relaxation technique 

which involves a rescanning of the inference queue, retestmg for newly-applicable inferences 

from each structure on the queue. 

The following four pomts summarize why this relaxation processing is essential: 

1. some information which is vital to one inference may not turn up until later in the expbnsion 
(perhaps along another line of inference).   This is undesirable, because it is purely an 
artifact nt the sequential simulation of a parallel inference network. 

2. the inferences contributed to the inference queue by the postscan process are available only 
a'ter the first inference pass finishes. These can lead to more interesting inferences, 
especially m combinations with some of the inferences generated on the first monitor pass. 
Without subsequent passes, the inferences contributed by the postscanner would nf ver be 
considered again 

3. there are interactions concerning the establishment of references which cannot be solved by a 
simple one-pass bread.h-f'rst inference mechanism. 

4. there can be cycles m the inference network 

This ability to rescan the inftffflCf queue incurs two new problem? which require so'ution. 

In particular, the rescanning process should be able to function 

1. without duplicating much computation 

2. without re-generatmg any inferences it made on previous passes 

This multiple pass capability It achieved at the inference atom/bfructure-generalor interface: the 

memory has "smart" inference molecules. 

Fig. 7-11 shows how each inference atom is made smart enough so that its inference made 

on a previous pass will not be duplicated on subsequent passes    Associated with each inference 
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atom, A, is a unique identifier, 1(A), which serves to "name" the atom within its inference molecule. 

Whenever execution passes to A and A calls the structure generator, KAVs existence on the 

property list of the superatom of the structure, S, under inference, is tested. If 1(A) exists on S's 

property list under property ISEEN, this means that inference atom A has already generated its 

inference from S, and that the structure generator should not re-honor its request. Notice that it 

is essential that a record be kept that the inference atom has already operated on this 

particular S, and not just that it has operated en some S on a previous inference pass: the same 

inference atom might be applicable to numerous distinct structures during mferenemg. For 

example, "John hit Mary" might lead to "John is mad at Mary", and to "Mary is (now) mad at 

John", which are both treated by the same inference atom. 

If 1(A) is found not to exist under property ISEEN on S's property list, this means that 

inference atom A has not previously successfully generated an mferercj from S.   If A's 

applicability tests are still not successful, nothing else happens; no inference is generated and 

KA) is not placed on S's ISEEN list. However, if the tests are successful this time, A generates its 

mfe-ence and KA) is placed on S's ISEEN list. 

memory structure 
under inference 

i 

tests 

■ --» 

THE  STRUCTURE'S 
ISEEN PROPERTY 

INFERENCE ATOM i— »NEGCHANGEl? 

(   <ref  name>  <ref  naine> <ref  name> 
\ 

atom* s 
reference 
name i s 
appended 

> ) 

Figure 7-11. Recording the successful application of an 
inference atom to a memory structure. 

This ability to rescan the inference queue has an intuitive psychological analog which merits 

brief mention. The notion of passing information through the inference network more than once 

roughly corresponds to "rehashing the problem in the light of new evidence." As the rehash 

proceeds, the human language user remembers each avenue of mferenemg he pursued from 

some piece of information, saying for each either "Now, I have already examined the implications 

of this, and don't believe any more will come of it" or "this didn't mean much a minute ago, but in 
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light of IN« new mfcKfnation, ,1 might mean something now." TllN is admittedly a rough analogy, 

but aside from the four practical consideration? described at 'he beginning of this section, the 

concept of a "smart" inference atom has this intuitive psychological appeal. 

7 3 4 1 CONCERNING THE REFERENCEABILITY OF INFERENCE ATOMS 

Py choosing program-based pattern matching over data-based matching for inference 

molecule., I have m effect made part of the memory's world knowledge inaccessible to 

'•introspection" and reference. That is, because inference modules are programs rather than 

data, tney cannot be "discussed" or expressed outside of the s/stem in the same way passive 

data structures can Although the memory can apply the rule contained in a conceptual inference 

atom to generate new information, and supply REASONS for having generated the new 

information, without a label for each inference atom no relation between the new information and 

the actual rule of conceptual inference which generated it would be possible. By placing each 

nterence ■tenTi identifier on the inferred structure's PEASONS list, this relationship between 

every structure m the merrory and the conceptual inference which caused it to be generated 

could be preserved. 

Also, usmg this labeling scheme, inference rules could be made accessible in data form: each 

mferpnce atom identify is a unique LISP atom such as «NEGCHANGE3.   On ttrs atom's property 

list, a "passive" data representation of the inference rule which the inference atom realizes could 

be stored  n the memory data structures descnbed m chapter 3. Although this would represent 

duplicated information (every conceptual inference would be encoded in both an easy-to-execute 

and an easy-to-mspect and reference form), M would afford the best of two worlds: fast 

program-based matching, yet access at the data level to the conceptual content of rules of 

inference. This idea is illustrated m Fig   7-12 as it might apply to the »NEGCHANGES inference 

atom of Fig, 7-10. 
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THE CONCEPTUAL RUE OF INFERENCE: 

"People tend to dislike others who hurt them" 

x-a      X 
t ANY   I 

DO I i 
A 

I   <■■■■■■■■■■■ 
\) I  \ 
PI I \  / 

c P2 

PROCEDURALLY 
ENCODED 

CONCEPTUAL 
INFERENCE 

ATOM 
«NEGCHANGE3 

PROPERTY OF 

*NEGCHANGE3' 

s 
equivalent    ' 
referenceanle  data- 
encoded  intgrcnet ruli 

ts-t                   val 
P2 <■■■> HFEEL «NEGEnOTION 

t 
.«, PI 

... P2 

Figure 7-12. Making program-based conceptual rules of inference 
refercnceable as data structures. 

7.4        MULTIPLEXING INFERENCES BY THEORETICAL TYPES 

The expansion of an mput into many probablistic inferences represents the memory's reflex 

attempt to relate every language stimulus to the context m which if occurs, and to world 

knowledge m general. For this purpose, all types of inference discussed in chapters 5 and 6 are 

of extreme potential interest. Every aspect of the input potentially merits examination and 

elaboration via conceptual inference Without this, sigmf.cant relations may remain undiscovered. 

However, there are times at which it would be useful to restrict the generation of 

inferences to those o/ certain tfieorttical types only. These are times when some specific task or 

process requires a much narrower analyse of a situation for ,ts goal-specific needs. This 

"narrowing of analysis" corresponds with the ability of the inference monitor to allow the 

application of only certain types of inference to some proposition. Hence, the term "multiplexing", 

or the selectmg-out of one or several "signals" from a larger group of potential ones. 
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741 WHY MULTIPLEXING IS NECESSARY 

In the memory, there are several such goal-specific processes which require of the 

inference monitor the ability to "multiplex" or filter out all but certain Kinds of inference.   A 

motivational inference, for exar pie, is triggered by the pattern of a person wanting an action to 

occur in tha world. The goal ( I this type of inference is to determine why the person might 

possibly want the a:tion to c cur. As we have seen, a good assumption is that people want 

actions to occur because of the states those actions cculd produce in a particular environment. 

The knowledge of what changes to the worid an action might be capable of effecting Is contained 

in inference molecules, MrNch, when executed on some proposition in some environment, can yield 

a set of resuitative inferences m addition to many other inferences of other types. Therefore, to 

carry forth a motivational inference from an action and the possible states that action could 

rau'.e, there must be some way of generating only resuitative inferences from a WANT-ACTION 

pattern.   This ability to multioiex inferences by type enables processes such as this to contribute 

to the larger, unmultiplexed, txp«ntiOn of a structure in inference space. 

Another example concerns the task of making action prediction inferences   Inferences in this 

riacs start 'rom a person's internal WANT states and predict what actions in the world he might 

reasonably be expected to carry out as a result of these states.   Thus, from a WAN" state of a 

person, ceveral WANT-ACTION patterns involving the person may arise. However, rather than 

nop at that point, the predictive inference generator seeks out the extrinsic event-enabling 

preconditions for each of these predicted actions. For those preconditions which are not already 

known to be sat.-tied, other WANT-STATE patterns arise, and these m turn can lead to more 

dction predictions, hence, in the process of generating action prediction inferences, points exist 

which reqL.re that only extrinsic event-enablmg inferences for certain actions in certain 

environments be generated by (aHowed to pass through) the inference mon.tor. 

Still another process wh.ch relies upon this multiplexabiMy is that of enablement prediction. 

This process implements the notion that particular states of the world are often desired because 

of the actions they enable. That it, it is often possible to work forward from a WANT-STATE 

pattern to WANT-ACTION patterns, where the state whic'. is V.ANTed is a common extrinsic 

enabling state for the actions. Clearly, m order to accompl.sh this, a point comes where only 

enablement prediction inferences are desired from some state. 
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There are many other potential uses of multiplexing, such as conducting very narrow 

searches backward from an event to determine only its original causes, or performing an 

extensive but narrow resultative-mference analysis of some situation, and so on. 

7 42 THE MULTIPLEXOR 

The method by which multiplexing is achieved is straightforward. Every recursive entrance 

mto the mferen e monitor has associated with it an inference filtering (IF) vector.   This vector 

specifies, by mnemonics standing for the various inference types, which inference types are to 

be passed by the structure generator. For example, the IF vector which allows only action 

prediction, extrinsic enabling, and result inferences through would look like 

(   A EE  R   ) 

There is a pre-defined vector which is simply a list of all type mnemonics, and this is the default 

filter vector: when the filter vector consists of all types, this is the "global" mode of operation, 

where the expanding sphere of inferences about points in inference space "to see what might be 

seen" is the only goal. 

The IF vector is transparent to inference molecules. This means that an inference molecule 

can execute as though it were generating inferences of all types. Undesired inferences are 

intercepted and suppressed by the structure generator which is called by all inference molecules 

to generate their various inferences. The postscanner is also sensitive to this vector. 

Fig. 7-13 il.ustrates the multiplexing process. 
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(I-type . , . I-'type) 

MULT I PLEXOR 
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INPU1 
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INFERENCE 
MONITOR 
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FILTERED 
OUTPUT 
INFERENCES 
FROfl S 

Figure 7-13 Multiplexing inferences by theoretical type. 

743 AVOIDING INFERENCE BACKFLOW IN THE NETWORK 

There are several pairs of conceptual inference classes which perform functions that are 

inWM« of each other. That it, where one class may look "forward", from some point in 

inference space, another companion class may simultaneously be looking "backward" from the 

same point. Examples of this are the resuitative/causative pair, the enablmg/enablement- 

predictior    air, the missing enablement/mtervention pair, ana the mofivational/action-prediction 

pair  In each of these pairs, inferences in one class have the potential for inferring, say, 

structure SI from S, while inferences m the other class of the pair have the potential for 

inferring $2 from S. The proolem ,s that the same kind of inference which is capable of carrying 

S to S2 is precisely the kind wh,ch could carry SI back to S. Similarly, the kind of inference 

which carried S to Si is precisely the kind which could carry S2 back to S. This undesirable 

situation, which I will call inference back/low is illustrated in Fig. 7-14, 
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X  and Y  serve  "inverse"   roles   m   the memory 

Figure 7-14  Inference backflow. 

In words, the desire to a^oid backflow means, for instance, that if we have just generaied a 

rtiultative inference, SI, <rom S, we do not then want to worry about generating any causative 

inferences from SI: v.e know what the cause was; it was S, because SI just arose from S by a 

resultatr e inference! This is admittedly rather a mundane issue, but without a stop to prevent 

this backflow, many lines of inference would either be duplicating effort or would lead to 

recursive cycles in the expansion in inference space. 

The solution to the backflow problem relates to the multiplexor.   As described, the 

inference monitor has the ability to filter out all inferences but those types which have been 

requested by some subprocess m the memory. Recall also that, as each inference of any is 

generated, a mnemonic representing ito theoretical type is also indicated oy the inference 

molecule wh'ch requests that it be generated. In this way, the monitor can filter it out if if is not 

of a desired type, simply by checking whether this mnemcmc is a member of the filter vector. 

We can make use of this filtering to avoid backflow. As each inference is generated and 

added to the ever-growing inference queue to be expanded later itself, its type mnemonic is 

recorded on the queue along with it. For instance, if SI is a resultative inference from S, not just 

SI is placed on the queue, but rather ("R" SI) to indicate that SI arose via a resultative 

inff rence. When SI subsequently comes up foi inference, the monitor will e/amme Si's 

associated mnemonic. If the mnemonic is one of these pairs of inverses, the mnemonic of its 
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inverse is removed from the filter vector if it is currently on it, then inferences from SI are 

generated by applyng the appropriate inference molecule. Thus, if SI s type is "R" (resultative), 

then "C" (causative) inferences will be disabled by the f.lter vector. When the inference molecule 

returns control to the monitor, the original filter vector is restored, and the monitor proceeds. 

7.5 RECOGNIZING POINTS OF CONTACT: 
THE INFERENCE EVALUATOR 

What happeiu tu an inference after it i» generated?  How is it 
related to existing knowledge? Wha» happens when it confirms or 
contradicts some otl-er information in the memory? 

The process of inference evaluation represents the fruit of all the memory's labors, since it 

is the means by which new points of contact are recognized in inference space. 

The problem is this: a new inference is generated, and something must be done to relate it 

to Othtr structures. On obvious thing is to integrate it into the memory, but this is automatically 

done by the structure generator as part of the process of inference. We are more concerned 

with how this new piece of information relates to other knowledge in the memory at that point. 

Were the memory not ab'    fo do this, it would never connect lines of inferencmg, and hence 

would never really   understand   the connection between the information in one line of a story or 

dialog and others in that story or dialog, tqually catastrophic, the inference monitor could 

blithely duplicate the sa^-s Information over and over, not realizing that all related to the same 

situation m potentially interesting *ays. 

7.5.1 POSSIBLE INTERACTIONS: CONFIRMATION, CONTRADICTION, AUGMENTATION 

What, specifically, does it mean to relate a new piece of information  S, to existing world 

Knowledge7 That is, what are the possible interactions of S with other information struciures in a 

conceptual memo'y7 There seem to be five very general ways the new structure S can relate to 

world knowledge: 

1. S matches some existing memory structure. That is, the new structure references 
the same action or state as some other existing memory structure. 

2. S contradicts some existing structure 

3. S conforms to the memory's Knowledge of what is normal in the .vorld 
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4. S deviates from the memory's Knowledge of what is normal in the world 

5. S is "neutral" (none of 1-4 applies) 

As we will see, each of these conditions has a different effect on the Inference mechanism, and 

all are usually "fuzzy" events. For the purposes of classification, I will refer to case (1) as 

confirmation, to case (2) as contradiction, and to cases (3), (4) and (5) as forms of augmentation. 

7.5.2 REACTIONS TO COMFIRMATION, CONTRADICTION AND AUGMENTATION: INTUITIVELY 

Briefly, confirmatio-s indicate that some point of contact has been established between two 

different lines of mferencmg.   Contradictions indicate that something peculiar has been 

discovered, or that a prediction has turned out to be wrong, or that some incorrect reference 

decision has occurred in the memory. Unlike formal systems, contradictions are healthy 

occurrences m the conceptual memory, because they offer a form of feedback to a process which 

is concerned with generating many probabilistic inferences: the memory is not in search of just 

one truth!   Augmentation is empirically the most common result of evaluation and is very 

important because it represents the addition of new information to the memory. But it is 

uninteresting from the evaluation function's standpoint. 

I will describe intuitively what each of these five cases signifies. In the next sections, I will 

explain how ea:h of the cases is recognized by the inference evaluator, 

7 5.2 1 DIRECT CONFIRMATIONS 

When some new information can be found to confirm some other piece of existing 

information directly, u can mean one of two things: if the information it confirms has a high 

enough STRENGTH, the new information is simply reaffirming something the memory is already 

"pretty certain of". If, however, the information confirms something which has a fairly low 

strength, it is a far more significant event. In general, this will be an indication that new evidence 

has appeared for some "guess" (probabilistic mfe ence) the memory has made in the past. 

Typical of this is the case where the memory has predicted some future state or action which 

subsequently turns out to be true. For example, hearing (1) below, action prediction inferences 

will be called into play to determine what Mary is likely to do, given her current WANTs. One line 

of predictions is that she will go to the store, doing all the necessary actions. These predictions 

made, (2) is perceived as confirming one of these action predictions: 
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1. Mary needed some eggs. 

2. She got in the car. 

Another very common source of direct confirmations arises from the process of causal chain 

expansion. 

7 5.2.2 DIRECT CONTRADICTIONS 

When the new mformaton can be found to contradict some old factual information, if the 

STRENGTHS of the two pieces are approximately equal, a conflict exists. This is a hint that the 

me of inference has gone far enough: either it has uncovered a genuine contradiction, some 

probab'hstic inference has turned out not to have been correct, some incorrect reference 

decision has been mac'e, or even an incorrect meaning graph has been given to the memory. In 

any e^ent, mferencmg should be discontinued on this line of mferencmg, and the conflict noted. 

If. on the other hand, the MM information has a clearly higher STRENGTH than the old, it 

would seem correct fo retain it on the inference queue as a potentially inte'-esting line of 

inference, and lower the strength of the old. If the strength of the old is clearly higher than the 

new, it would again seem appropriate to discontinue the new line of inference, and perhaps 

lower the strength of the new inference. 

What would be a reasonable thing to do to a structure which has clearly been overridden 

by another contradictory inference'' We are on the limits of the theory at this point; this is 

simply a difficult question. Clearly, the memory should not simply erase Iht Overridden structure: 

this is intuitively incorrect from a psychological pomt of view. Rather, it would seem most 

app'Opnate to "rule it out of the picture" m a way which would still retair the structure for 

future reference. In the memory, the way to do this is by severely decreasing the overridden 

informctiorft STRENGTH.   3ut by now much' And should this demotion in strength apply only to 

'he overridden structure, or to other structures which arose from it and from which it arose 

fQFFSPRING and PEASONS)' I have made some tentative decisions which I will describe, but they 

are highly speculative. 
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7 5.2.3 "NORMALITY" OF THE NEW STRUCTURE 

Intuitively, when the new information neither directly confirms not contradicts other existing 

explicit information, but nevertheless conforms to the memory's knowledge of what is normal m 

the world (which, recall, is principally encoded in N-molecules), the new information is likely to 

be "uninteresting". The idea I want to capture is, roughly speaking, that if any inferences at all 

must be cut off from the inference queue, those which strongly confirm the memory's Knowledge 

of what is normal should be the 'irst to go: 

Less cognitive processing should b? devoted to information which 
is highly normal according to the memory's model of normality. 

"Normal" here is used m the sense described in the discussion of N-nolecules. In the 

evaluation sequence, checks against normality are performed only after attempts to discover 

confirmations and contradictions *ith expticil knowledge have not yielded results. 

On the other hand, when the new information deviates from the memory's knowledge of 

what is normal (that is, it is assessed with low compatibility by an N-molecule), the potentials for 

making interesting discoveries is intuitively greater. Since language's centralmost function is to 

comnumcate new or unusual relationships, the memory should have some sort of awareness 

about what is unusual, and use that awareness to heighten the amount of cognitive processing tt 

devotes to the information. In terms of the inference control structure, this means that if any 

inferences are cut off from the inference queue, those which deviate from what the memory 

believes to be norma1 should be the last to go. 

7 5.2 4 AUGMENTATION 

When the new information neither confirms nor contradicts explicit knowledge, and its 

rormalify cannot be assessed, the new information should simply remain as a new structure in 

the merory, and exert no particular influence on the inference control structure. The memory 

has simply hea^ i something new. Empirically (m the program), more new information currently 

falls into this category than is ultimately desirable, because, as we wil see, the evaluator's 

powers are not yet very highly developed. 

Let us turn now to a discussion of the problems involved with detecting confirmations and 

contradictions, and to the proolems of judging how "normal" a new structure is. 
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7.5.3 DETECriNG CONFIRMATIONS AND CONTRADICTIONS 

How does the evaluator delect when newly inferred information 
directly confirnu or contradicts some other information structure 
in the memory? 

7 5 3.1  THE FIRST PROBLEM: COMPATIBILITY OF OCCURRENCE SETS 

The s.mple.f form of direct confirmation ,s of course to discover another structure which 

stcec a bond .dentical to the bond of the new structure. Therefore, the first step in searching 

tor co"'- ations ,s to locate any other structures with the same bond. Similarly, the simplest 

term of contradiction u' itructurt S h to f.nd another structure (NOT S).   But there are two 

■ather complex potential mishaps for these simple first steps.   First, a failure to locate an 

.dental bond v,a the low le el memory search function does not necessarily ,mply that the new 

structure does nof directly conf.rm or contradict some existing structure. We will get to this in 

!he rWKl sections. Sfxnd. even though some confirming or contradictory bond can be located, it 

*i|| be rare indeed (or them to nave identical occurrence sets.   Because of this, we must 

^onsiaer the problem of compatthlity of two occurrence sets: if the occurrence sets are 

mcomcafible, it is unlikely that the two structures could be referentially identical. That is, even 

though the structures m,ght have identical bonds, there may be irreconcilable features on their 

occurrence sets, and these would preclude a meaningful confirmation or contradiction. 

The general problem of determining with certainty when two structures reference the same 

action or state is a complex one, and is not yet very ^ell understood.   To know whether or not 

-.ome member cr combination of members o   one is incompatible with some member or 

tombination of members of the other wiP e.-entually squire many heuristics and a better 

measure of fun) compatibility than currently exicts.   To illustrate the potential problems of 

occurrence set compatcJities, suppose (F,g. 7-15) the new structure, SX, ,s "John gave Bill a 

< igsr at the fair", and the bond, /, of this new structure i« identical to V which ,s the bond of 

another existing structure, SY. Suppose in addition that SX and SY both have TIME and LOCation 

features on their occurren« sets, and that these features are compatible with one another. But 

suppose that 

l.Mar^i saw SX occur 

Z.Pete saw SY occur 
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That is, each of SX and SY has an MTRANS feature on its occurrence set, but one involves Mary, 

the other Pete.   Here, SX and SY ohviousiy have different features, but does this make SX 

incompatible with SY' Probably not. But what if X and Y represent some relatively short-lived 

action (this ATRANS 'S such an example), and Mary is Known to have been at the fair and left 

before Pete ever arrived. Clearly, SX and SY could not represent the same ATRANS event. 

From this simp e but typical example, we observe (a) that the compatibility of features of 

occu-rence sets can involve features of other entities arbitrarily distant from the two structures 

under examination, and (b) that a large number of special case heunsics would be required to 

recognize such "subtle" interactions as these   To be completely certain of the referential 

identity of the two structures would involve tremendous quantities of computation.   This is the 

type of problem which also can pose difficulty even to human 

structure 

SfiTI 
[I (ATRANS »JOHN » 

(LOC U   fair) 
(TIME « tl) 
(MTRANS • # « «I 

••    1   ^ 

X0 

JA | «CIGAR) 

* »JOHN »BILL) 

structure 
SY 

« 

V 

-    \, 

(assume tl \ 
and 12 arfcl 
compat iblei 

(ISA # «PERSPN) 
(NAME * MARY) 

(TS * *) 

■♦(LOC « fair) 

(TF *( *) 

(ISA « WCIGAR) 

[i 
tf (ATRANS «JOHN * «JOHN «BILL) 

«rj.| (LOC « fair) 
(T:nE « t2) 
(MVRANS * « « *) 

\ 
U 

(ISA « «PERSON) 
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■(LOC"«  fair) 

(TS * *) 
:  ♦  *) 

\ \. 
(ISA « «TltlE) 
(BEFORE « «) 

(ISA « «TIME) 

Figure 7-15. When are two occurrence sets compatible with each other? 

language users. For the most part, tests on a very few common features of action and state 

structures will suffice to determine the compatibility or lack thereof of two structures. In the 

current implementation, the only two classes of occurrence set features checked for compatibility 
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are time and locattcn  That is, if another structure can be found whose bond matches the bond of 

the new structure m one of the ways to b« described, and the locations and times are 

compatible, the current memory considers the two structures identical and merges them into one. 

The ways m which the location features can be compatible are the following: 

1   one or both structures have no explicit LOCation feature 

2. both have LGCation features, and their values are identical 

3   both have LOCation features, but one or both are UNSPECIFIED 

4. both have LOCation features X and v, and (LOC X Y) or (LOC Y X) (that is, one is a 
more general location which is compatible with the more specific one) 

For tirv>e features, if the two times or time intervals could possibly have been the same, the 

times a^e considered compatible. That it, if the structures are actions, then only if the time o* 

one is known to be strictly before or strictly after the time of the other are the times considered 

ncompatible. If the structures are states, then only if their time intervals can be shown not to 

overlap are the times considered incompatible. This is a crude heuristic and obviously needs 

considerable refinement; fuzzy matching of times poses a major topic of research all its own. The 

oas'c problem is one of durations, and how close in time two structures must be in order to 

stand a chance of bemg referentialiy identical. In a typical case the times, Tl and T2, of the two 

structures will have only the very loose relation shown m Fig. 8-16: they are both after some 

particular pomt.   But the after relationship could represent microseconds or centuries the way 

things are handled by the evaiuator currently. 

Tl: 

r 
(BEFORE * * 

the »1 
Struct 

mriE « 

rst 
ure 

m 

) 

(ISA »  AT I ME) 
(TVAL * 237684) 

the second 
structure 

12: .    t 
/ 

(TIME * 91 

(BEFORE * *) 

.^ 
(15A * (TTIHEl 
(TVAL *  237785) 

Figure 7-16. Typically, time relations in the memory are sparse. 
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The current plans are to apply the state-duration inference capability to the problem of 

deciding when two states have occurred at times closo enough together to be considered time- 

wise compatible. Also, since one very common source of confirmation is the matching of a 

prediction about the future to what actually occurs in the future, another valuable extension 

would be to impose approximate time limits on the applicability of all predicts ns. ihus, if John 

needs some nails, an action prediction is that he might go to a store, and pe'form all the 

intermediate actions to do this. But these predictions only apply to the very near future (say the 

rest of the day), and should not match up seve'al weeks later 

The compatibility ot occurrence sets is a problem of detecting both confirmations and 

contradictions. Let us now turn to the problems involved with detec'mg when the bond of the 

new structure matches the bond of another structure closely enough for the two structures to be 

potentially referentially identical structures. 

7.5 3 2 DETECTING CONFIRMATIONS: THE PROBLEMS OF MATCHING BONDS 

As mentioned, even if a lookup fails to locate another bond which is identical to the bond of 

the new structure, this does not imply that no confirmation exists  There are several reasons for 

this, and each relates to the need for a certain amount of tolerance -- fuzzmess -- m the 

process which   ecognizes cnfirmations.   The particular forms of fuzzmess the memory is on the 

lookout fnr are the following: 

1. Some conceptual predicates are symmetric. This can easily pre/ent a successful retrieval of 

some t-jnd by low level-lookup functions which a.-e not sensitive to symmetry. For example, 

(P'.fSCCNT X Y) directly confirms (PHYSCQNT Y X), even though there is not a strict structural 

match between these two structures. The evaluator must be sensitive to this simple kind of 

"fuzzmess". 

2. Often, the structures exist at different levels of specificity, but mean essentially the same 

thing. For example, if an inference is made that Mary feels a positive emotion toward John 

around time TI, and another structure exists which represents that Mary feels love toward 

John around TI, the two structures stand a good chance of referencing the same state, and 

should be recognized as a confirmation; 
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(flFEEL  -/MARY «POSEHOTION  »JOHN) 

(flFEEL t'NARY »LOVE »JOHN) 

Another example cf this is when a very general action prediction of the form (DO P X) is made. 

It *ould be desirable that the ev iluator recognize this general prediction as matching any 

appropriate specific action which P might subsequently perform, provided the occurrence sets 

of the general and specific action structures are compatible. 

3. If one or both of the structures ccntam an UNSPECIFIED entity  but match in other respects, 

and if the features (occurrence Mt) of the unspecified entity a-e compatible with the features 

of the corresponding entity m the other structure, then 'he chances are also good that the 

two structures reference the same action or state. For example, if the action prediction 

inference "John will get some nails from someone" arises, and subsequently another structure 

"John is getting some nans from Pile" comes about, it would be desirable to recogr;7e the 

probable direct conhrmat'on: 

(ATRAN5 «JOHN C22<»7 C239B »JOHN) 

(ATRANS  »JOHN C2247 «PETE  »JOHN) 

C2247  represents  some nails,   C239G  some 
unspecified person. 

4. it is quite common that two distinct tokens which in reality represent the same entity will 

appear m two otherwise identical structures. The above example about nails illustrates this: 

the prediction is that John will acquire some nails 'no particular ones).   But the same 

• ndefmiteness is present in the confirming structure "John is acquiring some nails from Pete. 

Although it makes little sense to ask whether the nails which John tuanted are the "same" nails 

he is getting from Pete, it would be desirable to recognize that the two distinct tokens for 

these two sets of nails reference basically the same entity. Otherwise, the confirmation would 

be missed: 

(ATPANS »JOHN C2247 »PETE »JOHN) 

(ATRANS »JOHN CB511 »PETE »JOHN) 

where C2247 represents the nails John 
UANTed. and CBbll represents the nails 
Jo.in is getting from Pete. 
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5. It is possible in the memory fo»- two completely different structures to represent essentially 

the same information    Although the use of conceptual primitives has reduced this problem to 

manageable levels, one gams the feeling that it will never be completely solvable. An 

illustration of this will occur m an inference-reference interaction example in section 8.1. In 

that example, the two information units 

(T5 »ANDV1  #1JUN48) 

(TS »ANDY2 »7nAR72) 

exist m the memory. That is, one Andy started to exist (was born) at time «1JUN48, and 

another at time «7MAR72. In the e/ample, the problem is to discover which Andy might be the 

referent of an ambiguous reference. During mferencmg, a crucial discovery is that whichever 

one it is, his age obeys: 

(AGE X «ORDERnONTHS) 

Clearly, this relative information tends 'o agree with ./ith the absolute TS information about 

«ANDY.1 more than with the TS information about «ANDYi, who is much older. The problem is 

that the AGE inference has nothing to say about cbrolute times, but ii. essentially the same as 

the TS information about «ANDY? if tl is made Huiing the years 1972  73 or 74. It is highly 

desirable that the AGE inference be retogmzerole .is representing essentially the same 

information as the TS ♦or «ANDY2. 

7 5 3 3 DETECTING CONTRADICTORY BONDS 

What are the effective procedures for determining when the bond of a i f wly-mferreJ 

structure contradicts the bond of some other structure in the memo /?   i am not concerned with 

an elaborate probing ahead to determine whether X would eventually cuntradict SOT.B Y which 

already exists, since the new structure will eventually lead to that point in its expansion by 

inference anyway. Rather, all the problems of detecting contradictions concern whether two 

bonds are contradictory in themselves, not in what they imply. 

Currently, the memory can detect a direct contradiction between new structure, S, and some 

other memory structure, X, in any of the following for-ns: 
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1. S and X are identical propositions, except one is true and the negation of the other is true. 

That is, both an S and a (NOT S) structure exis* 

2. S and X both involve a predicate, P, and, for this P, its conceptual argumehf: in S contradict ils 

conceptual arguments in X  An example is where (LOG «JOHN «USA) contradicts (LOG «JOHN 

«FRANCE), given that the times Of the two structures are the same or "very close". This 

kind of test is clearly specific to each conceptual predicate: whereas it is impossible to be 

m two different locations at the same time, it is entirely possible to POSSess two different 

objects at the same time: (POSS «JOHN «BALL3), (POSS «JOHN «CAR17). 

3. X and Y both involve predicate P, and have arguments which are conceptually opposites (to 

some degree) of one-another. An example is: (MFEEL «JOHN «LOVE «MAPY) vs.   (MFEEL 

«JOHN «HATE «MARY), where (OPPOSITE «LOVE «HATE). 

4. X and Y are simply different structures which directly contradict each other.   In section 5.7, 

the computer example ("Mary said she killed herself") showed how an intrinsic enabling 

condition of Mary's speaking action contradicted an implication of what she said. The 

contradictory structures had the forms: 

(TiriE  »riARY  Tl)    (that   it,   flary Mas existing  at   Tl) 

(TF  »MARv  T2)       (Hary ceased  to exist  at   T2) 

where Tl occurred after T2 (Mary still existed after she ceased to exist)! The heuristics 

which detect this class of contradictions ?.eem to be bo'h predicate-dependent and highly 

sensitive to the natures of the entities the predicate relates. 

7 54 N-MOLECULES AND THE EVALUATION PROCESS 

The need for special predirate-soecific heuristics to perform all these relatively involved 

tests for fuzzy confirmations ;'nd contradii.*ions seems to be great. That is, the heur sties which 

POSS uses to locate contradictor/ itructurM will be quite a bit different from those LOG uses, 

both these will be quite a bit different 'rom those MFEEL uses, and so on.   Similarly, the process 

of detecting confirmations involves heunst cs which seem to be quite specific from predicate to 

oredicate.   It would be desirable, therefore, to have access to predicate-specific Knowledge 

during these confirmation and contradiction-seeking processes. 
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The main question is; where should such predicate-specific heuristics exist in the memory? 

The nature of this task is reminiscent of N-molecules.   Recall that the basic purpose of an N- 

molecuie is to encode patterns and normative information in procisses rather than in complex 

passive data structures. In other words, *hen applied to a memory structure, it is the N- 

molecule's job to rate the structure accordmp to "how reasonable it sounds" in the absence of 

specific information one way or the other. As described in section 6.7, the N-molecu'e was 

sensitive mainly to features of the structure being rated, and to its occurrence set, and only 

minimally sensitive to other sptctfic world knowledge, since it operated under the assumption 

that unfruitful attempts had already been made to locate specific knowledge which would answer 

the question directly. But, as we are beginning to see, this is not a good assumption, because th« 

low level retrieval functions search for information on the basis of structural similarity only, 

disregarding the meaning of what they are trying to locate. 

Putting enough predicate-specific knowledge to detect fuzzier confirmations and 

contradictions into N-molecules is more attractive than creating a new kind of process, because it 

seems to be a proper part of the general task of assessing a structure's compatibility with other 

knowledge.   The generalization which seemed to be needed was to have N-molecules first 

attempt to relate the structure they are assessing to other specific structures, in search for 

direct contradictions or confirmations which might have been missed by the simpler memory 

retrieval functions. If a direct confirmation or contradiction cojld in fact be located, then it should 

affei.' the decision of the N-r,,olecule. 

7.5.4.1 EVALUATOR/N-MOLECULE COMMUNICATION 

In order to do this, we must extend the concept of an N-molecule tu one which returns a 

three-part signal: 

1. the judged compatibility of the rtructure 

2. a list of reasens (pointers *o other information) explaining why this compatibility 
was chosen, ^y convention, when the N-molecule returns a direct response  it 
returns a smgit REASON: the structure which was detected to confirm or 
contradict the structure it was given. 

3. the type of discovery which this judgement was based upon: another structure in 
memory which (a) directly confirms or contradicts S in one of the "fuzzy" ways 
described in the precedmB sections, or (b) a knowledge of what is normal in the 
world. The latter is the use of N-molecules at already discussed.   If the N- 
molecule can provide neither a direct nor normative response, a failure signal is 
returned. 
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Fig. 7-17. illustrates the external appearance of an N-molecule designed to perform these 

tasks. 

three-part 
response 

nformation  structure 
under   assessment 

N-nüLECULE 

MM 

basi s 
•> DIRECT/NORHATIVE/FAILURE 

value 
...=..,> STRENGTH 

reasons 
.> («**«*) 

tests for/on other 
specific memory structures 

Figure 7-17. The external logic of an N-molecule. 

This organization allows, us to view an fj-molecule as a black box which will tell us whether 

or not some structure S relates in a fuzzy way with some other specific   nformation, and if not, 

how likely is S to be true, based on a knowledge of what is normal in the world. 

755 THE EVALUATION SEQUENCE IN THE PROGRAM 

The situations and processing actions which characterize these five cases are summarized in 

the flow diagram in Fig, 7-18. In order to decide which case is applicable, the evaluator asks the 

following sequence of questions and performs the associated actions for each newly-inferred 

siroci jre, S: 

!   does S directly match some other structure in the memory, and are their occurrence 

sets compatible' If so, call the structure merger to merge the two structures, 

increase the strengths o« structures lying a^ng both lines of inference which 

have been joined, and add the merged result to the inference queue. Also, record 

the merge on the list ICONFIRWATIQNS. 

2. if (1) fails, does S directly contradict de. S and (NOT S), or (NOT S) and S) some 
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other structure whose occurrence set is compatible with SV? If so, and if the 

strengths of the two structure are within 0 20 of each other, record the pair of 

contradictory structures On the list ICONTRADICTIONS, and do not place the new S 

on the inference queue Uhat is, discontinue the line of inference). Although pars 

of !C0NTRADICTI0NS are simply expressed (passed to the conceptual generator) 

Dy the present program, they comprise the beginning point for another entire 

theory of what to do next. If the strengths are more than 020 apart, demote the 

strength of the structure with the lower strength, the strengths of its 

OFFSPRINGS, and the strengths of its REASONS which are also less than 0.20 

below the strength of the higher 

3. if (1) and (2) fail, how compatible is S with the memory's knowledge of what is 

normal in the world' To answer this question, the evaluator applies the 

appropriate N-molecule to S. If the N-molecule can, by applying its special 

heuristics, locate another structure which directly confirms or contradicts S, the 

evaluator performs the appropriate step (1) or (2). Otherwise, if the N-molecule 

can assess the new structure's compatibility, C, based on how closely it matches 

the N-molecule's tests for normality, the quantity (1-C) becomes ths inference's 

significance factor on the inference queue.  This implements the heuristic: "the 

more normal some memory structure is, the less likely it will lead to interesting 

discoveries." Therefore, if any inferences must be cut off during expansion in 

inference space, the inference monitor should prefer those with the lowest 

significance factor. 

4. if (1) and (2) have failed, and the N-molecule cannot assess the new structure, it is 

simply retained on the inference queue, using the default significance factor 

specified by the inference atom which generated it. 
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Figure 7-18. Actions of the evaluator, based on hew 
tl.e new inference relates to other knowledge. 

The problem of detecting confirmations and contradictions, as I have shown, is not a simple 

one. In fact, future develooments will likely prove (hat the problems I have addressed here are 

quite inadequate. Furthermore, the operation of the current evaluation function is stymied by the 

sparseness of N-molecules in the implementation. In the future, a massive N-molecule writing 

campaign will be necessary to upgrade the evaiuator's performance. 
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1 
7 5.6 PROBLEMS, PROBLEMS, P*OBLr.MS 

The inference evaluator is, both in theory and in practice, the single most important 

component of the conceptual memory  At the same time, it is the mosi enormous problem I have 

yet encountered. Its successful operation is seemingly dependent upon hundreds of details which 

linger on the periphery of the current theory and remain to be identified and solved. For 

instance, can we reasonably expect a new structure to confirm more than one existing structure, 

and if so, what is involved in the merge of more than two structures? What should happen when 

the new structure both confirms existing structures and contradicts other ones? How concerned 

should we be with the logical consistency of the conceptual memory' How extensively should the 

occurrence sets of actions and states be examined for compatibility, and what are the features 

which are most salient ant reliable in this regard' How should confirmations affect the 

STRENGTHS of Ihe REASONS and OFFSPRING of the confirming structures'   The questions are 

endless, but most interesting. 

Also, there are many inadequacies and inconsistencies of the evaluator and merger as they 

now exist. Many forms of interaction have been ignored m order to implement the basic 

mechanisms. For example, when a merge occurs between two structures, one or both of which 

contain UNSPECIFIED entities, ar.d these entities are clarified by merge, they should be ider.tified 

with their counterparts in the other structure, and merged into one (by an identity merge, 

section 8.1.2) before the merge of the two larger structures which are about to be merged. The 

absence of this interaction with the identity merger currently can lead to results which are 

simply incorrect. The entire evaluation-merge sequence needs extending and upgrading. All that 

exists now is a primitive capability for a very interesting and critical process. 

7.5.7 INFERENCE ruTOFF: IS IT A REAL ISSUE? 

Clearly, in a memory very richly endowed with conceptual inferences (for instance, a tinman 

language user), there must be some limiting influence oi the spontaneois generation of 

inferences in reaction to each utterance. Othr -vise, aside from wasting time on very unlikely Of 

insignificant information, the process might never stop!   The same problem exists, but is less 

severe, for the current modestly endowed memory: when can some lino of inference be curtailed 

with reasonabk assurance that "nothing of significance" will je overlooked?   Of course, one can 
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never be absolutely rertam; our only aspiration should be to be safe most of the time when a 

decision to discontinue a line of inference n made. 

The question therefore is: what are the criteria for discontinuing a line of inference in such 

a way as to prevent ar "overreaction" to an utterance by the inference process'   Of all the 

potential criteria available, two seem to be the most relevant, and the most obvious: significance 

and strength. Intuitively, we woiJd want cutoff to occur when the inferences become too 

"unliKely", or too "insignificant", or some combination of these abstract metrics.   Those structures 

with hitjh significance should be pursued to lower strengths than those structures of lower 

significance. 

To app'O^imate this idea, the following simple cutoff criterion has been used; 

STRENGTH * SIGNIFICANCE  <  8.25 

wnere the strength is the STRENGTH property of the structure, and the significance is the 

Quantity 1-C, where C * the compat biltty returned by the N-molecule which the evaluator called 

to assess the new inference's compatibility with memor/s knowledge of what is normal. In case 

no such C could be obtained, the |i|nificonco  s tie dtfOuN significance supplied by the inference 

atom which generated the inference 

I am trying to capture B ver/ tmp'ecise 'eehng about cognitive resource allocation by two 

admittedly crude measures, and somewhat ai bitrary numbers. Time will tell how incorrect IMc 

simple measure is. 

7 6 MERGING INFORMATION STRUCTURES: 
THE STRUCTURE MERGER 

When a direct confirmatiun is detected by the evaluator, the two 
memory structures representine this information must be merged 
into one How is this achieved In a way which preserves all the 
surrounding information associated with each. How does this 
merge physically occur'f 

As we have seen, one important goal of the evaluator is to identify some existing structure 

as representing the same information as each newly-inferred structure.   That is, two structures 
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have been discovered to stand for the same entity in the real world -- concept, token, action or 

state. At that time, there tt a need to merge the two structures into one new structure, becausa 

(1) structures in the memory should remain distinct if and only if the real-world notions they 

represent are distinct, and (2) by merging the two structures into one, new connections are 

made among other structures which involve them, and this frequently opens new useful paths 

which will enable more inferences to be made. 

This need to merge also occurs when some reference to a token or concept is finally 

established and must replace the temporary token which was created to stand for it.   Although 

most of what I am about to describe ts applicable to this case as well, a later section deals 

specifically with other issues of merging two tokens -- m particular how the opening of new 

pathways can result in further mferenctng when some missing referent is finally identified and 

merged with the temporary token which was used previous to identification.   In every case, the 

discovery that the reference identity of two structures is equal is an important event, since it 

represents a quantum of understanding. 

The viechanical goal of merging is rather straightforward; that one structure, S, result from 

two structures, SI and S2, and that this structure contain all the information from SI and S2. 

Equivalently, one structure, S2, is to be merged mtu the other structure, SI, which is to be 

preserved in its augmented form. Of primary concern is that all information from both sources be 

preserved. How does MEMORY effect a merge of S2 into SI? 

7.6.1 THE MERGE SEQUENCE 

The process is illustrated in F.g. 7-19. The first step m ..'.es examining each member of 

S2's occurrence set. For each occurrence set membe-   M, if the information represented by M 

about S2 is not also known for SI, M is mo-.'/j'.-.u so that it describes Si instead of S2. The 

alternative to modification would b*» to create a new unit, M', to describe SI. However, M itself 

can in general be part of a much larger structure, so that generating a nevi copy of M would in 

general leave the new copy unrelated to the larger structure in which M participates.   This 

modification involves substituting SI m M's bond and adding M to Si's occurrence set. If tre 

information M conveys about S2 is also known for SI, it is not copied. 
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At the end of this process, Si's occurrence set {its features) will represent the union of 

previous knowledge about SI and S2. Members of S2's occurrence set which were not 

tr;,M, »pr.^j t0 5J are then purged. 

Next, the PFCENCYs (times of last memory access by the reference mechanism) are 

txtmtnad and the most recent i« assigned as the recency of the merged proposition, SI. The 

'e'p.e process always performs recency and occurrence set merging.   However, if the structures 

reprp';ent actions or states (that is, the/ are information-tearing structures rather than concepts 

or to*"-s;, the merger continues. S2's REASONS set is appended to Si's REASONS set, and the 

OFFSPRING set of S2 is appended to the OFFSPRING set of SI  Both of these steps of course 

' .01  e -eflectmg the modifications in the reverse links a', well, since REASONS and OFFSPRING 

„-e invartat of eac^ other    Next, Si's ISEEN set becomes the union of SI and S2's ISEEN sets, 

prasarvinf a record of *Hirn  p(erence atoms have generated inferences from the information SI 

rtd S2 repres-eit. Fin^iy, SI racaiva« the "iogica:-OR" o* the TRUTHs of SI and S2, and the 

• ■ of SI and S2V. STRENGTH. At this point, SI represents the merged result.   The merge is 

' '■ -rcorded on IMEPGEUST and the structural ramains of S2 are purged. 

-    ' ar I g   for   the 
ami prs of 

ti     bond 

CG5 

the actor's 
occurrence 

set 

4: tt the actor of this ATRAN5 

03214  this occurrence set member is deletec) 

C2387  this one remains 

C2387i (ATRANS CFSK « * *) C3214i (ATRANS * * * *) 

-- C5312 
"s C2B13 

ii re":*? C3A59 
' ■•       af ora C1899 
1 ha ""'  ie ri^S2 

C2846 

• H a 
• ibutad C2836 

t u C92U . • • 

merging ^ructure 
C32U  Tntc C2387 

- cues 
C93G5 
C7211 
C283B 

■- C3721 

C32l<*'s 
occurrence 
set   before 
the   merge 

C283G:   'MLOC C9214 C774G) 

Assume-   feature C283G  of   C9214  uas  not 
also ■■>  feature  of  C2387.   C9214   is  replacec) 
bu 02387   m 02836^ bond,   and r2836   is 
placed on 02387"s occurrence  set  as  a 
neu  feature. 

Figure 719. Merging two memory structures 
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This sequence of processing reprt-sents the standatd merge. However, when it is two 

Lonifpts or tokens, rather than information-bearing structures, which are being merged, the 

merge process emcompasses some additional computation 

The following computer example demonstrates a complete standard merge. 

In this example, we will observe the pcmt of contact established which completes the causal 

cham expansion for the utterance "Mary Kissed John because he hit Bill," The memory is able to 

discover the causal chain because this utterance occurs in an environment in which Mary has 

been inferred to feel a negative emotion toward Bill 

(JOHN.   MARY  AND BILL UEPE  AT  THE  PARK) 

(BILL   TOOK  riARvS BOOK  AUIAY  FROH HFR) 

tfttRY KISSED JOHN BECAUSE HE HIT BILL) 

((CAUSE   ((CAUSE   ((*PR0PEL«   («JQHNlI 
(C8e67)    (ÄJ0HN1)   (#B1LL1))   (TIHE 
(Ce073)))   (UPHYSCONT*  oaG:-') 
(flPILLD)    (TIME       (C8070))))i   ((CAUSE 
((«00«   (flriARYl))~(UN5PEClFiE0     )   (TinE 

(Ce071)))    ((*PHYSC0NT*   (0867?) 
T«JOHNI)) (Tire    0871)))))) 
(TIHE        (C0070))r 

INTEGRATION RESULT:  C00&3 

STARTING  INFERENCE QUEUE: 
((K  1.0 C0083)l 

APPLYING   INF  MOLECULE  *PHYSCONT« 
TO C008G:    (*PHYSCONT« C007[:. ffjQHNl) 
ABOUT   TO  APPLY  wPHYSCONTl   TO f.008& 

00086:    (*PHY5C0NT« C8875 «J0HN1) 
INFERRING: 
(»flFEEL*  «MARY]   «POSEMOTIÜN «J0HN1 > 

ALSO GENERATING:    (TIME 08899 C8071I 

MEnORY reads  the  first   lines  of   the 
story.   Among other   interences,   one 
uhich uill   be generated   from   the 
second   line   is   that  Mary   fee's  a 
negative emotion   toward Bill   because 
he  took  her  book   from  her.   This  uii I I 
be used during   inferencing   from   the 
next   line  to   infer   that   when Mary  knows 
that Bill   suffers some  sort  of  negative 
change,   she  might   become  happy. 

rEMORY reads  the  third   line.   Its 
partially  integrated result   is  shown, 
followed by   its   integrated  result,   C0083. 
C8889   is  the main event,   so   it  becomes 
the   input   to  the   inference  mechanism. 
Other    subproposi t i ons  have  been   suppressed 
for   this example. 

Numerous   inferences  result   from   these 
starting propositions.   Eventually,    *rom 
the   fact   that  Mary kissed  John.   MEtlORY 
infers  that   she   feels  a  positive  emotion 
fouard him.   That   is,   her    feeling   a 
positive »»motion   toward  him  caused  her 
to k i ss him. 
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M IN     INf   r!OLErULE POSCHAtJGE 
.V.-:    (POSCHANGE »riARyl  »JOY) 

ABOUT   TO  AfT'Lt'  «PO^CHAN&El   TO CeilS 
C0118!    tPCSCHAfJC.E »nARvl  #J0VI 

IN     -RING: 
urEEEL* CMAfivl  «POSEnOTION ÖJOHN1) 

ALSO GENERATING:    (TS :ei25 C0878) 

ft   SAL  EVPAfJSION ACHIEVED: 
307g . cee^.G' 

N    : 
.'   .-'.    (*nPTFL*  «tlARYl  örl'EMOTION 

«JOHNI) 
C0093:    UMFEEL* «MAPvl  tfPOSEMOTION 

»JOHNl) 

(♦BMEAK*  .   HFi LO) 

• ■    i1 C0i:si 

.'"   " . '♦firEEl *  «MA^-'l   ffPCSEMi^TION 
tfJOHNl/ 

C01:":    (CAUSE Ceil?  ß( 
cai2Si ITS tt C0070) 

RECENCY!   ^4^00 
•'■     H     T.   STRENGTHi   0.811:^000 

N    : 
r0n?:    (POSCHANGE  «MARYl   tfJOV) 
r007£:    (»PROPEL* «JC'MNl   C0105 

»JOHNl   «BILL 11 
N)   NIL 

•(vonn C009?) 

C00'J.-; («flTEEL« «nAfivi «FOSEMOTION 
f» "UND 

«     ■ 

01041 (CAUSE « C008S) 
C0101! («nioc* a r?0ES) 
[0100: (TinE a C0e7i) 

■       . :   45250 
• l ,   STRENGTH:   0 3S000080 

•    '     '. : 
C8t86i (*PHV':CQNT* C0075 «JOHNl) 

'     ENi )K 

*'/CM 1T .^::-i 

I 0] ' 

ASETi 

(*',trr:L« «lARYi 
u   ■■•.: i 

ffPGSEnriTION 

C0157 
C0100 
C0101 
C0i0A 
C0127 

(UANT fl.irjMfgl  «) 
(TIME  # C00":I 
(*nLOC* « C00SS) 
(CAUSE * C008G) 
(CAUSE C0118 ») 

More inferences are generated. Eventually, 
be« ause Mary unrieruent a positive change 
(me kneu that someone she felt a negative 
emotion toward suffered a negrtive change), 
and since it was John who caused her 
positive change (by his action of hittinq 
Bill), riEMORY infers that Hary feels a 
positive emotion toward John. 

riEMOR' realises that the fact thai Hary 
feels d positive emotion toward J-jhn has 
been generated from two distinct sources, 
and, further, that this fact links two 
causal chains together, thus explaining 
a causal relation in the input. At this 
point we will interrupt MEMORY to ?.ee 
what is about to be merged, and how things 

■ the merge. look  after 

Thit   i| one of   the  structures  representing 
Mary's   feeling a positive  emotion   toward 
John. 

This   is  the other.   Notice 
is   that  Mary kissed John. 

that   its REASON 

This   is  the merge  result.   The  occurrence 
sets   (ASETs)  have been merged,   as  have 
the RECENCYs,   TRUTHs,   STRENGTHS  and 
PEAS0N=.    In English,    this   structure    is 
read:   Mary  felt   a  positive  emotion   toward 
John.   This  started  at   time C0070  and  was 
also  known  to be   true  at   time  C0071. 
Purthermore,   John  probably  wanted   this   to 
be  the case.  Mary's  feeling was  caused 

3Sv'[0118   (Bill's  suffering a negative 
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CO\:S:    (T5 <r C80'OI 
rtf ENLY:   huG00 
TRUTHi    T.   STRENGTHi   B.9S0000Ü0 
REASONS: 

C0118:    (POSCHANGE «MAPYI  ff my) 
C007g:    («PROPEL« «JOHN1   C0105 

«JOHN1   «BILLII 
IM.M        C8086:    («PHVSCONT» C0075 ÄJOHN1) 
IbEEN:   NIL 

channp),   dnd her   fee rSäSr  :   dn".ner   »eel ma   ^n   turn  caused 
Lddbb   (her   kissmg  John). 

7 7 A SWIPE AT THE NOTION OF "DACKUP" 
AN EDITORIAL 

A Mr quest.on to asK -s the toiiowmg. "How does, * conceptual memory cope with m^taKes 

It makes7" I will briefly address the issue here. 

"Backup", and sophicficted programming techniques and languages which implement it, have 

recently become fashionable In Artificial Intelligence.   Backup is also called "backtracking" or 

"non-determ,n,stic programming"   These terms refe' to the undcinS of things which have been 

done by a process.   Backup usually occurs in reaction to something which has gone awry, 

ostensibly because of a "bad  ieasion" along the way.   In this context, however, "decision" often 

'efers to no more than a random or "first-option" choice of alternatives, where m fact no real 

decision cnter.a were ever applied.   Programs which use backup techniques are based on the 

premise that they will frequently make  ncorrect decisions because of incomplete knowledge, and 

would like the final successful version of the processing not to reflect any incorrect decisions 

which occurred during the search for the final solution. 

in many cases, backup it an attract ve programming technique simply because it is often 

easit,  to undo bad decisions made by some myopic process than it is to give each decision- 

makmg „recess the extens.ve perspective rpqUlred to make good decisions the first time.   To 

implement a good backup system, dec von points must be explicitly recorded and a record must 

be kept of which changes to the oata were made after which decision points. If enough is 

recorded, previous states of the program and data can be restored as though nothing had 

happened. 

The mam swipe at this notion is this: 
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Natural lan^iiaije processing is too complex to rely upon backup 
AS A PROGRAMMING TOOL.   In the common programming 
sense of the term, there is no such thing as "backup" in the 
conceptual memory   Backup presupposes that precise decisions are 
being made along well defintd eoal paths. It is simply not the 
purpose of the memory to makv all-or-none, precise decisions. 

Human language usero rarely "back up" when comprehending language. To ^;udy them and 

discover why they don't back up oeems to be a far more useful an endeavor than to construct 

more and more awesome progrsmmmg language- under the banner of "attaining more power". In 

my opm on, the Ki(h-prMtura language vendors have so far done little more than tempt 

'anouage researchers into shortcut, "slam-bang" solutions with their new, improved programming 

techniques. 

This 'S not to suggest \ht\ the memory assumes it will make no errors in processing the 

m#anin| graphs of natural language utterances, nor does it imply that there should be no 

recourse for altering bad decisions, father, it means that there should be no single source of 

'■fecic.'On pomto, and no "dean" way to resto-e the e^act rtate of the program and data after 

somAtiiing "bad" happens. These capabilities are simply not desirable for a conceptual memory. 

*VhM (5 desirable it to maf.e many probable inferences whose utility is ultimately a measure of 

how they connect with other information m the memory. Those which don't connect simply 

atrophy; they are not  'bad" decisions, but rather conjectures which didn't pan out. 

78 THE MEMORY AS A CONVERSATIONALIST 

The mtfnor> cannot yet be properly called a "production* program which runs alone, and 

communicates wi'h the outside world in great abundance; it is still in a fragile experimental stage. 

^owe 'er, the currtni program dees interface with Riesbeck's conceptual analyzer [R2], and with 

Goldtncn't ro^ceptua1 pe^erator fGl]. 

Two awesome que'.t'Ons ren-.am to be addressed: what factors should determine when an 

external response of rome soH i« called for, and what factors determine the substance of 

responses'' Botn questions are beyond my present scope. Nevertheless, we may view the 

memory as black box with many queues and sources for external responses. By hooking up all 

these sources to the conceptual generator, we would essentially have an uninhibited low-brow 

intelligence which constantly babbled its stream of consciousness. 
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This is roughly what the memory is and does! I will simply list here the sources of 

information from which responses originate: 

1. missing information which the fpecification process failed to maKe explicit 
(1MISSINGINF0) 

2. unexplained causal chains (!CAUSALS) 

3. comments on causal chains it has explained (!EXPANDED_CAUSALS) 

4. contradictions (ICONTRADOlüNS) 

5. confirmations (ICONFlHMATIONS) 

6. unestatvished and remaining ambiguous references (IREFNOTFOJND, IRLFDECISION) 

7. all inferences. Those which he below the STRENGTH 0.75 are framed as "I wonder" 
♦ype questions by including the modifier (MODE (*''*)) in the structure sent to the 
conceptual generator. Cthervt'e, a MODE «POSSIBLY*, »PROBABLY«, »CERTAINLY« 
is included, based on the inference's strength. 

7.9 REORGANIZING THINGS A BIT 

Up to this pomt m the research, the emphasis has been mainly on defining useful theoretical 

task? for a memory, rather than focusing upon efficient ways of organiz'ng large numbers of 

inferences.   The decision was made ttrly to perform as much inference pattern matching as 

possible beyond the point of the simple retrieval of the appropriate inference molecule. That is, if 

has been convenient to regard an inference molecule as some sort of benevolent black box. 

However, as anticipated, experience is showing that it -vould be helpful to perform more 

matching m order to determine which subset of inferences organized around a conceptual 

predicate would be applicable. For example, rather than simply group all PTRANS inferences 

together under one inference molecule, it would he more efficient to subclassify them info, say, 

two groups: those involving the PTRANSmg of a person in one group, those involving the 

PTRANSmg of an object in another. This reduces the number of tests which must be made by the 

more specific inference atoms, and, althorgh it doesn't buy any power, it is a convenient way of 

avoiding redundant and awkwaH testing m each molecule.   This would also allow, for instance, 

the selection of relevant inference aioms on the basis of the time aspects of the structure: often, 

the nature of inferences the memory must make are quite dependent on whether S has occurred, 

is occurring, will occur, or is a timeless statement. 
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Plans for the immediate future are to evolve the organization into a more two-level system. 

Smce the mam advantage of embodying inferences m program form is that It is an easy way to 

implement arbitrarily detailed pattern matching, I want to preserve the idea of an inference atom 

as the last step before makmp, each inference. Yet, there is much that can be filtered out by far 

simpler tests before the atom applie'. its detailed tests.   I would like to associate these two 

'evels of simpler and more complex tests m the way shown in Fig. 7-20, Instead of si'nply testing 

the conceptual predicate of structure S which is und»r mferencing, S would be filtered through a 

•.ejuence ot simple feature matchers. Assocated with each simple test would be a collection of 

inference atoms containing all the specific tests for applicability beyond the first level of simple 

matching. In this way, as much •■.pecial case attention to detail as necessary could still be 

exercised 'n the inference atom, out each inference itom could make more assumptions about the 

environment m which it is called, since it will have been called by a fairly selective general 

matcher. 

■   :TÜRE 

J 

CENtPAL TESTS 1 

C-NrRAL TESTS : 

G^JPRAL TEST' N 

CLUnP OF 
SPECIFIC 
INFERENCE 
A Tons 

CLUnP OF 
SPECIFIC 
INFERENCE 
ATOMS 

CLUMP OF 
SPECIFIC 
INFERENCE 
ATOMS 

Figure 7-20  Plans for a more two-level inference organization. 

in Fig. 7-20, all the general tests would be applied in sequence, so that more than one 

clump of inference atoms might be accessed: the structure might satisfy several of the more 

general selection tests. 

Another extension of the current organization will be to implement an automatic REASONS 

collection. Currently, each inference atom has a "manually supplied" list of reasons which it 
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supplies when if generates its inference. But since these reasons are exactly a record of the 

succes.'ul and unsuccessful tests which lead up to the inference atom, i! would be desirable for 

the inference monitor to keep track of the sequence of tests and their results which have been 

performed within the inference molecule up to the point at which each inference atom generates 

its inference. However, a completely automatic REASONS collection system will have to await a 

better defined set of tests than currently exists; for the time being, I want to exercise more 

control over the reasons list. 
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CHAPTER 8 

INFERENCES APPLIED TO REFERENCE ESTABLISHMENT AND TIME RELATIONS 

This chapter shows how inferences can be vital to the solution of two subsidiary problems 

of the conceptual understanding of natural language.   Section 7.1 will show how some of the 

more general problems of reference and anaphora can be successfully attacked with the 

inference mechanism, and section 12 demon-.trales the applicability of inferences to solving 

unspecified time relationships. 

8.1 INFERENCE AND REFERENCE ESTABLISHMENT 

How does the process of conceptual inference interact with the 
process of reference establishment:'  What capabilities a.e required 
to make optimal use of this interaction? 

What does a human languaße user do wnen he can figure out the ItxUal sense of some word 

in a sentence (in conceptual dependency terms, he 'c able to identify a PP), yet isn't 

•nstantaneously certain of the real world token to which it refers, itl ■ •ferent'*   That is, if we 

hear "John made uo with Mary /esterday" either out of the clear blue (m no particular context), 

or in some definite context, how do we decide which of the many «JOHNs we might know the 

"John" m this sentence references'  (The case */here no «JOHN can be located at all is distinct 

from, and less interesting than, this problem.) This is a very fundamental aspect of the problem of 

reference. Its solution should be MfWitivf to as much contextual information as is available. This 

section presents a theoretical solution to this problem and describes how it has been 

implemented m the memory. Hopefully, by synthesis of a solution, we can shed some light on 

functions which bear analytical reality from the psychologist's point of view. 

The following observation has served to define my framework for the solution of 

references: people simply do not "back up" very often m processing natural language and its 

conceptual content. (They must be doing something right!) Avoidance of backup during the 

analysis of a sentence has always been a mam tenet of Conceptual Dependency: conceptual 

world knowledge should be brought to bear upon analysis and integration of natural language 

utterances so that backup occurs for nothing less than truly conceptual oroblems.   If, for 
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instance, the conceptual analyzer backs up when most humans do not, it should ^nly be because 

of a deficiency In the conceptual world Knowledge to which the analyzer and memory have 

access; it should never occur because of sloppy analysis or failures to make use of conceptual 

context  The same should be true of the process by which referents are identified. 

What then do people do' The answer is simple at an abstracted level: they use everything 

available at the time to figure out the referent. This is not a very useful answer, so this section 

is devoted to some details of the problem.   It should be dear that MEMORY is capable of 

effectively filling out the circumstances surrounding an utterance, and that it would be desirable 

to interface with this ability in solving problems of reference. 

To this end, a reference capability has bet-n developed which permits the deferrment of 

referent identification when necessary.   This results in the ability to proceed with other aspects 

of conceptual processing even though all referents may not have been established before this 

processing begins. This scheme also provides for the eventual establishment of these referents 

as another goal of the inference process, and has the potential for recovering from incorrect 

identifications and doing so without loss of information or comprehension.   The conclusion I will 

draw is that, in general, the solution of the reference problem for some concept involves 

arbitrarily intimate and detailed interaction with the inferential proct ses of the memory, ?r.'' 

that these processes must be designed to function with concepts whose features mav - .i be 

completely known at the time. 

811 AN ILLUSTRATION 

I will illustrate tnis inference-reference mtr, x;;-,! by following a very simple, "clean" 

example. In this example, assume the -..emory knows of exactly two tokens, MCI. MC2 such that 

x c  inci.nczii 
(Dl) 
C02) 

(ISA X «PERSON) 
(NAME X  "ANDY") 

that is, there are two tokens in MEMORY each of whose occurrence set contains the information 

that the token stands for a person whose name is Andy.   (Elswhere, these would have been 

illustrated as «ANDY1 and «ANDY2, but to avoid confusion in this section, these forms will not be 

used.) 
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However, orobably m addition to much other information (mady other structures on MCl's 

and MC2's occurrence sets), assume it is also known that: 

(TS    MCI    >/7nAR72) 
and   (TS    flCZ    «1JLM8) 

that is, MCI started to exist March 7, 1972, and MC2 started to exist June 1, 1948.   The 

concepts here represented as •7MAR72 and «1JUN48 are actually time tokens having as TVALs 

points on MEMORY'S "absolute" time scale. These descriptive symbols are used here for clarity 

only. 

Now, suppose the sentence "Andy's diape»- is wet." 

FLUID  <••»> LOC ---- DiAPER 
t 

DIAPER <«••> LOC —-- ANDY 

("there is fluid located at the diaper which is located at Andy", a close-enough approximation for 

Our current needs) is pe'ceued.   This is ? typical reference dilemma; no human hearer would 

hesitate in the correct identification of "Andy" in this sentence using the available knowledge 

about these two Andy;. (Let us assume no previous context for this example).   Yet the obvious 

order of "establish reference-, first, then infer", even 'hough intuitively the correct order of 

processing, simply leads to an impasse m this case.   In order to begin inferencmg, the referent of 

"Andy" is required de. access to the features of MCI -- its occurrence set-- in memory), but in 

order to es'ablish the referen of "Andy" some level of deduction must take place. This would 

•,eem to be a paradox 

Actually, the "paradox" :tems from the incorrect assumption that reference establishment 

and mferencmg are distinct and •■eciuential processes. The incorrectness cf this assumption is a 

good example of the uD'quitous theme that no aspect of natural language processing, (from 

acoustic phonology to story comprehens on), can be completely compartmentalized. In reality, 

referent identification and mferencmg are m general heavily functionally dependent upon each 

other.   Realization of this leads to an m'erestmg sequence of processing capabiities which will 

untangle and solve this dilemma. 



At the point the reference problem is undertaken, the state of the conceptualization "Andy's 

diaper is wet" (omitting times) is the following (represented in descriptive set notation): 

(LOC Cl: HISA Cl  »FLUIDII 
C2: HISA C2 «DIAPER) 

(LOC C2 C3: I (ISA C3 «PERSON) 
(NAME C3   "ANDY")))l) 

In other words, there is some Puid located at the diaper which is located at (worn by) a person 

whose iiame is Andy. Section 4,3.2 2 described how the correct LOC relation between "Andy" and 

"diaper" was inferred during the conceptual analysis. 

Let us step back a moment and look several steps ahead by describing how the other 

references in this utterance will fall into place. Once the correct "«ANDY" has been identified, the 

referent of "diaper" can be established.   That is, "the diaper", occurring out of context with no 

conceptual modification is referentially ambiguous (hence, we might be motivated to mqui'e 

"What diaper'"), whereas "the diaper located at X" is a signal to the referencer that the speaker 

has included what he feels is sufficient information either to identify or create the token of a 

diaper being referenced. 

The reference to the concept «FLUID is simply solved; the concept «FLUID is drawn out by 

the analyzer as part of the definition of what it means conceptually to be wet, and MEMORY 

simply creates a token of this mass-noun concept. The referencer realizes that references to 

mass nouns frequently occur with no explicit conceptual modification, and does not bother to 

identify them further unless contradictory nferences result from them later on. The token of 

»FLUID errated stands for the fluid which is currently in this person's diaper. 

Back tn the mam problem!  Using the reference search procedure described m section 4.2, 

MEMORY uses the descriptive set for C3 shown above to locate MCI and MC2 as possible 

candidates for the referent of C3. When recency considerations fail to disambiguate, no more can 

be dor,« to disambiguate at that point. MEMORY therefore creates a new concept, MC3, (which may 

or may not turn out to be temporary) whose starting occurrence set consists of the conceptual 

features which lie in the intersection of all candidate's occurrence sets. This, of course, includes 

at least the descriptive sM which has served to locate the candidates. In general, the intersection 

will be large; however, in this simple example, we assurr.e the intersection to be just this 

descriptive set. !ne resulting new structure being: 
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nC3:     I 
(ISA « ^PERSON) 
(NAME ti ANDY) 

In addition, MEMORY notes that this concept has been created as the result of an ambiguous 

-eferencc by adding MC3 to the global list IREFDECISION. This done, a token of a diaper which Is 

localed at MC3 can then be created. Ideally, This token too, by virtue of its referencing another 

poss'bly incorrectly identified concept m MEMORY (MC3), should be suojected to reference 

reevaluation, pending identification of MC3.   For instance, if MEMORY were to hear "John's bike 

was broken." and makes the wrong identification of "John", the subsequent identification of 

"Jof.n •: bike" will certainly be wrong and will have to be changed when "John^s referent is. 

MEMORY currently does not attempt this. 

At this point, MEMORY has an internal form of the conceptualization containing a tentative 

referenre  inferencmg may therefore begin.   Of interest to this example is the subproposition "a 

diape' 's located at MC3." This situation is an example of where an explicit-peripheral 

subproposition which is incidentally communicated plays a major part in the understanding of the 

entire ccnceptua'ization: one feature inference MEMORY can make with a high degree of 

certainty from 

(LOC  H  v) 

uhere   (ISA X «DIAPER)   and   (ISA Y «PERSON) 

is that the person at (on) which the diaper is located is an infant, namely; 

(AGE V «ORDERflONTHS) 

«OPDERMONTHS \* a fuzzy duration concept. 

During inferencmg therefore, the inferred structure (AGE MC3 «ORDERMONTHS) augments 

MC3,s occurrence set, and other inferencmg proceeds. Eventually, all inferencmg from the 

utterance will cease,t or be cut off by At that point, !REFDECISION is consulted and MC3 is 

detected as having been unestablished, so the second (and subsequenU-pass reference solver, 

SOLVE_REF, is entered. 
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SOLVE_REF examines MC3's occurrence set, collecting those members which came into 

existence on the most recent pass of mferencmg. These are detected by comparing RECENCYs of 

the new members with the value «NOW, stored before MEMORY began any processing of this 

conceptualization. The new members are first sorted according to the reference relevance 

heuristic mentioned in section 4.2.1.   Then, for each new proposition, each candidate associated 

with MC3 is examined, checking for confirmation or contradiction. Candidates which have 

contradictory features on their occurrence set are immediately excluded.   Confirmations count in 

a candidate's favor by the amount of the reference significance associated with the predicate of 

the confirming structure. 

This done, SOLVE_REF selects the candidate with the highest score. When there are still 

ties, the surviving candidates are reassociated with MC3 on !REFDECISION, hopefully with fewer 

candidates than before. Subsequent lines of a story or a MEMORY-generated external question 

can solve these m the same manner. This means, therefore, that 

The memory can defer identification of referents for as long as 
necessary without losing information. 

The worst that can happen is that MEMORY will fail to understand certain things by not 

having immediate access to some concept's occurrence set. This appears to approximate what 

people do: a human language user can listen to an entire sequence before who or what it is 

about dawns on him. At the point that happens, he nevertheless can reconstruct what he heard 

and re-apply it to the newly-disccvered referent. Most of the time this is a "micro-process", in 

that the referent can be identified almost instantaneously -- usually during the analysis of the 

utterance into conceptual form. Nevertheless, the process is the same wheuier it is "micro" cr 

protracted over a longer sequence. 

I have yet to describe what occurs when the reference candidate set is narrowed to one, as 

m our example.   After the first pass of mferencmg in this example, information will be availabl 

which resolves the reference ambiguity: the AGE proposition is recognized by the confirmation 

process as matching the TS proposition stored on the occurrence set of MCI.   This gives MCI 

higher score than MC2 m SOLVE_REF. MC3, the temporary concept, has thus been identified as 

MCI, one of the two candidates. 
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Upofi identification, MEMORY must have the ability to merge the temporary concept Into the 

identified concept. In this example, this meano that MC3"s occurrence set, which possibly has 

collected other netu information (now known to reference MCI) which was not used In the 

identification de. it augments MCI), must be merged with that of MCI to preserve any additional 

Information communicated by the input or its inferences.   After merging, the temporary concept, 

MC3, is purged and removed from iREFQCCISION. 

But now, MCl's (possibly augmented) occurrence set containing all old Knowledge -bout 

MCI it accessible s'nce MCI has been identified.   This means that new inferences, which could 

have been successful Had they had access to MCl's full feature set, may now be applicable.   To 

illustrate that this m fact happens to people, consider the following sceneno: assume that we 

know of two peooie named "John", Jcnn Smith and John Doe, that we know that Bill and John 

Smith are arch-enemies and that Bill and John Doe are the best of friends. Further, assum • we 

know that Smith owns a car. Doe does not. Suppise that m this situation we hear the following 

sentence, and from it make the response shown: 

INPUT: Bill   wrecked   the car  John   loaned him yesterday. 

RESPONSE:   Oh.   oh.   1   btl   there's going  to be  trouble! 

Mere, the reference to "John" is undetermined wnen the first pass through the inference network 

begins   A temporary concept is therefore created to stand for this reference. After the inference 

"etwork silences, one new piece o* information (probably among many others) is that, whoever 

the referent of "John" is, he owns a car.  This was generated by an enabling inference in which 

is encoded the knowledge that 'or someone to loan (underhed by ATRANS) someone else an 

object, the loanpr must have ownership cf that object.   This inference serves to identify John 

Smith and rule out John Doe as the referent of "John" by the process we hive just seen. 

However, now John Smith's occuirence set, and in particular the fact that Bill and John Smith are 

archenemies, is available.   Because of this, a second pass through the inference network would 

enable the resultative tuff fWC» 

"if PI has a negs'i/e relationship with P2, and P2 causes a NEGCHANGE of PI on some 
scale (regardless of intent), then PI is liable to do something that would cruse a 
NEGCHANGE for P2 on some scale". 

to be made. This is the inference that underlies the response above. 
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The pom! is that this inference tu'-ns up only on (he second inference pass because only 

then wac John Smith's full occurrence set available-to inferences wt.ich could make use of it. 

The general principle is, therefore, that as long as references on 1REFDECISI0N continue to be 

narrowed or solved, another oass of mferencmg (on t^e original conceptual structures and all of 

their first-pass inference:) should be performed (without duplicating work done on the first 

pass)    The hope is that new inferences will be generated which will in turn help to solve more 

references 

hotice that even the narrowing of a teference (decreasing the number of candioates) 

constitutes progress, since then the intersection of the rememing candidates' occurrence sets will 

m general increase, thus associating with the temporary referent mor* common features of the 

candidates.   Theoretically, IN« process should be iterated until no new inferences arose. 

This section has shown that solvmg references by waiting until the spontaneous generation 

of mfe'ences on the structures m/olvmg those references can be quite fundamental to 

understanding. A good way to end is to sugfecs* that this process is so automatic in day-to-day 

speech that we tend to overlook it. Last mght Lmda asked me; "Are you going to fix Andy's 

thing''" I must have made the (unconscious) inference that, whatever "thing" was, it was broken, 

because broken things need fixing. This enabled me to identify "thing" as Andy's chair, which I 

knew had been broken earlier that evening. There was no "conscious" deduction; the processes 

of inferencmg and referencing simply "did their thing". 

8.1 2 ADDITIONAL MERGE PROCESSING AT REFERENT IDENTIFICATION: IDENTITY MERGE 

A conceptual memory should have the abil'ty to preserve a record of each reference 

identification it makes. There are two reasons for this.   First, it enables references to be made to 

the process of identification, something which the "fact that" test (section 3.2) indicates should be 

referenceable. For instance, we might hear 'Before I realized it was John Smith you were talking 

about, ...". This utterance clearly makes reference to the time at which the process of reference 

identification occurred.  Without recording the identification of a referent as an explicit event, 

there is no possibility of comprehending an utterance such as this. 

The second reason Ns that there must be recourse for undoing reference blunders. This 
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includes the ability to track down the e't cts of coangmg a reference after it has been involved 

in inferenemg. Although the notion cf backup has been deemphasized, and the current 

mplementation of MEMORY does not have the abilitv to detect reference errors and back up, the 

embryo of this capability exists, and is embc-dded m the process of merging. 

However, when the merge is being used .0 culminate the identification of a referent, the 

merge is called an "identity merge" and some additional thing«  happen. First, the occurrence set 

of the temporary token, T, which is being merged into the identified memory token, M, is copied 

and saved (under the property SAVEDASET) as it exists at the time of merging. At that time, T's 

occurrence set consists of the original descriptive set and any inferences which were generated 

and which enabled the identification to be made. 

The merge process will then combine T's occurrence set with M's, purge it, then delink oil of 

T's other connections with MEMORY. However, T is not then purged.  Rather, it receives a new 

occurrence set consisting of one feature; 

(IDENTIFIES H T) 

that is, the relationship which makes explicit that T has been identified by M m MEMORY. At that 

point, T has only this occurrence set and the feature SAVEDASET to define it. In addition, the 

time of the identification is recorded on this IDENTIFIES structure's occurrence set. The finished 

structure looks like- 

(TIME  * •) 

•(IDENTIFIES * #) 

V, 
(THE TEtlPGRARY T0<EN) 

(THE MEMORY CONCEPT,  M) 

(A  TIME CONCEPT UHOSE 
TVAL   IS  THE  TIME OF 
IDENTIFICATION) 

By doing this, the proceis of reference identification can be referenced by a pomte'- to this 

IDENTIFIES structure, since it is )ust another structure in MEMORY. In addition, if the identification 
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■s later found to be in error (for instance, it lies on a path leading to a contradictory inference), 

the SAVEDASET can be resurrected, and reused by some process which relocates and 

reexammes other reference candidates. 

There are many issues I have only totched upon, and others i have completely ignored in 

this section. This scheme is just the beginning outline of a larger capability, and much research 

on these processes dearly remains to be done This "identity merge" merely hints at one 

approach to a solut'On. 

I.I 3 AN EXTENSION TO THE REFERENCE MECHANISM 

The concept of an N-molecule came relatively late in the delevopment of the memory, as the 

need to perform "fuzzier" matching became more and more apparent. Gradually, the meaning- 

sensitive N-molecule has supplanted or augmented lower level memory retrieval calls to locate 

information on a structural similarity to the desired information. 

The reference mechanism as I have described it provides yet another logical source of 

interaction with N-molecules. Rather than locate referents of descriptive sets by attempting to 

locate candidates with features which direitly match features of the descriptive set, a more 

general approach would be to apply appropriate N-molecules to each feature in the descriptive 

set for each reference candidate. By doing this, the full power of fuzzy matching encoded m the 

N-molecules would be available to the referencer, and instead of a simple tally of the number of 

features en the descriptive set each candidate satisfied, the criterion for selecting one candidate 

over the rest would be based on a cumulative tally of compatibilities returned by N-molecules 

for each feature relative to each candidate. 

For example, suppose some descriptive set references a male named John who owns a 

hammer, and a simple intersection search locates several Johns on the basis of the NAME, ISA 

and SEX features of the descriptive set. But none are explicitly known to own a hammer. The 

simple referencer I have described might fail to select one over the rest. But suppose one of the 

John's (John Smith) is a carpenter, if a human language user hears this reference, even though 

he also may not explicitly know that Smith owns a hammer, he might conclude that owning a 

hammer "simply sounds more appropriate" for John Smith than for any of the other candidate 
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Johns, oecjuse of other things he Knows about Smith. He might therefore use this information to 

clear up the ambiguous reference. 

But recall that this is just the sort of task N-molecules were designed for: in this example, 

the task posed to the OWN N-molecule would be the following (suppose C2317 Is a token of a 

hammer): 

RATE  THE STRUCTURE   (OUN C2317 Pi) *      « 
FOR EACH CANDIDATE.  Pi,   IN THE CANDIDATE SET OF JOHNS 

Since the OWN N-molecule knows that P's profession might be relevant when trying to assess the 

likelihood that P possesses a certain kind of tool, this specific heuristic can have its effects in 

signaling Smith as the most Mkely candidate: although it is quite common that an adult male own a 

common shop tool such as a hammer, the likelihood is heightened if his profession involves the 

u^e of such a tool. In other words, "Joi'n Smith owns a hammer" is slightly more compatible with 

the N-molecule's knowledge of normality than "John Jones owns a hammer", etc. 

By keeping a tally of compatibilities for each feature in the descriptive set as it applies to 

each candidate rather than a simple YES-NO tally of structurally matched features, the refer«»ncer 

could make 'ar more sophisticated reference decisions, and do so in a way closer to the way I 

imagine a human language user does.   This N-molecule/referenter interaction is one of the 

extensions planned for the immediate future. 
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fhis example demonstrates reterence-inference-reference interaction for the input "Andy's 

diaper tt vet." MEMCJRY knows two people named Andy, one of them an infant, the other an 

adult. At the time the structure which represents this sentence is internalized, MEMORY does not 

Know which Andy is being referenced MEMORY »hus creates a new token, X, to stand for thr, 

referent and copies all features which are common to both candidate Andys to it as its 

occurrence set  MEMORY can then imtiate mferencmg. One inference whrh is triggered by the 

information that there is a d'ape' located on X 15 that X is likely to bt an infant. This, along with 

Others, is therefore generated as an inference. After mferencmg, MEMORY recalls that X's 

identity is pendmg solution, so it r«lurfN to the problem of establishing the reference. At that 

time, however, X's occurrence set contains the information that X is an infant. This solves the 

ambiguity, so MEMORY merges X into the token for the correct Andy. The normal process is to 

continue with a second pass of mferencmg after such a successful reference attempt. The second 

computer example will illustrate a case where this results in the generation of information which 

was not possible on the first inference pass. 

It might be reemphasized that this example illustrates the solution of a "micro-reference", 

rather than a missmg reference which is protracted over several lines Of a story. That is, it is 

only during the very first phase of unoersfandmg (first inference pass) that MEMORY lacks the 

referent of Andy. However, the process w.nch permits deferring the choice of referent is general 

enough to handle protracted "macro-references" 

ANDYS DIAPER   IS UET 

((ACTOR   (FLUID REF   (*A*))   <■>   ULOC* 
VAL   (DIAPER  -   "ACTOR   (DIAPER)   <«> 
(«LOC* VAL (AMLM)))))) TIME (Tinean 

(Tinee ((VAL T-en) 

COPYING connoN FEATURES 
TO C8838 FROM («ANDY2 «ANDYli 

(«BREAIC« . HELLO) 

This example illustrates MEHORY's ability 
to defer the identification of some referent 
until more is known about it via inference. 
flEtlORY previously knous about tuo people 
by the name of Andy: Andy Rieger, a baby, 
and Andy Smith, an adult. The representation 
of age hds been simplified by using an AGE 
predicate with a fuzzy duration concept. 

The first step after discovering that "Andu" 
could refer to either «ANDY is to create 
a new token (C0830) to stand for uhoever 
it is. This token then receives all features 
which are common to both candidates, »ANDYl 
and ÖA'JDVZ. This new token and all candidat 
!or '^identity are then recorded on the 
list 'REFDECISION. Ue interrupt processing 
here to examine this new token and its tuio 
candidates. 
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00033:   NIL 

ASET: 
COP?^ ■    («LOC* C0033 #) 
ceea: (ISA # »PERSON) 
reesi (NAME * ANDY) 

RECENCY:   6050 

tfANDvl:   NIL 

ASET: 
I001Z (AGE  « WRDERnONTHS) 
10011 iSUHNAHE  tt RIEGER) 
10010 (ISA * »PERSON) 
10003 (NAHE  1» ANOY) 

RECENCY:   NIL 

«AND'Z:   NIL 

ASET: 
leeie 
:00ir. 
!001'4 
10013 

RECENCY:   NIL 

'AGE tt »ORDERYEARS) 
(SUfWJAflE • SniTH) 
(ISA « «PERSON) 
(NAHE tt ANDY) 

1 I*LC!C* 
(TIME  _ 

.0037 

(00836))) 

STARTING   INFERENCE QUEUE: 
((K   1.0  L88?7)    (X   1.0 C0035) 
(H  1.0 C88321   (X 1.8 C0031)) 

(*&REA^*  ,   HELLO) 

C0035 
C003Z 
C0031 

(*LOC* C0033 C0030) 
(ISA C0030 »PERSON) 
(NAHE  C0030 ANDY) 

♦PROCEED 

APPLYING INF MOLECULE *LOC* TO 
C0t3Sl  (*LCC« C0023 C003d) 

ABOUT TO APPLY »LOCZ TO C0035 
C003S: (*LOC« C0033 C0030) 

INFERRING: (AGE C0030 öORDERMONTHS/ 
ALSO GENERATING: (TIME C0040 C0039) 

C0035 fs the new information about a diaper 
beina located on this person named Andy. 
C003I and C0032 are the common features. 

Here is Andy Rieger as nEMORY knows him. 

Here i s Andy Smi th. 

is the sentence's 
raa->i part i ally integrated This 

result.   C0028   is a  token of   some »FLÜfO,   C0033 
is a  token  for   the diaper   which   is   located 
on C0030.   some person  named  Andy.   00037   is 
the   integrated nEMORY  structure   for   this 
input. 

The  starting   inference  queue  consists  of 
this main  structure,   together   with  all   other 
propositions HEMORY  knows   about   this 
unidentified reference.   C0030.   These  are 
subjected  to   inferencing   in   the  hope   that 
one or  more of   them,    in  addition   to   the  main 
structure,   will   lead   to   inferred   inform2lion 
which will   clear  up   the  reference.   All   other 
subproposi t ions  have  been   suppressed   for 
this example. 

MEnORY  qenerates   inferences   from   these 
starting  structures.   C0035,    that   C0030 
fift | diaper on,   leads  to  the   inference  that 
C0030  is a baby,   namely,   that  his age   is 
tfORDERTONTHS  (at   the current   time.   C0039). 

37&ier   inferences are  generated.   Finally, 
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i*BREAK«  .   HELLO) 

08038:   NIL 

ASET: 
C88a8: (AGE » MRQERnONTHSI 
r8835: ULOC* C8033 «) 
08832: (ISA 0 #PEF'SON) 
C8831: (NAHE  M AND') 

RECENCY:   5 388 

08835:    («LOG« 08833 08038) 

REGENCY:   NIL 
TRU1H:   NIL.   STRENGTH:   NIL 
OEFSPRING: 

08841:    (TltlE 08040 00039) 
C0848:    (AGE 08838 «ORDERtlONTHS) 

■SEEN:    (»0002) 

»PROCEED 

RETRYING REFERENCE: 
(08030 ffANDY2  ffANDYl) 

REFERENCE AHBIGUITY SOLVED. 
OLD:    (08838 «ANDY2 (KANDYl) 
NEU:   »ANDY1 

HERGING: 
MNQYli  »ANDYl 
00838:   08830 

(«BREAK*  .   HELLO) 

(MNOYli   NIL 

ASET: 
08842 (IDENTIFIES « 00030) 
08835 (»LOO« 00033 tt) 
18812 (AGE  tt tfOROERHONTHS) 
18011 (SURNAHE  * RIEGER) 
10818 (ISA If «PERSON) 
18889 (NAME  tt ANDY) 

RECENCY:   5388 

00838:   NIL 

ASET: 

mferencmg ends.   At   this  point,   ye   ■KWinfl 
The state of tfANDvi.   #ANDY2  and 00030.   «ANDY1 
and 0ANDY2  have  of   course   thus   far   been 
unaffected by   this   input. 

Here   is 00038.   Notice   the  new   inferred 
age   information,   00040. 

This   is   the  subproposition   that   a  d 1 aoer 
is on  this person named  Andy.   Notice   > ..3 
offspring set  contains   the   inference   about 
00030's age. 

Ue  allow tlEflORY   to  continue.   After    inferencing 
has  died  out,   by   looking   at    the   list 
'REFDECISION.   riEMORY discovers   that   a 
reference   identification   is  pending.   This 
is  shoun at   the   left. 

Scanning  for   new   information  about  00630, 
the new AGE   information   is  discovered.    It 
is  further  discovered   that   this  settles   the 
reference,   since   it  matches   18812   (ffANDYl's 
age   information)   exactly.   Such  a  clean  match 
will   not   In general   result,   and  the  powers 
of   the evaluation  function  and N-molecules 

in general   be  called  upon   to  determine 
?s  "match"  each  other. 

must   in general   be  cal 
whether   two  structures 

Havmq  identified 08838 as #ANDY1,   MEMORY 
merges 08830   into «ANDYl. 

Finally,   we examine ^ANDYl   and 00030  after 
the merge. 

Notice  that   the new   information  about 
a wet  diaper  has  been  associated  with  #ANDY1. 

The merge process unlinked 00030   from 
(lEMORY,   recorded what  was known about   it, 
and  identi fied   it  as #ANDY1, 
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Ce0A2:    (IDENTIFIES «ANDVl  »I 
SAVEOASET: 

(AGE  « WDRDERnONTHS) 
(*LOC* C0012 tt) 
(ISA  » //PERSON) 
(NAME   i  ANDY) 

RECENCY:   5388 

The  original   structure  which 
now  involves OANDYl  can be  subjected 
to   inferenclng  again,   in  hopes   that 
new  inferences will   result  bu  virtue 
Of   this new access   to ftANDYl   s  occurrence 
set. 

This computef example illustrates reference-inference, reference-inference interaction (two 

inference pa^es).   Heanng the input "Bill saw John Kiss Jenny.", MEMORY is unable to decide 

upon the referent of "Jenny", it could be Jenny Jones Or Jenny Smith.   MEMORY therefore 

(.reates a temporary token having as features all the common features of Jenny Jones and Jenny 

Smith. By inference, MEMORY is able to decioe upon Jenny Jones. At that point, the temporary 

token  s merged mto the concept for Jenny Jones, and a second pass of inferencmg is initiated. 

However, on the second pass a new inference ar^as: because BiH loves Jenny Jones, and he saw 

John kiss her, he (probably) became angry at John. Ths inference was not triggered on the first 

inference pass because being loved by Bil1 was not a common feature of both Jennys, and hence 

not accessible then de. it had not been copied to the temporary token's occurrence set). 

The evample begins with a few lines to set the scene for MEMORY. Inferencmg on these 

setuM lines (which is normally spontaneous) has been suppressed for the sake of simplicity in 

this example. 

JOHN  UAS   IN PALO ALTO  YESTERDAY 
M*LOC*   (//J0HN1I    i/ZPALOALTO)) 
(TiriE        (C8001))) 
cee82 

JENNY  JONES UAS  IN PALO ALTO YESTERDAY 
((»LGC*   («UENNYZJ   («PALOALTQ)) 
(TIHE        (C08B4))) 
08885 

Thi? example   illustrates  reference-i nference, 
reference-inference   interaction.    That    is. 
flEhORY   is  unable  to establish  a  reference, 
so   it   creates  a   temporary   token,   and  proceeds 
with   inference.    Inferencmg  cienerates   neu 
information  which  solves   the  reference,    so 
more   mferencing can be  undertaken.   Houevei , 
because  features of   the referent  ar™ 
accessible on  the second   inference  pass, 
new   inferences  are possible. 

To  the   left,   flEMORY   is reading   in  some 
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:FNNY SMITH WAS  IN FRANCc  VESTEROAY 
I.»LUC»   («JENNY!)   (»FRANCE)) 
mnE     (ceee?))) 

BILL LOVES JENNV JONES 
((♦HFEEL*   («BILL!)   («LOVE)   (flJENNYZ))) 
ceeie 

BILL SAU JOHN KISS JENNY YESTERDAY 

PVING CUmUN FEATURES TO cetlS 
FROn   («TJENNvZ OJENNYl) 

((»r.TRANS*   («BILLD   ((CAUSE   ((*D0« 
(tfJUHNl)    («UNSPECIFIED))   (TIME , 
(rrteiim  ((»PHVSCONT* (ceeiz) Tceeisi) 
(tinE     (ceennm (ceeis) (ceezi)) 
(TinE '" (C0811)) (INST . ((*LOOK_AT* 
(»PILLl) (C801S «JOHNDf (TINE _ 
•ceeii»)))) 

C0031 

«JENNYl: NIL 

A5ET: 
I00I9 
10018 
10017 

DECENCY: 

(SUPNAHE tt  SniTH) 
(ISA 0 «PERSON) 
(NAHE « JENNY) 

NIL 

(TJENNVZi NiL 

ASET: 
10022 
10021 
10020 

RECENCY i 

(SURNAHE « JONES) 
(ISA « «PERSON) 
(NAHE « JENNY) 

NIL 

C0815: NIL 

ASET: 
C0023: 
C002B: 
C0017: 
C001G: 

RECENCY: 

(♦LOOK  AT* «BILL1  «) 
UPHYSCONT* C0812 «) 
(ISA « «PERSON) 
(NAME « JENNY) 

9866 

STARTING   INFERENCE QUEUE: 
((X  1.0 Ce831)   (X  1.8 C8017) 
(X  1.8 C8816)) 

informaticn uhich   is  r"  evant   to   this 
demonstration.   Each of   these   inputs would 
normally produce   inferences as   it   is processed, 
but   mferencing has been suppressed  for   the 
first   four  sentences of   this example.   The 
four   sentences  are  shown  with   their   partial 
mteorations  and   final   structures,   C8082, 
r0805.   C8888,   C8018. 

The synopsis of   this  short  plot   is as   follo-ie: 
There  are   two  Jennys:   Jenny   Jones  and  Jen.iy 
Smith.   Bill   loves  Jen' j  Jones.   John  and  Jennu 
Jones were   In Palo Aifo  yesterday,   Jenny Smith 
was   in France yesterday.   The climax comes 
when Bil'   sees  John  kiss  Jenny.    It   is  nEMORY'e 
job  to  figure out   which  Jenny.   HEflORY  will 
decide upon Jenny Jones,   then re-inference 
and   infer   that  Bill   probably  qot   angry  at 
John--  something which  wouldn   t   have  happened 
if Bill   had  seen  John  kiss  Jenny  Smith. 

To  the   left,   the climax   lirj   is   in   the 
Process of  being  read  and   internalired. 

ts  final   structure   is C8831.   Notice   that 
C0815 was created  to stand  for   some Jenny,   and 
that all   common  features  of   the   two Jenny 
candidates were copied  to   it. 

Ue  interrupt flEtlORY at   this point   to have 
a   look  at   the   two  Jennys  and C0015,   the   token 
representing  one  of   these  Jennys. 

This   !■  the person named Jenny who Bi I I 
saw yesterday,   and who John kissed.   C0012 
is  the  token representing John's   lips,   which 
were   m *PHYSC0NT* with   th  s person named 
Jenny   (C8015)   at   time C8011. 

HEnOR^t   begins   inferenciny   from   this   input. 
The  starting   inference  queue  consists  of 
the main  structure   for   the   sentence,    together 
with all   other   facts known about  C8015.   In 

3RÄ s case,   these are  simply  'hat  C0015   is 
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APPLYING !NF HOLKCULE »HLOC* TO 
C0e37: (»HLOC« (JAUSE (*üO* «JOHN1 

«UNSPECIFIED! UPHYSCONT* C8812 
CMTSTI C8021) 

ABOUT TO APPLY »riLOCl TO C0837 
INFERRING: («HLOC* C8028 C00^0) 

ALSO GENERATING: (TS C804? CMll) 

APPLYING INF MOLECULE *PHYSCONT* TO 
C0P:b: (*PHYSCONT» C00i: C0015) 

ABOUT TO APPLY »PHYSCONT1 TQ C002G 
INFERRING: UMFEEL* «JOHN1 APOSEnOTION 

C0015) 
ALSO GENERATING: (TIME C00A3 C0011) 

ABO'jr TO APPLY *PHY5C0NT2 T0 C0026 
INFtHRING: (*nLOC* C0043 C00S1) 

AL70 GENERATING: (TS C0054 C0011I 

ABOUT TO APPLy »PHYSCONTS TO C002B 
INFERRING: (*LOC* C0015 ffPALOALTO) 

ALSO GENERATING: (TIHE C005B C0011) 

APPLYING sPOSTSCAN TO C00A3: 
(»hLOC« (CAUSE («CO* «JOHNl 
«UNSPECIFIED) (*PHYSCONT* C8012 C081S) 
C00^8) 

INFERRING: (*nLOC* 008^9 C0040) 
COPYING TIMES FROH C0043 TO C008F 

caeis: NIL 
A^E T: 

C0055 
000^3 
C0043 
C0023 
C0026 
C0017 

(*L0r* 0 «FALOALTO) 
'PART  C00S1   tt) 
(*MFEEL* «J0HN1   «POSF.MOTION «) 
(*LOOIC  AT* «BILL1   #1 
(»PHYSCONT* C0012  tt) 
(ISA i «PERSON» 

a person,   and   that   its  name   is  Jenny.   These 
uiM   not  be  of  use   in   this  example.   All   other 
suhpropnsi t ions have  been  suppressed   from 
the  starting   inference  queue   for   this  example. 

One   inference   from Bill's  seeing   this  event 
is   that  he Knows   that   the  event   occurred. 
That   is,   the  event   went   from  his  eyes   to 
his conscious  processor,   C0021. 
To  the   left,   the   inference   that  Bill   knows 
about  John's kissing  Jenny   is  being  generateo; 

- CP  TC0021)   uil IT also 
Thi s  fact  uii II   be of 
pass  of   inferencing 
that  C0015   is  Jenny 

informat i on i n B i Mls 
enter his LTH, C0040. 
use during the second 
(after MEMORY decides 
Jones). 

Another   inference  arises   from  John's   lioe 
being   in PHYSCONT  with C0015:    that   John 
feels a positive  emotion   toward  C0015.   The 
structure  representing   this   inference   is 
C0049. 

Another   inference   from John's  kissing  action 
is  that C0015 knuup  that  John   feels  a positive 
emotion  toward C0015.   C0051   is C0015's LTM. 
This   inference  will   be  of   no  direct 
consequence   in  this  example. 

i'CMORY also   infers  fro,., John's  kissing C0015 
that  John and C0015  had   the   same   location 
at   the event   time,   C0011   (yesterday).   Since 
MEMORY knows  that  John was   in Palo Alto,   and 
has no   information  concerning C0015's   location 
yesterdau,  MEMORY   infers  that  C0015 was  also 
in Palo Alto  yesterday.   This   information  ui I I 
solve  the reference ambiguity^ 

During   the  postscan ■mg   tfe  postscan   inferencing,    the   fact 
that Si'I   saw John lOss C0015   leads  to 
the   inference   that  Bill   knows   that   John 
fee is a positive emotion  toward C001B.   This 
inference   type   imolements   the  principle   that 
if  a person knows X,   he also   is   I'nely also 
to know  the   inferences which can be  drawn 
from X.   That   is,   MEMORY assumes   that  other 
Reople possess   the  same   inference  powers   as 

EMORY does. 

inferencmg eventually ceases.   Ue   interrupt 
processing at   this point   to examine C0015, 
the unknown Jenny.   Notice   the  new   information 
which has been built   up  about   C0015. 

C00bl   is C0015'9 LTh, 

C0012 
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CeeiG;    (NAME  U  JENNY) 
RECENCY:   9350 

r8056:   («LOG* C0015 «PALOALTO) 

ASET: 
C0078:    UMLOC* tt C0040) 
C00E>7:    (TIME  i C0eil) 

RECENCY;   A2533 
TPUTH:   T.   STRENGTH:   0.30250000 
REASONS: 

C0002:    ;*LOC« #JOHNl   «PALOALTO) 
C002G:    (*PHYSCONT* C0012 03015) 

iitFSPRING: 
C0101:    («nLGC« C0024 C0051) 

ISEEN:   NIL 

C008B:    (*nL0C* C0049 C0040) 
(«tlLOC«   (»HEEEL« «fJOHNl  «POSEMOTION 

C0015)   C0040) 
A5ET: 

C0087:    (TS  U C0011) 
RECENCY:   25750 
TRUTH:   T.   STRENGTH:   0.95000000 
REASONS: 

C0043:   («flLOC* C0028 C8040) 
ISEEN:   (•MLOCS) 

RETRYING REFERENCE: 
(C0015 #JENNY2 #JENNY1) 

REFERENCE AHBIGUITY SOLVED. 

OLD:    (C0015 «JENNY2 tfJENNYl) 
NEU:   »JENNY2 

MERGING: 
«JENNY2: »JENNY2 
C0015: C0015 

PURGING: (»LOC* C0015 »PALOALTO) 
PURGING: (»MLOC* (*LOC« C0015 «PALOALTO) 

r,0040) 
PURGING: (TS (»hLOC* (*LOC* C0015 

«PALOALTO) C0040) C0011) 
PURGING: (TIME (*LOC* C00i5 »PALOALTO) 

C0011) 
PURGING: (ISA C0015 «PERSON) 
PURGING: (NAME C0015 JENNY) 

0JENNY2: NIL 

ASET: 
C0117 
C002G 
C0029 
C0049 

(IDENTIFIES i C0015) 
(*PHYSCONT* C0012 U) 
(«LOOIC AT« «BILL1  tt) 
(«flFEEC« »J0HN1  «POSEnOTION tt) 
(PART C0051 tt) 

Since   it uill   settle  the reference ambiguity, 
we have a closer   look  at   the   structure  which 
represents C001b's  being   in Palo  Alto 
yesterday   (C0011).   00078  represents  BiM's 
knowledge o* C0015's   location yesterday 
(but has no direct  relevance   to  this  example) 

Notice  that   the reasons   for  HEHORY  believing 
that  C00I5 was   in Palo Alto  at   time  C0011 
are  twofold:   that  John  was   in Palo Alto  at 
that   time,   and   that   a body  part   of   John 
was   In PHYSCONT with 00015   then. 

Ue also examine  the  structure which represents 
the   inference   ti.u*  Bill   knows   that   John 
feels a positive ertotion  toward C0015.   This 
information will   core   into  play  after   C0015,s 
identity   is  solved   .on   the  second   inference 
pass).   L0087   ind.cates  when Bill   started 
knowing   this  fact   (C0040   is  his  LTM). 

The   first  pass  of   inferencing   is  now   finished. 
Ue allow MEMORY   to  proceed.   It   notice"   that 
a reference decision   is  pending,   and  attempts 
to decide between «fJENNYl   and  ffJENNY2   as   the 
referent  of  C0015  by  using  new I y-infer--ed 
information about  C0015   (from   the   first 
pass).   It   succeeds,   because  «JENNY2  was 
known  to be   in Palo Alto  yesterday,   and 
this matches new C0015   information,   C005B. 

MEMORY  merges C0015   into #JENNY2,   purging 
old   information which   is  not   used   to  augment 
«JENNY2.   Recall   that   the merge replaces 
occurrence  set  pointers,   so   that   every 
MEMORY  structure  which  referenced 00015  now 
references #JENNY2. 

Ue have another   look at  «JENNY2 before   the 
second   inference pass  begins. 
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C0005 
ipeig 
10018 
10017 

RtCENCY: 

(»riFEEL* (WILLI  «LOVE 
(*LOC* tf ÄPALOALTO) 
(SURNAME « JONES) 
(ISA # »PERSON) 
(NAME # JENNV) 

89S0 

tt) 

RE-I^JFERRING.. 

API    VING  INF MOLECULE «MLOC* T0 
.      6)    (*nLCC«   (»riFEEL« «JQHNl 

tfPOSEMOTlOtJ •JENNY21  C00A0) 

ABOUT   TO APPL'-' «nLOC3 TQ C00SG 
INFEPRINGi   (»nFEEL« »BILLl  «ANGER 

ff JOMM ) 
ALSO GENERATING:   (TS C0119 C0011) 

:01j ':    (*PFEEL* «BILL1   »ANGER »JOHNl) 

■: 

C9121i   'GAUGE C008B t] 
C0120:    (TS tt C0011) 
'   .   ■:   107900 

Hi    r.   STRENGTH:   0.90:50000 
: . ■■     '13: 

i,0086:    (*nLOC* C0049 C0040) 
C0010:    UtlFEEL* »BILLl  »LOVE (IJENNY2) 

'SEEN:   NIL 

HEnGRY bpctins  tne  second pass  of   inf*r«ncinci, 
This consists  of   subjecting  each   infpienrr. 
which  arc^e   from   the   first   pass   to   inf«ref    I 
again.   The   ISEEN property  prevents  cd.'plicatlnn 
of   i Tfe'-ences during  second  and  subsequent 
passes. 

One neu   inference  which  was  not   possihle 
on  the  first  pass   is  that  Bill   probably 
became  ancjry  at   John.   This   inference   arises 
from Bill   s  knowing   that   John   feels  a  positive 
emotion   toward ftJENNY2,   someone Bill    loves. 
C0119   >•   the  structure  representing Bill's 
incipient  anger   toward John.   The crucial 
point   15   that   this   inference  becamr   possible 
only af*er  «JENNYZ'S  features became 
available after  a reference  decision,   wl 
was   ir   turn  made  possible   through   first 
pas1,   mf p' enc ing. 

Finally,   ue have  a   look   at   this   seronr)   ; 
i nference. 

C01Z1    roprocoptc    the   cause   of    Bill's    nnr^r ■ 
as beirg  C008E,   his  knowing  about   the  kT   tina 
event,   [0049. 

Notice  the reasons DEnORY  believes that   Ril 
bCCMC  angry  at  John:   he  knew  John kitMd 
»JENNY:   (this  structure   is G0049), and  he 
IOVPS »JENNY2. 

8.2 TIME AND INFERENCE 

Exact interrelations among the varjnin tiines alluded to by an 
utterance are frequently unspecified Tins is a form of missing 
information which the speaker of an utterance assumes the hearer 
can infer to obtain a complete meaniiiE; i,'raP''    How are 
inferences in conceptual memory relevant to this problem? 

One n-ajor theme has been that the notion of soontaneous conceptual inference is crucial to 

most aspects of understanding. That is, it has become dear that nearly every important aspect of 
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conceptual memory whicK involves probabilistic decision-making should be able to interface to 

one degree or another with the inference mechanism  In most cases this amounts to making the 

best of an indeterminate state and drjtrnng decisions when at oil possible until inferences have 

^een called into play. This section discusses a mother aspect of this principle: inferences are 

useful for determining missing time relationships within one, or among several conceptual 

structures. 

: 

Consider the sentence "Mary gave John the booK which Pete gave her", for winch the 

analyzer renders the following conceptual graph: 

-— JOHN 

tl 

-- riARv 

riARY  <--.>  ATRANS —--  BOOK 
t 

« 

tl < "NOT 
t2 < "NOU" 

PETE <- > ATRANS —--  BOOK 
f 

-— HMRY 

^-- PETE 

Mere, the analysis yields onlv that the two times, tl and t2, »-ö b?th m the past of "NOW". The 

conceptual analyzer has no need here to ascertain the more detailed re'atior (that t2 must have 

been before tl)/or the purposes of analysis.   However, the complete meaning graph of this 

sentence cannot truly be said to exist until the relations among the va-ious times in the graph 

have been determined as accurately as possible in the given context.   In this case, a relatively 

precise relationship between tl and 12 can be established through mferencmg. 

During the process of internalizing this graph from the analyzer, the following two 

subpropositional structures (among others) a-e extracted and are put on the initial inference 

queue; 

SI:    iATRANS ÖHARY Cl  «MARY  «JOHN)   (at   time   tl) 
S2:   (ATRANS «PETE Cl  «PETE  «MARY)   (at   time  t2) 

where Cl is the book.   Ir.'erencmg will thus occur on these two propositions simultaneously. We 

will assume for simplicity that all references have been successfully identified. 
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The solution to this time relation comes about via two resultative inference, which will lead 

from independent sources to the same proposition, causing two lines of inference from different 

source i to establish a point of contact in inference space 

In this example, a resultative inference which can be made with certainty from SI is that 

Ma'y must have had a book immediately before the ATRANS action, and m particular, that she 

ceased to have it at Hi 

111    (TF     (POSS Cl  miARV)     TU 

{There are, once agam, many other inferences which are not p«>rtint-nt to th's illustration.) 

Likewise, one resultative inference which anses from 52 is that Mary began having the book at 

12) 

12:   ITS     'POSS Cl  tftlARY)     T2) 

^Vhiche/er of these two inferences, 11,12, is generated seoid will cause the following event: the 

(POSS Cl MARY) generated by the second will be detected by the evaluation function as 

Confirming an existing piece of knowledge (the first (POSS Cl MARY) generated as an inference). 

Hence, the evaluation function calls the merger to kmt these two propositions together into the 

following single one; 

i   (POSS Cl   «rARY) 
(TS t)  T2I 
(TF tt Tl) 

that is, a structure representing a state with a TS and a TF, possibly m addition to much other 

information. Smce t2 is now known tc be the starting time of a state whose ending time is known 

•o be tl, if is directly deriuceable that t2«-tl by the time proof procedures. This relation was not 

ascerfa'nable be'ore mferenemg. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE WORK 

9.1 NUTSHELL 

Language, memory, and conrertnai inference are inseparable notions.   My thesis, briefly, is 

♦hat there is a stratum of cogmtion in whicn large quantifies of inference-based computations 

occur spontaneously 'rom each thought to which the human brain attends. The existence of such 

a stratum would help e»p'ain much of the observable behavior we classify as "language 

comprehension", or simply "understanding". 

9.2 SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS 

I have mapped out and implementea the beginning of what I hope to be a comprehensive 

IhMfy of understanding by conreptua1 inference. Since the theory is "synthetic" rather than 

"analytic", can I justify drawng anv conclusions from it about how human memory works? 

Probably not.   Nevertheless, .t i« coss bie to summarize by wav of the following "eoucated 

guesses" about nemory and understanding. 

1. Understanding is not possible without large Quantities of conceptual inference   Mumans 

must perform many spontaneous, meanmg-based inferences or each thought they perceive in 

order to relate that thought to their models of the world and to other thoughts perceived in the 

same situation. "Understanding" can be defined m terms of conceptual inferences, and how the 

inference sphere around one meaning graph interacts with the spheres of inferences around 

other meanmg graphs 

Inferences are all probabilistic, and must be made m seemingly wasteful quantify, even if 

only a very small number of them eventually interacts with other information in the memory. The 

existence of "weird tOnttktt" 'or any given thought stands as evidence 'or this claim; what is a 

relevant or salient infere 'ce ffOtW thought T in one circumstance may be quite an irrelevant 

inference from T in another circumstance, and there is no a priori way of deciding without 

making exploratory mferenres m hopes of discovering interesting interactions with other 

knowledge. 
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2. Based upon ho* it proce^e'. and under'tands langui^e, human memory must be 

regarded as a highly "volatile" entit/ rather than a passive one. I submit that, at a subconscious 

levfl, hundreds ot inferences of the natures proposed m chapters vj and 6 are generated from 

each thought we perceive. Only when interactions between spheres m inference cpace occur do 

we become aware of the underlying processing.   The notion of the conceptual expansion of 

mean^g units m inference space bears a direct analogy fo the notion of free-associative 

concept-concef ' activation m "concept .pace" 

3. The "gestalt" of a thought (meaning graph) can only be captured by simultaneously 

explorng inferences from all subprooosifions of the thought  Again, what might be a totally 

insignificant unit of information in one context might be extremely critical in another. 

4. '• is theoretica'l^ important to systematize conceptual  nferences: to partition them into 

c,asses, based upon their utility m the understanding process. All classes o. inference are always 

potentially applicable to all inputs, for ce'ta.n sub-goa!s o* the general expansion of the input in 

inference space, il is 'mportant that the memory be able to restrict inferences to one or several 

classes (to "multiplex" inferences). This can be imagined as a more directed type of reasoning 

which occurs during the general expansion. 

The number of inference classes is manageably small -- perhaps no more than 30. Sixteen 

of the most important classes have been examined and incorporated m the computer model. 

5. Prediction and specification (the fiilmg-m of missing conceptual information) are powerful 

mechanisms of understanding. By making explicit probabilistic predictions about why each actor 

may nave performed an     tion, what actons he might reasonably be expected to perform next, 

what the predictable results of an action were (will be), and so forth, the chances for discovering 

crucial implied re'at'Ons are enhanced. 

6. "Understanding", as the word is used, say to detme how we process the information in a 

story, is simply the COmoOSite of many duferent kmds of 'nfere'ice: to understand is to uncover 

as many implied relations between an input and other information as possible. There is no black 

and white measure of understanding, for this reason, it is for the most part meaningless to talk 

about "backup" m the context of a conceptual memory  P-obabihstic inferences which don't "pan 

out" are assumed simply to atrophy (disappear completely or become maccessable) with time. 
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There afe pe'^tip;. c!as'p'   )f »pei I  problems whOM ns rei> on torn« tort of "bad ip 

thinking", but they do not pro1.'cie ^sights mto geneia! mechanisms of cognition 

7. The'e ". ^ ttrong   rtttratl on bolweon t^o proc««<  which loc^tp--, (dedijce«>) the momory 

-eteTnt-. of language tnlilw« and th»> p-oreso of conceptual inforonc«  This observation tt by no 

r^eans new (see [WS], [Cl] tor •«•mplo), but has been dea't with here in a new way. 'his 

nteraction is a torm of relanat on proce^s^ng, n wh.rh conceptual inference can infer features of 

an urident ' ed entity, Ihm c ea^ng up its idontity, or 'ur'her restricting ,he set of candidates. 

On the other Kind, havng narrowod thi cat (.lidale ict, or having succeeded completely in 

dentifying the roforont, new features bocomt a.ailabie «the referent's occirrence -.et, or the 

then^larger mfe'-»c'rr   r.r ,< ' >-.tndinate'.-occu'-ence • c»   I  -"»ri these new features can lead to 

further co'-cept'jal ir-'e>-en(e   Thu into art'On occur'- both as a ' .^icroprocess" which takes pince 

as the thought contointng f-p r«tor»nco< it initi»ll\ perceived (ana^zed), and as a pro^rted 

process (say, Ovo» the durat on of an entre "O.P 

Vpfp-e^ce docition« tr« gonorally ^ot ^ade   ml    Iher«   •-    »tie doubt about their 

cor'ectness   The idoi c* a descnptt' e Ml »How« Iho fn»mory to use as much conceptual 

nfcr-at-on from as ma'-,  soi,-fes as possible in the identification process. 

8. inferences In a ^eanrg-^a'pi (hoory of understanding Lan ba convontonfty itructurod 

around conceptual p'i-"'   e    P,   jsmg a System .-,• -voan-ng r>r •.utives rather than dealing 

directly wth language, or * '•  e-e^ a (yntacl     sa» intic analysis of language, the memory (»nd 

human momory) can function n a pura moanini anvironmonl  without the additional burden o; fie 

syntactic and iovlcograpll ■   /ariablihty Of aach thought.   Inferences can be organized in multiple 

'esoonse discnmmat on-not-lika it'uetures beneath the conceptua1 primitives in a way which 

avoids tlmo-contufnin| SOafChing tc- rpievant intarancai   I'-'erences themselves are tctlvt 

^prog'am) entries rather than pattiva paffe'ns anrj lomplata«. 

9  T^e maintenance of t me ralation« It erucitl to '■•-•   ."le'standmg process. The frame 

problem becomes a "non-issup" it iow-laval mpmor) rctrw >>'' luncttont have the abil'f    to acre-- 

täte djration in'prprces and  ,,  ;,,•■■ lima-tontil -p •n^-lrfrat'n', only a: thr vied ^ise^   That it 

my theory pred cts thai the majOrrty o* the mformat'O^ '.;ored  n the human brain is "out of 

date" until it is accesred again. The process of KCOtting it automatically updates the 
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nforTiatior's temporal features and it«. cUength o* belie* based on those features    The process 

of observing thus alters that which is observed. 

10   The ability to assess the "r ormality" of a gven meaning graph k important. It provides 

an essentially infinite amount of Knowledge br allowing the memory to maKe educated guesses 

about the probable truth of information wNch is not explicitly stored. By encoding this 

knowledge of normality m active normality molecules, the assessment can be made quite sensitive 

to features of entities involved m the rreanmg graph being assessed (That is, normality 

■•^formation stored this way can be tailored to accomooate si'uations whicn are known to be 

abnormal  n specific respects.) A knowledge of what is normal also plays an important role in 

determining -- in a general way -- which inferences are likely to be the most fruitful to pursue 

from any given meaning graph. 

9.3 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

One general conclusion I have reached is that conceptual meaning primitives provide a very 

powerful and realistic approach to language  The memorv truly does function in "pure meaning", 

as that phrase is defined by the nomenclature of chapter 2. Syntax ?nd traditional semantics are 

implicated only at the outermost (mput/output) level of per'eption, and art never seen at this 

deeper level of understanding. 

I believe it is not unrealistic to assume that all of language de. all thoughts communxable by 

anguage) can be represenved by a shockingly small number of conceptual primitives. Having 

done this research, it is my belief that the number of conceptual links will not exceed, say, 50, 

and that the number of meaning primifues, properly systematized, will not exceed several 

hundred  Furthermore, a system based upon these primitives could be natural and convenient to 

work with at this "compressed" 'eve'.   At the beginning I expected to be depressed by the 

magnitude of the representation problem. Instead I have been encouraged. 
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94 DISAPPOINTMENT 

One disappcintrrent wtwch occurred early m the research was my inability to encode 

process and data m the same "homogene^us" memc-y strixlures m a vay that would make them 

indittinguitHabi*, eircept for the A^V some other process happened to use them  I quickly 

discovered that the questicnv I wanted to ask were a» too high a level to frame within the 

COnstraintt of HKh fl 'er esentation. I still bsliev« tnat this should be done, and regard its 

^bser:e a, the syster s major weakness, particularly s.nce its absence precludes most forms of 

' ea-nmg"   'he d*vetepm«nl oi a linft«, nomogeneous data itructurt to acccmodate all the ideas 

■r. this fhesis wi'l 'f ma n ao ce long-range goal. 

95 IMPLICATIONS FOR PSYCHOLOGY AND Al 

B.  \Hn "~esit i -CPP 1c have demonstrated (1» that "re Artificial Intell.gence framework is a 

.alid one t'om which to conduct   '>au"-'es into Questions of how humans use and understand 

ang^age, and (2) that resea'c^s -- psvcholOfsts in ptrttcuitr -- should not shy away from the 

Al point of view simply because it might lead to concusions which are less tangle than those 

obfamable by direct laboratory expenmentat on Modeling and experimentation must proceed 

hand-'"" hand 

Sc-e researchers have ^ade this important eonwmtmtnl \9 approach problems of language 

From both the Al and p'ycho!ogy pomts of view Of partcu'ar encouragement from the 

psychology side are su'.h work« as Andersen and Bcwe- s research into human associative 

memor,  [A5], RufKOihart, LindMy a"d Norman's proposals 'or a process model of long-term 

-en-nry [93], and Co<h>'s computor si-« .lation o» irtifK ■   paranoia [05]. In addition, Abelson's 

work  tritt) belie* lyttOflW («€» pt», supe^enpts and M« strurtunng of notions of causality, 

motwation. cabiement and purposes) [Al] are porticulorly refreshing, p^d served as inspiration 

-or ^any of my views on ItngutQt  f^om the Al s'de, Wmograd's integration of syntax, semantics 

and wo'ld knowpdge If»t0 I lytto« 'or undorttandifl|   assuage iW5], QuiHian^s semantic memory 

[Q2], Becker's model o* intermediate leve^ eOfnttiOfl [Bi], ^nd CharmaK's model of the mechanisms 

of children"s story COmprohontion [Cl], na/e ail demonstrated that Al \% an effective framework 

f'om which to attack language 
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Certainly these researcher', are not m full agreement with all Of the ideas of this thesis. 

Neither do I agree fully with them. It should be clear, for example, that I believe that Quillian's 

approach i$ toe word-basea, that the Rumeihart-Lmdsay-f^orman approach and Charniak's 

approach lack a much-needed formal lystWM of conceptual representation, that Colby's non- 

,nferential system relies too heavily upon stimulus-response theory, and that Wmograd's system, 

although it represented a quantum advance m language processing, wa. overly syntactic and 

lealt with an overly restricted domain   Hov ever, the overall approach to language by all these 

researchers -- through detailed COm^uttf mortels -- is fundamentally correct   Language and 

memorv -- indeed, all of 4! and memory -- are inseparable, and this realization should be 

adopted as the underlying theme o' all Al research in the years to come. 

96 FUTURE QUESTIONS 

One large i^genng question concerning the conceptual memory is; what really happens 

wneri the memory h«s 50,000 mfer-ence atoms instead of 50' My intuition is that, as the system 

grows, fftutr inferences will be recognized as applicable to any given meaning structure if they 

are well organized m their respective discrimination nets: the nets simply will become more 

discriminating!   in other words, increasing the number of potential inferences will not lead to a 

combinatorial explosion. On the other hand, more and better heuristics for cutting off \he 

expanding sphere of inferences around each meaning graph will have to be developed before the 

system can be called "practical" msfpad of "toy". 

Fmall   , there is an irresistable analogy to be drawn between expanding spheres of 

mfer-enr j m inference space, and expanding "*avefronts of cognition" in the human brain's 

neu'?! network as suggested many years ago by researchers such as John C  Eccles: 

Thus we have envisat;ed the working of the brain as a patterned activity formed 
by the curving and looping of wavefronts through a multitude of neurons, now 
sprouting, now coalescing with other wavefrouts, now reverberating through the 
same path - all with a speed deriving fron the millisecond relay time of the 
individual neuron, the whole wavefront advancing through perhaps one million 
neurons in a second. In the words of Sir Charles Sherrington, the brain appears as 
an enchanted loom where millions of flashing shuttles weave a dissolving pattern, 
always a Meaningful pattern, though never an abiding one: a shifting harmony of 
subpatterns'." 

■ John C. Eccles, 
Scientific American, Sept. 1958 
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